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1 PART I.-Gunn817_ 

Section I.-DefiDition. 

I.-,...DEFINITION OF GUNNERY TERMS. 

*Calibr(l.-The diameter of tM bore in inches. In ritled guns 
it is measured across the lands. See fig. 1, PI. I. 

*.A~i8 of the Piece.-A line passing down the centre of the bore. 
8ee AB, fig. 2, PI. I. 

* Axis of th6 Prunnions.-A line passing through the centre of 
the trunnions. See CD, fig. 3, PI. I. 

* Windage.-The difference between the sectional area of the 
bore through the grooves and that of the projectile through the 
studs, gas checks, or the driving bands. See unshaded .portion, 
fig. 4, PI. II. N OTE.-With B.L. guns there is practically 1/,0 

windage. 
*Trajectory.-The curve described by the projectile in passing 

from the muzzle to the first point of impact. See fig: 5, PI. III. 
Range.-The distance from the piece to the second inter

section of the trajectory with the line of sight. *NoTE.-In 
plain terms this is the distance between the gun and the object 
fired at. 

*Line of Sigkt.-A line passing through the sights of the piece 
and the point aimed at. See EF, fig. 6, PI. III. 

* Line of Firc.-A line joining the muzzle of the piece and thc 
point aimed at. This term would be used instead of the preceding 
one if firing from behind cover or in any case when the sights of 
the piece are not used. 

Plane of Sight.-The vertical plane passing through the line 
of sight. . .' 

Angle of Sight.-The angle .hi~ tlte line of sight makes with 
the horizontal plane. _ Soo GRI, :(1g. 7, Pl. III. 

It EvftrV.recruit should b~ t,.uclitJli""~'l definitions marked with UIl' 
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PART L-Gl1llnery. 2 

Section I.-Definition. 

*An,qle of Elevation.-The angle which the line of sight makes 
with the axis of the piece. See fig. 8, PI. IV. 

Q~tadrant Angle.-'l'he angle which the axis of the piece, 
makes with the horizontal plane. It is termed quadrant elevation 
or depression according as the piece is laid above or below the 
horizontal plane. See fig. 8, PI. IV. NOTE.-The angle of ele
vation and the quadrant angle are the same when the line of sight 
is horizontal. 

Line of Departure.-The direction of the projectile on leaving 
the muzzle, in other words, a tangent to the trajectory at the 
muzzle. See fig. 9, PI. IV. 

Plane of Departure.-The vertical plane passing through the 
line of departure. 

An.qle of Departure.-The angle between the line of depa1ture 
and the horizontal plane. See fig. 9, PI. IV. 

Jump.--The angle between the line of departure and the axis 
of the piece before firing. See fig. 9, Pl. IV. NOTE.--Jump 
arises from the gUll and carriage revolving in a vertical plane on 
their points of support in rear when the gun is fired, and takes 
effect before the projectile leaves the bore. With no jump the 
line of departure and the axis of the piece before firing would be 
identical. 

Angle of Descent.-The angle which a tangent to the trajec
tory at the first point of impact makes with the horizontal plane. 
See fig. 11, PI. V. 

Angle of Incidence.-The angle which a tangent to the trajectory 
at the point of impact makes with the surface struck. It may 
be considered either vertically or horizonally. See figs. 12, 13 and 
14, PI. VI. 

Lateral Deviation.-The perpendicular distance of the point of 
impact of the projectile right or left of the plane of sight. 

Drift.-The constant deflection of the projectile from the plane 

* Every recruit 8h":,'--_--t11!"~1-.a, defl .. ition~-·-·-·I' ;tJi 
an asterisk. ",.N S 45"6) '-, J 
-' .. v 
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FIG.4. 
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PART I.-GunnelT. 
-------.-------;;-.:--==-=~ 

. Section I. Definition. 

3 

of departure due to the rotation impa.:rled by the ri1l.' f h 
piece. See fig. 10, PI. V. mg 0 t e 
* Point BlanJc..-A ~ isl~d point blank when the line of si ht 

is ~llel to Its aXlS. Pomt blank l"clJlge is the range dU! to 
the Jump of the gun. . 

Jlu!zle. Velocity.-The velocity in feet per second with which 
a proJec~il~ leaves t~e muzzle. 
!lema~!,,~ng T:'"eloc~ty.-The velocity of a projectile at any given 

pomt ?f. Its traJe~tory. . 
Strihng Veloc~ty.-The velocIty of a projectile at the point of 

impact. 
The following are the natures of artillery fire : 

I. WITH REFERENCF. TO THE VERTICAL PLANE. 

Direct Ji1ire.-Fire from guns with service charges at all angles 
of elevation not exceeding 15°. 

Indirect 01' Curved Fire.-Fire from guns with reduced charges 
and from howitzers and mortars at all angles of elevation not 
exceeding 15°. 

High-Angle Fire.-Fire. from guns, howitzers and mortars at 
all angles of elevation exceeding 15°. 

2. WITH REFERENCE TO THE HORIZONTAL PLANE. 

Frontal Fire.-The line of fire Tlerpendicular to the front of the 
object fired at. 

Oblique Ji1ire.-The line of fire inclined to the front of the 
object fired at. 

Enfilade Fire.-The line of fire parallel (or nearly so) to the 
front of the object fired at. . 

Reverse i''ire.-When the rear instead of the front of the 
object is fired at. 

II Every recruit sh~uld be itaught those definitions marked with 
an asterisk. 

(a.m.l ) B 
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PART I. -Gunnery. 4 

iIllctioD I1.-Tbe GUD. 

II. THE GUN. 

1. RIFLING. 

The object of rifling a gun is;-

1. To increase its accuracy. 
2. To enable an elongated projectile to be used. 

1. Accuracy. A shot from a smooth bore leaves the gun rota
ting round an axis dependent upon the position of the centre of 
gravity of the shot, or the portion of the bore last touched. 
- 'l'his rotation is uncertain in its direction and the deviation 
due to it cannot therefore be corrected. In a rifled gun as the 
rifling gi ves a definite rotation to the projectile its lateral deviation 
is constant and can be allowed for, thus increasing the accuracy 
of the gun. 

2. The advantages of using an elongated projectile may be 
briefly summarised ;-

1. A diminished surface for the same weight is offered to 
the resistance of the air, and thus greater range and 
greater power at a given range are obtained. 

2. The trajectory being flatter, the probability of hitting an 
object is increased. 

3. The head may be of any required form or weight; e.g., 
Palliser shot or Shrapnel shell. 

4. By varyillg the length, different kinds of projectiles for 
the same gun can be brought to the same weight; and 
thus complications in range tables &c., are avoided. 

5. On the other hand, if desirable, a specially heavy projectile 
lllay be fired; e.g., the 7" and 7-pr; double shell. 
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5 PAB'!' I.-Gunnery. 

Bectioll n.-The Gws. 

6 .. The capacity of the shell for powder or bulleta i~ 
mcreased. 

7. A shell of the same weight as that of the 8.B. Gun can 
be flred from a much lighter gun; (}l' a heavier .mell from 
a gun of the same weight. 

2. Sl'liITEMS OJ!' RWLIlfG. 

The object of any system of rifling is to give the Deceasary 
amount of rotation or spin to the projectile with a minimum 
pressure on it and on the bore of the piece; this result should be 
obtained by the most simple means and with the least possible 
loss of power. 

The term "system of rifling" consists essentially in the means 
of giving rotation to the projectile, but the twist of the grooves, 
the length, diameter, or form of the projectile must depend upon 
the purpose for which the gWl is required, no matter upon what 
system the gun may be rifled. 

The conditions especially desirable in a system of rifling for 
ordnance are :-

1. Accuracy of fire. 
2. Simplicity and durability of both projectile and gun. 
3. Non-liability of the projectile to jam in the bore either 

in loading or firing. 
The systems of rifling now in the service may be classified as 

follows :-
a. The R.B.L. Polygroove (original Armstrong) Rotation given 

to the projectile by its soft metal coating being forced into a large 
number of grooves with sharp corners. 

b. The R.M.L. old Woolwich system, having a few broad deep 
grooves, rotation imparted by means of soft metal studs fitted to 
correspond with the grooves, or in studless projectiles by gas
checks which take the rifling. 

c. The R.M.L. and B.L. modern poly-groove. Rotation given 
in the former by gas-checks, ill the latter by driving bands, 

~m~ B2 
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PART I._Gunnery. 6 

Section II. The Gun. 
which are forced into a large number of shallow and rou~ 
QTooves. 
'" The disadvantages of the first sy8te~ are ;-

The shape of the gro~ves and the thlckness of the lead c.oating 
on projectiles cause cOl!-slderable pressu:es and loss of velo~lty .. 

Lead coatings are hable to damage m transport, detenoratlOD 
in store, and to be detac~ed in flight. They foul the bore and 
therefore necessitate a lubrlCant. 

The disadvantages of the second are ;-
The gun is weakened by the deep grooves, and as windage is 

not entirely sealed by t~e. g~-c~eck, the ~ush of gas past the 
projectile scores the ~n, .1llJurmg It an~ causm~ a. waste of power. 
With a studded proJectlle, an exceSSlve stram 11'\ thrown on the 
gun and projectile, the latter is not perfectly centred, the studs 
are liable to injury in transport or store, and weaken the shell. 
The advantages of the last ale ;-

Absence of windage, the projectile is well centred, the grooves 
being numerous and shallow and t,he projectile an easy fit in the 
bore, the strain on the gun and projectile is lessened. 

3. TwIST OF RIFLING. 

Rotation is always effected by fitting or forcing projections 
~lead c~at, studs, gas-check or copper driving ring) on the projectile 
mto splral grooves, which are cut in the bore of the gun. 

The spiral grooving or twist is either ;-
1. Uniform or, 
2. Increasing. 

. ~Vith the u~iforJ? twist the inclination of the grooves to the 
~X1S o~ the l,:nece IS the same throuO"hout the bore. With an 
mc~easmg tWISt the inclination increas~s. 

'l.~~ uniform twist imparts rotation to the projectile very 
rap! y at first, but adds little to it durinO" the latter part of its 
passage down the bore. " 
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7 PABT I.-Gunn8l'J'. 

Section II.-The Gun. 

The increasing twist gives rotation gradually, and therefore 
brings lower pressure at the breech end of the bore than the 
uniform twist but it necessitates only one driving ring on the 
shells. 

The muzzle velocity is a little greater with the uniform 
twist. 

Twist is measured by the number of calibres in which the 
projectile makes one complete revolution. 

In the later guns the first part of the groove is an increasing 
twist, the latter part towards the muzzle is uniform, this is done 
to give steadiness to the projectile on leaving the muzzle. 

4. CENTRING. 
The projectile on leaving the bore should be centred, i.e. it 

should be rotating round its longer axis, which should be coin-
cident with the line of departure. . 

Should it be imperfectly centred, a higher velocity of rotation 
is necessary to keep the axis of the projectile in the required 
direction, for if this velocity is insufficient the projectile becomes 
unsteady and noisy in flight. 

5. DRIFT. 

The directioIl of the rotation given to all service projectiles 
being right· handed, causes the shell to be deflected towards 
the right. 

This constant deflection is called "drift." The amount of it 
is determined for each nature of piece by actual experiment, and 
is compensated for in all guns by inclining the tangent sights to 
the left. This cannot be dOIle with howitzers as owing to their 
varying charges, no permanent angle of drift can be found for 
them applicable to all circumstances. 

Their tangent sights are accordingly put in perpendicularly, 
they are provided with long deflection bars, and the amount 
of deflection to be given at each range with each charge, is 
noted in the range tables. 
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PART I.-GunDery. 8 

Section IL-The Gun. 

6. MUZZLE OR BREECH-LOADING. 

Whether a gun is loaded at t~e breec~ o.r muzzle, the MeU.ra\lY 
of the shooting depends (supposmg the .1'1:fhng and length of bole 
to be the same) on the absence of wmdage, on the projectlle 
being of the same weight and properly centred, the uniformity of 
the powder and on the space occupied by it being the same for 
each round. 

It is very generally admitted that it is easier to ca.ITJ these 
conditions out with B.L. than with M.L. guns. 

The B.L. question may be summed up thus :-
1. It is now possible to construct B.L. guns of large size, of 

which the breech-loading apparatuB will withstand the stress of 
firing heavy charges of a suitable powder. 2. The loading NoB. 
are generally less exposed~ 3. The bore can be more easily 
examined. 4. The gun can be of any length. 5. The difficultielil 
of chambering are reduced. 

On the other hand, so far as the gun alone is concerned; the 
~.L. i~ undoubtedly simpler than the B.L., as considerable we 
IS reqUlred to keep the brt:ech-closing arrangement in order. 

7. PROPORTION OF WEIGHT TO CALIBRE. 

There are three natures of ordnance in the service, viz. :
guns, howitzers, and morta.rs. 

The first being principally used for direct fire, the heaviest 
cbarges should be employed compatible with the strength of 
the gun . 
. The, second being chiefly required for curved and high angle 
fir~ With small charges, a much lighter piece compared with the 
weIght of projectile suffices. 
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COMPARE. 

Nature. WeiSll.t. Cartrldge. Projectile. I ' M,V. 

-------
\ 1,468;:-6'6" R.M.t. gun ... 10 cwt. 2li Ibs. P. 1001bs • 

6'6" R.M.L.llowitzer ... 36 cwt I to 61bs. R.L.G.' IOOlbs. 839 f .•. 

The last are used wholly for high-angle fire. They are short 
and light compared with weight of shell, and fire a heavy shell 
of large calibre and capacity. They are still retained in the 
service, notwithstanding their great inaccuracy and other defects, 
but practically for siege purposes they have been superseded by 
rifled howitzers. 

COMPARE. 

weight.1 Leugth. Eleva- Weight of Bursting Nature. tion. chArge. Range. 

i_- Cartridge. Shell. 

---------
81/ howitzer 70 ewt.\ ll3" 3010 9klbs.R.L.G.· 180l1l •. 13} lb •. 5,600 yds. 

13" mOl"tar • 36 ewt. 53" 450 9t lbs. L.G. 206lbs. lllbs. 2,810 yds. 

III.-MUZZLE ENERGY AND CHARGE. 

For a given calibre and wei~ht of projectile there are, speak
ing generally, three ways in wnich the energy actually realised 
call be varied. These are :-

1. By varying the powder. 
2. By modifying the gun. 
a. By altering the weight of the charge; or by alteriRg its 

gravimetric density, which is called" air-spacing." 
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PART I.-Gunnery. 10 

Section III.-JIIuzzle Energy and Charge. 

1. EFFECT OF VARYING POWDER. 

The nature of the powder exercises great influence on the 
muzzle energy realised per pound of ,Powder. 

The important points are the m3.X!-mum ~ressure and the rate 
at which th~ pressure changes, Whl~h agam depend upon the 
point of ignition and rate of combustIOn of the powder. 

With the same gravimetric density these vary with :-
1. The size and shape of the grain. 
2. The density and hardness of the powder. 
3. The amount of glazing. 
4. The quantity of moisture. 

These are treated of in " Treatise on Ammunition." 

2. EFFECT OF MODIFYING THE GUN. 

As regards the gun, the points which affect the muzzle energy 
realised are :-

1. Length of bore. 
2. Windage. 
3. Rifling. 
4. Position of vent. 
5. Chamber. 

Lengtl~ oj Bore. 
The work done depends, in a measure upon the length of the 

bore, !:lUt after a certain point is reached the work done corre
spondIng to each additional space passed 'over becomes less and 
~ess, .an~ as the length of the bore increases, the energy absorbed 
In frIctIOn, &c., co~tinually gets larger. 

Hence lengthenIng the bore up to a certain point is advanta
geous, but there is in each particular case a limit of length which 
cannot profitably be exceeded. 

Windage. . 
Windage causes loss of ener"" from the escape of II certain 

POrtion of gas. oJ 
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Section lII.-Muzzle Energy and Charge: 

Rifling. 
The effect of .rifling is generally to red!lce the muzzle. velocity, 

a small proportion of the total work bemg absorbed m giving 
rotation to the projectile. 

Position of Vent. 
In the case of grain powders, with which the gas could with 

difficulty penetrate the charges, the best position' for the vent 
was found by experiment to be at 4-IOths the length of the 
cartridge from the rear. 

Real' axial vents have, however, for some years been used with 
marked success, for with prismatic powders built up symetri. 
cally with channels from end to end of the cartridge, the gas 
first developed can readily penetrate to the front of the charge, 
and thus insure sufficiently uniform ignition. 

Chambe1·in.q. 
All the newer guns have tJle place where the cartridge rests 

of larger diameter than the bore, this is called Chambering and 
can be more easily developed in RL. guns. 

It enables the comparatively large charges to be made up into 
fairly compact form, and reduces the disadvantages of very long 
cartridges. 

The increased diameter of the chamber.is a source of weak
ness, but this is of less consequence, as the maximum pressures 
may be kept tolerably low with the slow burning powders now 
used especially when "air-spacing" is employed. 

Effect of Altering tILe Weigllt of the Charge, or its Gravimetric 
Density, which is called" Air-spacing." 

The gravimetric density of a charge of powder is the ra~io 
between the weight of powder and the weight of. wa~er whlC.h 
would completely fill the space in rear of the proJect~le. . It IS 

usually expressed in terms of the number of CUbIC mches 
allowed to each pound of powder in the chamber. 
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Section IV.-The Projectile. 

It has been found that when the gravimetric density of a 
charge is decreased, the pressures an~ the ~e.locity af th~ pro
jectileboth falloff. ,When a certain ~ditlO~ qu~htl of 
powder is added (keepmg to th~sa!lle graVlUletrlc denSIty of the 
charge) the velocity of the proJectile becomes as great or greater 
than b~fore but the maximum pressure in the bore is less than 
with the ~aller charge of greater gravimetric density. 

Great use has been made of this method, which is called" m
spacing." 

EXAMPLE. 

as-ton gun, with SOO lbs. projectile and gas-check. 

Cubic inches to Length of Mean pressure 
av. Charge. on chamber peT lb. of powder. Cartridge. sqU8.l'e inch. 

---
130 lb •• po. ... 24'6 

I 
28" 24'5 tons 1,451 f.R. 

130 
" 

... 80'0 33"'22 19'3 
" 1,391 " 

180 
" 

... 30'0 I 45"'37 22'4 
" 1,041 " 

IV.-THE PROJECTILE. 
1. FORCES ACTING ON A PROJECTILE IN THE BORE O!' A GUN. 

These may be briefly summed up as follows :-
a. The Force oj Projection oj the Powder-Gas. 

The forward velocity, or velocity of translation, attained by a 
projectile at the muzzle of a gun, is due to the sum of the pres
sures of the powder-gas during its passage through the bore. 
The more gradually this velocity is imparted to the projectile the 
less will be the strain uI)on it and the gUll. The object sought 
after is to distribute, as far as possible, the pressure over the 
whole length of the bore and to obtain the maximum work 
from a given charge of powder without undue strain on either 
gun or projectile. Theoretically the last atom of powder should 
be converted into gas as the projectile leaves the muzzle. 
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SectioB lY.-Thi ProjecWe. 

b. The Roeotio,,!, ~'mparted to the Projectile by the Groovu. 
See chapter on RIfhng, p. 6. 

2. FORCES ACTING' ON A PBOJECTILlil DURING FLIGHT. 

The chief forces acting on a projectile during its flight are .. ·-
a. The force of projection. 
b. The force of gravity. 
c. The resistance of the air. 
d. The rotation due to rifling. 

With regard to a, b, and c-
If a projectile were acted on by the force of projection alone, 

it would proceed in a straight line, and pass over equal spaces in 
equal times. The force of gravity, however, causes the projectile 
to fall with a constantly accelerating velocity, so that, were it 
moving in vacuo, it would describe III curve instead of a straight 
line. This curve would be a parabola.. 

But the resistance of the air, which, according to Professor. 
Bashforth's experiments, varies approximately as the cube of the 
velocity,* the square of the diameter and inversely as the weight, 
further varies the form and renders the calculation of the elements 
of the trajectory a complicated mathematical problem. Most 
practical questions can however be comparatively easily worked 
out by ~eans of Professor Bashforth's tables. . 

It is evident that (the resistance of the air varying as .: t) if 

two projectiles are of equal diameter and start with the same 
muzzle velocity, the heavier will lose its velocity more slowly and 
r~ge the further. Or if the two projectil~s are of the SlllD;e 
weIght but of different diameters, the one wlth the smaller dI
ameter will have the advantage. 

*. For velocities between lIDO and 1490 f. s., for higher velocities the resistanee 
vanes nearly as the square of the velocity and for lower velocities at a higher power 
than the cube.! ' 

t D=diameter; W=wcight. 
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Section IV. Tb~ Projectne. 

This is well shown in the following range table which gives 
a comparison between the shooting of a 12-pr. S.B: ,and a. l3-pr. 
R.M.L. gun. 

Gnn. 

12·pr. S.B. • •• 
13-pr. B.lII.L •••• 

lIInzzlo Velocity. 

1,769 
1,700 

1° 
700 

1.200 

Bange and Elevation. 

3° 
1,200 
2,140 

5° 
1,600 
2,917 

The remaining velocity of the two projectiles at 2,000 yards 
would be 

l2-pr. S.B. ..• •.• 506 f. s. 
l3-pr. R.M.L. ... 977 f. s. 

The velocity of the elongated projectile is thus nearly double 
tha.t of the spherical one at 2,000 yards, though it started at a 
slightly lower velocity. 

The resistance of the air is also affected by the .shape of the 
head of the projectile. 

The weight of a projectile can be increased, 
1. By increasing its length. 
2. By increasing its density. 

The power of 11 projectile to maintain its velocity varies directly 
as its weight, and inversely as the square of its diameter, but 
with similarly shaped elongated projectiles the weight varies 
nearly as the square of the diameter multiplied by the length, 
hence it may be said that the power of a projectile varies as its 
length. 

Thns the longer the projectile (other things being equal), the 
harder will it bit at any given range, and the greater will be its 
absolute range for any given muzzle velocity; but other con
siderations limit its length, such as the strength of its walls, for 
the pressure of the powder-gas being directed on the base of the 
Rhell, if the pressure is high and the shell long, there will be a 
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;;dency in the ,,:al!s ~o set up, and prematures may Occur or 
&O'ain if too long 1t 1S hable to turn over in flight. ' 
"T~e density. of a projectile may be increased by making it of 

heavIer material. 
d. The rotation due to rifling has already been treated of iu 

Section II. 

3. VARIABLE FORCES ACTING ON A PROJECTILE. 

The forces and causes of deviation already mentioned will 
have been ascertained and their effects considered before a gun 
is issued for service: they will not therefore come under the 
cognizance of the practical gunner. There are, however. other 
causes of deviation which must be observed and corrected to 
ellsure accurate shooting. These are-

a. Varying effect of the charge due to, 
1. Incorrect weighing. 
2. Variation in the strength of the powder. 
3. State of the atmosphere, especially as regards moisture. 
4. Difference of space occupied by the cartridge in the 

bore. 
b. Difference of level of trunnions. 
e. Force and direction of wind. 

a. The only way to correct variations in the strength of 
powder, which are sometimes very great, is carefully to mix the 
powder before the cartridge is made up. This is not a very 
difficult matter with small charges and the better practice that 
will be obtained amply compensates for the time and trouble 
involved in the operation: extreme care in weighing out the 
charges (especially for howitzers) cannot be too strictly enfo;roed. 

A long continuance of damp weathe.r will cause. the .cartr1dges 
to absorb mOlsture which will entall a reductlOn m muzzle 
velocity and conseq~ently in range. The contrary effect will tnke 
place in dry weather, especially in hot climates. 

If the shell is not rammed home exactly to the same spot 
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each round, the shooting will be irre~. The greater the space 
occupied by the cartridge the less will. be the range. 

Rammer staves are marked to show when the charge is pro
llerly home. 

b. For difference of level of trunniolls or wheels, see chapter 
Oll LAYING, p. 28. 

c. Wind has considerable effect on the range and direction of 
the projectile. According to its direction it may increa8ll or 
reduce the range, or deviate the projectiles to right or left. If 
gusty, and of great force, the shooting will be bad, especially at 
long ranges or with low charges. 

If, however, the wind is fairly constant in direction and force 
the necessary corrections can be made on the tangent or deflec
tion scale. A little practice should enable a No. 1 to obtain a 
very close approximation to the proper correction. 

v. NATURES OF FIRE AND USE OF PROJECTILES. 

A. COMMON SHELL. 

Common shells may be used :-
1. To destroy the personnel and materiel of the enemy. 
2. To destroy ships, earthworks, buildings, &c. 

1. To obtain the maximum effect from common shell ~ainst 
troops in the open, they should be burst close up to or, if the 
troops are in column or other deep formation, in the head of the 
column. Against troops behind cover (field entrenchments, &c.) 
common shell must be used to destroy the parapet or other cover. 
If used against guns, limbers, &c., an endeavour should be made 
to obtain direct hits . 

. Percussion fuzes should be used in all but very exceptional 
cases . 

. 2. Wh~n. employed for the destruction of earthworks, maga
zmes, bUlldmgs, &c., the common shell depends for its effect on 
its penetration combined with the explosive force of its bursting 
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chuge. There is little doubt that common shell will for the 
future 'be made of steel for two reasons :-. 

1st. Because the cast iron shell from a high velocity gun 
breaks up on striking an earthen parapet. 2ndly, ~ the walls 
can be made thinner the bursting charge may be greater. 

Several kinds of fire may be employed with common shelL 
a. Direct fire against :-

1. Earthworks, and to dismount guns behind them. 
2. Masonry. 
3. Ships. 

b. Curved fire from howitzers against :-
1. Earthworks. 
2. Masonry. 

c. High-angle fire from howitzers and mortars to destroy :-
1. Earthworks, magazines, or any overhead cover. 
2. Ships' decks. 

1. Direct Fire Against Earthworks. 
a. To breach an earthen parapet by direct fire, the angle of 

incidence must be such that the shell will bury itself. It is 
desirable that the action of the fuze be delayed before bursting. 

The parapet should be attacked low down on the exterior slope. 
The depth down depending upon the power of the shell to blow 
away the earth above it. If the slope is a very gentle one the 
shell will glance upwards before bursting, and the effect will be 
trifling until a steeper face is formed. The parapet once breached 
any ordnance mOlmted behind it will soon be dismounted. 

2. Direct Fire against J[asonry. 
Common shell fired against masonry will often explode 011 

impact even when not fuzed. 
3. Direct Fire A.gainst Ships. 

Common shell with percussion fuzes would be fired at Ull

armoured ships. 
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Also for the secondary attack of armoured ships. By this is 
meant the attack of the unarmoured or slightly armoured portion 
of a turret or central-citadel ship. This attack would be resorted 
to when the armour covering the vitals of the ship so over
matches the gun that an attack on that part with Palliser shot 
would be hopeless. 

1. Cw"Ved Fire agai7UIt Earth~Dorlc8. 
b. This would be resorted to when the target was inaccessible 

by direct fire, due to some covering mass being between the 
gun and target; or when the angle of incidence was too' small 
to admit of good effect by direct fire. It is generally less 
accurate than direct fire, one ill-placed shell may repair all the 
damage done by the previous round, but as an earthen parapet 
can only be breached by the continued action of several shells at 
the same place every endeavour should be taken to make the fire 
us accurate as possible. 

The shell should be placed low down on the exterior slope of 
the work, and when practicable fuzed so as to burst after penetra
tion. 

2. Curved Fire against Masonry. 
For the attack of masonry escarps by curved fire, see "Manual 

of Siege .Artillery." 

c. Hig!~ angle Fil'e from Howitzers and Mortars. 
c. 1. Common shell would be used with high angle fire for the 

destruction of any overhead cover or to break through ships' 
decks. 

G!eat accuracy can be obtained with heavy shell. The pene· 
tratl(~n depends on the angle of incidence and the striking 
velOCity. .Angles of elevation greater than 45" have hitherto 
~lOt been used in out:service, the penetration would certainly be 
mcr~ased but at the cost of accuracy. .At short ranges the pene· 
tratlOn must therefore be insignificant. 
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Experiments at Lydd have shewn that at a range of 2,400 
ards, ancrle of elevation 30°, one well-placed 8 in. common I:!hell 
itll de~y action fuze will break into a field magazine roofed 
ith deal baulks 10 in. X 10 in. X 12 ft., and with 5 ft. to 6 ft. 

of earth on the top. 
An 8-in. steel shell with a six-diameter head fired under the 

same conditions, will break in a field magazine protected by a 
roof of oak baulks 12 in. X 12 in. X 12 ft., and two layers of 
36 Ibs. rails, over this 1 ft. 9 in. of earth, then fir baulks 10 in. X 
10 in. X 12 ft., with two more layers of 36 Ibs. iron rails, with 
about 2 ft. of earth over all. 

We have had no conclusive experiments as to the effect of high 
angle fire against a ship's deck, but the following are the calcu
lated eft'acts of a 9 in. H.. J\II. L. shell, weight 256 Ibs., falling on 
well supported wrought iron plates: these would probably be 
exceeded in practice. 

Muzzle Striking I Anglo of Ra Penetration into 
_-=elod_ty_._ ... -=:OcitY~ --':leVatiOn. _ nge. _ --=:OUgh~iI"On p~ 

460 f.B. 422 f.s. 45") 2,000 yds. 1'8 inches 
550 r)Z!l 6G:J 2,000 

" 
3'0 

640 59;~ 4!r' 4.000 
" 

2'0 
880 781 4{,' 6,000 

" 
3'3 

1030 
" 8(12 4uo 8,000 

" 
4'0 

1400 10~5 20') 8,000 
" 

2'; .. 

B. SURAPNEL SHELL. 

Shrapnel shells are used exclusively against the personnel 
of the enemy, beyond the effective range of case shot, i.e. on land 
fronts, against troops in the open and sometimes to search them 
out behind cover; on sea fronts, against men in boats, on or 
between decks, or in the rigging of ships. 

(a.m. I) c 
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Time fuzes are nearly always used.with shrap~el. -
With percussion fuzes, not o~ly ~s the velocIty of the shell 

reduced by the graze, but as It rIses from the graze before 
bursting the balls are thrown upwards and pass over the heads 
of troop~ &c. aimed at. . 

As however the flatter the trajectory the more effective a. 
perc~ssion shell, it .may be possi~le with. the new high velocity 
guns to use percussIOn shrapnel with consIderable effect. 

With shrapnel the object to be attained is :-
1. Against an extended front to burst the shell EO that it.~ 

bullets cover as much space laterally as possible consistent with 
their having sufficient velocity for penetration. 

2. Against. a deep formation to open the shell so that the 
depth as well as the breadth is covered by the balls. 

Shrapnel shells depend for their effect on the striking velocity 
of the balls and splinters disengaged from the shell on bursting: 
the higher the velocity the more effective the shell, beoouse not 
only is the angle of descent for a given range less, and the space 
covered by the balls therefore greater, but the penetrative power 
of the balls is also increased. 

When the shell opens, the bullets at first travel forward with 
th~ yelocity.the shell had at burst and they would move)n the 
ol'lgmal trajectory of the shell, were it not for :-

1. The disturbing effect of the bursting charge. 
2. The centrifugal force imparted by the rotation of the 

shell. 
3. Lo~s of velocity greater than that which the shell in its 

original condition would have experienced due to the difference 
in form and weight of the fragments. ' 

'rhe trajectory of the centre line of the cone (especially with 
the ne,! B.L. gnns) falls very little below what would have been 
the trajectory of the shell had it not burst. 

Hence the destructive effect of shrapnel may be said to 
depend upon :-
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1. Its velocity at burst. 
2. The timing of burst. 
3. The angle of descent. 

1. .velocity at Burst. 

As on·· its velocity at burst depends the velocity of the 
balls, the higher the velocity of tfie shell the greater depth will 
balls of the same weight and form cover with effective fire. A 
heavy ball will retain its velocity longer than a light OIle. 

The least velocity which a heavy shrapnel ball should have on 
striking to be effective may be taken at from 350 to 400 ft.- per 
second. 

The remaining velocity at 4,000 yards of a 64-pr. R.M.L. 
Mark III. Shrapnel Elhe]) is about 745 ft. per second, and thlJ.t 
of the heavy R.M.L. and new type B.L. guns varies from 1,000 
to 1.300 ft. per second. 

As far then as the penetrative power of the balls is con
cerned the shells will be effective beyond theRe J'anges. 

2. THE TIMING OF BURST. 

The distance at which a shrapn£>l should be burst in front 
of troops so as to disable the h!'gest number depends on their 
formation, and is influenced by the following considerations :~ 

(a) That the balls when released proceed in a conical shower, 
the angle of the cone being from 8° to 16° increasing with the 
range. 

(b) That the axis of the cone falls very little below what would 
have been the trajectory of the shell. 

(c) That the diameter of the cone for medium ranges is from 
·14 to ·15 of its length from point of burst for old guns and 
about ·20 to ·30 for new B.L. Shrapnel with bursters in the 
head. 

(a.m.') c 2 
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(d) That the longer the range the greater becomes the -;; 
of descent and the less the velocity of the shell. e 

(e) That the striking velocity of the bullets ·should not be 
ess than 350 ft. per second. 

Taking for ex~mple the ang~e . of the cone of dispersion of a 
shrapnel to be 8 then (fig. 1.) If It burst 50 yards short of objec~ 
the spread of the bullets extends over about 7t yards; at 100 
yards short, 15 yards; at 150 yards short, 22i yards; at 200 , 
yards short, 30 yards. t 

It is therefore evident that the shell should be burst close to a .. 
target having great depth with very nruTow front, further off 
against a formation having breadth and depth, and still further 
off against an extended front with no depth. 

In firing at an extended front, an oblique is more effective· 
than a frontal fire. 

In tiring at a column shrapnel should be burst close up to the 
head of it. 

It should further be noted that as the range increases so does 
the cone of dispersion of the balls because the velocity of the 
shell through the air decreases more rapidly than the velocity of 
rotation due to rifling. 

The angles of the cone of dispersion at various ranges of the 
following guns are found to average from 8° to 13° when tbe 
bursters are in the base and from 12° to 16° when the bui'stersare 
in the head. ., 
. Effective distances of burst when the object has breadth, and 

time fuses are used, would be according to the power of the ~ 

Yard.. y' 'd' covered.! B.L. R M L I Front ! 
ar s. Yards. Yard •• 

--------------
Up to 1,000 

1,000 to 2,000 
2,000 to 3,000 
3,000 to 4,000 

100 to 250 
75 to 200 

·50 to lfiO 
26 to 76 

20 to 50 
40 to 80 

}60to150 

200 to 600 
100 to 260 
I~O to 200 
50 to 100 • 
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A.C \ 
200 YOSSHORT = 30 Yos. At----+---f C 

A.C 
150 YOS.SHORT= 22Y2Yes. A~-i----4C 

FIG. I. 

A.C 
100 YOSSHORT= 15 Yos. A C 

A.C 
50 Yos. SHORT = 7Y2 Yes. A 

'--------'-_~J 
DANGERrlE ... o, LI TH. 22. BED FORO ST Co .... ENT G.RO~ N. 11.86.120815 
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A considerable percen~e of bullets must always strike 
tween the gun and the obJect, 
Table representing the fron~ covered laterally by various cones 
various lengths from the pomt of burst, 

.cone .of I 20 40 60 SO 100 120 140 160 180 Yardl 
ISpel&lOn. ' 

f----- ft. ft. ft. ft. ft. ft, ft. ft. ft. 
So H'4 16'S 25'2 33'6 42- 50'4 5~'S 67'Z 75'6 
go 9'3 IS'6 27'9 37'2 46'5 55'S 65'1 74'4 H3'7 

100 10'5 21-0 31'5 42'0 52'5 63'0 73'5 84'0 94'5 
1&° 15,0 30-0 45-0 60-0 75'0 90'0 105'0 120'0 135'0 

3, THE ANGLE OF DESCENT, 

The angle of descent has considerable influence on the effect 
shrapnel. 
If it is great the lower part of the cone strikes at such an obtuse 
~gle that there is little ricochet, and the upper part of the cone 
vers but little space before grazing, 
Supposing the angle of descent to be 6°, the lower part of the 
ne with an 8° opening, would graze at 10°, and the velocity 
the balls would be greatly reduced after ricochet, As the 

19le of descent increases considerably at very long ranges, the 
lIs of the lower half of the cone would hardly ricochet at all, 

C. BATTERING PROJECTILES, 

Battering proJ-ectiles are used for the attack of iron armour, 
d to r ' T a I,rolted extent for breaching purposes, , 

hose hlth.erto in our service (Palliser) are made of cast-Iron, 
e heads bemg chilled, and the bodies cast in sand, 
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On striking an iron plate the body of a Palliser proje;r 
breaks up unless the gun quite overmatches the armour. Unt 
recently Palliser shells were filled with powd~r and plugged . 
the base but bursting charges have now been gIven up. 
. Steel ~hell are being introduced for modern guns. 

* ATTACK OF ARMOUR. 

Armour may be divided into two classes, "soft" and" hard 
armour. Under the head of soft armour may be included 
that is made of wrought iron. Hard armour is of steel or . 
steel faced. The latter sort is called compound armour and h 
come into general use in England since about the year 1876. 

Soft armour must be overcome by being perforated. If it . 
beyond the power of the gun, little harm is done, the projectile 0 

the head of it, remaining usually in the hole and plugging it up 
If the plate is perforated, the hole is a comparatively clean on 
and is easily stopped. (Figs. I and II.) 

Compound armour must be destroyed by fracture, the point 0 

the shot entering the plate and splitting it. (Figs. III and IV.) 
If the plate overmatches the gun, it may still be destroyed b 

repeated blows about the same spot. . 
!t is ro~ghly.estimated that a compound plate may be fronl 

25% to 30% thmner than a wrought-iron plate for resistanc 
to direct impact. 

Against oblique fire. the superiority of the hard armour is ve 
marked.: .a wrought-lron plate would probably not deflect 
shell stl'lkmg at an angle of 60° to the plate whereas a compoun 
plate must be struck nearly at right angles'to obtain any result. 

Practical Directions. 
To est.imate quickly the power of a gun to erforat 

wrought-lron armour, consult tInglis' or tMaitland's ~iagr 
* Vide Capt. Orde-Brownc'spapcr on H Armour n R A I P d' l' 

t See H Text Book of G~nnc~y :',. rocc~ mgs, vo . XIV .. 
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FIG. I. 

W ROUGHT iRON PLATE. 

FRONT Ar-1ER PERFORATION. 
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FIG.2.. 

WRUUGHT IRON PLATE. 

BULGE IN REAR AFTER PARTIAL PENETRATION. 

----~--
D •• ~~R~:I~:~:-LITH. 22,'BEOFORD 5: COVENT (;.:".EN !..b .... ZO '''· 
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PJa.teJX. To la.c~ p .. 't'/. 

FIO.3 

It"COMPOUND PLATE·lj> FACE AFTER ROUNC 01: 

PALLISER SHELL FROM 12·5IU.GUN. CHARGE 

160 LB. p~ RANGE 65 YOS . 

.. THICKNESS OF SUEL FACE 3'66': 
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Pla1:eX. 

FIG.4. 

':,:'-r tel' 

ll"COMP1lUND PLATE. WROT.IRON BACK AFTER 

ROUND OF PAU.ISER SHELl.. FROM 12'5 M.L.GUN. 

CHARGE 160 Llil. p, 66 VDS . 

... THICKNESS OF STEEL !'ACE 3'66. 

DANGUflEUI.l'TH.22. BlDrORD S: COVENT GARon. C.8&.I ..... 
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If neither' are available, take the calibre of the gun as a 
measure and reckon that at least 1,000 feet strikinO' velocity is 
required for each calibre in the thickness of the aI~our to be 
perforated. 

Thus a 6-inch gun would require a strikinO' velocity of 1 000 
f.s. to perforate 6" of wrought-iron armour, oro a velocity of l' 50U 
f.s. for 9" of armour. ' 

In old type guns, which have comparatively lighter shot con-
siderably more velocity would be required. ' 

Artillerists can give no such simple rule as the above for 
matching a shot against compound armour. 

The method generally adopted has been to give the shot 
sufficient energy to perforate a wrought-iron plate 25% thicker 
than the compound plate attacked. This is a high test for the 
plate. 

It is important not to waste shot in firing at wrought-iron 
which is beyond the power of the gun. In such a case the 
secondary attack* should be resorted to. . 

Ships' decks can be best attacked by high angle fire, or by 
direct fire from very high batteries. There are so many objects 
011 a ship's deck oflering a better angle of incidence than the 
deck itself, that no opportunity of this mode of attack should be 
neglected. . 

D. CASE SHOT. 

Case shot from heavy guns would generally be used against 
boats or bodies of troops. . 

It is effective from 600 to 1,000 yards, when usmg .f,!ll c~g~ 
and single rounds. The elevation should not exceed t or 1 , ill 
order to obtain full benefit of the ricochet . 

• See page 18. 
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YI.-LAYING ORDNANCE. 
Explanation of Terms. 

Before proceeding to instruct in laying, it will be neceE!8IU'Y to 
explain everything connected with the sights, the manner in 
which they are fitted to the glln, and the reading of tlle scales for 
elevation and deflection. 

Definitions in Gunnery (which will be found at page 1) should 
be thoroughly explained by means of diagrams. To reduce as 
much as possible the theoretical instruction only those most 
necessary should be gone into. The meaniug and use of the 
most necessary parts of the range table should be clearly 
explained as the instruction proceeds. 

To adjust the Scale for Elevation. 
The hind sight is raised until the mark on it for the required 

number of yards or degrees is in line with the top of the socket 
in which it slides, and then clamped. 

To adjust the Scale for lJPjlection. 
The sliding leaf is moved to the right or left until the arrow 

points to the required number of minutes. The deflection being 
given on that side to which the shot is to he thrown. 

As a practical rule, each minute of deflection on the sight 
gives a difference of one inch in every hundred yards of range. 
'rhus, supposing at a range of 2,400 yards a projectile has struck 
12 feet to the right, it will be necessary to move the deflection 
leaf 6 minutes to the left, or give" 6 minutes left deflection" to 
con'ect the error, because 12 feet or 144 inches divided by 24 
(the number of hundreds of yards in the range) gives 6. 

The above practical rule for deflection holds equally good for 
corrections in elevation to raise or lower the point of impact on 
a vertical target. ThuB if at a range of 1200 yards the point of 
impact is 6 feet too high, the necessary correction would be 
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"6 minutes less elevation," because 6 feet or 72 inches divided 
by 12 gives 6. . . 

This rule, that one mmute of elevatIOn or deflection on the 
t:wgent scale gives an inch at every hundred yards, is saying in 
other words that the chord of an arc of one minute with a radius 
of 100 yards is one inch in length, and that the proportion holds 
good for any angle and any radius. 

Although true enough for all practical purposes, it is only 
mathematically correct for an angle of 60. 0 

See fig. 

100 y~ OR 3600 INCHES ------~ 
, 
1<------, 

For instance, by the rule 10 minutes left deflectiol.l on the 
scale should at a rano-eof 1000 yards throw a shot 10.0 mches tf 
the left, but if the gun shot true it would make a dlfference 0 

104·4. illches to the left, that being the length of the chord of 
10 JUmutes to a radius of 1000 yards. 
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If the trunnions of a gun are not lev~l the projectile will 
deflect towards the side of the ~owest.trunmo~. 

The practical nll~ for correctmg thIS en'or IS as follows :-;
No. of minutes dIfference of level X Degrees of elevatIOn 

60 
Minutes of Deflection to be given ~n the side of the highest 
trunnion. 

With gun carriages having a wheel track of 60 inches, pr 
thereabouts, this rule may be thus stated: number of inches 
difference in level of wheels X number of degrees of elevation on 
tangent scale = number of minutes deflection to be given on the 
side of highest wheel. 

To lay a Gun. 
To obtain uniform results in laying one method should be 

strictly adhered to. The service method of laying a gun is to 
direct it so that the. centre of the line joining the two highest 
points of the notch in the hind sight, the apex of the foresight 
and the point aimed at are ill line as in Fig. 

\r--<~'{{"BULLS EYE 

The scales having b ad' d . . d deflection N 1 een Juste at the reqUIred elevatIOn an 
He sh' Id' pro~eeds t~ lay the gun. . 

placed soo:hat h~t bhIdms~lf m an easy position, his feet bemg 
IS 0 Y IS well balanced, and if possible steady 
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hlroself by leaning 011 the &un ~th his arm, and bring his eye on a 
level with the .top of the .hmd sI~ht, a:nd about one foot from it. 

When the sIghts are fitted With wl!1dow and cross wires, and 
it is required to use them for fine laymg, the gun should fil'st be 
laid as above, then the eye shou~d be brought close up to the 
eye-hole. He shoul~ the~ gIve the necessary orders for 
elevating and trav:ersI~g un~Il the gun is lai~. 

During instructIOn III laymg, the targets lIkely to be met with 
on service should be selected, such as houses enclosures 
batteries, &c., and on sea fronts, ships. ' , 

The Instructional Target will be found most valuable in 
teaching men to lay. a gun c.orrectly, I;ts W~tll it personal errors 
can be shown, both III elevatIOn and dIrectIOn, and the practical 
rule for correcting errors can be proved. . 

INSTRUCTIONAL TARGET. 

Description. 
The target is made of half-inch deal, and is 4 feet square, an 

iron rod about T't.- of an inch thick, and 3t feet long, with a ring 
on it, is fixed over the top; it is painted half light red and half 
light green (black and white are found to be too dazzling), so 
that there is a sharp cut line between the two colours down the 
centre of the target (fig. 1). The colours should be bright. 

Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
---a r- .--------, 
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biementar.1J Instrudion in Laying. 

This instruction is divided into three stages :-
1st, for direction only. 
2nd, for elevation only. 
3rd, direction and elevation combined. 

For lJirectiQ'lt O'!~1J. 

The gunner should be made to raise the tangent scale to the 
required elevation, and traverse the gun so that the line of sight is 
directed on the line down the centre of the target. 

For Elevati6?~ only. 

The target should now be turned so as to have the centre line 
horizontal (fig. 2), the gunner should adjust the scale and elevate 
or depress the gun (the last motion of the screw always being 
one of depression) until. the line of sight is directed on the line 
across the target. 

In both these exercises it is immaterial what point on the line 
is selected to lay on. 

])irection o.nd Elevation combined. 

When the gunner is able to lay accurately for elevation and 
direction separately, he must then be exercised at laying a gun 
with elevation and direction combined. 

For this purpose a small equilateral triangle made of sheet 
lead, 6 inches to the side, is used as a bull's-eye; it is painted 
white, there is a small hole in the centre of the triangle. This 
triangle is suspended to the ring travelling on the rod, and its 
position can be shifted as required. 
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Fig. 3. 

The bull's-eye having been placed in a given position, the 
gunner lays on it (attention being paid to the instructions in 
laying contained in the Garrison or Field Artillery Manual). At 
this stage it is desirable that quickness in laying, as well as 
accuracy, should be insisted upon. 

Corrections i~~ Deflection ami Elevatirtn. 
When the gunner is able to lay accurately and quickly, he 

should be taught the use of the deflection and elevation scales, 
and the practical proof of the rule for using either thus: Put up 
the target at a measured distance of 100 yards from the gun, 
with the centre line vertical . 

.Deflection. 
With the deflection leaf at zero, the gunner now lays on the 

vertical line down the centre . 
. The shot is supposed to strike 2 feet to the right, that is on the 

nght edge. It should now be explained to the gunl!er that ~t 
100 yards range, for every minute that the defie,ctlOn scale ~s 
pushed over to the left the point of impact on the t~get lS 

m?ved. one. inch to the l~ft ; and that therefore, as he wlS~es to 
ShIft hIS point of impact 24 inches to the left, he must sllift the 
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deflection scale 24 minutes to the left. This is done; he again 
looks over the sight and sees that the §un is now laid on the right 
edge, he gives the word "trail right,' and the trail should then 
be moved to the right very slowly until the line of sight again 
cuts the centre line. He now replaces the deflection leaf at zero, 
and on looking over the sights he sees that the gun is laid 24 
inches to the left of the centre line, that is, on the left edge. 
This practice should be repeated at other measured ranges, 200, 
400, or 600 yards, until the gunner not only knows, but under
stands the reason of, the rule for giving .deflection, viz. : Rpduce 
the error to inches, and divide by the number of hundreds of 
yards of range for the number of minutes of deflection. 

Elev{ttwn. 

To instruct in making correction in elevation, turn the target 
over and repeat the process, using the degree side of the tangent 
scale. It must be explained, however, that the correction in 
elevation applies only to a vertical target, and not to errors in 
range. 

Object of Hole in the Triangle. 
This is for the instructor to test the accuracy of the laying. 

He should first lay the gun on one angle of the triangle, a mark 
is made through the hole, and the bUll's-eye is then moved away; 
the 'gunner looks over the gun and directs the bull's-eye to be 
replaced in the line of sight. A mark through the centre will 
show the amount of his error. This is a most useful practice, 
as those men that lay well or ill can be at once found out by 
111easuring the sum of their errors, and thus considerable 
emulation aroused among the men of the squad. 

Laying on Natural Objects. 
After the gunner has attained a thorough knowledge of the 

tangent scale,' and can adjust it quickly to any named elevation 
and deflection, and can lay accurately and rapidly at a target, he 
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;;uld be taught to lay on natural ol)jects, preferrina first th08 
objects which ~e more or leas wel~ defined, at medium range~ 
and then passmg on to small or Ill-defined objects ,at short 
medium, or long ranges. ' 

To test accuracy. at longer ranges, and when laying on natural 
objects, the followmg method may be used. The instructor lays 
the gun with a ce.rtain elevation, and p~ts the tangent scale 
down. Then he dIrects the gunner to ralse the tanaent scale 
till the gun is correctly laid without altering the'" elevating 
screw. The difference on the tangent scale will show the aInount 
of error. 

Both these practices for accuracy may be varied by making the 
gunner himself lay and re-Iay the gun, and thus see for himself 
the amount of his own error, if any. 

Where there is no target, or no room to place it at 100 yards 
off, l!'igs. 1 and 2, reduced to size can be painted on a wall or 
drawn on a board at a measured distance in front of the gun, and 
the same instruction c.o1.rried out. 'For instance, if 20 yards off,' 
10 minutes on the deflection or elevation scale would gives 2 
inches on the target. 

Gene1'al rules to be observed. 
1. See that the tangent and deflection scales are set and 

clamped at the elevation and deflection required. 
2. To avoid wearying the eye, get the gun laid approximately 

for elevation and direction before carefully looking over the 
sights, then lay quickly. . 

3. Layover the object and then depress on to It, thereby 
avoiding error due to. the play of the e]evating gear. 

4. Choose a clearly defined part of the target to lay on, and 
always lay on the same point from round to round. .All 
corrections and allowances should be made by using tangent 01 

deflection scales and not by laying off the target. 
5. The distance of the eye from the hind sight should on no 

account be varied, but be the same from round to roULd. 
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6. Let the words of command be a guide to the numbers 
elevating and traversing, giving them louel or low, as the !!UIl 
requires to be moved much or little. '" 

When the emplacement is fitted with a graduated arc the 
platform with a pointer, and the gun with index plate and rl'~er 
the latter can, when firing at a fixed object, be laid by th~ 
elevating and traversing numbers. 

They should be instructed to assist the No. 1 by noting the 
marks on the arcs, so that in succeeding rounds they may be 
able to get the gun laid approximately without word of 
command. 

As constant practice is necessary to ensure quick and accurate 
laying, it should be the rule to devote a short time at every 
drill to laying. 

Layin~q lJlortars. 
The range of a mortar is regulated by the amount of the 

charge. 
Mortars are markerl with a notch on the muzzle ring and one 

on the base ring. A line joining these notches should be marked 
in chalk to facilitate laying. 

A mortar is correctly laid when the axis of the mornU', as 
shown by the line joining the two notches and the object are in 
the same vertical plane. 

To La.v a Mortar. 
1st. When the object can be seen from the rear of the 

mortar. 
No.1 stands in rearof the mortar, holding a plummet line in 

his hand in front of his eye, and causes the mortar to be moved 
until the chalk line on it coincides with the line which plIBSes 
through the object and the plummet line. 

2nd. When the object cannot be Been from tho mortar. 
In this cas~ two pointing rods must be placed on the parapet 
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or intervening obstacle in front, correctly lined between the 
object and the centre of the mortar ·platf('lrm. 

No.1 then lays the mortar as above on the pointing·rods. 

Night Firing. 
See "Manual of Siege Artillery," page 83. 
"To obtain the line of fire from guns mounted on lands fronts, 

the object being invisible from the battery." 
See "Manual of Siege Artillery," page 76. 

RANGE-FINDERS. 

NOLAN RANGE-FINDER. 

See Handbook issued with the Instrument and Siege Manual. 

WATKIN DEPRESSION RANGE-FINDER. 

See Handbook issued with the Instrument. 

RANGE-FINDEH FOR ELEVATED BATTERIES. 

See printed instruetions inside the lid of the box containing 
the iUlltrument. This has been generally superseded by the 
Watkin Depression Range-Finder. 

From high batteries where no range-finder is available, the 
range can be found by the formula :-

an e in ards _____ height of gun in feet X 11~_6. __ 
R g y - number of minutes in angle of depression. 

The angle of depression can be obtained by the quadrant. 
~~~ D 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE CARE, PRESERVATION, 
AND ADJUSTMENT OF THE WATKIN FIELD, 
SIEGE, AND GARRISON CLINOMETERS. 

(1). Para. 3973, List of Changes in War Materiel, details the 
method of using the Clinometer. 

(2). In order to preserve the Clinometer in efficient working 
order, it is necessary to keep the working parts from grit and 
dust as far as possible. As excess of 'oil is apt to cause the 
adhesion of grit, only sufficient is to be applied to make the 
~crew work smoothly, and to keep the steel parts from rusting. 

(3). On no account should the instrument be taken to pieces, 
as it requires special tools to put it together again. 

(4). Instruments are issued in correct adjustment, and with 
due care will remain correct for many years. 

(5). To ascertain if the instrument is in adjustment-
(a) Carefully clean the plane surface cut on a gun for use 

with the Clinometer. 
(b) Turn the drum to zero. 
(c) Place the instrument on the plane surface and elevate or 

depress the gun till the bubble is in the centre of. its 
run. 

(d) Turn the Clinometer end for end. 
(e) Should the bubble not return to the centre, the instru

ment is out of adjustment. 
(j) As the amount of the error will generally be small, it is 

advisable to add or subtract the error, as the case may 
be, rather than correct the adjustment. 
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(g) To ascertain the error after complying with (d), turn 
the drum until the bubble is again in the centre of 
its run; one half the reading on the drum is the index 
error. 

(h) If the reading falls on the graduated part of the scale, 
add half the amount when setting the Clinometer for 
any required elevation. 

(i) If the reading falls on the ungraduated portion of the 
drum, subtract halJfor any required elet·ation. 

(6). If it if required to adjust the Clinometer to have '1W index 
error, set the drum to half the ascertained index error, and bring 
the bubble to the centre of its run by manipulating the capstan
headed nuts (using a tempered steel wire just fitting the holes in 
the nuts). Then, placing the drum at zero, elevate or depress 
the gun till the bubble is in the centre. 

Reversing the instrument end for end should not alter the 
central position of the bubble; should it do so, proceed as before 
until there is no change. 

SECTION VII.-PRACTICE. 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. 

1. PI'eparing for action.-Before practice all parts of the guns, 
carriages, and platforms should be most carefully examined, to 
see that the clip plates are on, the sights are correct, a plug of 
paper in the gas escape hole, the elevating and traversing gear 
in working order, the racers well swept, and the trucks running 
true, the hydraulic buffers filled with the proper amount of oil, 
or the compressors properly adjusted and in working order; 
that the rope mantlets work easily, the buckets are supplied 
with water, the hoisting gear at the cartridge and shell lifts in 
good order, the lamps in the ammunition stores and their 
passages burning properly, and that a supply of spare stores 
such as side arms, &c., is at hand. 

2. Removing bullcheads.-When practice is to be carried on 
~~? D2 
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from a casemate battery the officer in charge is responsible that 
all bulkheads, including boarding, framework and sashes, that 
are in danger of injury shall be removed. 

3. N08. to stand to their gU1l8.-Unless specially ordered to do 
so for instructional purposes, no man when at service practice 
will fallout in order to observe the effect of the round; all will 
stand to their gun aud reload as quickly as possible. One group 
at least, should be fired against time, and the time expended 
should be recorded in the practice report. 

Time to jil'e one round.-The time for loading, laying, and 
firing one round, with a well-drilled detachment, from the under
mentioned guns should be as follows, viz. :.-

7" R.M.L. 1 minute" en barbette," Elswick compressor. 
9" " l~" behind shield, with hoisting tackle. 

10" " I! " do. do. 
12" " 3 minutes" en barbette," on "C" emplacement. 
12'5"" 21" (hand loading) in casemate. 

4. Observation of jire.-At service practice the officer in charge 
should receive no assistance in judging the results of the fire 
from the range party; he must depend entirely on his own 
observation assisted by the report of the look-out party. This is 
difficult under the most favourable circumstances, but especially 
so when firing over broken ground with an uncertain light, or 
with the object partially obscured by smoke, &c. 

lle(qht of burst.-As a rule, shrapnel shells are burst too high; 
it is better to burst low than high; the number of feet in height 
above the plane should never exceed the number of hundreds 
of yards in the range. Further, the height of burst is generally 
under-estimated. 

5. Ammunition for recruits.-The ammunition allowed for 
recruits may be expended, at the discretion of the Commanding 
Officer, either in elementary or in service practice, in either Cllse 

the recruits will profit by its use. 
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6. Silent Drill.-The drill should be silent in order to decr~ase 
the 1I0itle. 

7. Oontrol of recoil.-With M.L. guns the recoil should be 
watched attentively for the first round or two. If not sufficient 
to reload, some oii 011 the slide before running up will probably 
remedy this; if too violent some fine sand must be similarly ap
plied, or else the gun may run violently back to the stops, rebound, 
and run up again with such force as to bend and at last tear off 
the clip plates. This is particularly the case with the 11" M.L. 
guns, which are always very violent; their slides should be well 
sanded before and after running up. Any gun that had to be ruu 
back by tackle through mismanagement of the above might 
never be able to renew the action. There should always be an 
oil can and some fine saud brought up to the battery.*' 

Where the case shot is only about half the weight of the shell 
as in many M.L. guns, two must be used with each round, other
wise the recoil will not be sufficient to reload. The full charge 
should always be used with case. 

S. Evils of using d~tferent char.qes.-The effect of any change of 
ammlmition such as from full to reduced charges in the course 
of an action will cause confusion in the supply, may entail 
a different fuze, may cause mistakes in the elevation, and will 
alter the recoils. 

9. Nos. to stand to the handles.-In cases where the gun has to 
be traversed back to a central position or when firing at a movillg 
target, or when the weight of the hall dies is likely' to alter ilie 
training, olle or both numbers should man the handles while the 
gun is being laid and fired. 

10. Cylinder to be kept closed.-In loading the cartridge 
cylinder should be kept closecl until the sponge is out of the 
bore, then no time is to be lost ill introducing the cartridge . 

• Some mountings are more lively or more olul/gioh under recoil than othe,.s of the 
same pattern. The fu.ct should be noted conspicuously in tbe artillery store. In very 
marked cases some mo<liftcation mlly be necesBary in the amount of oil in the buffer. 
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11. Cartrid,ge to be ~cell lwme.-It is the duty of No. 1 tt 
ascertain thaL the charge is rammed home. This can be easily 
discovered if the rammer is marked. The present service mark 
is a brass screw which shows when the full cl:large and common 
shell are home. 

12. Fuzes, tubes, and projectiles.-The projectiles for imme
diaj,e service should be brushed, gauged, and all bnlTs removed 
from the stnds or driving bands and gas-checks. Palliser 
projectiles will genemlly be in the battery close to the gun. 
In fixing the clip for raising the projectile up the lift, the 
screw is to lee tightened up before hoisting. Shells are to be 
fuzed on the gun floor, and as much under cover as possible. 
Fuze and tube cylinders are not to be opened in any shell 
store. 

13. Percussion fuzes for segment shell.-Segment shell, to be 
effective, must be burst close up to the target; a percussion fuze 
should therefore be used. 

14. A time fuze should never be used with a common shell, 
unless it be for some special instructional purpose. 

15. Metal plu.(js.-Shells filled with water should not be plugged 
with wooden plugs, as this renders them liable to break up on 
graze. The metal plugs should be used. 

16. Bursting char,ge.-Live shells are not to be fired with less 
than the authorised bursting charge. 

17. Fuzes, rate of burmng.-The rate of burning of a fuze is 
influenced by it~ age, the climate in which it has been kept, and 
the pressure of the atmosphere. An old fuze burns longer than 
a new one, those over ~hree years old being liable to an increase 
of 10 per cent. in their rate of burning. A fuze will burn longer 
as the height above the 8ea level increases, that is as the height 
of the barometer decreases. For each fall on one inch in the 
barometcr cOlTespolIding to about 1,000 feet in height, the time 
of "burning increasllS by ,lo' the fuze should therefore be bored 
tliat much shorter. 
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Section VII.-Practice. Moving target. 
J.V.E.-l mile per hour is! yard per second. 
3. The vessel may move as follows :-

i. It may adv~nce .directly on the battery. 
ii. It may retIre dIrectly from the battery. 
iii. It may advance obliquely. 
iv. It may retire obliquely. • 
v. It may cross the front of the battery. 

lV.E.-Cases i, ii, and iv, though they certainly will occur in 
action, cannot be permitted at practice on account of the risk to 
the tug. 

i. Should an enemy's ship advance directly on the battery the 
tangent scale should be set to some range which the ene~y is 
approaching, say, for instance, 1,975 yards, No.1 will then 
without shifting his tangent scale keep his sights on the enemy 
until the latter is reported by the range finder to be within, say 
25 yards of the anticipated range, in this case 2,000 yards. lie 
will then fire. 

The allowance of 25 yards is for the ship's travel* during the 
time taken to fire the gun and the time of flight. 

'The latter of these allowances will depend on the range, 
nature of gun, &c.; the former may for each pattern of mounting 
be made by good and careful drill, almost a constant quantity. 

ii. Where the enemy is retiring it is necessary to reverse the 
above process; in other respects the mode of procedure is the 
same as in i. If, however, the depression range finder is laid 
on the water line astern, the length of the ship must be added 
to the 25 yards. 

iii. and iv. In these cases the same process will suffice, as the 
length of the ship will render deflection unnecessary. 

v. ~n this case deflection only will be given, as the range 
reIDalns practically the same. 

• .!::B the gun iSlaid on the ship's stem the time allowed is really for a travel of 25 
Val"" + half the ship's length, 
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• As a rough guide, with a 10" R.M.~. gun firing from a 10 ' 
site battery, it may be said that for i.; ii, iii., and iv., an\ 
allowance of 25 yards + or - will suffice, while fOT case v. one . 
degree of deflection should be given for ranges between 1,000 
and 3,000 yards. This presumes the ship to be 200 feet long, ansi 
to travel 12 miles an hour, aud 5' seconds to have been allowed' 
for No. 1 to get clear . 

.N.B.-Some such rough rule should be work"d out for each 
battery, according to its armament and its height above the sea, 
in order that any calculations when in action may be avoided. , 

4. 'fhis system of laying should be frequently rehearsed at 
drill before any practice be permitted. ' 

5. At practice, if both tangent scales ,can be used, the laying 
should be checked by an offi~er or experienced N.C. officer, who 
should look over the sight which is not being used by No. 1. 

6. From coast batterieR, laying at steamers under weigh 
should be constantly practiced, and the. elevating and traversing 
Nos. be trained to work intelligently with the No. 1. 

7. On land fronts the problem is much easier as every range 
should be well known, and, as the pace would be compaiittively 
moderate, the following rule will suffice :-Multiply the rate in 
miles per hour the target is moving across the range by 5 for the 
number of minutes' deflectidD. to give at any range on the side 
towards which it is moving .. 

8. With guns on travelling carriages, even on ordinary level 
ground, moving the trail may affect the elevaLion. ,No.1, as 
soon as he has adjusted his scale, must place himself 'in prolon
gation of the line of sight, stepping .clear of the recoil as he 
gives the order, "Fire." 

With guns on traversing platforms he steps or jumps doWn 
from the platform at the word "Ready," or if there is room he 
may remain on the footboard in rear giving the word "Ready," 
and "~ire." This, however must depend on the pattern of the 
mountmg. 
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and Preparing Forts for Action. Section VIU. 

Arra'll1Jement of Stores. 
In all n~w work~ the. gu~ ar~ numbered from right to left 

(when facmg the dIrection m which the guns are 'Pointing) and 
the several ammunition stores and lifts are lettered so as to show 
the guns they are intended to serve, but in practice it will be 
found nec~sary to h!l've. the ammunition sent up to the gun floor 
as fast as It can be distributed among the guns. Speaking tubes 
or other means, are also provided at the several lifts, and a,n; 
lettered according to the guns or batteries for which they are 
intended. 

Rate of Fire. 
Circumstances alone can determine the rate of firing. Against 

ships in motion, or in the defence of a channel attempted to be 
forced by steamships, it cannot be too rapid, provided the gun is 
carefully laid. 

Map. 
On land fronts the character of the country, its woods, 

hollows, ravines, hills, fences, &c., and all sheltered positions 
where an enemy would be likely to establish a battery, or mass 
troops, should be well known and a large scale map should be 
provided by which all ranges can be measured. 

Transmission of Orders. 
The transmission of orders by the commanding officer from 

his station in action to the divisional officers at the guns is 
another matter of the first importance. 

The means provided to cOllvey these orders may be the tele
graph, the telephone, or speaking tubes. If no means are pro
vided the officer must devise a simple code of signals, even a 
piece of chalk and a blackboard would serve to show the range 
and bearing, but whatever the means are, whether the best or 
worst, they must be constantly rehearsed to be of any use. 

~~~ E 
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The Commanding Officer must select the best positions for 
the range or position finder and look-out parties. If the depres
sion range finller is in use, he must see that the necessary pre
liminaries have been carried out as laid down in the Handbook 
for the instrument and must test their accuracy. When _ the 
Nolan instrument is in use, bases on convenient fronts should be 
measured and permanently marked out. 

Tables (8ee § 2,847, Changes in. War Stores) showing the bear
ings and measured distances to certain fixed objects should be 
conspicuously placed in each battery. 

Chart Showing Arcs of FY-re. 
A chart (example given Plate XV.) must be prepared, showing 

the arcs of fire of each gun, marked to correspond with 
the bearings on the graduated arc on the gun floor, so that on 
the Watkin range finder giving the range and bearing of any 
vessel it is at once evident to the commanding officer what guns 
can bear on it. This chart may be on. a table close to the 
commanding officer's station. It should give all useful in
formation, such as soundings, position of mine fields, rate of 
currents, channels, time a ship must take to thread them, &c. 
Admiralty charts are issued on demand, from which the above 
can be compiled by the officer in charge of the fort. -

Other Means of Showi1l1J the Beal-ing8 of the Gun8.* 
When there is no Watkin range-finder a pointer on a plane 

table can be made to tell the Commanding Officer which of his 
guns are in bearing, thus ;-Any smooth board, about 18 inches 
in diameter, will serve for the plane table. Let A B be a 
wooden pointer pivoting on C with an eye piece at A, and a 

* The introduction of the position finder will mOdify 80me of the measurel pre
SCribed below. but roanybatteries must be without tbem, and In any caae provlilon 
mUlt be roade for the pOlSibility of these instruments being disabled. 
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resight, like that of a prismatic compass, at B. Mark the 
'aduated arcs of the guns on the board, and the numbers of the 
illS on the pointer, where the arcs cut it. Fix the board so 
at when A is over any graduation on the circumference and 
e gun pointers are on the same graduation on the arcs the 
)oden pointer and axis of the guns may be parallel. Now 
the pointer be laid on a target in the position in the figure, it 

'pears at once that Nos. 2 and 3 guns can bear. There will be 
small errol' for drift and another for the lateral distance of 
e observer from the guns. 

Cdrrection for Difference of Range and Deflection. 

Whatever range-finder is in use the Officers at the guns must 
.ve the means of knowing what target the Commanding 
ncer is referring to when he signals the bearing and range. 
lis is especially necessary in a casemated work when the view 
so limited that it is difficult to indicate the target without 
~ining the gun on to it. 
The bearing and range may be notified from the Commanding 
ncer to the guns, but a correction will be necessary on the 
III arc due to the relative position of observer, gun, and target. 
[lere may also be a correction of range necessary from the 
.me cause. 
Every gun should therefore have a card, or ~ome device to 
.ow these corrections, for every probable bearmg and range. 
'le figure opposite shows a simple device which can be ~ade 
ith very little trouble, and which records these correctlOIls 
ltomatically. 

To Lay tIle Guns without the Sights. 

In order to be able to lay the guns by index plate and 
aduated arc, when from smoke, darkness, o~ any other ca~se, 
e sights cannot be used, the quadrant eleyatlOn or depreSSIOn 

(a.m.l ) E 2 
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at half tide for every 100 yards, together with the allowa.n; 
due for drift should be posted up between the guns. 

This quad:.ant angle is found by: subtracting the range table 
elevation from the angle of depresslO.n of the gun to the target. 

To find'the allowance made for dnft by the set of the tangent 
scale of any gun, multiply the angle of the set in degrees by the 
angle of elevation ill degrees, the product will be the amount 
of drift allowed for in minutes. 

PROTECTION OF MINE FIELDS. 

An attack on a mine field would probably be by night, and 
its mode would be by steam pinnaces and row-boats of all sizes 
creeping for cables, sweeping for or exploding mines and 
generally doing all possible mischief to the defence. .Also by 
countermining a passage through the field. This is done by 
gunboats or steam pinnaces towing barges containing heavy 
charges of guncotton which are dropped overboard in two 
parallel lines about 90 feet and fired simultaneously. The object 
being so to wreck the mines of the defence that a buoyed 
passage 180 feet wide may be cleared for the advance of the 
leading ship of the attack. Each IUD of countermines in our 
service is about 700 yards long and takes 5 or 6 minutes to :lay 
and fire. 

The electric light may light up the mine field to a certain extent 
but cannot be relied upon; it is obscured by either smoke, mist, 
or rain and by very little of either. 

If the light is ill use it is essential that it should be under the 
control of the Artillery, as its purpose is to light up objects for 
the artillery to fire at. 

The artillery must be prepared either to find the mine field in 
absolute darkness, or that the gunners are dazzled by the 
electric light of the attack directed full into the embrasures. 
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In either case the sights would be useless and guns 'would 
have to be laid by elevating and traversing arcs ; among other 
preparations the mine field mus~ therefore be so quartered off 
beforehand among the gUlls that any part of it could be swept 
by fire at discretion. 

Machine and quick firing guns will be largely used in the 
defence. 
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Commandant and Staff 
Communicating Orders 
Attending Lamps 
Range Finders ... 
Look-out on Shore 
Signalman and Look-out in Forts 
In charge of Artillery Store ... 
In charge of Lamp room 
Guides 

( Staff '" ... ... .. . '1 In 10 S. Stores to issue Shell .. . l:l Taking Shell from S. Stores to 8 

~ At ~~~Ch~~' 1 a~d 8 f~~ upp~; 
.9 gun 1I00r ... ... ... 
:l Issuing Cartridges to door on 
.. hatch of 8 C. Stores ... ;;I. Outside door or hatch to take C. 

to lift ... ... '" .. . 
At foot of 11 C. lilts ... .. . 

I ~ ,; \. ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ i 
~ ! J ~ l 1 I lil~ § r 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 8, ~ 00 I Z $ ~ 
--------2- ------1----:- -1- --2-
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I . 1 2 1 

1 
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---- -- ---- -1-li-.=- -1-i-4--'=--=-
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8 
11 
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er( {StaB ... ... ... I' - I -..: J 0:1 At head of lifl8 tQ work 
8 E Ii winches 2, 3,4, 5, 6, & (if 
r:;: "'1: necessary) 7 ... • .. ! - - 12 
0:1 '" 1'0 At head of S. 1if18, I & 8 2 
j:j ~ rll Distributing projectiles 16 I 
~ [< At head of II C.lifts ... II 
OJ • Stacking empty cylinders I 4 I -t §.~ {16-IOIIR.M.L.gunS •.• - - - - 2 I 3 - - 160 2 

2 .-

""'" CIt 3-9" " " ... I - - - - - - 1 - - 24 I -
rll Reserves ... ..• . .. : - - - - - - - - I 12 I -

1--.---- ------------ ----
0:1 I-=--=--=--=- _2 ___ 2 __ .:.. _1 J_4_~I_~ 

Ii fiJ Ii r At head ofS. lifts 1 andS i - - - - - -\- - - 2 I -
~ lE i Dist~butingprojectiles ... 1 - - - - - - - - - 2,-

e " ISSUlUg C. from C. stores I - I - - ,9 1 - . :l I e UJ Stacking empty cylinders i - - 1 - 1 , -
~~< i 1 

~ l §.~ { 4-9" R.M.L. guns ···1 - - - - 1 - I I - - 32 'II 1 
P ~ .i Staff ... •.. • •. I - - - - - - - . I 1 - -

i-=-~ -=-~ -1- -=- --I---I-'I-I-39IL~ 
!,>ta1 without Om.er., 36S ... 1-1-1-1- 1-- -s- --3- --3- --6--8 '"15- 345 -"5 

Figures in italics denote that those numbers should be in magazine clothing. 
The men taking shell from S. stores 1, 8, 9, and 10, and working lifts 1 and 8 should 

be in magazine clothing a.s they work in C. passages. 
No of shell stores 10 . 

. No. of shell lifts 8. 
The winches of 1 and 8 S. lifts are worked in the ammunition passages, these two lifts 

supply both upper and lower gun floor; the winches of the remaining six are worked 
Qn lower gun floor.. . 

No. of cartridge stores 10; eight in basement and two on upper gun floor. 
No. of cartridge lifts 11. Two of these, Nos. 1 and 10, supply upper gun floor. 
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1 Lieutenant, 6 N.C. Officers or Gunners, 2 Trumpeters, and 

(StaiT 

Shell Issuers from S. Store. 

~ "Carriers to Lifts 

i At Winches I and 8 

~ Issuing Cartridges 

Outside C.S. to take C. to Lifts 

l At Foot of II C. Lifts 

4 Gunners. 

f StaiTl Win~~ pa; •.• 

.~ . At Shell Lifts 1 and 8 •.. 
k ~ ~ 
g § 'E Distributing Proj ectiles 
Ii: S"j 
~ ~ til At Head of 11 C. Lifts ... 

~ 1 l Stacking Empty Cylinders 

.s . JI6--10" Detachments 

I §.~ 3-9" " 

C!1 ~ l Trumpeters 

l. LReserves •.• 

~[~ .; {A~ H~ad ~f S. Lifts, 1 and 8 
i; '§.~ DlStnbuting Projectiles 

§ ~ Ji Issuing Cartridges ... 

~ l-< Stacking Empty Cylinders 
"" . ~ §.~ {4-9" Detachments 

C> ~ Std ... ... 

No. of Stre; 
Parties. p.:J... 

10 

10 

2 

8 

8 

II 

6 

2 

8 

11 

16 

3 

2 

2 

2 

I) 

20 

10 

4, 

8 

II 

3 

12 

2 

16 

11 

D 

160 

24 

2 

13 

2 

2 

2 

32 

2 
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PART II.-Al!i[MUNITION. 

A most necessary part of instruction is a thorough explanation 
of all ammunition used in the service, its distinguishing marks, 
preparation and various uses. 

Little tUne need be occupied in describing manufacturing 
details. 

Specimens of the ammunition shonld be placed before the 
squad during the explanation. 

Gunpowder. 

Gunpowder used in the service of ordnance is classified as 
follows: 

[It is to be noted that the term "service" is to be applied only 
to powder used for firing projectiles. But classes 1, II, III, are 
" serviceable."] 

CLASSES OF GUNPOWDER, 1885. 

Class., Designation. 

I. Service 

Description. 

J. All new powder. 
2. All new gunpowder, the packages of which have 

been opened for Inspection, and found serviceable. 
This is to stand first in order for practice pur
poses. 

3. Gunpowder returned Into store, including the con
tents of cannon ClIltridges, which on examination 
may be found uninjured. 
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CLASSES OF GUNPOWDER, 1'885-conti .. ued. 

Closs. Description. Description. 

4. Gunpowder which has been repa.ired at Waltham 

II. Blank 
Abbey. 

1. Gunpowder from broken-up cannon cartridges not 
fit f~r Class [" and which cannot be repaired. ' 

III. Shell ... 

2. Servlee powder found dusty and soft in grain 
which could not be repaired for C1aas I. ' 

1. ·Gunpowder specially selected for making P mixture 
for the shells specilled below. 

2. Service gunpowder which is dry but dusty, or soft 
or broken in the grain. 

IV. Doubtful... ... All gunpowder awaiting examination. 
V. Condemned for sale Gunpowder found unllt for any of the above classes, 

but &\'"aiJable for mining purposes and sale. 
VI. Condemned for ex- Gunpowder obtained from shells and from S.A. am-

traction... "'1 munition, having its own means of ignition, both 
of which are to be immediately wetted. 

* The bursting charges of common and double shells for-
1st, Rifled Ordnance S.S. generally, 
2nd, " for siege train, 
3rd, " B.L. for L.S, 

will consist of a mixture of "P" powder and powder of "fine 
grain." 

For proportions see page 104. 
The following natures of gunpowder are at present ill use in 

the service : 
Prism' black, full and reduced charges for 8-inch B.L.; 10'4-

inch and 17'72-inch RM.L. Alsl) as priming for Prism l brown 
charges. . 

Prism' brown, full and reduced charges for B.L. guns 9'2-mch 
and upwards and the 16-inch R.M.L. . 

Prism' full and reduced charges for 17'72-inch and 12'5-mch 
Mark II, R.M.L. d 

p2 full and reduced charges for 6-inch B.L. Mark II, Ill, an 
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IV, 12'5-inch Mark I, and 12-inch R.M.L. 35 tons, and full 
charge guns of R.M.L. 12-inch 25 tons. 

P. full and reduct!d charges for R.M.L. guns, SO-pro to 12-
inch, 25 tons reduced only. 

S.P. full and reduced charges for SO-pro B.L. full charges for 
5-inch ; 4-inch (22 cwt.) 20 pro and 12-pr. B.L. 

R.L.G.· full charge for 4-inch (13 cwt.) B.L. ; all R.B.L. and 
R.M.L. 64-pr. and under, except the 7-pr. and all S.B. guns. 

S-inch Howitzer (70 cwt.) 6'6-inch and 6'3-inch Howitzers. 
R.L.G., may still be used alternately for all R.B.L. guns, and 

for R.M.L. guns, from the 9-pr. up to the full charge of the 11-
inch gun, except in the case of the 13-pr. gun, and it will not be 
used in cartridges of future manufacture for the 7 -in. R.B.L. guns. 

L.G. As given for R.L.G. and S.B. mortars, also for bursting 
charges of Shrapnel E.O.C. type having the bursting charge in 
the head. 

M.G.' for I-inch Nordenfeldt. 
R.RG.· for Martini-Henry ammunition and machine guns ex

cept the I-inch N ordenfelt, and bursting charges of shrapnel shell. 
R.RG. for rifle small arms except Martini-Henry and pistols, 

the bursting charges of shrapnel shell, also full and reduced 
charges 7-pr. R.M.L. guns. 

P.G. for S.B. small arms, bursting charges of shrapnel shell, 
full and reduced charges 7-pr. R.M.L. guns. 

Rifled Pistol. For Enfield pistols, bursting charges pf shrapnel 
shell. 

Blank R.L. G., or L. G. for saluting charges. Rifled and S.B. guns. 
Blank R.RG., R.F.G.· and RG. for blank S.A. cartridges, and 

may be used for saluting charges for rifle and S.B. Ordnance. 
Shell F.G. for bursting charges of 6, 9, 12 and 20-pr. segmellt 

shell. 
ISSUE. 

Prismatic powder is issued in cases powder 1001b. made of 
wood lined with zinc. 
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Cubical and grained powders in barrels enclosed in waterproof 
allbagsthhol~ing 1251bs. of P and PI, 110 lbs. B.L.G.-, and 100 lbs. 

o er . 
. Service powder will never be 'issued for blank or saluting cart
nd~s wh~n ~ny powder classed un.der the latter head is available. 
ThIS rule IS mtended to apply strIctly to the non-issue of Service 
RL.G., B..F.G., and ~.F.G.-, powders for blank charges. ~ Blanlc 
powd~r WIll not be ISsued for filling shells when shell powder 
IS aVaIlable. 

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING UP CARTRIDGES FOR 
RIFLED ORDNANCE. 

I. MAKING, EMPTY. 

1. The patterns will be strictly adhered to in cutting out. 
2. The cartridges will cut so that the width of the material 

runs in the width of the cartridge. 
Silk Cloth will be used for all cartridges for RM.L. ordnance, 

except the 7 -pro 4 oz., S oz., and 2'5-inclI 6 oz. for all cartridges 
for B.L. guns, and all R.B.L. cartridges. 

Serge cartridges for R.M.L. or RB.L. guns, which may be in 
store, will be used up according to orders issued from time to 
time on the subiect. . 

Shalloon will be used for the 7-pr. RM.L. cartridge; 4 oz. and 
S oz. and for 2·5·inch R.M.L. cartridge 6 oz. 

3. The cartridges, before being sewn, will be printed in black 
with the nature of gun, charge, &c., and with lines for the hoops 
and seams. The B.L. SO-pro 34 lb. and the RB.L. 7-inclI and;40-
pro will also be printed with lines for the choke. All marking 

• When waterproof bag. are used, these weights will be reduced by about 10 lbO. 
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on cartridges will be done with printers' ink. About! oz. of ink 
is sufficient for 100 cartridges of each nature, except the R.M.L. 
12'5-inch, and tl.J.e 17'72 or 16-inch, for which about! oz. and 
! oz. respectively will be required per 100. 

4. Braid of double width will be used for all charges of 40 lb. 
and upwards. Cartridges which are not to be hooped with braid 
will be hooped with silk or worsted after being filled. Beckets 
for lifting will be attached to all cartridges of 30 lb. 

5. Kitted pack thread will be run into the empty R.B.L. 7-in. 
and 40-pr. c'trtridges for choking on to the wood sockets, and 
into the B.L. 80-pr., 34-lb. cartridges for choking on to the zinll 
end of the wood tubes. 

II. FILLING. 

Cartridges Filled witlL Loose Powder. 
6. Care will be taken to see that cartridges are not made up 

in damp weather, that they are properly dry before being filled, 
and the proper charge is carefully weighed out, and inserted 
in the bag by means of the" Funnel, copper, cartridge." 

7. Cartridges which are made up without sticks will be 
choked by drawing together the mouth of the cartridge into 
several plaits with a brass needle, threaded with three strands of 
worsted for serge cartridges, or with two strands of silk twist 
for silk cloth cartridges, up to 14 lb. inclusive; after drawing 
together the mouth of the cartridge, three turns will be taken 
round the plaits, aud the choke thus formed will be further 
secured by passing the needle three times through it alternately 
above and below the turns, thereby stitching down the till'ns 
round the choke at two points equidistant from each other. 
Charges above 14 lb. up to 85 lb. inclusive, without beckets 
attached, require three strands of silk twist passed round the 
plaits, three times, and the needle passed through the choke four 
times, making three securing stitches. Charges from above 14 lb. 
and upwards, with beckets, will have the choke first formed, and 
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temporarily secured by taking two turns round the choke the 
becket drawn tightly in on both sides, then three turns wiil be 
taken round the choke, the needle passed through the choke and 
becket five times, making four securing stitches. The becket 
should form a loop about 3t inches in length over the choke. 

8. Cartridges which are made up with sticks will have the 
sticks secured to them just hefore filling, by choking the bottom 
end internally round one end of the stick with broad braid· the 
cartridge will be turned inside out, and a needle threaded 'with 
broad braid, will be run through the bottom end, in the part 
marked by a printed line, so as to bring it into plaits, then draw 
up loosely and arrange the plaits so as to lay uniformly in the 
groove on the end of the stick; draw the braid tight, bring both 
ends half round the stick and tie with a half reef knot, then half 
round again Itnd tie with a half reef knot, and once more and finish 
with a reef knot. This braid will be found already threaded 
through the bottom end for the choke in all empty cartridges 
issued from Woolwich. The cartridge will then be turned back 
(ready for filling) and, the stick being set upright, an apparatus 
for use in filling cartridges (see § 3738, "List of Changes") will 
be placed on the top thereof, and the cartridge will be drawn 
round the ring of the apparatus. The powder charge will then 
be inserted, care being taken that it is filled in uniformly round 
the stick so as to preserve the proper shape of the cartridge. 
The cartridge being filled, the apparatus will be withdrawn, the 
stick being kept steadily in the centre and the cartridge choked 
at the front end, with becket attached, round the head of the 
stick, with broad braid; the braid is first run through and drawn 
tight into the groove (as described above), and passed round once 
and tied; the becket is then placed in its position, and the ends 
of the braid brought round over the becket and tied with a h.alf 
reef knot; this will be repeated three times, each turn being tied 
with a half reef knot, the last being a complete reef knot, a.l!d 
the ends of the braid cut off. The loop of the becket when laid 
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down must not reach within half an inch of the outside of the 
(l!I.!:'tridge. 

9. The B.L. SO-pro cartridge, 34 lb., will be made up with a. 
wood tube containing one shalloon puff. The cartridge wi,l.l be 
filled in the usual way for pebble powder, and the tube inserted 
into the powder. care being taken to keep it in the centre of the 
cartridge, and the kitted string will be drawn into the recess in 
the funnel-shaped part of the tube, giving it three turns round, 
each turn being tied with a half reef knot, the last turn being 
tied with a complete reef knot. 

10. The cartridges will be made up to their proper lengths and 
diameters by means of the hoops, which should be drawn tight so 
as to make a firm cartridge. . 

11. Hooping-
1st. With braid hoops.-Draw the braid through the serge 

or silk cloth until the knot of the loop comes home to the 
serge or silk cloth, the single end being already passed 
through the loop from underneath, pass the single end to one 
side of and under the loop, then draw the hoop tight and 
keep it so by placing the forefinger of the left hand firmly on 
the loop j bring the running end between itself and.theloop, 
and draw tight the single bend thus formed, talcin!! care that 
the bend bites on the loop ltnd not on tl~e single end. otherwise 
the knot will slip. The maintenance of the proper form 
of the cartridge depends on the hooping being thus secured. 

2nd. With worsted or silk twist.-After making the last 
stitch in choking (8ee para. 7), the needle will be turned 
downwards and carried through the powder and out at the 
seam in the line for the front hoop, the worsted or silk twist 
will then be carried tightly round the cartridge so as to form 
a hoop, and will be stitched to the cartridge at two or three 
points in the same way as the turns at the choke were 
secured, and the remainder of the hoops will then be 
similarly formed. 
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12. Cartridges' which are intended for either P .. or RL.G. 
powder will, when filled with the RL.G., be brought to their 
~roper lengt)1 by having the hoops drawn in ,:ery tightly; the 
rIbs formed m those parts where the hoops are m the interior of 
the cmiridge will, however, be found to project to about the regu
lated diameter. The braid hoops will be thus drawn in with all 
cartridges, whenever the powder is of a denser description than 
usual. , 

13. The R.B.L. cartridges which have paper cylinders inside 
viz., 7-in., 40-pr. and 20-pr., will have half the charge inserted' 
the paper cylinder will then be placed on the powder in the centr~ 
of the cartrid,qe, the flat side uppermost, and the remainder of the 
charge then filled in. 

14. The RB.L. cartridges which have the lubricators outside 
viz., 7-in. and 40-pr., when filled will be choked tightl.Y round th~ 
!IToove of the wood socket, into which the lubricator is screwed, 
the greatest care being taken to fix the socket in the centre of 
the cartridge. 

15. The RB.L. cartridges which have the lubricators inside, 
viz., 20-pr., 12-pr., 9-pr., and 6-pr., when filled with the proper 
charge, will have the lubricator placed inside with the papier
mftchil disc next the powder, and the cartridge then choked 
tightly over the top. The line which is printed on the cartridge 
for the top hoop should be close under the papier mftchil disc, and 
the hoop drawn very tight, so as to prevent any grains of powder 
getting round or over the lubricator. 

16. The RB.L. 12-pr. or 9-pr. and 6-pr. exercising and 
saluting cartridges have attached to the upper part another bag 
containing sawdust, which forms a wad. The upper bag will be 
turned down, and the lower bag or cartridge proper will be filled 
with the powder charge, well shaken down, and then choked as 
prescribed in para. 7. The upper bag will then be brought up, 
and a portion of sawdust put in and pressed down with a stick, 
a portion more of sawdust will then be put in pressed dowll, and 
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so on, proceeding as before until the wad is of the proper size; 
they will then be choked and finished, tying the braids tight so 
as to make a firm cartridge. 

Cartridges filled with P1'is1natic Powder. 
17. CARTRIDGES, PRISM. I-These cartridges are made up in the 

Royal Laboratory, Woolwich, as follows, viz. :-The prisms are 
built up by hand in a zinc envelope open at both ends, having 
as many sides, and being of the same length as the finished cart
ridge, fitted with a movable wooden bottom, secured by three 
screws; the envelope is placed on a pedestal less in diameter 
than itself and filled with the required number of layers of 
prisms; the cartridge is then placed downwards over the cylin
der, and the screws holding the wood bottom taken out and the 
envelope drawn down from between the prisms and cartridge; 
the cartridge.is then held down tightly over the prisms while the 
braids are being secured, commencing with the bottom braid. 
The cartridge is then reversed, and after the wood bottom is 
taken out, it is placed on the scales, and the necessary prisms 
removed from the top layer, or added to it, until the weight is 
correct. * The top is then placed on and secured at each side, and 
then sewn round with two strands of silk twist. The top and 
bottom of the cartridge have each a hole in the centre fitted 
with network, which is covered over with shalloon patches, stuck 
on with shellac to prevent the powder dust from falling into the 
package. 

These cartridges, if necessary, may be made up, by careful 
manipulation, without using a zinc cylinder, by building up the 
prisms on a wooden bottom cut to the same shape as the cartridge .. 

18. CARTRIDGES, PRISM.·-The required number of prisms will 
be built up in layers on a wooden bottom the same shape as the 

• In making up cartridges with prism' powder, the top layer should not be less 
than 75 pe::- cent. of the number of prisms in a complete layer, Olle or more prisms 
being taken from each complete layer to make up the requisite number in the top layer. 

(a.m}) F 
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eart;ridge, the bag dra~n over the whole! and .the! ren:'~ 
operations proceeded w1th the sa?Ue . as w1th P1:"lsm., Wlth the 
exception of the zinc envelope whlCh 1S not reqwred for prism.' 

III. MARKING FILLED CARTRIDGES. 

19. All cartridges when filled will have the initial or mono. 
gram of the station at which they are filled, stamped on the 
bottom end, and the nature and weight of powder which they 
contain marked on the side in blaclc printers' ink, the letters 
being one inch long. About t oz. of ink will be sufficient for 
100 cartridges. 

20. The cartridges filled by the Royal Artillery will be distin· 
guished by having no initial letter stamped on them. This order 
does not apply to cartridges filled by working parties of Royal 
Artillery for the Ordnance Store Department (see § 3,564, ",List 
of Changes in War Material, &c.") 

21. The following initials and monograms will be u.~ed at the 
several stations mentioned :-

Home Statiolls. 

Alderney A Dublin sJID Pembroke p 
Aldershot 'E. Edinburgh E Sheerness S 
Chatham C Fort George G Tynemouth T 
Chester H@ GO~pOl't G Upnor U 
Cork ~ Guernsey (Y% Woolwich W 
Devonport D Harwich H 
Dover vlB) Jersey IT 
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Foreisn Stations. 

Barbadoea :In Hong Kong HI{ 
Bermuda B Jamaica CJA 

Cape Town ~ Kingston, Canada K 
Ceylon @ Malta M 
Gibraltar GIB Mauritius .aNi 
Halifax, N.S. H Quebec and Montreal Q 

IV. FINISHED CARTRIDGES. 

~2. All cartrid~es will be very carefully examined and gauged 
as to length and diameter previous to packing. 

V. ISSUE OF FILLED CARTRIDGES. 

23. Cartridges for the 7-in. and 40-pr. R.B.L., the 8-in. 
howitzer, 64 pro and 80 pro R.M.L. guns are issued in metal-lined 
cases. 

These are of three sizes, whole, half, and quarter, and weigh 
48 Ibs., 30 Ibs., and 18 Ibs. respectively. 

Cartridges for R.M.L. guns, 7 -in. and upwards, are packed 
in zinc cylinders, each containing one cartridge with the excep
tion of that for the 7-in. which will hold one full or two reduced 
charges. 

They serve as cases to carry the cartridge from the magazine 
to the gun. The cylinder for 17·72-in. or 16-in. cartridges is in
tended only for transport or storage in Ordnance Store Depart
ment magazines. 

Securing Lids of Cartridge Cylinders. 
See A.C., Clause 11, January 1884, Equipment Regulations. 

(a.m.1) F 2 
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Staclcinu· 

24, When cartridge cylinders conta;inin~ cartridges are stored 
lying on their sides, the number of tiers ill each stack will be 
limited as follows :-

12'5-in, not to exceed 3 in depth. 
12 or ll-in. " 3" " 
9 and lO-in." 4 " " 
7-in. "5",, 

When stacked on their ends, thin battens of wood will be I 
placed on them to prevent the handles injuring the bottoms of • 
those packed over them. These battens are not absolutely nects
sary for cylinders with screwed lids. Stacking on their ends is 
preferable because if stacked on their sides, unless the points of 
support are under each end where the cylinders are strongest, 
or along their length, they become so dented that the cartridges 
are difficult to extract. 

VI. DRILL CARTRIDGES. 

25. Drill cartridges are issued for almost all guns. They are 
of about the same size and weight as the service cartridge. 
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TABLE OF FILLED CARTRIDGES FOR RIFLED ORDNANCE. 

Filled Cartridges. 

GUD. 

No. of cartridges 
to form a. charge. 

Remarks. 

B.L. 
IS·25-in. 

I Length. Diameter. ....; ii '" 
Weight and Powder. I I ~ ~ ~ 

_______________ IFrom ~~I~--~ ;a ---

la·5-in. i 
12-in. I. and II. ..• 73f lb. Prism' brown •.. 10·75 11·25 la·5 '14·0 
9·2-in. I. and II. ... 80 lb. "" ... 17·5 18·25 11·1 IU.6 

·a:in .... III., .~:., ~:. ~b\~~Pris'.;,'bla~k ... ::: ~n5 ~ng 1~:~5 1~~5 
S-in. II. ... ... 17 lb. P' ... ... ... U·75 12·25 7·a - I 

4 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

, Ill. an" IV. ... 21 lb. " ... •.• ..• 12·9 13·5 7·5 I - I 
" IV. ..• ... 25 Prism' brown ••• ... U·75 12·25 7·5 I 7·9 
" ...... 7 lb. blank... ... ... 7'3 7'S 6'0 i - -

SO-pro ::: ::: ~~f~· s.P. ::: ::: ::: ~n = ~.! I = ! 
R.B.L. • " . I 
7,tpJ\ ~~t;i cwt::: ~~ll;~::-t~.. ::: ::: 1::: 1~;: 47,;:~7al __ = 
40- ••• ••• 61b. B.L.G.' ..• •. 10·0 10·75 
R~.L. ..• •.. 3 lb. blo.nk ••• ..• •. 5·76 6·25 

11'7'lr-iD.. ... .., 112\ lb. Priaml black ... 13'15 14'26 14'6 16-0 4 

3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Nil 

~I· ~ 
_ 1 

3 Nil 

Also SO-pro 
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J6bJ. ::: 
12·5-in. I. .. . 

,1 II ... . 
12-ln. 35 tons 

" " 
U'tons 

11~in. " ... 

lO~4-in. 
100in. 

}' 
9-m .... 

112\ lb. Prism' ... 
112} lb. Prism' brown 
80 lb. pa .. ... 

... 52i lb. Prism' ... 
110 lb. P.·... .. . 
86 lb. pa ... .. . 

,,' 14'0 114:5 
.. , 13'75 14'25 
... 20'05

1 

-
... 10'3 10'7 
... 27'5 28'5 
... 21'6 122'5 

::: 55'ib, P. ::: ::: ::: 14:2511 U;:25 
... 85 lb. P. ,.. ... ... 25'0 26'0 

60 lb. P. ... ... ... 18'0 19'0 
95 lb. Prism' black... ... 26'2 127'2 
70 lb. P. ... '" ... 25'0 26'0 

... 50 lb. P. ... ... ... 22'5 23'5 

... 44 lb. P. ... ... ... 16'3 '117'3 

s-iD. ::: ::: ::::g :~::: ::: ::: ::: ~rg I ~:g 
}"" ... ... 21 lb. P. ... ... ... 15'0 15'7 

7-m. 7 and 61 tons... 30 lb. P. ... ... ... 22'5 235 
" 90 cwt. ... 22 lb. P. ... ... ... 17'2 18'2 
" both... ... 17 lb. P. ... ... ... 14'3 15'0 

6·6-in. ... ... 12i lb. P. ... ... ... 11'25 11'75 
80-pr. ... ... 12 lb. P. ... ... ... 11'25 12'25 

6ipr. I. and·iI. ::: 
" III. 

80-pr., 64-pr., 
32-pr. S.B. 

Howitzer 
8-in. 46 cwt. 

S-in.'How:'70 cwt.i 

" u 6·6-ln. Service 

II 

I. 
I. 
I. 
I. 

• I. 
I. 
I. 

20 lb. P. ... ... ... 18'5 19'5 
6Ib.R.L.G.', R.L.G. orL.G. 7'5 1 8'5 
8 lb. n " n 9-2 I 9'7 
5 lb. blank... ... ... 6'5 -

10 lb. R.L.G. or L.G. 
51b. n " 
2\ lb.., II 

11ilba. R.L.G.· ... 
7lbs. " 
3t Ibs. .. 
51bs. " 
31bs. " 
2lbs. " 
4lbs. B.L.G. 
21bs. tz 

{ 
8'75 
5'75 
4:0 
8'5 
6'0 
4'2 
5'75 
4'75 
4'25 
5'75 
4'25 

152 
14'0 
10'4 
11'95 
9'9 

6'8 
6'3 
6'0 
7"3 
6'7 
6'1 
6'1 
6'2 
4'76 

15'7 
i4"0 
12'0 
12'25 
11'5 

6'25 
4'75! -

4 
4 
2 
4 
1 

2 
1 

2 
1 
1 
1 
I 

3 
3 
1 
3 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Nil 

" 
" 

=1 
=1 

Studded shel 
Studl ... " 
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TABLE OF PACKAGES OF FILLED CARTRIDGES. 

~ . \E§ . 
~ t '8~ ~ 
~:s \;;.~~ 

Whole. ( HaI!. <;) >. <;)" '" 

\ 
~o ,o ....... g 

-- ·.S c ~$: 
No. Wgt. No. Wgt.:* ZN 

Gun. Weight and Powder. 

Metal-lined Case. 

Remarks. 

--------1- ------------1-- --,---------------
B.L. 
12-in .... 
9·2-in. 

" 8-in. 
6-in. 

So:pr. 
6-t;.,. or SO-pr. 
R.B.L. 
7-in .... 

4(}.pr:'· 
'B..M.i:: 
11'72. In. 

Is'ln. 
12'5 in. 

73} lb. Prisml 

80 lb. 
87~ Ib, 
50 lb. 
17 lb. P' 
21 lb. P' ... 
25 lb. Prism.' 
34 lb. S.P. 
26 lb. S.P. 
7 lb. Blank ... 

10 lb. R.L.G.' 
11 lb ..• , 
7 lb. Blank 
51b. R.L.G.' 
31b. Blank 

112l1b. Prisml 

'7 Priem2 
,. Prism l 

80 lb. pz .. , 

6 
4 

15 

8 
~ 
15 
15· 
37 

lb.. lb.. lb •. 
I III 
2 
2 
2 

15~ 
134 

156 6 73 

133 3 62 
141 3 65 
156 6 73 
131 6 57 
163 17 82 

"I I 162 
'I 1 162 
·1 1 l:~ I I I 

} NO Pack
ages. 

} NO Pack
ages. 
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12'/n. 
: 52~ lb. Prism" 
i 110 lb. P. 153 
I 85 lb. p2 123 

11'io. 
55 lb. P. 8t 
8. lb. P. 119 

lO~4 in. 
60 lb. P. 89 
95 lb. Prism.' 

10 in. 70 lb. P. I 103 No Package. 
I in. 44 lb. P. I 66 
9 in. 501b. P. I 77 

}' 33 lb. P. 2 110 
SIn ...• 35 lb. P. 

n .0. 211b. P. 
} No Package. 7 in .... 30 lb. P. 2 102 

22 lb. P. 
" ... 17 lb. P. 2 2 110 No Package. 

6'6 in. 12tlb. P. S 151 4 82 
SO-pr. 12 lb. P. 9 15S 4 79 

" 
20 lb. P. 4 154 

64-pr. ...{ 6 lb. lI.L.G ..... 19 164 79 ... R.L.G. or L.G . 

... { 8 lb. R.L.G ..... 13 155 6 SO " R.L.G. or L.G. 
SO·pr., 64-pr. or 32- } 5 lb. Blank ... 22 160 10 SI pro S.B. '" Howitzer 
Sin., 46 cwt. 10 lb. R.L.G. or L.G. 11 161 4 71 

" 51b. 21 157 9 77 

" 70 '~wt. I. 
2t lb. " 47 159 IS 77 

" l1llb. R L.G.· 8 142 3 65 

" 
I. 7 " 

12 135 6 74 
I. 3~ " 32 165 14 SI 

6·6~iD. S~rvice I. 5 22 162 10 S2 
I. a 35 15S 16 81 

6·i:in. " 
I. 2 

R.i.h. 
50 153 21 75 

" 
I. 4 

" 
27 161 12 80 

l' 
I. 0 •• 12 50 155 21 75 

• For Transport and Storage in Ordnance Store chal'ge only. In R.A. charge they are stored, 3 In .. Y" aDd 
2 in .. Z .. Cases, brass, powder, cylindrical. 
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Projectiles for S.B. Ordnance. 
Projectiles for smooth-bored ordnance may be classed ag 

follows ;- {SOlid. 
Case. 

Shot... .... Grape. 
Sand. 

Shells .... {E~;~:l~ 
Hand gTenade. 

{ Carcasses. 
Miscellaneous .... Parachute light balls. 

SHOT. 

Solid. 
Wooden bottoms are riveted to solid shot when intended for 

use with guns of position or bronze guns. All S.B. solid shot are 
painted black. 

Case. 
There are three classes ;-1. Iron case with iron ends and iron 

handles. 2. Tin case with iron bottom and rope handles. 3. Tin 
case with wooden bottom. They consist of metal cylinders filled 
with sand shot of different sizes, according to the calibre. Caae 
shot are fired from all natures of guns, carronades, and howitzers, 
and are used against troops or boats. The effective range is not 
much more than 350 yards. 

Grape. 
~affin's pa~tern consists of four circular iron plates, be~een 

whI~h three tIers of sand shot are arranged, a wrought iron spllldle 
passmg through the centre of the plates, and a nut which screWS 
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on to the head of the spindle binding the shot and plates "to
gether. 

Grape shot for carronades and for lO-inch. S.B. gun are made 
up like case shot. 

Grape shot are only fired from cast iron guns and calTonades. 
They are used under the same circumstances as case shot, but 
owing to the greater wAight of their balls, they have a longer 
effective range. 

Sand 
Are cast iron shot of various sizes from 1 ~ oz. to 4 lbs., ch.iell.y 

used for making up case and grape, and slirapnel shells 7-inch. 
R.M.L. and upwards. 

SHELLS. if. 
Common 

Are fitted with wooden bottoms. Their fuze holes are of the 
common gauge, and tapped throughout to take Pettman's L.S. 
percussion fuze and common wood time fuze. 

Common shells are used against maMriel, troops behind cover. 
wooden ships, buildings, &c. 

Hortar. 
Mortar shells have no wooden bottom attached. The lO-inch 

and 13-inch are fitted with lewis lwles (formerly lugs), by which 
they may be lifted. The· fuze hole is not countersunk, and is 
larger than that of common shells, so as to take the long fuze 
necessary on account of their time of flight. The fuze hole of 
the 8-inch. mortar shell is somewhat smaller than that of the 10-
inch and 13-inch, to admit of the fuze being set home. 

For the 5t-inch and 4f-illch. mortars, 24-pr. and 12-pr. common 
shell without wooden bottoms are used. 

Shrapnel. 
The diaphragm pattern is the only one that need be noticed. 

It consists of a thin cast iron shell, weakened internally by four 
• For direcllonB for IIl1lni ,belli vide page 99. 
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grooves, and filled with lead bullets. The bursting charge ~ 
is just sufficient to open the shell and release the bullets is BeT"L 
rated from them by a wrought iron diaphragm. ' ..... 

Shrapnel shells are used against troops in the open at distances 
beyond case shot range. It should burst from 50 to 20 yards in 
front of the object. 

Hand Grenade& • 
Are used chiefly for the defence of places against assault, being 

thrown among the storming parties in the ditch. They are use
ful in the defence of houses. They can be thrown by hand about 
20 or 30 yards. They are of two sizes, 6_pr and 3-pr. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
CarCa&8e& 

Are cast iron spherical shells with three vents or fire holes in 
their upper hemisphere. They are filled with a·highly combustible 
composition which is lighted by the flash of discharge, and bUl"lls 
from 3 to 12 minutes, according to the calibre. 

They can be fired from S.B. guns from 12-pr. upwards (in 
which case they should have wooden bottoms attached), and from 
mortars, from 13-inch S.S. mortars and lO-inch gun, charges not 
to exceed 161bs. and 81bs. 

The vents are plugged with brown paper, and covered with kit 
plaster, which must be removed before loading. 

Carcasses are used for incendiary purposes. 
Parachute 

Are shells formed of two outer and two inner hemisphe~ of 
tinned iron soldered and riveted together. The. lower Inner 
he~isphere contains bright burning composition and a 1ar~ 
calIco parachute is packed inside the upper hemisphere. 
small bursting charge is contained between the inner and outer 
hemispheres. . 
. Parachute light balls are fired from mortars only. S~ 

tune fuzes are used with them. They should be bored to su 
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length as to open the shell either at the highest point of its tra.
jectory or soon afterwards. The bursting of the shell lights the 
composition and releases the parachute, which expands and floats 
in the air, descending gradually. The composition burns from 
one to three minutes, according to the calibre-lO inches, 3 
minutes ; 8 inches, Ii minutes; 5t inches, 1 minute. 

The parachute light possesses many advantages over the ground 
light, but is much affected by the wind. 

Projectiles for Rifled Ordnance. 
FOl· B.L. fluns. 

The projectiles fired from these guns are fitted with copper 
"driving bands" near the base, they are somewhat larger in 
diameter than the bore of the gun, and when the charge is 
fired they are forced into the rifling and thus impart rotation. 
The front edge of the driving band has a slope of 7°, a similar 
slope being in the shot chamber of the gun, when the projectile 
is rammed home, it is gripped and the windage is sealed. 

The projectiles fired from these guns are common,* double, 
and shrapnel shell, case and palliser shot, those for 8-inch and 
upwards have a hole in the side of the centre of gravity to
receive the " bolt eye lifting." 

For R.B.L. guns. 
The projectiles fired from these guns are lp.ad coated, and 

somewhat larger in diameter than the bore across the lands. 
When the gun is fired, the lead is forced into the grooves and 
rotation thus given to the projectile. 

The projectiles fired from these guns are, common, segment, 
and shrapnel shell, case shot, and solid shot for practice only. 

For R.M.L. guns and howitzer. 
The earlier patterns of projectiles for R.M.L. guns were 

• A light common .bell was made for tbe 6-in. B.L. gun, no more will be made, 
those on charge to be used up with reduced charges W.O.A. 6 183. 
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studded, and rotation was im~d to them by the studs fiti; 
into the grooves of the gun, t"heir number vaned from 3 in th g 
80-pr to 9 in the I2·5-inch. e 

For guns having the increasing twist of rifling it is necel!8~ 
to reduce the size of the front studs to admit of loading. The 
a-inch howitzer of 46 cwt. shell differs from that for the 8-inch 
gun only, in the studs being all of the same size, and being set 
.at a greater angle to suit the twist of rifling. The studless 
RM.L. projectiles are rotated by copper gas-checks. See 
p.86. 

These gas checks impart rotation to the projectiles by the 
projections on their circumference fitting into the grooves of the 
gun. They attach themselves to the projectile automatically, 
but if there is any likelihood of the gun having to be unloaded 
it will be necessary to attach the gas check to the projectile by 
striking it inside the crown with a blunt pointed hammer at two 
or three points, and thus lightly fixing it to the .shell. They are 
as a rule loaded separately from the projectile. 

'fhere is a projecting rim on the base of these projectiles over 
which the gas check fits easily, and on the rounded part of 
the base are a number of undercut flutings intersected by two 

. undercut rings. 
The projectiles for I2·5-in. and upwards are fitted with a hole 

a little in rear of the centre of gravity to receive the" bolt eye 
lifti'Tl1l," the I2·5-in. and I6-in. have also a pawl hole. 

SHELLS. 

Common 

Are used with all garrison guns, and have the general service 
fuze hole. 

They are painted black except the drivinO' bands of B.L., the 
lead coating of RB.L., and the studs ofoRM.L. They are 
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lacquered inside with red lacquer. Serge bags are used for 
the bursting charges in all except the 7-in. R.B.L.; SO-pro and 
64-pr. R.M.L. and howitzers. 

Double 
Resemble common shell but are longer. The 7-in. has 3 

strengthening ribs cast inside, is lacquered and uses a serge bag 
for the bursting charge. 

Shrapnel. 
These shells are made for all calibres of garrison guns. The 

body is of cast iron with Ii chamber inside the base into which 
fits a tin cup to contain the bursting charge, over this is a" 
wrought-iron disc with a hole in the centre threaded to receive a 
wrought iron pipe, the walls of the shells are lined with brown 
paper and filled with sand shot except the 6-in. B.L., 40-pr., and 
7 -in. R.B.L., 64-pr., SO-pr., and 6·6-in. R.M.L. which have mixed 
metal balls, the interstices between the balls filled in with resin, 
the head is made of Bessemer metal lined with wood, let into 
the head is a gun-metal socket, the lower part of which fits into 
the wrought iron pipe, the interior is tapped to receive the 
primer, the top threaded to the G.S. gauge. 

Segment. 
For 7-in. and 40-pr. R.B.L. only. They differ from common 

shell in having a lining of cast iron segments, are lacquered but 
do not use bags. It is not easy to distinguish them from 
common; they are shorter, and the lead coating extends some
what farther over the base. 

Star. 
For S-in., 6·6-in., and 6·3-in. howitzers. They are spherical in 

form, made of two hemispheres of Bessemer metal tinned ali over 
and fitted together with a lap joint. In the centre of the top hemi
sphere is a hole to receive a gun-metal socket of the G.S. gauge. It 
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contains 21 stars of three different sizes driven wi~h ~~8i;; 
composition. Round the lower part of the extenor IS a nng of 
yellow pine in two thicknesses fastened together by eight iron 
screws. The ring is fastened to the bottom hemisphere by 
marine glue and drops of solder and it serves the same purpose 
as a wood bottom in S.B. guns. 

Steel Shells. 
These are now being manufactured experimentally of the 

following descriptions-common and shrapnel. These shells are 
made of "cast steel" and "forged steel;" they are distinguished 
from iron shells by having a white band painted round the head, 
shrapnel will have it below the red tip; those of cast steel are 
stamped C.S. and those of forged steel F.S. on the base. 

SHOT. 

Palliser 
.Are made for all guns in the garrison service, except R.B.L. 

7-in and 4O-pr. and R.M.L. 64-pr. 
They are ogival pointed projectiles, the head being made very 

dense, by being cast in an Iron mould, called a chill, the body in 
sand, which makes it less brittle; they are cast hollow and 
lacquered, and the hole in the base is closed, either by a gun
metal or cast-iron plug. Projectiles, similar to the above have 
been issued, as shell with bursting charges contained in bags, 
but by § 4,839, the bursting charge has been discolltinued, and 
they are to "?e ~lled wit~ an equivalent weight of sand, see 
~ 5,033 .. Pro)ectIles. of thIs. nature :wi.th the bursting charge 
have their pomts painted whIte to dIstmguish them from those 
withou~, which are pai!lted black .all over, ex<:ept "driving 
bands,' and" studs" whICh are unpainted. . 

Case . 
. Case shot are used with all guns, and are made up as a rule 

from one or more pieces of sheet iron, riveted together to form 
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a cylinder, having the ends fringed and turned in, to one of 
which is attached the bottom, inside the bottom is placed a loose 
disc, the case is lined with wrought-iron segments, and filled 
with sand, shot packed in clay and sand, the top is of wrought 
iron, havIng one handle up to the 8-in. inclusive, above that two 
handles. 

Those for B.L. and R.B.L., have studs of soft metal, 
soldered round the base, to prevent them being rammed too far 
up the bore in loading. 

The case for the 7-in. R.B.L. is used in thll 7-in. R.M.L., that 
for the 8-in. gun serves for the 8-in. howitzer, and the 64-pr., 
6'3-in. howitzer, and SO-pro R.M.L. case are identical. 

The 32-pr. S.B.B.L, has a special case shot, and is the only 
projectile fired from that gun. 

It is made from three pieces of sheet iron soldered together, 
the bottom end is turned in, and a wrought-iron disc laid inside, 
outside is fastened a wooden ring; it contains 80 sand shot, and 
80 mixed metal balls, packed in clay and sand; the top is closed 
by a wooden disc fastened to t.he case by wrought-iron nails. 

G 
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MARKIXGS ON PROJECTILES. 

Marks. 

JJase. 

On rear stud. 
IV~ 
X;:r 

On rear stud. 
E. 

Indentations on base. 

Explanations. 

1l.M.L. Palliser Skot-" Studded." 

Palliser ChilL-Mode of manUfaetuTe. 
R--":'Workman's mark. 

IV.-Roman numeral. Markar pattern. 

9/71.-Date of rusting. 

R.L.-Royal Laboratory. Place of manu
facture. 

Roman numeral.-Mark or pattern. 
X. -Denotes the studs are planed. 
Date.-Date of final gauging and examina-

tion .. 
Examined at out station, hammer and water 

test., , " 
Shows the, shot was tested with pointed 

hammer. 
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MARKIN.GS ON PROJEOTILES-contd. 

Explanations. 

1l.M.L. Palliser Shellr-" Studded." 

Base. The word " ~hill" is not cast on base. 

R.O.-Ridsdale and Cwmbran iron. 

Other markings, identical with shot. 

Base. 

On lower band. 
L 

R.~L. 
I>:l 
~ 
~. 

1l.M.L. Pallise1' Shoi-" Studless." 

Nature.-1\1ark 01' pattern. 

Rl. Laby.-Place of Manufacture. 

Date of casting. 

Roman numeral, roark, or pattern. 

Royal Laboratory.--Place of manufacture. 

Date of final gauging and examination. 

G 2 
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MARKINGS ON PROJECTILES-contd. 

Marks. Explanations. 

-------------------------------
B..M.L. Common SkelZ-" Studded." 

On, base, body, and Same as Palliser projectiles. 
studs. 
U.C. Under- cut stud holes. 

On stud, 
35 ton 
II· 

On top. 
IV 

R.~L. 
9ur. 
M.L. 

V 
R..}.L. 

64-pr. or SO-pro or 6'3"; 
How. 

B..M.L. Skrapnel SkelZ-" Studded." 

Same as common studded. 
12" 35 ton projer·tiles have this marking on 

the stud to distinguish them from 12" 
25 ton projectiles. 

Asterisk in addition to Roman numeral 
denotes that the shell has been altered to 
take a gas-check. 

R.M.L. studless projectiles have the same 
markings 8S studded, except those having 
reference to studs. 

B..M.L. Case Skot. 

Roman numeral, mark or pattern. 
Ryl. Laby., place of manufacture. 
Calibre of gun. 
Nature of gun. 
Same as above. _ 

Case shot for two or more pieces of ordnance 
have markings similar to this. 
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MARKINGS ON R.B.L. PROJECTILES. 

Marks. 

Li-A. 
E.O.C. 

R.L. 
Z. 
U. 

Signification. 

Passed by Inspector of Artillery.
Elswick Ordnance ComplIdly.t ::: 
Royal Laboratory. II 
Zinc attachment. 
Under cut method of attachment. 

G 
Lead and antimony coating, made in Royl. 

Laby., stamped in cannelure .. 

Permanent lead disc in segment shell, L.S. 
only. D. 

• Some shells of very early mlldlufacture have tonly. 
t Some E. O. C. shells re-leaded in Royal Laboratory, ca.rry 

Laboratory marks on their coats. 
l: E. O. O. projectiles have the marks on apex. 
II R.L. do. do. do. on base. 

Projectiles for Practice_ 
Projectiles for practice will be marked with a yellow band 

round the body to distinguish them from those for service. 

GAS-CHECKS. 
Gas-checks for Studded Projectiles. 

For 9-in. to 12·5-in. there have been two patterns. Mark I. 
has been declared obsolete. Mark II is used with common 
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shell and Palliser shot, 9-in. to 12·5-in.! and ~hrapne! s~ell, 
12·5-in. only. They differ ~rom Mark 1m havmg projections 
on their circumference to fit mto the grooves of the gun, and are 
fixed to the base" of the projectih'l by means of a gUll-~etal plug 
all.d wrought-iron nut, arranged so that the gas-check IS free to 
revolve :md thus facilitate loading. The gas-checks for the 
8-in. ho~itzerof 46cwt. are Mark I, but have projections to fit into 
the grooves, and are fixed by means of a gun-metal plug with 
hexao-onal head, therefore it is necessary to be .::areful that the 
proje~tions are aligned with the studs on the projectile. 

The gas-check for the 6·3-in. howitzer consists of a saucer
shaped piece of copper with projections to fit into the grooves, 
and perforated at the rim with a few holes. They have the 
concave surface to the rear, rotation being imparted to the shell 
by means of radial projections, which fit into correspondin~ 
grooves in the base. It is fixed by means of an hexagonal 
headed gun-metal plug. 

Gas-clwcKs Automatic. 

""These gas-checks are used with studless, R.M.L. projectiles of 
the following calibres: 17·72-in. to 9-in., 6·6-in. and 80-pr., 
also 6·6-in. and 8-in. of 70 cwt. howitzers. They extend com
pletely over the base of the shell, and somewhat resemble 
soup plates, 'With rims or flanges, on which are projections 
to fit Into the grooves of the gun. 
. 1\ Mark II. has been approved, differing in having the pro
JectIOns to fit the grooves of the same thickness as the flange, by 
forming a recess behind each, thus ensuring equal expansion. 
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§ 4,081 RIFLED M.L. PROJECTILES. 

lIse of "full" charges with. 

PART n. 

'The following particulars with regard to projectiles for R.M.L. 
guns, which are capable, or otherwise, of withstanding" full " 
charges, are published for general information. 

Palliser projectiles for all natures of rifled M.L. guns ma.y be 
fired with" full" charges. 

The undermentioned shells mayalso be fired with "full" charges. 

Gun. I 
Nature of Studded or 

Shell. Studless. M8.l'k. 

----!----------
16-inch SI Common { 

.- t: Shrapnel 

... {II Common { 
IZ'5-inch 

Shrapnel { 

12-' . h 3- {Common 
me " ton Shrapnel 
. { Common 

1Z-mch 25 ton Shrapnel 
I 

lI-ineh 

IO-inch. 

9-inch ••• 

a-inch ••• 
7-inch ••• 

{ 'I Common •.. Shrapnel 

{ Common 
••• Shrapnel 

••• { Common { 
Shrapnel 

..• Common 
{ Common ••• I Double 

Studless 
, . 

Studded 
Studle •• 
Studded 
Studlcss 

" " 
" 

" 
" 
" 

Studded 
Studies. 

Studded 

" " 

I. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
I. 
1. 
I. 
I. 
1. 
I. 

I. 
I. 

I. 
I. 

VI. 
I. 
I. 

I. to III. 
I~ to V. 
I. to Ill. 

With or 
without 

Gas-cheek. 

With 

.. 
" 
" 
" " 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" .. 
" 
" 

Withc.ut 

" 
" 

Bemarks. 

In addition to these, all studless shell, common and sbrapnel, ami. all studded 
common shell, except those for the 12·lnch 35 tons, Marks I. & n:, may be tired with 
full charges if they bave not been altered to tal<e gas-cbecks. Sbells so altered may 
be known by being marked with a (0) after thanumeral. 
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The" reduced" charge is the highest which may be used with 

any R M L shells not specified above. I 

Cas~ shot may be fired with either "full" or "reduced" charges. 
Hence in action when firing shell not named above an officer 

would have to decide between changing from full to reduced 
charges with its certain evils or risking a shell breaking up in 
the bore. 

Fuzes. 
There are two descriptions of fuzes in the service, Time and 

Percussion. 
FUZE-HoLE GAUGES OF SHELL, AND FUZES OF EACH GAUGE. 

Gauge. Shell. 

llortar .0. '0, Large mortar,1311, 10",8" 
Common ..• S.B. common (L.S.) and 

diaphragm shrapnel 
General service All rifled shells, except 

R.B.L. 6, 9 and 12prs., 
segment and common 

Armstrong field R.B.L. 6, 9, 12,&20prs., 
service segment and common 

Fuze. 

Time. 

Large mortar ... 
Common, diaphragm 

small mortar ••. 
5, 9, 15, 20, 30 sees. 

M.L. 5, 9 secs. B.L. 
and 15 sees. with 
detonator, Arm
strong's time and 
concussion, time 
and percussion 
short ••• • .. 

Percnssion. 

Pettman L.S. 

RL.; PettmanG.S.; 
Direct Acpon; 
Bolt; Small. 

E time ••• .., B.L. Plain. 

TIME OF BURNING. 
The tim~ of burni~g of the composition of the fuzes given in 

the followmg pages IS correct when the fuze is burned at rest, 
and the barometric pressure is 30 inches. 

TIME FUZES FOR R.M.L. ORDNANCE. 
. 15-Seconds .M.L. . 

d :r'hiB f~e has the comJ?osition channel in the centre, ~d IS 
nven With a slow burnmg composition (7i seconds per Inch). 
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There are six powder channels bored near to and parallel to 
the axis of the fuze, they are connected at the bottom "by quick
match laid in a groove and pressed into the bottom of each 
channel. It is marked in half seconds and graduated to quarter 
seconds, the figures 2, 2'0 &c., are printed so that they may be 
read when the head of the fuze is towards the body of the person 
holding it, the figures are at one side of the side holes; and the 
side holes are accurately stamped and coloured yellow. This 
fuze is used with RM.L. guns 10 inch and upwards with or 
without gas checks and RM.L. guns under that calibre without 
gas cheeks. 

15-Seconds M.L. Special primirl1J. 

This fuze differs only from the above in having an additional 
priming of gun-cotton passed twice round the head of the fuze 
over the ordinary quick-match priming and fastened with silk 
twist, leaving about U- inch of each end of the gun-cotton loose; 
a patch of waterproof paper is pressed down over the priming, 
and a band of thin copper and tape wrapped round the whole and 
secured by shellac varnish. 

The head of the fuze is painted red, and the loose end or tip of 
the copper band white. 

This fuze is used with star shell. 

15-Seconds with detonator (Mark III). 
This fuze differs from the M.L. in having a detonating arrange

ment in the head; this is necessary in B.L. guns where there is 
no windage and also with RM.L. guns 9-inch and under when 
using gas checks. 

The safety pin should not be removed until the moment of 
loading. 

N.B.-Mark I. and II. with detonator may be used up with 
9-inch RM.L., and the 5 and 9-secs. may be used up for ranges 
with which they would be suitable. 
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FOR R.B.L. ORDNANCE. 

These fuzes can be, used for all.shells having fuZe holes of 
general service gauge, except that the 20 secs. cannot be used 
with shrapnel shelL 

FOR S.B. ORDNANCE. 

I>iaphragm. 
Are used for diaphragm shrapnel shells. 
The length of fuze composition is one inch; and it bul'llB 5 

seconds. 
They are marked on two sides in half seconds, one side having 

the even, the other the odd numbers. 
They are painted black and drab. 

Common. 
They are used with S.B. common shell, also with 12 and 24-pr. 

shell, fired at short ranges from the ~ and 5!-inch mortars. 
They contain two inches of composition,. and burn fur: 10, 

seconds. 
They are marked similarly to the diaph,ragm. 
They are painted black and drab. 

Mortar, Large, 
Are used with 8, 10, and 13-inch mortar shells. 
The length of the composition is six inches, and it burns 

30 seconds. 
The fuzes are marked with five divisions to the inch in a seira! 

directio.n. round the outside, the figures referring to the length of 
compos1tlOn, but by the addition of a cipher will refer to the 
general hal!-secund unit; the marking commences at two in~es. 

No hole 1S bored at the marks, they being merely indentatiODS. 
They are painted drab colour. 

, Mortar, Small. 
Are used with the 55 and 4t-inch mortars at longra.nges. 
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They contain three inches of fuze composition, and burn 
15 seconds. 

They are marked an~ constructed similarly to the large mortar 
fuze, therefore the intervals between the holes correspond to one 
second of time in burning; the marking. commences at one inch. 

They are also painted drab. 

lO-incl~ Paraclmte Light Fuze 

. Has 3 inches of fuze composition,. burning 15 seconds. Its 
marking is different to the service fuzes, thus 6 on it means 
6 seconds. 

8-~"nch Parachute Light Fuze 

Has 2 inches of slow-burning composition, and burns 13 seconds. 
These two fuzes on emergency might be used with S.B. common 
shell. 

5i"inch ParaMute Light Fuze 

Has 1'5-inch slow composition, burns 10 seconds. Too small 
for use with S.B. common shell. 

The parachute fuzes are painted blue, and have been up to the 
present time issued 50 in a cylinder. 

Hand Grenade. 
Used with a 3 or 6-pr. hand grenade; burns 7! seconds: they 

are placed in the grenade, uncapped, and lighted by a portfire. 
1,200 in a half metal lined case. 

PERCUSSION FUZEK 
A percussion fuze is one that depends upon impact or graze. for 

its action. 
Pettman L.S. 

Can be used with all S.B. common shells tapped to receive it : 
such shell wiII'be known by a cross. engraved on the plug. It is 
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made of gun metal, is conical in form, and has a screw turned on 
its body. Above the screwed part is a/lain projecting shoulder, 
upon which the fuze rests when screwe h~e: . . 

It will not act on graze, but only on strikmg some reslstmg 
substance, such as the parapet of an earthwork, or the side of a 
ship. 

FOR RIFLED ORDNANCE. 

Pettman,O.S. 
Is made of gun-metal and threaded on the exterior to the G.S. 

gauge. 
This fuze will not act on graze, neither will it act when fired 

with reduced charges. 
It is at present used in 12-in. 35-ton and upwards with full 

charges, or when the gun is loaded by hydraulic rammer. 

DIRECT ACTION.* 
For use with the following guns :

B.L. 
IO-in.; 9·2-in.; 8-in. and 6-in. (of all marks). 

R.B.L. 
7-in. 

R.M.L. 
12-in. of 25 tons; ll-in.; 1O·4-in.; IO-in.; 9-in. ; 8-in. ; 7-in. ; 
80-pr.; 64-pr.; 6·6-in.; and with 8-in.; 6·6-in.; and 6·3-in. 
Howitzers. 

It :;tcts equally well with high and low charges. 
It IS prepared by the removal of the metal cap; this should 

not be removed until the shell in the bore of an M.L. gun, or is 
about to be entered into a B.L. gUll. 

The fuze acts on direct impact, and on graze only when the 
angle of descent is not less that 10°. 

r • When practice is earned out over land ranges or sands where any blind sheUs are 
lable to be I.eft exposed by the tide, R.L. fuzes are to used with So-pr., 6'S-inCh and 
64-pr. guns mstead of direct action fuze. 
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Great care must be taken to see that nothin~ shall press on 
the diaphragm in the head of the fuze after It has been un
capped. Especially in the case of the 6·6-in. gun and howitzer, 
and the 6·3-in. howitzer, of which the rammer heads are not 
recessed. 

Not to be used in guns loaded by the hydraulic rammer. 

Bolt Percus8io1l. 
This fuze is made of gun-metal and was introduced for use 

with B.L. and R.M.L. guns. It will act on graze or impact. 

B.L. Percussion IL 
This fuze is used with the 40-pr. RB.L. 

FUZE TIME AND CONCUSSION. 

Medium. 
The body of the fuze is made of soft metal and the other 

parts are of gun-metal. In the upper part of the fuze is the 
time arrangement, and a ring of fuze composition in the body 
covered by a movable metal collar and clamping nut. Round 
the exterior it is graduated in inches and tenths of inches up to 
five inches. 

The concussion arrangement is contained in the lower part of 
the fuze, and is similar to what is generally known as percussion. 

It is used with all B.L. guns. 

FUZE TIME AND PERCUSSION. 

Short. 
Is made of gun-metal. The lower part is screwed to G.S. 

gauge and contains the percussion arrangement; the upper part 
contains the time arrangement and consists of a collar of 
phosphor bronze, in which is placed a ring of burning composi
tion and to the upper part of this collar is attached the igniting 
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--ent . over the collar is a dome of metal held ~ 1 
b~m whi~ screws 011 to the top of a spindle; in the top 01 : 
t~ ca Pare four fire holes for the ~scape of gas. 

The ~llar of phosph~r b:r;onze IS marked on the exterior to _ 
show the time of burrung m ha:lf seconds, and there are .inter. ' 
mediate graduations correspondmg .to quarter seconds. The 
fuze is provided with two safety pms; the upper pin, which 
passes through the dome, restrains the action of the time 
arrangement; the lower pin, ~hich pass~s through the cylin. 
drical portion of the body, restrams the actIOn of ,the percuaainn 
arrangement. 

Means of Firing Ordnance. 

COPPER FRICTION TUBES. 
There are three-natures, '2 inch diameter:-
The special friction tube (about 2 inches long) for the 7-pr. 
The long friction tube (about 5 inches long) for 7-inch R.M.L. 

guns and upwards. 
The 8hort frictton tube (about 3 inches long) .for .a.ll other 

ordnance. 
Tubes Vent Sealing. 

For guns having axial vents, vent sealillg tubes are employed. 
They may be divided into four classes each of two kinds. 

{
Electric P. } F . h . I k Percussion. or guns WIt percUSSIOn oc s. 

Tubes vent Electric M l . 
sealing. Friction M: 5 For guns with vent-masking slides. 

Electric V. t 
. lFriction V. 5 For guns with vent heads. 

Primers {Electrical. } 
vent sealing Mechanical. For SO-pro B.L. only. 

The percussion tubes and mechanical primers are fired;by 
YneallB of a percussion hammer attached to the gun; the friction 
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tubes by lanyards with hook to fit into the eye on the end;of,the 
wire; electrical tubes by means of any battery suitable for low 
tension. 

PORTFIRES. 
Common 

Burn at the rate of about one inch in 5 seconds. 
The readiest way to extinguish a portfire is by a sharp, sudden 

jerk. When put out in this way, the burnt end should be cut off, 
otherwise difficulty will be experienced in re-lighting it. 

MATCH. 
Quiak 

Is made of cotton wick boiled With a solution of mealed powder 
and gum in about the following proportions :-2lbs. Wick, 20 lhs. 
mealed powder, if. 9 oz. gum arabic, 9 pints of water. 

Unenclosed it burns at the rate of about 1 yard in 13 seconds; 
when enclosed in a tube of any kind, it burns much more rapidly, 
being as instantaneous as a train of gunpowder, the pressure 
causing the gas to rush forward and fire the mass explosively. 
Quick-match is made up in paper or calico tubes when this ra)?id 
action is required, and when so made up is termed a "leader. 

The proportions of powder, &c., will vary with the number of 
threads in the wick; those given above are for six-thread wick. 
Quick match is demanded by weiO'ht; 1 lb. of six-thread match 
would be about 360 feet long. Quick-match is largely used for 
priming fuzes, &c. 

Issue. Either in long packing or in metal-lined cases, and should 
be demanded by weight. 

Slow. 
Is made of pure hemp, slightly twisted and boiled in .a ley 'of 

water and wood ashes in the proportion of water 50 gallons, wood, 
ashes one bushel; this serves for 100 lbs. of yarn. It burns at 
the rate of one yard in eight hours; it is used for lighting port-

• A portion of the powder is]<eI,t dry. and dusted over the 'luick-match. 
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:fires, &c. Slow match may be equally well made by bOiIingi;;, 

Solution of 8 oz. saltpetre to one gallon of water. 

PRIMERS FOR VENT PIECES OF R.B.L. GUNS 

Are used with the 7-inch and 4?-pr. ~.B.L. guns, a~d consist 

of a cylinder of leather paper, driven h~e a tube, WIth three 
strips of red wors~ed at~hed to ~he exterior. 

To prime, the pruner IS pressed mto the vent, worsted end1ll'8t. 

TIN CUPS. 

To prevent, as far as possible, the escape of gas on discharge in 
R.B.L. glUlB, tin cups are issued as under :_ 

For the 7-inch and {With service, practice, and exercise 
4O-pr. side closing ammunition. 

40-pr.} 
12- r.. . . . 

r. p WIth practIce ammumtIon. 
"-pr. 
6-pr. 

" 
" 
" 
" 

Each cup may be used until it loses ita shape. 

They are placed against the cartridge with the edge to the 

front. A small extractor hook is provided, by which to withdraw 
them after firing. 

WADS. 

Grummet. 

Grumrnet wads are used with all S.B. guns when firing at 

angles of depression, or at angles of elevation less than 3°. They 

are placed over the shot, and thus prevent it from nmning out. 

The cross pieces should be towards the muzzle when rammed 
home. 

~rummet wads are supplied on special demand for use when 
firing rifled projectiles at angles of depression. 
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Wedge. 
Wedge wads. Two sizes of wedge wads are issued. They both 

consist of two wooden wedges connected by a piece of cane. 
In the larger wad the length of cane is ,'5 inches, and length 

of wedge 7 inches. It is for use with 9-inch guns and upwards. 
In the smaller wad the length of cane is 6'5 inches, and the 

wedge 5'5 inches long. It is for use for 64-pr., 80-pr., and 
7-inch guns. 

These wads are to be rammed home separately after the pro
jectiles. Their use is to prevent the projectile from shifting 
when running the gun up. 

NOMENCLATURE OF ARTILLERY MAGAZINES, 
STORES, &0. 

".Magazine."-Building or buildings with passages leading 
thereto, in which powder in bulk, filled cartridges, or shells are 
stored. 

"Shifting Room" or "Shifting Lobby."-The chamber or 
portion of the entrance passage devoted to putting on or taking 
off magazine or laboratory clothing. 

"Ammunition Entrance."-The entrance to the magazine for 
ammunition only. 

".Magazine Store."-A chamber within a magazine (if pro
vided) in which the hides, wadmiltilts, and spare magazine 
clothing may be kept. 

"Cart"idge" 0" "Shell Store."-A chamber in which filled 
cartridges or filled shell are stored. 

"Powder" or "Shell Passage."-A passage along which 
powder in cartridges or in bulk or shell are transported. 

"Ammunition Passage."-A passage along which both natures 
of ammunition are transported. 

" Lamp Passage."-A passage by which access is gained to the 
lamp recesses. 

(a.m. l ) H 
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"Cartridge" or "Slwll Serving Room."-A; chamber on the 
same level as the . gun into w)1ich the ~rtrIdge or she.ll lifts 
lead, and from whIch the serVIce of cartrIdges or shell IS con· 
ducted. 

Cart1i<ig6 or8liell Recestr;"-A sm~l rece.ptacle fo;the storage 
of a; few cartridges or shell for the Immedmte servICe of' a gun . 

.. Receiving Hatc!l."~An opening in the .door' or wall of a 
cartridge or shell-fillm~ room, through WhICh empty shell or 
powder in bulk is passed. 
, "Cadridge" or "Shell I8suer."-A hatch in a door, or' opening 

in a wall, through which cartridges or shell are passed. 
" Cartridge" or" Shell L~ft." -'fhe lift up which cartridges or 

shell are hoisted. 
"Artillery General Store."-A store for the reception of the 

spare gun stores of all natures. 
"Artillery; Store."-A store ill a battery for the reception of 

the sights, elevating arcs, and other stores belonging to the guns 
and required for their immediate service. 

" Laboratorl;."-A building or buildings with passages leadirtg 
thereto in which ammunition is examined, cartridges made up, 
and shells filled. ' 

"Cw·tridge" or "Shell Filling Room."-A chamber in a 
laboratory in which cartridges are made up and shells filled-

Regulations to be observed in Making Up Cartridges; Filling 
Shells, and Examining Ammunition in Laboratories in 
Artillery Charge are to be found hung up in the' entrance 
of every Laboratory or Magazine, and in Equipment 
Regulations. ., 

Instructions for reclosing Tin Cylinders conta.ining. Explo· 
sives. (See A.C .• Clause 102, 1885., 
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TnSbmctiOBl' for the Preparation of Sheila aDd F"Uzes •. 
I. FILLING AND SECURING SHELLS . 

.All shells should be scraped clean, both internally and -ex
ternally, before filling. 

SMOOTH BORE ORDNANCE. 

Shells, Spherical, S.B., Common. 
Remove the plug from the fuze-hole by means of the key-; 

insert the funnel and pour in the bursting-charge; carefully wipe 
every -purtion of powder from _ the fuze-hole, and drive in a, 
papier~ma.cM wad with the drift as far as the shoulder on the 
drift will allow; then sc!'ew in the fuze-hole plug, or fuze, Il.i 
required. 

Shells, Splterical, S.B. ])iaphragm Shrapnel,~. 
Remove the plug from the loading-hole by means of a screw

driver; hold the shell in a position with the loading-hole uppermost; 
insert the funnel and pour in the bursting-charge; turn the shell 
from side to side to facilitate the filling; carefully wipe every por
tion of powder from the loading-hole, and drive in a papier m~chli 
wad with the drift as far as the shoulder on the drift will allow, 
and screw in a plug; unscrew the fuze-hole plug, to which is 
attached a wood plug covered with serge (to prevent the bursting 
powder from passing into the socket in sufficient quantity to 
cause inconvenience in fixing the fuze); and in order to insure 
the small hole communicating with the powder-chamber being 
clear, shake a few grains of powder from the powder-ehamber. 
into the socket; then replace the fuze-hole plug. 

Sltells, Spherical, S.B.,lfortar. 
Mortar-shells are only filled when required for firing. Remove 

the cork from the fuze-hole,.lW:eptin._tb.e case.of the lOand I.a;. 
(a.m.') H 2 
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inch when it may be dri.ven in; insert the f~el and pour b; 
the bursti~ charge, ~d msert the fuze as descnbed under head· 
of "Preparmg Fuzes. 

IlL FIXING GAS-CHECKS. 

1. ProJectilesfitted with plug and nut. 
Unscrew the nut and remove then apply the "Wrench 

removing base plugs" to the gas-check plug, and screw it well up 
in the direction of the arrow,* to ensure its being well home. 

If when unscrewing the nut, there is any tendency for 
the plug to unscrew also, the " Wrench, removing, plug," should 
be at once applied to the head of the plug ,and turned in the 
direction of the arrow, at the same time as the nut is being turned 
in the opposite direction. 

Place the gas-check on the base of the projectile, with the con
cave or unpainted side next the base, then screw the nut on to the 
end of the plug with the "Spanner, gas-check nut." With 
Mark II., gas-check, plug and nut, the nut will be screwed down 
to the shoulder on the plug. 

2. ProJectile8 fitted 'with plug with hexagonal head. 

Unscrew the plug and remove it. 
Place the gas-check on the base of the projectile with the 

concave or un~ainted si?e nex~ the base (tIle saucer-shaped gas
~hecks for 6·3-mch hOWltzer Wlth the concave surface to the rear), 
~sert the 'plug and screw it well home with the spanner until it 
bmd~ agalnBt the gas-check. 

Wlth gas-checks having projections for studded projee-

WI;hThe heads of the gas-eheckplugs, and the wrought-iron nuts willeachbeslalllped 
_._~~rrow to show the dir~ction in which to turn either when IcrewiDI With. 
----plug, or when BereWlJli OD the wrought-iron" DU~ 
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iles, see that the projections are in the line of the studs before 
crewing the plug home; with the 6'3-inch howitzer shells see 

that the radial projections on the gas-checks fit into the corre
sponding grooves in the base before screwing the plug home. 

3. Projectiles fitted for" Gas-checks, automatic." 
These gas checks become fixed to the projectile when the 

gun is fired; when it is required to attach the gas-check before 
loading, place it on the base, and strike it with a pointed hammer 
or chisel so as to make an indent at twa or three points in that 
part which surrounds the neck of the projecting base of the pro
Jectile. They are however as a rule loaded separately. 

IlL-FILLING SHELLS.* 

1. Shells, Common and Double, R.M.L., Studded, 7-inch and 
upwards, and B.L. 6-inch SO-pro 

Remove the plug from the fuze hole, place the filling-rod in 
the bag, insert it through the fuze hole, taking care not to force 
the end of the rod through the bottom of the bag; carefully push 
in the bag until the neck only is in the fuze hole, a portion being 
kept outside, as the whole bag must not be allowed to slip into 
the shell during the operation of filling, then withdraw the rod, 
and insert the funnel in the neck of the bag, pressing the funnel 
well down into the fuze hole ; pass the filling-rod down through 
the funnel and gradually pour in two or three pounds of powder; 
take out the funnel and rod, lift up the bag and jerk it, so as to 
" set" the powder well down to the bottom and to open the bag. 
Then re-insert the funnel and rod as before and continue the 
filling. 

The filling-rod should be moved up and down to facilitate 

• All shells before being filled should have the fuze-holes and interior thoroughly 
examined to ascertain that they are dry and clean. 
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the passage of the powder through the funnel ; the powder should 
be tirmly pressed upon all over, and the rod should.not be forced 
against the bag; a steady pressn;e is necessary to fill the shell, 
and this should be frequently applIed ; no great amount of force 
should be used. 

When the shell is quite full, withdraw the fUIlll.el and 
filling-rod and tie the neck of the bag with twine close to the top 
of the fuze-hole. A piece of twine is attached to the neck of the 
bag for this purpose, it must be shifted to its proper position if 
necessary. Cut off the superfluous choke and push the.neek of 
the bag well down, and to one side of the fuze-hole; insert in 
every shell one "Bag, shalloon primer, seven drams F.G.," 01" 

more if there is room, then screw in the fuze or plug as required, 
taking care that the fuze-hole is clean and the fuze or plug 
lubricated. 

2. Slwlls, Common R.l1f.L. Studless 6'6-incA gun and upwards, 
and Common and Double B.L. 6-inch and upward.s. 

These shell are filled from the base. Place the shell upon 
its point which may be inserted in a block of wood hollowed out 
~or th~ purpose, or in any other convenient place. If the shell, 
~mmedlately after filling, is to be used with a wood time-fuze, 
msert an uns~rvi?eable M.L. wood time-fuze, or a piece of wood 
of the same SlZe m the fuze-hole before fillinO' . if not, the'fuze-
hole plug will be sufficient. b , 

Mter standing the shell upon its point pass the holder, shell, 
"B.L." or "studless" of the size required over the base, and 
screw up the bolt, then hold the handles firmly while another 
~an ~nscrews the )Jase plug with the "Wrench, removing base 
~ u~. Now drop ~n three" Bags, shalloon primer, seven ~s 

.G. ,,(The 17'72-mch shells take one "Bag, shalIoonpr!IDe~, 
~O oz.). Place the brass filling rod inside the baO' and insert It 
m the shell, taking care not to push the rod t~ough the bag, 
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withdraw the 'rod, insert the copper funnel, and complete 'the 
filling, see p. 101. 

The B.L. 80-pr. common and double shells are iiThed 
thrOugh the fuze-hole in the same manner as the heavy studded 
shell. B.L. shells, fitted with copper rotating rings ex.tending 
round the base, must on no account be violently rocked about on 
their bases so as to injure the ring. 

3. Sludls, CO'Tmnon and J)ouble, R.M.L., 8O-pr. and under, 
B.L. 5-inch and under, and all Howitzers. 

Remove the plug from the fuze-hole, inseft the leather 
funnel and pour in the bursting charge ; the shell should be 
tapped with a mallet or a piece of· wood to ensure its being com
pletely filled, just leaving room for the fuze if it is to be fuzed 
with a time-fuze; this can be done by inserting a piece of 'wood 
the same size as the fuze ; after filling the shell carefully wipe 
every portion of powder from the fuze-hole, then fix the fuze or 
plug, as may be required. 

In shells that are liable to be moved, or that are not 
required for immediate use, insert the wad, papier-macM, G.B., 
with the side on which the shalloon is cemented downwards, i.e., 
next the powder; drive it in with the" Drift, wood, G.B.," as far 
as the shoulder 011 the drift will allow, and then screw in the 
fuze or plug, as may be required. 

4. Filling 8hells, common and double, witlt P. powder, 
and powder of fine grain. 

Bursting charges of common and double shells for 
1. Rifled ordnance for sea service generally, 
2." " for siege train, 
3." " B.L. (interrupted screw.type) for land 

service, 
will consist of P. {lowder, with so much of a fine grain powder as 
will fill up the mterstices between the pebbles. F.G. pistol, 
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R.F.G., R.F.G.· or service L.G. powder~ will be employedfu; 
this latter purpose according to convemence of store, but the 
last-mentioned nature only in ~es of emergency. ' 

Shells without bags are filled as follows :- . 
Weigh out the proportions of P. and fine gramed powder as laid 

down below, and drop the P. powder iI~to the shell.pebble by 
pebble then insert the funnel and pour m the quantIty of fine. 
grained powder laid down. The shell. should be tapped on ~e 
exterior with a wooden mallet to assIst the latter powder In 
filling up the interstices between the pebbles. The operation 
must be repeated until the shell is completely filled, when the 
G.S. wad will be inserted shalloon side downward and the fuze· 
hole plug screwed in. 

Shells with bags are filled as follows :-
These shells are sometimes filled through the base and some

times through the fuze hole; in the former case the shalloon 
primers are dropped in before the bag is inserted; in the latter, 
one or more shalloon lrimers are inserted in the shell after 
the bag is filled and tie up. The bag having been inserted in 
the shell, and the proportions of P. and fine-grained powders as 
laid down below weighed out, one portion of the former is 
dropped into the shell pebble by pebble, after which the copper 
funnel ~s inserted, and. the prol?ortion of fine-grained pow~er 
poured. m. The whole IS then lIghtly stirred and pressed With 
the fillIng rod, and the operation repeated until the shell is filled. 
,!he neck of the bag is then tied up and cut off. and the plug 
Inserted. ' 

NATURES. 

17·72-inch and 16-inch R.M.L. 
12j-inch to ll-inch R.M.L. . ..• 
an B.L. .... .... .... . ... 
10.-inch to 8-inch R.M.L. and B.L. 
6-mchB.L. .... .... . ... 

PROPORTIONS. 

about 8 lb. P. then 20 oz. F.G. 

" 5 lb. P. " 12 oz. F.G. 
" 4 lb. P. 10 oz. F.G. 

2 Ib P " 8 oz. F.G. " .." 
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7-in to 6'3-inch R.M.L. 
and R.B.L., and SO-pro B.L..... about 2 lb. P. then 5 oz. F.G. 

40-pr. R.B.L. ...• .... .... ,,1 lb. P. " 4 oz. F.G. 
o-inch B.L., 40-pr. R.M.L. and} Fill with P. and then fill up 

smaller natures, and 20-pr. the interstices with F.G. 
R.B.L. 
All shells filled with bursting charges of this description 

will have the letter P. stencilled on them in addition to any 
other markings. 

o. Shells, Shrapnel. 
Remove the plug from the fuze-hole, and after seeing that 

the fuze-hole is clear of any dirt, &c., insert the leather funnel 
and pour in the bursting-charge, which has been previously 
weighed out or measured. This must be done gradually, for if 
the whole of the powder is put in at once the tube will probably 
become choked. The shell should be tapped on the side with a 
wooden mallet, until the whole of the bursting-charge has passed 
down the tube, taking care that none of the powder is left at the 
bottom of the socket. Drop in the metal primer and, by means 
of the large diaphragm Shrapnel screwdriver, screw it tightly 
into the tube, and then screw in the fuze or plug as may be 
required. 

The B.L. SO-pro and the 2'0-in R.M.L. have the .E.O.C. type 
of shrapnel, having the bursting charge in the head. 

For the SO-pro B.L. an empty shalloon bag is issued. To fill 
the shell, unscrew the plug, clean it and the thread in the fuze 
hole, and having ascertained that the interior of the shell is 
clean, and that both it and the shalloon bag are quite dry, insert 
the latter flat side downwards with the neck protruding from 
~he fuze holE1 and by means of the" funnel, leather, large" pour 
III the burstmg charge (which is always to consist of service 
L.G. pOWder). Withdraw the funnel and tie up the neck of the 
bag as close to the shell as possible. Cut oft" the super:8uoUB 
end, push the choke to one side of the fuze hole, and return the 
plug. 
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6. SheUs, Star. 

These shells do not require to be fi~ed-they are 'ready for 
the insertion of the fuze when the plug IS removed. 

7. Shells, Common, and Segment, R.B.L. 

The R.B.L. 7-inch common and segment, the40-pr. "seg. 
ment will be filled as directed for the smaller natures of 
co=on shells. The 4O-pr. common will be filled as described 
at p. 101. 

IV.-FIXING PLUGS AND FUZES, AND SECURING 
SHELLS: 

When plugs or metal fuzes are screwed into shells they will' 
be lubricated with Field's grease, No.3, if for use at .home 
stations or in British North America. Price's composite grease 
is to be employed ·at all other stations. 

Filled B.L. common alid Palliser shell loaded through the 
base have the projection on the" disc lead small" (except the 
SO-pr., which take the "disc, lead, large "), inserted in the hole 
in the base plug. and the disc hammered :flat in the TecesB 

provided for it, and painted over with black paint . 
. Empty projectiles fitted with plugs and kept in exposed 

SItuatIons where the plugs are liable to become set fast by 
co~osion from the action of salt water or otherwise, should have 
theIr plugs unscrewed once, at least every six months, and the 
screws cleaned and re-lubricated as above. 

Instances have occu;red in 'Yhich fuze-hole plugs of. cornmon 
shells have been so JanImed In as to be immovable, m conse
quence of using the" Wrench, base plugs." The " Key, "iron. !h uland. plug, G.S.," and the "Key, iron, plug, G.S:· :: 
GeSo Y Implements which should be used for screwing 1II 
.. plug. 
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-V.-"-:'DISTINGUISHING 1f1ARKS. 

All shrapnel shell will be painted ,with a redtip,'DDe inch 
deep. 

All steel shot or shell will have a white band painted round 
the head, in the case of shrapnel this band will be immediately 
below the red tip. C.S. will be stamped on the base .of cast steel 
and F.S. on the base of'forged steel projectiles. 

All filled shell 'will have a red band painted roundihe -head, 
in the case of steel shell this band will be below the' white band; 
they will also be marked with the date of filling, and at stations 
where means are available the monogram is to be painted on the 
shell. Filled common or double shell will be marked with the 
word "Bag," if a bag is used, and with a red disc I-inch 
diameter if shalloon primers have been inserted, and with the 
letter P if filled with P and fine grain mixture. 

The colour of the paint will be red on.a hlack ground or .hlack 
on a red ground. . 

Palliser shot (formerly shell) which have been ';weighed up 
with sand (§5,033) willlmve the letter W stencilled -in white OIi 
the head, and .also stamped on the base plug. 

Projectiles which are to be used for practice .. only ;will be 
marked with a yellow band. 

Shells which have been emptied will be marked on the.head 
with the letter E in red paint. 

VI.-STORAG"E OF FILLED SHELLS IN CHARGE OF 
THE ROYAL ARTILLERY. 

1. Wlum fitted for gUJI.dIJecks. 

Filled shells will have the gas-checks, if attached by ,plug, 
fitted before being placed in the shell store. The automatic gas
check is not attached to the shell 
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In storing filled shell (7-inch ~.M.L. and upwards), 
are to be placed on their bases, restmg on .the gas-check pI 

d revented from falling over by two pIeces of wood,9"X 
:;::uJe placed one on each side of the nut. 

2. When not fitted for ga8-checlc8.1~~ 
Filled sheIls for 7-inch guns and upwards (except 7·inch 

R.B.L.) will be placed upright ~m their.bases in the shell store. 
Filled shells 7-inch R.B.L. wIll be ~Iled, except those having ~~ 

:flat bases, which may be placed upnght where store room is ,~\Il 
available.. ~I 

Filled shell of less than 7-inch calibre will be piled.! olthl 

'I' ~~ VII.-PREP ARING FUZES. ... 
1. Fuzes, Time, Wood, Boxer. 

These fuzes are prepared for any desired time of flight 
by boring through the side hole corresponding to the required 
time into the composition. JIll 

When using the hook-borer, place the fuze in the hook of the iti 
hook-borer in the proper position for boring the required hole j 
enter the bit into the side hole, screwing up until the bit has rol 
entere~ as far as the borer will allow, taking care to. pre~ the wi 
fuze wIth the fingers so as to ensure its bedding faIrly ill the l in 
hook. .; ~ 

Unscrew, and when the bit is quite clear, remove the fuze , 
from t~e hook. The ~en~h of the bit is so regulated that, when 
plru;e~ m the handle, It WIll enter sufficiently far into the CODl' 
posItIOn when screwed down to the shoulder If the bit should 
become unserviceable, the handle must be' detached froDl the 
shank ~d the tightening-screw unscrewed, the square hole in the 
hook ~ell~g made for that purpose. Care must be taken, when 
substItutmg ar;tother .bit, that it is properly placed in the JJ:W~e, 
and that the tIghtemng-screw firmly presses upon it, for !f ~J!e 
space be left between the handle and the head of the bit, 
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end will not enter a sufficient depth into the composition. The 
borer should be occasionally examined and cleaned. The opera
tion of preparing the fuze and fixing it in the shell takes~ 
on an average, about 15 seconds; with a little practice these 
operations may be performed in a shorter time. With the 30-
seconds fuze, a gimlet borer must be used. 

2. Land Service Only. 
rT,When using the gimlet borer, hold the fuze in the hollow of 
the hand, insert the borer into the side hole, pressing it in per
pendicular to the axis of the fuze; when it has reached the bottom 
of the hole, use it as a gimlet to complete the communication with 
the composition, boring up to the handle; then pull the borer 
straight out. 

3. Fuzes, Time and Concussion, .Armstrong. 

These fuzes consist externally of two parts-which are 
packed separately-the fuze proper, and the thimble by which 
it is ignited. 

Each fuze is provided with a metal nut which clamps a. 
metal collar on to the cylindrical portion (the body) of the fuze, 
which is of white metal; round this latter is marked the seale 
in inches and tenths, and in it is a hole for the key used to screw 
the fuze into the shell, or remove it. 

The shell is fuzed as follows ;-
(a) The fuze, without the thimble, is tightly screwed intI) 

the fuze-hole by means of the "key, fuze, Arm
strong's, time and concussion" before the shell is 
brought to the gun. 

(b) The metal nut is unscrewed a little by hand or key, to 
loosen the metal collar, which is turned until the 
arrow-head on it is opposite the desired mark on 
the scale. 
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(tt},The'thimble'mu8tnotbescrew~ In . t ,top oftbe 
. fuze until the moment of loading. 

AIl the' screws above mentioned are right-handed; 

4. Fuze, Time, and Percussion, Short. 

The "Key fuze, ArmstI"?,D:g, time .and ~oncuBBiont ~k 
IIL,.or "key, fuze, universal, IS used With thIS f.uze, whicn18Bet 
after it. is, fixed,. in the shell . 

To. Fix the Fuze.. 
Insert the point on the hemispherical ann of- the key in 

the BlDall hole in the circumference of the body of the fnze, and 
screw the latter tightly into the G.S. fuze hole. 

To PI·epare it as a Time Fuze. 
Loosen. the hexagonal cap on the top of the time fnze by 

means of the slot in one of the arms of the key, which will fit 
over it,.,and then turn the dome and collar of the fuze together 
untiL the required graduation on the collar coincides with the 
arrow-head on the body, and tighten the cap. This should be 
done before the removal of the ttppersafety pin. 

JWtltdrawing Safety Pins. 
If require~ to .Rct as a t~e and percussion. fuze, withdraw 

?oth safety pI~S Just before mserting the shell in a B.L. gun; 
if the p~rcusslOn arrange~en~ is not required to act, the lower 
safety ~111 should be left m; If the fuze is required. to act as a 
~CU88wn one only, the upper safety pin should. not be removed, hd the arrow-head should be set midway between, the zero an~ 
t e 18 on the ungraduated part of the collar.' If the fuze 18 
not fired the safety pins must be replaced. • 
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5. Fuze, pB'IYJU88i,on,.Bolt •. 
These fuzes require no preparation, except the reIlIDvai of 

he safety-pin: they are screwed firmly into the. fuze-hole by 
eans of the Key, universal. 

6; Fuzes, Perc'UBBion, Pett'man, G.B. 

The fuzes require no preparation; they are simply smewed 
firmly into the fuze-hole by means of the" Key,. iron, 
fuze and plug, G.S." In the case of shells filhld for' the 
~avy, and fitted with this fuze, the wad withloop,.86d.§. 2370" C 
III W.S., will be placed over the fuze. 

7. Fuzes, Percussion, R.L. 

These fuzes require no preparation, except the removal 
of the safety-pin; they are screwed firmly into the .fuze-hole by 
means of the " Key, iron, plug, G.S." 

With breech-loading guns the safety-pin will not be withdrawn 
until just before entering the shell into the breech. 

With muzzle-loading guns the safety-pin will not be withdrawn 
until after entering the shell into the muzzle. 

8. Fuzes, Percus8ion, Direct-Action. 
These fuzes require no preparation, except the removal of 

the metal cap; they are screwed firmly into the fuze-b.ole by 
means of the" Key, iron, plug, G.S.," which fits into the squam 
hole in the cap. This cap is fastened on to. the. head. of the fuze 
by two double bayonet joints, which enable the cap to be used 
either in fixing or unfixing the fuze. The cap can be removed 
by bringing the centre of the bayonet joints in line with the 
studs on the side of the head of the fuze. 

With B.L. and R.B.L. gUllS the cap will not be removed 
until just before entering the shell into the breech. 
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With RM.L. guns the cap will not be removed until ~ 
entering the shell into the muzzle. 

9. Fuzes, Time, Wood; with Detonator, and Boxer, Breech-Loading. 
These fuzes should be screwed into the fuze-hole by hand, 

when they cannot be screwed any further t~e! are properly 
secured. These fuzes must not be fixed by strIkmg them with 
a mallet or any other instrument, neither must they be struck 
a"uainst anything. ... 

With B.L. and RB.L. guns the safety-pm will not be WIth· 
drawn until just before entering the shell into the breech. 

With RM.L. guns the safety-pins will not be withdrawn until 
after entering the shell into the muzzle. 

10. Fuzes, Time, Wood, Boxer, Muzzle-Loading. 
These fuzes are fixed in the fuze hole by screwing the fuze 

round by hand until it is firmly held in the fuze-hole, or by 
giving the head of the fuze two or three smart taps with a 
mallet, or suitable piece of wood, or (with the smaller natures of 
shell) by striking them against the gun-carriage or boat's 
thwart, I~ more convenient; this operation should be per· 
formed farrly, and not so as to split or injure the top of the fuze; 
the fuze must not be uncapped until the shell is placed in the 
muzzle of the gun. These fuzes are "uncapped" by taking 
hold of ~he .small end of the copper band, which is left exposed, 
and unwmdmg from left to right smartly so as to thoroughly 
de~~h the band from the head of the fuze and to leave the 
pnmmg fully exposed. 

11. Wad, Papier-mache, in Fuze Hole. 
~en fixing fuzes in shells having a wad in the fuze-hole, 

or III the ?ottom of the socket of RB.L. common shells, 20-k 
land serVICe, 12-pr. and 9-pr., it is not necessary to remove t 
wad, as the explosion of the fuze is suffieient to force it into the 
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shell, if using percussion fuzes; and if using wood time fuzes, 
the wad is driven into the shell in the operation of fixing the 
fuze. 

VIII.-EXTRACTING WOOD FUZES. 

Fuzes,jor Rijled Ordnance. 
Apply the fuze extractor to the head of the fuze and un

screw; if the adapter which is in the fuze-hole of some RB.L. 
shells should also be unscrewed, do not remove the fuze from it 
by striking It on the end, as a blow in that direction may weaken 
or break the wire that suspends the hammer. 
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PART III.-MOUNTINGS FO~,GAlUUSt>;W SEltVICE. 

SECTION I._WOOD STANDING CARBJAGES., 

The following wood standing carriages are in the service. for. 
rifled gUllS :-

I 
I 

§ List of 
Nature. 

I 
Weight. Changes. 

-------1 ----
cwts. qrs. 

4O-pr. R.B.L. •• I 13 3 

(con'l"erted naval non-recoil)! 23 1 {1092 
" " 1248 

64-pr. 71 cwt. RM.L. .'j 8 3 3092 

" 
58 

" 
.. 14 3 3113 

" " " 
(depl'c~sion ) 16 0 2706 

I 

A standing carriage consists of two brackets and a transom of 
oak or teak, two axietrees of oak and four trucks of cast-iron. 
(The trucks of the carriage for the 64-pr. 71 cwt. are of elm). 

Elet'ating Gear. 

A vertical elevating screw works in a metal nut bolted to the 
rear axletree. ~he ~ear. end of a wrought-iron stoolbed, the 
front end of whlCh IS pIvoted between the carriage brackets, 
rests on the head of the screw. The breech of the gun is sup-
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ported 'on coins of sabicu, which rest on the stoolbed. The. 
elevating screw is distinguished as the "ratchet head and lever,'" 
it has a ratchet head, above which a ratchet collar is attached by 
a bolt to a ring placed round the screw, and secured to it by a 
pin working ill a groove. The ratchet collar underneath, at the 
side opposite to that at which it is attached to the ring, has four 
teeth, and projecting from it at the same side'an arm, on which 
a lever handle fits. When the lever handle is raised the teeth 
of the collar clear the ratchet head, and the lever can be turned 
so as to obtain a.fresh purchase. 

Allen's Brake . 

.Allen's brake is fitted to the carriage for the 64-pr. 58 cwt .. 
R.M.L. It consists 011 each side of a wood -wedge iron shod, 
which is suspended from the side of the carriage by jointed bars. 
ill rear of the front truck, in such a manner that ill recoil it 
jams itself under the truck. 

])epression Carriages. 

Depression carriages are 'used with guns mounted at great 
elevation. The front part of the brackets is sloped away, they 
are fitted with capsquares, and with a moveable block across the 
rear steps in which the elevating screw is held. 

The converted non-recoil carriage for the R.B.L. 40-pr. diH'er
from the ordinary standing carriage in. the shape. of the. 
brackets. 

SECTION II.-WltOUGHT-IRON STANDING CAR
RIAGES. 

The following two wrought-iron Iltandillg carriages are inth& 
service .:-

~m~' xL 
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No. Nature. 

--' 
{ R.M.L., 64 pr., 64 cwt ... 

No.1 .. "71,, .• 
N f R.B.L., 4O-pr. •• . • 

o. l! l RM.L., 64-pr , 58 cwt .•• 

Weight. 

cwts. qrs. 
17 1 
17 1 
17 1 
17 1 

§ in List of 
Changes. 

1474 
1474 
1474 
1474 

--~--------.-------'------.-------. -. 

The carriage consists of two skeleton brackets connected by 
axletrees and transom bolts. The trucks are of elm metal 
bushed and shod with iron. 

Cast iron trucks are issued to replace the wood trucks, when 
not in use, to protect the latter from the effects of climate. 

The caniage is fitted with an elevating screw of the ratchet 
head and lever pattern. 

SECTION III.-HOWITZER AND MORTAR BEDS. 
The following howitzer and mortar beds are in the service:-

Nature. Weight. 
§ List of 
Changes. ----

RM.L., 6'3" and 6'6" {bed •. 
cwts. qrs. 

23 1 } 3506 howitzer guide bar 8 0 
R.M.L., 8" howitzer, {bed •• 24 3 } 3130 46 cwt. guide bar 8 1 
Mortar Beds-

13" cast iron bed 32 3 
10" 

" 17 3 R" 
5l-" wood'bed .• 

8 3 
1 0 

4f" 0 3 -
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The howitzer beds are generally similar in form, ea.ch consists 

of two double plate brackets, connected by a bottom plate and 
two transoms, and supported on six metal rollers. For use the 
bed is placed on a platform of oak, over a. long directing bar, 
which is pivoted to the front of the platform. 

The bed is fitted with a friction compressor to check the recoil. 
Two compressor bars are suspended on pins on each side of the 
directing bar, so that they are able to move slightly -either 
towards the bar or away from it. . Three compressor plates are 
suspended on each side from the bed, and hang on each side 
of the bars. Over the compressor plates in the bed lies a 
wrought-iron cramp, through holes in the arms of which pass 
two screw shafts. The inner ends of these shafts abut against 
the outer plates, and their outer ends pass through the brackets 
of the bed, and have lever handles fitted on them. By turning 
these handles the screw can be made to press against the plates, 
and the plates made to grip the bars. 

Elevating Gear. 
The elevating gear is the worm wheel with friction cone, see

page 124, fitted on the right side. The samebed will suit either 
the 6'3-inch or 6'6-inch howitzer; but the elevating gear is 
slightly different in each case. For the 6'3-inch howitzer 
there are three pinions and one friction roller, and in the 
6·6-inch one pinion and two friction rollers. The arcs of the 
two howitzers are also different. 

Mortar Beds. 
Mortar beds are either made of cast-iron, with wrought-iron 

capsquares, or in the case of wood beds, of blocks of African oak, 
teak or sabicu bolted together. 

The naval beds traverse on a central pivot over an octagon 
deck of wood, which is supported on buffers of india-rubber_ 
For L.S. these beds are mounted with their octagon decks on 
wooden ground platforms. 
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SECTION IT._MEDIUM SLIDING CARRIAGES .~ 
PLATFORMS .. 

Certain carriages and platforms have 'been for ptll'pOSes 'ill 
.nomenclature, placed in the priced vocabulary of stores in & 

numbered series under ·the heading of "- Medium." 
These carriages and platforms areas follows:-
All wooil sliding carria~es and platforms for rifted guns. 
Iron carriages for wood platforms. 
'The following iron carriages and platforms. 

7" R.B.L. 
40-pr. " 
64-pr. R.M.L. foJ' 5 feet 6 inches and 6 feet parapet. 
7" " 61 tons for 6 feet parapet. 
32-pr. S.B., B.L . 

. SUB-SECTION I.-WOOD SLIDING CARRIAGES AND PLATFORMS. 

~-pr. R.M.L. 

I Weight. ]1 , . §llitof 
I I . CbaDgeS. 
! Casemate.' Dwarf. 

---;--_1_-1-

{ 
. I cwt,. (Irs. cwts. q.... . § 

7' R B carnage "'i 15 0 15 2 i} 416 
. .L., 82 owt. platform' ' ""d 

{ 
... : 27 0 37 0 M6 

7" R.B.L., 72 cwt. carnage I 14" 15 0 } 
platform :::1 . 18;; 37 0 1202 

{
carnage .. : 10 2 11 2 } 613 

pIat~orm ... ...1 27 0 34 0 .~ 
{ carnage '" ... 15 1 1 3 } 4632 

platform I '27 O. '0 '. . and 
. p1at~orm 6 ft.'p;"ap~i· 0 ,~i 0 .4486-

64-pr.R.M.L.'71cwt.{~~~i:::' '" ... 14 3 } Xii 
U.pr R M {~~~~8~! 6ft.';arap;i·! ~i g J-

• • .L., 58 ewt. ru~:or; 6 ft. :~~rapli:I' M g ~ g it: 
----------~~~~~~ 

Nature. 

40-pr. R.B.L. 
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Sliding carriages, both casemate a;n~ dwarf, whi~h only .~iffer 

in the' height of the brackets, are SimIlar to stalldmg carnages, 
but have the axle trees replaced by sliding blocks of sabicu 
which take the bearing on the platform. 

A metal roller is fitted at the front of each bracket, and there 
are fittings to take a roller handspike in ruuning up at the rear. 

The elevating gear is similar to that on the standing carriage 
but the screw works in an oscillating nut. 

The casemate carriage for the RB.L. of 72 (;wt. is, converted 
from a naval carriage and is fittcd with the side plate com
pressor. 

There are four natures of platforms for wood sliding carriages, 
viz., casemate, dwarf fitted with pivot plate, dwarf withom 
pivot plate alldblocked up. . 

The casemate platform, medium, No. 14, will take all nature 
of casemate carriages. 

It consists of two sides connected by three transoms and a 
head block of teak and is supported on four trucks of wrought
iron. 

The trucks run on axles resting in flanged fcet secured each 
by one vertical bolt to the side. The front rollers are made each 
in one piece with its axle, and the front flanges are fitted with 
two small plates of iron, under the axlc bearings which pivot 011 
studs. 

!he dwarf platfonn without pivot plate, niedium, No. 17, is 
sUltablefor the R.B.L.40-pr., and for other rifled guns, in emplace
ments wi~h A or B pivots. The upper part or frame of the 
platform 18 the same as that of the casemate platform, which 
can be converted to it, by removinO" the front trucks with their 
flanged feet, placing the rear tru~ks and flanged feet in front, 
and fresh trucks and flanges with lOllO'er vertical bolts in rear'· 
11 rear block being placed between'" the new trucks arid th~ 
sides. 

The dwarf platform with pivot plate, medium, No. 16, is 
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suitable for the R.B.L., 7" an~ R.M.L .. 80-pr. and ~4-pr. ~ 
similar to the preceding, but IS fitted wIth a plate WIth four holes 
for C, D E, or F. pivots. 

The blocked up platform, medium, No. 18, is at pr~sent 
approved for the R.~.L. 80-l?r. and 64-l?r. 71 and 58 cwt. It is 
similar to the precedmg but IS fitted WIth teak blocks between 
the trucks and side, so as to be suitable for a parapet 6 feet 
high. 

SUB-SECTION n.-IRON CARRIAGES FOR WOOD PLATFORMS. 

Nature. Mod. No. Weight. §Listo! 
Cbanges. 

-----_._------_. -------------------
J1/R.B.L. 

7ItR.n.L. 

64-pr. R.M.L. 

64·pr. R.M.L. 

G4-pr. R.~r.L. 

64-pr. R.M.L. 

f 82 cwt. carriage S 4.;,' 3,',' p;;J:apct~:: 
l13' 2" platforms (3 6 " ... 

{ carriage ... . .. 
II' platform 3' 6" 

{ 71 o\\"t. carriage ... 
f 4' 3' 13' 2" platform l3' 6" 

{ 71 cwt. carriage ... 
Il' platform 3' 611 

(71 cwt. carriage ... 
(,13' 2" piatform 2' iff 
,58 c\\'t. carriage ... 
l13' 2" platform {4' 3" 

3' (i" 

:', :::1 
" 

;; :::1 

No. 
2 

11 
12 
3 

13 
10 
11 
12 
l! 
13 
12 
19 
13 
11 
12 

cwts. qrs. 
23 3 
44 0 
34 3 

30 3 
23 0 
44 0 
34 3 
24 2 
30 3 
23 0 

22 1 
44 0 
34 3 

§ 

} 4210 

} 4209 

4615 
4212 
4210 
4216 
4209 

} 4617 

} 4212 

to ?es~ carI'~ages are all constructed similarly, and are intended 
th . e us.e~ WIth wood platforms which have been shortened from 
f etlr ongmallength of 16 feet to either 13 feet 2 inches or 11 
ee. 

Each . b t carnage consists of two single plate brackets connected 
r!rl:rsr~nso~ and a bottom plate. It is fitted with four !Detal 

, wo In front and two in rear, the axles of the rear rollers 
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being eccentric, and formed on a shaf~, which has bent sockets 
outside the brackets. " 

Elevating Gear. 

"The elevating gear, except for carriage No. 12, consists of a 
wrought-iron stool bed, an elevating screw and a wood coin. The 
elevatillg gear of No. 12 calTiage, consists on each side of a spur 
pinion aud wheel transmitting motion from a handwheel to an 
arc. The handwheels are connected to a cross shaft, to which 
the pinions are keyed, and the arcs by a cradle, on which the 
breech of the gun rests. The gear is clamped by a small clamp 
with screw acting on each spur wheel. 

The carriage, if for the 11 feet platform, is fitted .with the 
E.O.C. compressor, if for the 13 feet 2 inches platform, with a 
bracket for the attachment of a piston rod of" a hydraulic 
buffer. 

The platforms for these iron carriages are of two lengths; 13 
feet 2 inches and 11 feet. 

The platforms 13 feet 2 inches long, are made of three different 
heights, to suit parapets 4 feet 3 inches, 3 feet 6 inches, and 2 
feet 7 inches in height respectively. 

The platforms 11 feet long are intended for a parapet of 3 feet 
6 inches. " 

These platforms are converted from Nos. 14 and 17, by 
reducing their length, and if intended for a 4 feet 3 inclI 
parapet, fitting them with pivot plates and strengthening them 
with stays. 
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SUB-SECTION lIr.-IRON CARRIAGES AND' PLA.TFOklis. 

--=~--------T:=-Ti7;;:1 j'nisl 
Nature . 

Weight. J:;: ieach ' 

. ---------.-.--.------- c\vts.;';-I~ ~ii~U 

'7f R,B. L., <12 C'wt. 

4G-pr.R.B.L. 

M.pt'. R.lII.L., 64 owt., 6' parapet 

64-pr. R.M.L., 64 cwt., 5' 6" parapet ... 

1'IULL., 6t tons, 6' parapet ... 

J2-pr. S.B., B.L .... 

(Carriage ~{). 1 31 I}' 4000 IO~ 
) Platform No. I ......... d~).I 

... J Pl.tform .r-:o. 2 50 0 481161 
"1 

\..l'latforlll No.8 4 u:~ 
(Carriage No.4 21 0 } . 

... ( Platform No.4 22 0 423; i to 

f Carriage No. 8 B~ 3 } 1I361 "' 

.. I Platforl11 No.8 6" 3 ~ 

i Caningc No.9 27 O'} aiM ~ 
"'"/l'latfol'm No.9 58 0 

f Carriage No.7 54 1 ) 3986 
'" l. Platform No. 7 ·75 I 5 

( Cl1lTiagc No.6 l4 I } 'oI()Ij9 

. .. <. Platform No.6 13 O. 

CARRIAGE N :.:..L.::A.::::~~ Nos. 1, 2, 3. 1 

This carriage and the platforms for which it is intended have ,,1 

been converted from the naval carriago and slide .toI'the.RJM.L, 
'] -inch gun of 6t tons. 

The carriage is similar to the L.S. carriage for the . 7.inch'~ 
()f '7 to~s, page 128, with double plate brackets, rear rollers'Wl

Ill
. 

eccentrIc axles, capstan head elevating gear and the E.O.C. co 
pressor. 

f 

The platforms are of three different hei<rhts intended ~r 
pa:apets 4 feet 3 inches, 3 feet 6 inches, and 2 feet '7 i~c~es :: 
beIght respectively. Tbe trucks and flanged feet are sun!llIr ot 

those for the '7-inch R.M.L. and upwards The platfol'lll IS n 
fitted with a pivot plate. . 
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RB.L. 40-pr. 
CARRIAGE No.4. PLATFORM No.4. 

This is a double plate carriage mounted on live rollers of steel 
" each side, and fitted with a tension buffer. The elevating gear 
consists of an arc attached to the gun on the right side, 
worked through a train of spur gearing by a hand wheel. 

The platform is of girder iron and is fitted with a pivot bar, 
by which it is secured to a pivot in the work. 

The girders are supported on wrought-iron stays and blocks, 
-to which are secured the wrought-iron flanges for four hollow 
soled steel trucks. The trucks are coned to suit the radii of 
the racers. 

The piston rod is secured to the front of the platform. 
S.B.,B.L.32-pr. 

CARRIAGE No.6. PLATFORM No.6. 
This is a single plate carriage, without rollers, fitted with it 

tension hydraulic buffer. The elevating gear consists of au 
elevating screw, stoolbed and coin. 

The platform is of girder iron and is fitted with wrought-iroll 
trucks. It is also fitted with a pivot plate for It pivot plug, 
which is secured by a key. The rear stops are made to fold 
down inside the platform, when the carriage is run back for 
housing. 

The mounting is arranged' for firing over· a 2 feet 3 inch 
parapet with adepressioll of 15 degrees. 

R.M.L. 64-pr. 64 cwt. 

CARRIAGE No.8, FOR PLATFORM No.8. 

" ~" ~ These carriages and platforms are similar in general form ; 
No.8 is intended for a 6 feet parapet, it is formed of deep single 
plate brackets, supported on live rollers, and fitted with elevating 
gear, consisting of a train of spur and bevel gearing communi-
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eating motion to an arc attached . to the gun and worked by & 

handwheel at the front. . . . . 
The gear is clamped by a Jamm.mg arrang~ment consisting 01 

one thread of a screw on the ouslde of t~e rI~ht bracket, and a 
corresponding thread 011 the back of ~he Jammmg lever, 80 that 
by pressinO" the latter down the gear IS clamped. 

The platform is of girder iron. It has wrought-iron trucks 
nmning in flanges each of which is secured by a. central vertical 
bolt 80 that the setting of the trucks can be altered to suit the 
particular position of pivot required. 

The platform is fitted with a circular buffer, § 3860, to check 
recoil. This consists of a short metal cylinder on a cross shaft, 
fixed centrally between the sides of the platform. The cylinder 
is free to revolve round the shaft and is formed with teeth on its 
rim, which gear with a rack under the bottom plate of the car· 
riage. For use the cylinder is filled with oil, which during the 
recoil of the carriage is forced through a. channel ill a block in 
the interior. The amount of the opening for the oil can be 
varied by a screw valve. A differential brake to prevent the 
caniage running up after recoil, is fitted to the buffer cylinder. 

Running in and out gear is fitted on the left side only. It 
consists of spur gearing, with a clutch which engages a pinion 
geared into teeth formed on the rim of the buifer. 

·A loading derrick is fitted at the front on the left side, a 
sponge tank and side arm brackets on the right side and brackets 
for the rll:m~er 011 the pivot plate near the front. A step is fitted 
on each Side III rear. 

But few of. ~h~se carriages and platforms have been manu
factured, aJ?-d It IS Improbable that any more will be made. 
. The carrIage and platform No.9, are intended for a 5 fe~t 6 Tch p~pet, and are generally similar in form.to the precedlDg. 
Ihe C3;rrIage, however, has rear rollers with eccentric axles, ua 

8hevatmg gea~ is worked by a hand wheel at the right side; an 
t e p~atform IS fitted with an ordinary hydraulic bUffer in com
pressIOn. 
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7" R.M.L. of 6t Tons. 
CARRIAGE No 7 FOR PLATFORM No.7. 

The carriage and platform are similar in general form to the 
preceding. The brackets of the carriage are double plate, and 
supported on live rollers of steel. The elevating gear is similar 
to that of No.8 carriage but is fitted to· both sides. The car
riage is fitted with a hydraulic buffer, the cylinder of which rests 
Oil the bottom plate, the piston rod being secured to a bracket on 
the front of the platform. 

The platform is fitted with running in and out gear, similar to 
that on No. 8 platform, with the exception that the cylinder 
of the circular buffer is replaced by a cast-iron spur wheel. 
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Single Plate Carriages. 

The first wrought-iron carriages for any o~ t~e above natures 
f dMnce were manufactured' on w~at IS IS known as the 

o or ...... Th adf "single plate" constructIOn. . ese carnages were m e or the 
7-inch of 7 tons, 9-inch and 12-mch guns. They were made of 
two different patterns, known as Pattern I ~d Pattern II. 

Pattern I carriage· consisted of two smgle plate bracket. 
connected by front and rear blocks and a transom. The blocks 
were formed of angle iron frames, over which plate iron was 
riveted. 

They were fitted with the American con;tpressor, which was· 
a modification of the E.O.C. compressor, with wood baulkson 
the platform instead of iron bars. 

In some of the earlier carriages, the elevating are was rigidly 
attached to the gun, and was worked through a train of wheels 
by a handwheel. 

The later carriages of this pattern, known as "Pattern I 
strengthened," were fitted with capstan head elevating gear. 

In Pattern II carriages the brackets were connected by a 
bottom plate instead of by the blocks. They were fitted with 
the E.O.C. compressor for single plate carriages. This com
pressor is generally similar to t~at for double plate carriages, 
page 130. The nuts of the rockmg levers, however, are worked 
by independent screw shafts, one passing throuah the left, and 
the. other through the r~ght bracket of the c~iage, and .each 
haVIng a lever handle on Its extremity. The screw on. the nght, 
or .coD?pressor shaft is of quicker pitch than that on the left or 
adJustmg shaft. 

Platf0'NTb8 for Single Plate Carriages. 
The platforDlsfo~ th.ese carriages· were either casemat~ or 

dwarf, the latter bemg. mtended either for an A or a. D'pIVOt. 
The general construction of thtllle platforms· is. simjIal! .tel.that. .. 

of those for double plate <:aniages. . 
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SUB-SECTION 2.-DoUBLE.PLATE CARRIAGES AND PLATFORMS. 

Nature. 

7" R.M.L. 7 tons carriage 

9" 

10" 

phtt£orm, cooemate 
dwarf A .•. 

0,' .. 

12:to.ns car~iag~ " 
D 

platforms casemate 

" 
dwarf A. 

" 
o 

" D .. 
18 tons carriage casemate, 

Mark I 
carriage casemaie, 

MarkII .• 
platforms casemate 

Mark I .• 
platforms casemate, 

Mark II. 
platforms casemate. 

special, Mark II. 
platform dwarf .A 

o 
11" or 13'~ 25. ton~, carri~~. 

D 

platforms .ca~emate •• 
" dwarf A •. 

" C ... 

" D •• 

Wei ht. I List of -
g Ohanges. 

cwt:'-ql'8. I---§---

~~. ~ 11 1685 
80· 3 i 
80 3 J 
42 1 
74 a 
97 0 

101 2 
107 G 

51 1 

67 

95 

104 

125 
134 

,140 
141 
67 

115 
139. 

1142. 

o 
2 

O. 

0:·' 
1 
2. 
o 
a 
o 
1 
1 

}' 16360 

1937. 

2513 

1937 

251:r' 

aOlI 

}, 1937., 

}1_ 
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Double Plate Carriages. 

Double plate carriages, similar ill c?nstructi~n and gear, have 
been made for the 7-inch, 9-inch, lO-lllCh, ll-mch, and 12-inch 
R.M.L. guns. 

A double plate carriage consists of two brackets, connected by 
It bottom plate and transom, and trengthened by two stays. 
The carriage for the ll-inch or 12-inch of 25 tons has also an 
angle stay across the bottom plate. 

Each bracket is made of a frame of bar iron, to each side of 
which a plate of iron is riveted. The brackets stand upon the 
bottom plate and are secured to it by screws the heads of which 
are countersunk. The carriage is fitted with four metal rollers 
running upon iron axles. The axles of the front rollers rest 
in metal bearings, each attached to the brackets by two screws; 
these bearings are eccentric, and may be adjusted, so as to alter 
the position of the axles, if necessary, on account of wear of the 
rollers. 

Eccentric .Axle. 

The axles of the rllar rollers are eccentric and are secured in 
the ~rackets by drop plates in such a man~er that they can be 
readily removed. These axles are formed in one forging with a 
cros~ shaft: call~d an. eccentric shaft, except in some of the 
e~her cal:nages m whICh the axles are formed hy independe~t 
pieces umted by a connecting bar. The ends of the eccentric 
~haft a:e made hexagonal for the reception of sockets to take 
Ihon-pOlnted levers, while in the shaft itself there are holes for 
t e sa~e levers in case of the sockets being damaged. A hawl blth a handle is fitted to each socket. When the levers 
th've een brought down and the carriaO"o raised on its rollers, 

e paWls can be lifted by the handles s~ as to engage the stop 
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lates, and thus prevent the carriage coming down off its 
oIlers. 

Elevating Gear, Cap8tan Head. 

The. carriages first issued wer~ fitted with capstan head 
levatmg gear. Later made (larriages, except for the 7-inch 
ave worm wheel elevating gear. ' 
Th~ capstan head gear consi~ts! on each side, ?f an elevating 

rc pIvoted to the gun; a frlCtIOn roller, agamst which the 
rc works; a pinion gearing with the arc on a spindle which 
asses through the bracket of the carriage; a capstan head 

·tting on the outer end of the spindle, and a clamp which 
crews upon the spindle outside the capstan head, so that when 
ightened upon the latter it clamps the pinion. Both clamps 

are tightened by turning to the rear. 
The capstan heads are interchangeable for either side of the 

carriage; the pinions with their spindles are not, nor are the 
elevating arcs. The arcs and pinions are marked with the 
nature of the gun to which they belong, and the word" top" 
stamped upon the upper end of each of the former. 

Worm Wheel. 

The worm wheel elevating gear consists, on each side, of an 
arc attached to the gun as before; either a friction roller or a 
fixed guide against which the arc works; a pinion gearing with 
the arc; an intermediate pinion in certain cases, a pinion and 
worm-wheel on the same spindle, the worm-wheel being con
nected to the spindle in future, for lO-inch carriage and upwards, 
by a friction cone; a worm shaft, working in metal brackets, 
attached generally to the inside of the carriage brackets, but 
some times either at the top or at the outside; a handwheel is 
fitted on the rear end of the worm shaft. The shaft on one 
side may be thrown out of gear with the worm wheel by 

(a. m.') X 
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throwing. back· .ahinged. clutch, se~nred. by a. steel .pin:; ~ 
retained by a turnbuckle; the shaf~ IS then turned and eithei> ~J 
d wn to the rear or allowed to slIp to the front clear of the' . 
::eel. The clutch is then replaced and holds the shaft as 
desired. .: ;i,~ 

.In the can-iages first issued· th.e recoIl was checked by·the '1(0\ 

Elswick Compressor, but all carnages of present· manufacture' '\11! 
are fitted for a hydraulic buffer, and those passing through: the ~~ 
R.C.D., which are fitted with the compressor, ~enerallyhave the itt, 
fittings removed and are converted to receIve the hydraulic 1 

buffer. th 
Compressor. pc 

~, 

The Elswick Compressor consists of a series of 10llg. iron bars ~I 
suspended on pins in the front and real' of the platform, and wI 
capable of side motion. A series of iron plate,- hang thrwgh le1 
an opening in the bottom plate of the carriage, the. plates.alter
natillg with the bars. The plates and bars are pressed together fr 
by rocking levers, one on each side, which are pivoted under- bt 
neath the bottom plate of the carriage. The upper ends of the T 
levers pass through the bottom plate. These ends are forked, If 
and in the forks rest. metal nuts. A cross horizontal shaft, 
called the compressor shaft, passes through the right bracket of 
the carriage through the right-hand nut, which is called the 
.compressor mtt, and enters the left-hand nut, which is longer 
than the other and is called the adjusting nut. The screw
threads on the shaft for these nuts are left and rio'ht handed . 
. On the eud of the shaft outside the right brack:t. there is a 
~(tver handle, called the compressing lever. When the lever 
IS thrown down to the rear and the shaft turned the nuts are 
ClIins~d to move away from each other, the lower ends of the 
I'ockmg levers forced in, and the plates and bars .pressed 
together. When the compressing lever is thrown lip the nuts 
travel towards each other and compression is taken off. 
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:A. short shaft called the a:djusting shaft passes through'the 
!lift bracket of the carriage, and enters the adjusting nut, 
feathers in the nut fitting in long keyways in the shiift. On the 
o1l.ter end of this shaft there is a lever handle called the 
adjusting lever. When the adjusting lever is turned the nut is 
placed in a new position on the compressing shaft; but the nut 
is free to move out or in along the adjusting shaft, when the 
cOmpressing lever is turned. Moving the adjusting lever up 
increases the compression, moving it down diminishes it. 

The levers work each along an arc riveted to the bracket of 
the carriage, the adjusting lever can be keyed in any required 
position on its arc, and the compressing lever, when forced down, 
is caught under a projection on its arc. The compressor is made 
self-acting, by a tripper hinged to the side of the platform, 
which on recoil catches against the lower end of the compressing 
level' and forces it down its arc. 

A carriage, casemate Mark II, for the R.JI.1.L. 10" gun differs 
from the preceding in having long low brackets, connected by 
box-shaped transoms, beneath which a bottom plate is riveted. 
The transoms and bottom plate form a well which fits between 
the sides of the pbtform when the carriage is mounted. 

The arrangement of the roller8 and gear is simihtr to that in 
Mark I carriage. 

Platfol'Ins and Pi'vots for lJouble Plate Cal-riages. 
Each nature of the preceding carriage has its own platform. 

1.n each nature the platforms are made casemate and dwarf, the 
former being low for use in casemates, and the latter high for 
open batteries. 

Casemate platforms are always A pivot, the pivot being 
imaginary. Dwarf are made for A, C, and D pivot~, the first
mentioned being imaginary, the last two actual. 

A platform consists of two girder iron sides, having planed 
upper surfaces, upon which the brackets of the carriage rest. 

(a. m.l) K 2 
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The sides of 7-inch and 9-inch platforms are bent round to;; 
in front; those of lO-inch .and upwards ar.e fish-bellied in fonn 
and are not bent rolmd In front. The sIdes are connected by 
cross-pieces of angle and plate called transoms and bottom 

plates. k f The platform is supported upon four truc s 0 wrought iron or 
Hteel. The earlier platforms had trncks of wrought iron, those 
of L'lter manufacture for lO-inch and upwards have trucks of 
steel. The axles of the trucks are of steel; they re'lt in wrought 
iron flanged feet, which are bolted to horizontal cross-plates 
called truck plates. 

The upper part or frame of the platform is the same for both 
dwarf and casemate, for the same nature of gun; the platfonn 
differing in the size of the trucks, and the manner in which the 
sides are supported over the truck plates. ' 

The Mark II casemate platform for the lO-inch has larger 
trucks than Mark I. 

Dwarf platforms for C and D pivots have a cross stay, in 
which there is a pivot hole for pivot plug, bolted beneath the 
front bottom plate. A longitudinal pivot plate extends from 
one truck plate to the other, and is bolted to those plates and to 
the cross stay; it has a pivot hole in it corresponding to the hole 
in the latter. The platform is connected by a steel pivot ping 
passing through the holes in the plates, with a cast-iron gun sunk 
vertically in i,he work. 

The pivot plugs are of three natures, to correspond in diameter 
with the bores of the 9, 18, and 24-pr. S.B. guns respectively. 
The ~ody of t~c 24-pr. pIng, and the head of the 18 or 9-pr. fi~ 
the Pl."ot hole 1Il the platforms. For ll-inch and 12-inch a clip 
plate IS attached to the pivot plate in front of the pivot plug 
to. prevent the latter being displaced by the concussion on 
tinllg. 
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Fittings. . 
The platform is fitted with footplanks (except in the lO-inch 
ark II) and a platform board for standing upon, and, if a 

warf platform, with side steps. 
A bollard for the preventor rope is fitted to the rear transom 

f the 7-inch platform. 
To form a stop for the carriage when run up, a piece of anale 

ron is bolted over the front of thc platform, and a p:i,ece of elm 
r sabicu to the rear of this; upon these are fitted smaIl buffers, 
ach consisting of an in,diarubber ring upon an iron spindle 
ith a flat head. In some cases layers of felt and wrought iron 
r spiral springs of steel have been substituted for the rings of 

indiarubber. 
Similar buffers are fitted at each side in rear to form stops for 

the carriage in recoil. 
Eyebolts for tackle are bolted one in front and one in rear at 

each side. 
Staples are bolted to the right side in front and rear to receive 

brackets on which the side arms rest. Metal brackets are 
bolted to each side to carry an iron pointed lever. There are 
staples upon the right side of the platform, for attaching a 
sponge tank. 

Pointers. 
For 9-inch and upwards a folding pointer for use with a 

graduated arc on the floor of the work is attached to the right 
rear of the platform, it is of iron with a steel point. 

For lO-inch and upwards two snatch blocks for loading tackle 
are attached to the front of the platform, except those mounted 
en barbette in emplacements having sunken ways for loading 
staaes. 

A staple plate to secure a grease box is fitted on the left side 
near the front for ll-inch and upwards. 

The earlier platforms for the 7-inch, 9-inch, and 12-inch, were 
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fitt~dfu;·-the E·IswicI~· compressor, the later issues with the 
hydraulic huffer. Some of the former also have been altered and 
fitted with: the huffer.· 

Hydraulic Buffer. 

Tlie hydraulic buffer consist.'! of a cylinder of wrought-iren (for 
future manufacture of steel) which is fixed to the rear of the 
platform. In thecyIinder works a piston at the end of' a'piston 
rod) the- front end of which is connected by two nuts to a 
bracket underneath the bottom plate of the carriage at· the 
front. The cylinder is partly filled with oil; on recoil; the 
piston is driven along the cylinder, the resistance of the oil to its 
):iassage checking the recoil. The oil passes from the back: of the 
piston, as it mo\'es, to the front through small holes drilled in it. 
'.rhe size of these holes varies with the nature of gun for which 
the buffer is intended. 

The rear end of the cylinder is closed by a cap screwed on, 
and the front end by a cover and flange. These are of east iron, 
for the. 7-inch and 9-inch, and of wrought iron for ,the lO-inch 
and upwards. There is a hole in the cover through which the 
piston rod IJasses, and a recess in which packing is placed and 
the joint made tight by a metal packing gland. 

r:J;here is a filling hole closed by a screw plug at the rear of· the 
cyllllder, and a metal draw-off cock in the cover. 

The greatest quantity of oil used should not exceed 12 
gallons, which, with the carriage run out, wlll be 4# incbM a.t 
the filling hole, th~ depth may be. easily tested by a slip, of wood. 

Tl'ave9'sin,g and Running Back Geal'. 
The 9-inch and higher natures of platforms are fitted with 

gear for traversing and running back, 
The traversing gear consists of a combination of common 

tooth gearing which act.';! directly. on two of the ·four tl1lcks·4 
the platform, causing them to revolve, Illld travel'Se the. platfol'Ill 
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right or left as desired. The gear is set in motion by one or two 
winch handles. 

The running back gear consists of part of the traversing gear 
combined with a revolving bollard, and special block tackle. A 
clutch pinion is provided, which by means of a lever il! con
nected or disconnected with thE' truck pinions, by which means 
the part of the gear intended for runnmg back may be set in 
motion without acting on the trucks of the platform. The 
same winch handles work both the traversing and running back 
gear . 

. The particular trucks; which are placed in gear depend 011 the 
nature· of the pivot. For A pivot the gear is applied to the two 
rear trucks for D pivot to the front trucks, and for C to one 
front and one· rear one. 

The position of the winch handles are either side, rear, side 
within length, or C central. 

" Side ;" the handles are at the ends of a horizontal cross 
shaft at the rear of the platform. 

"Rear;" there is only one winch handle and it is at the end of 
the spindle of the bollard. 

"Side within length;" the handles are at the ends of· a cross 
horizontal shaft near the rear of the platform, but sufficiently far 
from it, to prevent the handles projecting beyond the rear of the 
platform in working. 

" C central;" the handles ~e at the ends of a cross horizontal 
3haft at the centre of, the platform. 

Platform for 7 feet Parapet. 
Some 9-inch and lO-inch dwarf platforms have been adapted 

for Ulle behind a parapet 7 feet high. The platform is fitted with 
a fixed loading ~tage at the front, with steps; a hinged loading 
derrick is fitted on each side at the front, and the traversing gear, 
which has one winch handle. at the·rear is arranged so as -to be 
worked from the sunken way. . 
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Nature. 

10" Small port carriage .. 
" platform .• 

Weight. I List §Of C. 

--- cwts-·-;:-I----§---

•. , 120 0 I } 3182 
.. 106 0 I 

10-inch Small Port Garriage. 
The carriage is arranged to allow of the gun being raised ver

tically through a height of 12 inches by means of a hydraulic 
lift or ram, acting under the trunnion coil; so as to enable an 
elevation of 9 degrees and a depression of 4 degrees to be obtained 
through a small port. 

The gun rests in moveable trunnion blocks, which are free to 
move vertically in recesses formed in the carriage brackets. The 
trunnion blocks are supported by vertical screws, to which 
motion is imparted, through toothed wheels and shafting, by 
means of winch handles at the rear. The screws are worked so 
as to follow up the trunnion blocks when the gun is lifted by 
hydraulic power; as it is intended that they, and not the hy
draulic ram, should support the gun when being fired. They 
also serve as an alternative means of lifting in the event of the 
hydraulic gear being deranged. 

The hydraulic ram for raising or lowering the gun is placed 
centrally in the carriage, and in the vertical plane of the trun
nion blocks. 

The ram, with its cistern and pump in one is snpported on 
the bottom plate of the carriage by moveable plates, which 
admit of its being removed when necessary. The pump ~ 
worked by a lever on each side of the carriage and the ram it! 
lowered when required by raising the rear ends of the pump 
levers above a folding stop on the bracket. 
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The elevating gear is similar to that of lO-inch (Mark I) 
carriages (§ 2376) but is attached on the outside of the carriage. 
The worm wheels are each fitted with a cone friction clutch. A 
straight rack is used instead of an elevating arc, and is con
nected to the gun by a link. An index and pointer are fitted 
on the left bracket of the carriage, and show the elevation and 
depression that can be given to the gun at any point of the 
vertical lift. 

The platform is of the same' description as the lO-inch case
mate, Mark I (§§1937, 2646,) but is raised 6 inches by the intro
duction of packing pieces. 

Two hydraulic buffers at the sides are used instead of one at 
the centre, so as to clear the hydraulic ram during recoil. 
SUB-SECTION III.-CARRIAGES AND PLATFORMS CONVERTED FROM 

NAVAL CARRIAGES AND SLIDES. 

Nature. 

7" R .... L 61. to {calTiage •• ....... . ,. ns Platform .. 

8" .. { Carriage •• 
•. Platform •• 

8" .. Elevation 
8" .. Depression 

Weight.-

cwt. 
32 
39 
39 
55 

qre. 

n n 
9" {Carriage •• 44 OO} 

.. • • Platform. • 60 

§ 
List of
Changes. 

§ 

5103 

5102. 

5101 

DoUble and Single Plate Carriages S.S. Converted, for L.S. 
Certain naval carriages and slides have been converted for 

nse as land service carriages and traversing platforms, for the 
t 7 -inch 6t tons, the :I: 8-inch and :I: 9-inch R.M.L. guns. 

• To Le filled in when notified. t Double plate. ~ Single plate. 
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The carriage· is sim;tiliur to the.L.S. carriage, p~es 126, 1~8 ; 
it is fitted with a. .tensIOn hydraulIc buffer, the cylinder .of which 
is fixed, tmderneath the bottom plate. The elevating gear 
is.the capstan head. ~h~ carriages fo; th.e 8~in.ch~, 9..mch 
guns are fitted. with, mpplllg ~ear, whIch 19 slmdar. Ill· action, 
though not in·arrangement, with the s~e gea:. on the . as-ton 
carriage and is used to connect the carnage with the l"lUiIning 
back chains of the platform. 

The platform (converted slide), is lower thiln the ordinary 
service platform. " 

It is supported on flat-soled trucks of cast-Iron for the 7-mch; 
II.nd of wrought-iron for the higher natures. 

The 7-inch platform is fitted with winch gear for nmning in. 
This gear consists of a. cast-iron spur wheel and serpentine 
wheel in one, on a .gudgeon, bolted to the side of the slide in 
rear, the spur wheel is driven by a pinion worked by a winch 
handle. This gear is used in conjunction with a sheave on the 
carriage bracket. The standing end of a rope is hooked to the 
eyebolt at the rear of the platform, a turn is taken round the 
sheave on the carriage, and then round the serpentine wheel. 

'fhe 8-inch and 9-inch platforms are fitted with nmning-in and 
traveraing gear. 

The running-in gear consists of one endless chain on the 
8-inch platform, and two on the 9-inch, worked by winch handles 
at the rear, as for 3S-ton platforms. . 

The tr~versing ge~ consists of a pinion underneath the pla~ 
form, whieh gears With a rack on the floor of the work, and IS 
put in motion by one winch handle at the rear. 

All the platforms are fitted with front pivoting bars to con
nect them to real pivots. 

In addition to the above certain carriages and platforms' ~ve 
been converted from naval carriages and slides for the. S.m. 
gun, ~d have been specially arranged to permit of either. great 
elevatlotJ. o •. great depressiQIl being given to. the. gun. 
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The. elevation carriage.is similar to. the preceding. !tis ;fitted 
with a tension hydraulic buffer, capstan head. . elevating gear, a»d 
nipping gear, but the gear is arranged so as.' to admit of· 16de~ 
grees of elevation. 

The platform is also similar to the preceding, but is.fitted .with 
gun-metal rollers, the rear rollers having eccentric axles. 

lJepression Mounting. 
The depression carriage is similar to the preced!ng, but is 

fittejl with two hydraulic tension buffers llllderneath the bottQm 
plate, one on each side. The carriage is auanged to admit of 
27 degrees depression. . 

The platform with its gear is generally similar- to the pre
ceding, but the sides are very much deeper. The chain for the 
running-in gear lies centrally between the sides. 

SECTION Vr.-CARRIAGES AND PLATFORMS FOR 
THE R.M.L. 12-INCH GUN OF 35 TONS, AND 
12'5-INCH GUN OF 38 TONS. 

The following natures of carriages and platfon:ns are in the 
service for these guns :-
--_._------ --------_._------,-------,-_. 

§ 
~aturc. Weight. List of 

Changes_ 

cwt •. q1'8. 
lZ· 1 R.lII.L. 35 toDS carriage ... U5 1 
12".. " platform 186 3 
12'5/1 carriage, 6' 1'ecoil, Mark IT., ca!cmatc or dwarf '0' 123 2 
12'0" ,,7' recoil, Mark II., casemate '0' 123 2 
12'0" platform, 6' recoil, Mark III., casemate .. ~ .0. 162 1 
12'5" " lIIa.rk 111., special casemate·... 162 3 
12'5" 7' recoil, MarkllI. ... ... ... "'1163 2 
12'6" Mark III., dwarf C ... 188 1 
I-a'5'/ ~Iark II., 1) .. , 184 1 

§ 
3085 
3102 
4098 
4167 
411Z 
4197 
4161' 
3098 
~ 
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The carriages and l'i~tforms for both ~s are' generally 
similar in construction and gear; Mark I carnage and platform 
was constructed with :t cO!llpressioll buffer on th~ platform; the 
alteration of the buffer In the 38-ton mountmgs, to one in 
tension on the carriage, constitutes the Mark II carriage. 

The Mark I platfonlls for the. 38-~on gun ha? a cone clutch on 
the traversing gear; t.he substItutIOn of a dISC clutch for the 
cone clutch constitutes the Mark II platform. 

A Mark III platform has a larger disc clutch, but in other 
respects is identical with Mark II. The Mark III Speciat, 6 
feet recoil platform, has trucks and racers similar to the 7 feet 
recoil platform. A M ark II carriage is mounted either on a 
Mark II or Mark III platform. 

Carriage (except Small Port). 
The carriage, both 6 feet and 7 feet recoil, is similar in general 

form to the Mark II carriage for the R.M.L. lO-inch gun. 
Rollers. 

The carriage is raiRed on its rollers by a hydraulic jack 
attached to the left side of the carriage, the ram of the jack 
being attached to a crank fitted to the eccentric shaft of the 
rear rollers. 

The release valve of the jack is internal, and is brought into 
action by pressing the lever handle to the rear beyond the ordi. 
nary stroke. 

A pointer is attached to the end of the eccentric shaft on the 
left Slde to indicate the extreme limit to which the jack should 
be pumped up. 

Hydraulic Buffer. 
II A te~ion buffer is used to reduce the recoil in the Mark 
1 ;:rna~e. The cylinder is fixed underneath the bottolD 
~t th of tlae carriage, alld the piston .rod attached to the front 

e p tform. Oll recoil, the cylinder moving with the 
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carriage and the piston remaining stationary, the resistance of 
the oil in the cylinder to the motion ehecks the recoil. The 
buffer is constructed to allow of a nominal 6 feet or 7 feet 
recoil, and the carriage, when so fitted, is only suitable for a 
corresponding platform. The size of the holes in the piston 
varies with the length of the recoil, and the charge which it is 
intended the gun should fire. Thus the hole in the pistons 
of the buffers of 6 feet recoil carriage~ for axial-vented guns 
which fire larger charges, are smaller t.han the others.* The 
front cap of the buffer is formed by a metal bracket, by 
which the cylinder is seeured to the carriage. This bracket 
is fitted with a packing gland, which, in addition to the 
packing of white cotton rope, has a cup leather kept in position 
by a metal ring. -

Elevatirl1J Gear. 
The elevating gear consis~ of a train of wrought iron spur 

wheels and steel pinions on the right hracket of the carriage, 
worked by a hand wheel on the outsi(le of the bracket. The 
elevating arc is of steel, and is rigidly atta.ched to the gun. The 
outside of the arc is graduated by alternate black and white 
space~ each of which represents an angle of ten minutes. The 
spaces are subdivided across the arc, so that by means of 3. 

pointer readings of two minutes can be obtained. The gear is 
clamped by a bow cramp worked by a screw lever handle which 
on being tightened presses two friction pieces agaiIlSt the sides 
of the arc. 

Preventor Gear. 
The carriage is fitted with preventor gear to keep it UJider 

control in running up, and prevent injury to the elevating gear. 
This gear consists of a rocking lever, pivoted to the second 
transom, and passing through the bottom plate. A small com-

o The working quantity of oil should not exceed-Co ieet reCOil, 10 gallons; 7 fe'" 
recoil, lIi gallons. To ensure thIa amount being in the bulfer, 1111 it when the gua 
is rnn out and draw off 1 quart. 
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pressor plaite is hinged to the lower end of the lever. When the 
,gear is in· action, a compressor bar on the platform is gripped 
between this· plate ·and a fixed piece underneath the carnage 

,bot1l<>m plate. The upper arm of, the rocking lever is forked 
a.n:d carries a nut on a short screw· shaft worked by a handle on 
the outside of the right bracket. To a:dj:nst the amount of 
·oom.pression when necessary the screw shaft has a 'collar with 
teeth cut on its outer face, which fit corresponding teeth on the 
boss of the handle. The lever handle may be worked by hand, 
but, to ensure its acting automatically, there is a projection on 
it, which cngageswith a tripper on the platform, when the 
carriage' runs up. 

Nipping Gear. 
The carriage is fitted with nipping gear to connect it with 

two running back chains on the platform. The gear consists of 
.a sprocket plate (or plate with projecting teeth) on each side, 
sliding through a slot in the bottom plate of the carriage. The 
two sprocket plates are joined by links to rocking levers, which 
.are keyed on a short cross shaft, supported in bearings on the 
bottom plate. A counterweight on the right rocking lever 
raises the plates from the chains and disconnects the gear. ThE' 
lever on the left side is connected by a link with, an eccentric 
worked by a lever handle outside the left bracket of the 
-cal~age. A stud on this handle catching in a pawl on the 
,can:tage, keeps the gear disconnected. The running 'bael, 
ehallls pass through brackets beneath the carriage which hold 
them up to the sprocket plates, when the latter are forced 
down. 

(Jom;pres8CJr Stop Plates. 
• Two compressor stop plates are suspended under the carriage. 
These plates on recoil jam between the plates of the compre~or 
'!!t?P o~ the platform, and tend to prevent the carriage runnIng 
up agam. ' , 
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'Platform8 (except Small 'Port.) 
The. platforms are similar in construction to those for IO..in$ 

.and ll-inch R.M.L. guns. 

Tmver8ing and Running-back Gear. 
The platform is fitted with traversing and running back gear, 

worked by the same horizontal shaft under the rear of platform, 
which is set in motion by two winch handles working within 
the length of the platform. This shaft has two. pinions riding 
loosely upon it, a bevel pinion for· traversmg.,gear,and a!lplU" 
pinion f?r. the. running bc1.ck ~ear .. By.meansof,a~buble clu~ 
ei~r pnlOn.ls made to revOlve WIth the shaft. ; For traverSlllg 
the bevel pinion is connected with a . longitudinal shaft having 
Qll it a pinion of metal or cast-iron, which gears ina cast-iron 
rack let in·the :floor of the·work. F-Orrllnning.-back the spur 
pinion gears into a spur-wheel on another cross shaft. Thi.s 
shaft has two sprocket wheels, with teeth that fit into endless 
chains, one at each side of the platform. The chains, to which 
the carriage can be attached when necessary, at the front pass 
over plain wheels in adjusting forks, the latter being held in 
brackets, secured under the front truck plates of the plat~ 
form. 

Clutch. 
The double clutch consists of a series of discs or platet! on . ·the 

shaft, alternately of steel and gunmetal. . The former, ·circular 
in shape, revolve with the shaft loosely inside recesses in: the 
piniollS; the latter are octagonal or of some similar form, so 
.as to fit the recesses in the pinions,· but ride . loosely . on the 
shaft. 

By means of the clutch lever, the plates in either pinion are 
force~ ~gether, when the friction between them gives motion to 
the pUlion. required. . .. ; 

The clutch leYer, pivoted at the .r:ear"i,s moved by a Jaand. 
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wheel on the left side of the platform, by means of a screw 
shaft, with a nut in the forked end of the front of the 
lever. la f '. 

The clutches are similar for all p t orms VaryIng chietJ.y in 
the diameter and number of plates. 

Indicator. 
On the screw shaft behind the handwheel is an indicator. 

This consists of a disc with a spiral groove on its face, in which 
travels a pointer, sliding in a bracket on the side of the plat
form. The bracket is marked with the letters R. O. T. respec
tively for "running back," "out of gear," and "traverRing." 
When the handwheel is turned to the left (or towards the front 
of the platform) the spiral groove in the disc, as it revolves 
with handwheel, lowers the pointer towards the position 
marked T, which shows that the gear is in readiness for 
traversing. 

Compressor Stop and Preventor Bar. 
The compressor stop which is over the rear truck plate 

consists of two plates, between which the rear end of the 
preventor bar lies, acting as a third plate; the front end of the 
bar is secured over the front truck plate. The stop is brought 
into action by an adjusting screw and a compressor screw, with 
a lever and catch on the right side of the platform. There is a 
tripper Itttached to the outside of the platform on the right 
Rid~ to bring the lever handle of the prevelltor gear into 
actIon. 

The platform is fitted with front and rear buffer stops, pointel' 
for traversing arc, fittings for grease box, &c., similarly to those 
for lO-inch and ll-inch guns. 
~e 35-ton .gun platform is similar to that for the 3S-ton ~, 

but 18 fitte~ WIth a compression hydraulic buffer. The traversJDg bd runmng back gear is not fitted with a friction disc clutch, 
ut the bevel and spur pinions on the cross shaft, which puts 
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the gear into action for traversing and running back respectively 
are moved themselves by two forked levers pivoted under the 
rear of the platform. These levers are worked together by one 
lever handle at the rear. 

The platform is not fitted with compressor stop or preventor 
gear. 

Three 12'5-inch 3S-ton guns at Malta are mounted on plat
forms of the above description, which were constructed for 
12-inch R.M.L. 35-ton guns. 

Three 12-inch R.M.L. 35-ton guns at Fort Westmoreland, 
Cork Harbour, are mounted on platforms which were con
structed for 12'5-inch R.M.L. 3S-ton guns, and which are of the 
service pattern for those guns. 

SMALL PORT MOUNTINGS. 

These mountings are designed to enable the gun to be fired 
through a small port, with greater elevation and depression than 
would be obtainable by the ordinary method of mounting. 

To obtain 7° elevation and 4° depression with the small port, 
a fall or ri3e of 14 inches can be given to the trunnions of the 
gUll, which are supported in blocks, moveable vertically in slots 
in the carriage. 

The 6 feet recoil carriages and platforms have been mounted at 
PlYll1outh:Breakwater Fort, and at Fort Cunningham, Bermuda. 

The 7 feet recoil carriages and platforms have been mounted 
at Fort Delimara, Malta. 

The former are fitted with two compression buffers; the 
carriages in other respects are the same. 

Carriage. 

The brackets of the calTiage are high, and the bottom plate is 
arched downwards. 

'l'he carriage is raised on its rollers by a hydraulic jack, acting' 
(a.m. l ) L 
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on tl;te eccen~ric shaft, a.s in the ord.il!-~ casemate or dwarf 
carriage. . . f b 

In eac'h 'bracket there IS I!' recess o~ a move~ ·le trunnion 
block, which serves as a bear~ng f?r the gun, and IS a.Jiranged to 
slide vertically when the gun IS t:alsed or lowered. 

Hydraulic Lift. 
To raise or :lower tbe gun, a h;ydljauHc lift is supported over 

the bottom plate of the carriage di,rectly beneath the centre of 
gravity of the gun. The top of the ram. of tJ:te l,ift has a cradle 
jointed to it, which, when the lift is in action, adjusts ~tself to 
the gun, and lifts it with ~he trunnio? 1!>locks of t)l~ carri~ge. 
ne lift can be removed £l'om the ca.:nmge when reqmred with
out dismounting the gun. 

The pump of the lift is worked on each side by a double ended 
lever outside the carriage bracket, connected to the pump spindle 
by a t$ort horizonta~ shaft, wit¥, lit socket end, to ~t on the 
spw.dle and pro~ong it t~ljougl,l t\le carri,age \>l'acket. 

'The release va~ve or tl;te l~t i,s in1iernal and, ·is \>rought into 
action ~y a ~ong s~ro~e o~ tl;te level'. Ill. J;'aising, t~e ~ength of 
stroke is regulate<l by a jointed stop OD, t~e ca,rrmge, which 
must be toId,ed l;>ack to ~ear tl\e lever, w~en i~ is liequi,recl to 
lower the ram. 

Tu snow the heigh~ of tile gun a,bove i~ \owest position, and 
the eleVation or d,epression t:\lell obtainable, a,Ii i,ndex p~te is 
fixec\ ?uts~d,e each carriage "racket lit t\le sides of ~he slot for the 
trunlllon stud of the gun, which is read, by a pointer or reader 
fixed on the trunnion stud ; on one lIide of the ind,ex is shown 
the height of the gun in' i,nches, anc\ on the other side the 
corresponding amount of elevation or depression the port will 
allow. 

Following-up Gear. 
A strong vertical screw works unde~ each trunnion block, b«;ing 

raIsed or lowered by W~AC~ ~aJl.d,les at ~lIe fell:\" of t~!) ~mge 
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throu~~ suitable gear. Tp.is gear is not ~f sufficient power 
for ralsmg the gun, but the screws are intended for the support 
of the gun when it is fired~ , , 

To show the position of t1~e screws ~Il inqex pla~!l is fixed on 
the left bracket of the carrIage, and a pointer is connected to 
and moved by the following up screws.'" , 

Ele'vating Gear. 

The elevating gear is fitteq to ~he rigpf side of t\le l!lln-il1g(l 
A straight rack works between vertlCal gmdes inside the bracket. 
The rack is slotted lengthwise and in the rack slides a nut 
which is attachecl to the gun by a linll:. 

For giving elevation the racj{ is moved by a hand wheel on the 
outside the right bracket through a train of spur wheels and 
pinions. The gear is clamped by a jamming lever 30180 on the 
outside the right bracket. 

The elevation given can be read on a metal scale plate in rear 
of the rack, graduated in degrees with intervals of 10 minutes. 
By means of a vernier on a metal plate attached to the nut, 
which is linked to the gun, the scale can be read to one minute. 

To suit the varying position of the trunnions, when the gun 
is raised or lowered by the hydraulic lift, the nut linked to the 
gun can be made to shift its position up or down the slot in the 
rack. This movement is rtiven to the nut by turning a second 
lutndwheel at the top of the right hand bracket, the gear con
nected with whiCh is so arranged, that both the nut vritp. it.~ 
vernier and the scale plate are moved together and at exactly 
the same rate. In rear of the scale plate there is a fixed verticIII 
inch scale reading 14 inches. '\,his scale is read by an arrow 
head on the rear edge of the sCljole plate. When this arrow 
points to the same height on the inch scale as the trunnion arrow 
head does on its index plate, the Quadrant elevation or depression 

the gun can be read by the vernier. 
(a.m.') L j' 
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Nipping Gear and Preventor Gear. 
The carriage is fitted with nipping gear and preventor gear 

both of which ar~ simi~al' in ~ction ~o the gear on the ordinary 
carriagps, but WhICh dIffer slIghtly III arrangement to suit the 
arched bottom plate of the small port mounting. 

Platform. 
The platforms for small port carriages are generally similar in 

construction and gear to the ordinary casemate platform. 

SECTION VII.-MONCRIEFF MOUNTINGS. 
The following are the Moncrieff mountings in the service :-

§ 
Nature. Weight. List of 

Changes. 

tons. cwt. qrs. § 
{ carriage 1 15 0 2434 

7/1 R.M.L. 7 tons, Mark !. elevator 14 17 0 } 2667 platform 5 13 0 

Mark I!. { elevator 14 9 2 } 2915 " " platform 9 9 2 

7" R.B.L. 82 cwt., Mark II. { elevator 8 19 2 
platform 4 3 1 

64.pr. R.M.L. 58 ewt. Mark II {elevator 7 14 2 } 3633 , platform 3 14 2 
9" R.M.L. 12 tons Mark II: { elevator 26 13 0 } 3115 , platform 13 12 2 

'Fhese mountings 
objects :-

have been designed with the followiug 
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First, to afford cover to the gun detachment by enabling the 
gun, when run up to fire over a solid parapet, though when run 
back to be in a low and convenient position for loading and 
entirely protected from view and from direct fire. 

Second, to store up the force of recoil and utilise it for bring
ing the gun from the loading to the firing position. 

To carry out these objects, the gun is carried by a structure 
called an elevator, which rolls upon the upper surface of a. 
traversing platform, and in so doing from its form places the 
gun in the required· position for either loading or firing. A 
counterweight is attached to the opposite end of the elevator to 
that in which the gun lies, so that &II the force of recoil causes 
the elevator to roll to the rear and the gun to descend, it at the 
same time raises a weight. On completing the loading, by 
moving a brake lever this weight is permitted to fall and 80 

causes the elevator to roll to the front bringing the gun into the 
firing position. 

There are two patterns of the Moncriefi' system; in the first 
the gun is placed in a carriage distinct from the elevator; in 
the second the elevator itself carries the gun. The first pa.ttern 
exists for the 7-inch R.M.L. gun only; the other guns have the 
2nd pattern only, and the system on which they are mounted 
is called Mark II, although none of the earlier type exists for 
these guns. 

MARK I MOUNTING. 

Carriage. 

The carriage consists of two triangular doublo plate brackets 
connected by two transoms. 

The elevating gear is worm wheel with friction cone; it is 
carried on the rear transom. 

The brackets are connected in rear by an axle with a. truck at 
each end. . 
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Elevator. 
The iiletittot coiUiists of two sideS fOl'med in the ilame manner 

tIS the bracke s of carriage; ahd are connected at one end by the 
counterwei&ht. The 6ther end of the elevator IS connected with 
the front ot the c:ttriage by a shatt, which passes through holes 
in both.. . . . '. . 
. A .c,-CJdidal hiCk is bolted to e~cll side of ~he elevator for 

pirtioils OIJ the platform. .to gear lllto by whlCh the elevater 
can be moved to iny posItIon by hand. 

jjlatjorm. 
The tllaitoHri consists of two sides connected by transolns and 

8~a.ySj and supported over four Hat-soled trucks. l!'ixed ui)on 
the sides of the frame are guides for the truck of the carriage 
to run on, and algo walls to support brake gea.r, &c. 

Brake gear for holding the elevator down after recoil and for 
contrqIling its rise is nttea on each side of the platforlD. It 
consis1;s, on each side, of a pinion gearing with the cycloid:.>1 
rack of the elevator, on the same shaft as a brake drum, which 
with its gear, is similar to thut 011 the Mark II mounting. 
_ A sliding locking plate is bolted on the front of eaeli wall to 
se~ure the gun whell left standillg in the loading position; to usa 
thIS bolt its retaining screw is withdrawn, and it is allowe~ ~'J 
drop on the short arm of the bent lever in which position It IS 
secured by its screw; it acts by preventing the friction band of 
the drum becoming slackened . 
. The platfonn is fitted with traversinO' "'ear which acts on one 
front and one rear truck. '" '" 

MARK II MOUNTINGS. 

In this ~ttern of ~ounting the gun is carried d.irectly by the 
elevator WIthout the !ntervention of a carriage. 

There are no cycioidal racks for pinions on the elevutor, but 
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instead there ;lore what are ca.lled "retaini)Jg racks" on the 
platforms, to which the elevator is connected by connecting bars. 
One end of each of the latter is metal bouched a.nd pivots on a 
spindle passing through part of the counterweight and the Side 
of the elevator. 

E{(fI}ating 'Gear. 
To carry the breeci}. of the gUll and 'also give the i-iiqulred 

elevation in layin~ a long ~levl1-pn~, ,1;>ar ill attachectto a m~ta.I 
patch und!'r tlie breech ,~~ ,a ~o~t,.'WlllC~a;t~O sUPPfrptJ a iaXlng 
sta&,e. T~e lower e:x;tremlty of ~hls qar I~plvo~dt>etween tW9 
radIUS bars, oneena of ea,ch of w'lllC'h IS ,bent outwards and 
attached 'to a s'pind~e in th~ side ot the elevator, w~ile th~ir 
other extremiti!'s hold a 'metal roller be'twet;l'n them. This roJler 
runs in an' elevating guide on the platl'oim, to which the 
required degrees of elevation is givent and Ilomnninicated by, the 
elevating bar to the gun. On recoil the ro)1er of the ra4ius !;)an 
travels 1;0 the rear. along its, ~uide" :w~i1e ~lie. ~levating bar 
changes from a vertical to a nearly honzontal poslhon. 

Ptatjorm. 
The platform is similar to that 'of the Mark I mounting, but 

is not fitted with guides or walls. , ' 
A rack for the. elevator to roll along is fitted on each '!lMeo, md 

as already mentioned a sliding retaining rack to which the 
elevator is attached, and by means of which its 'motion in risint 
is controlled. The upper surface of this rack is formed with 
teeth to receive a pawl by which it and consequently the 
elevator can be retained whE'n left in the loading position. The 
under surface has teeth for a pinion to gear into by which it 
can be moved and consequently the elevator. The pinions by 
which the racks are worked are placed upon a cross shaft 
passing through the sides of the platform and fitted with brake 
drulllS, by means of which the elevator is held down after the 
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f'-- f ecoil has ceased, and by which the rise of th 
or~e °to ilie firing position is kept under control A b gUkll 

ad gam nSl'sm of a rim containing a ratchet wheei whl'chra e 
rum co h ' b t t .' can move independently of t e rim, u mus move with the cross 

shaft. Four pawls to act on the ratchet wheel are pivoted to 
the rim. The wheel and pawls ~re enclose~ between two plates 
let into and bolted one on each Side of ~he. rim. 

Round the brake <ir?-m passes a frictIOn band, one end of 
which is fixed to the Side of the platform, and the other to a 
bent lever. The lever is weighted so as to tighten the friction 
band sufficiently to hold the brake drum, so that the pawls of 
the latter may prevent the ratchet wheel t~ing back, and the 
elevator rising after recoil. When the weighted arm of the 
lever is raised, the friction band is slackened, the whole of the 
brake drum is allowed to revolve, and the elevator consequently 
to rise. Both levers are arranged to be worked together by 
lever handles at the rear of the platform. 

For the R.B.L.7-inch and the R.M,L. 64-pr. the platform is 
only fitted with one brake drum. Connected with the brake 
drums there is gear arranged for moving the elevator into any 
desired position by means of iron-pointed levers. 

Elevati1l{J Gear. 
The elevating guides to receive the roller of the radius bars 

lies ~long the centre of the platforIn to the rear. An elevating 
arc IS attached beneath the front of the guide, and is worked 
by a handwheel through worm wheel <Teal' fitted with a double 
friction cone. '" , 
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SECTION VIII.-MOUNTINGS FOR RL. GUNS. 

Nature. 

{
carriage •• •• 

Yoke mounting platform, upper tier •. 
12" "lower " •• 

yoke.. .• .. 
6" Mark V., HP carriage, with platform 

10· E.O.O. {~::~~ 
9'2" E.O.O. {carriage •• 

platform •• 
10" R.O.D. experimental •• 
9'2"" " 
10" disappearing experimental 
9'2"" " 

Weight.· 

cwt. qrs.lbs. 
162 3 0 } 185 3 0 
191 0 0 
93 3 0 

295 3 10 

YOKE MOUNTING, 12-INCH. 

This mounting is for the Spithead Forts. 

Carriage. 

§ 
List of 

Changes. 

§ 

4866 

The caITiag~ is formed by two cast steel brackets connected by 
wrought-iron transoms and bottom plate. It nms upon fourteen 
steel rollers, which are always in action. 

Hydraulic Buffers. 
Each bracket is cast with a bore running through it longitudi

nally, which forms the cylinder of a tension hydraulic buffer. 

• To be filled in when notified· 
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The front end of the piston rod of each buffer is 'B'ecl.ired to a 
cast-steel fra~ework at the front. of the pla.tfonn called a yoke. 
The pressure In the buffer dunn~ recoIl IS rendered approxi

, mately uniform by taper bars,. whIch p~ through slots in the 
edge of the piston.. By turnIng the pIstons, the 8i~ for the 
openings for the 011. can b~ altered, and so the actIon of the 
buffer regulated to SUIt varyIng charges. 

A short lever, is attached to the end of each piston rod at the 
front of the yoke, for the purpose of .turning it, when adjust
ment is required. These levers are umted by a connecting bar 
so that they must always move together. The connecting 00.:; 
works along a fixed plate, with a scale on it, showing the rela
tive size of opening for the oil. When adjusted each lever- is 
secured by a bolt and nut, and there is also a bolt and nut for 
securing the connecting bar. 

Platform. 
The platform for the lower tier is supported on trucks similar 

to tho~e for the 3S-ton casemate platfonns. 
The trucks for the upper tier platform have not yet been finilly 

approved . 
. The pJ:1tform is fitted with elevating, traversing, load~ng, 

wlthdrawmg and brake gears. It is not fitted with runnmg
back gear. 

Elevating 'Gear. 
A long steel bar, called an elevating guide, is pivoted near t~e 

r~ar of the platform between the sides; a steel elevating arc 18 
rIveted to the front.end of this guide, and is worked by hand
wh~els at the out,sIde of each side, of the platform throug~ a 
tram of spur wheels and ~inions. tile guide is of girder sectIOn, 
a,nd IU.etal blocks attached to the breech of the gun slide along 
each sIde of it between the flanges. When the hand wheels .are 
tUhedhthe guide pivots about its rear end and the blocks, whIt, 
w en t e gun is I'n the "rm' g p' 0 't" ' , out, ._ close 0 " SI 1011, are run ... v 
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t-h-e--:f-r~-n-t--e-n-:-(l-, ar-e-m-o~~d tip or down wit~ it, thus raisillg or 
lowerIng the breech of the gun. The gear lS clamped by a how 
cramp, worked. by handwheels, which actS on a wheel oh the 
left side of the platform on thll same shaft as a pinion, which 
gears with the elevating arc. This pinion is conhected with its 
shaft by a double friction cone, adjusted by a nut acting on a long 
spiral spring coiled round the shaft, between the sides of the 
platform. . 

Traver!ling Gear. 
The thtversing gear is in principle similar to that of the 38~ 

to~ platform, a pinion att~hed to. the pl~tfohil .gearltig:vith 
a .fixed. rack on the. floot. o~. the work; it IS. bllt. In t!:i.otfon by 
WInch handles workIng wlthIn length of the pfatform. 

Brake Gear. 
To hold the carriage back after recoil, and to keep it under 

control in running up, there is a sprocket, wheel, on a short 
axle between the sides of the plaJ!orm, the teeth of which 
gea~ with a rack underneath the bottqm platll pf the,carriage. 
A drum round which passes the bahd pI a differential brake 
is attached to each side of the whe'}\. The brake .is a.minged 
s:) as to oppose no re8is~ce to the motion of the ~niage 
during recoil, but to prevent rUllning up ,after recoil, until }t 
is released by raising a lever handle on either side of the plat
form towards the front. 

Loadin1J Gear. 
The loading gear is fitted to the side of the piatform near 

the rear, and consists of a derrick with, threes4eaves, ~nd 
fall with hook, a windlass. with. spur wheel, and a pinion 
with spindle for a winch handle. 

Wit/drawing Gear. . 
The ~ear tor ,vith~trawing the breech serew is attached to 

the rignt of the platform, and consists of an ami carrying a 
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cradle, fitted with a screw and nut, working between guide 
bars with two small catches, one for. the gun, the other f 
the breech piece. When the arm is swung into position thr 
catches drop into their recesses, and the breech screw is ';"ith~ 
drawn by means of the screw worked by the handle. 

Yokd. 

The yoke consists of two vertical cast-steel brackets reach
ing from floor to roof of the casemate in which· the gun is 
mounted, and connected at top and bottom by distance pieces. 
The brackets are fitted at each end with rollers, which run in 
curved troughs of wrought-iron, let into the floor and roof of 
the work. The weight of the yoke is supported on brackets 
at the front of the platform . 

. HP. CARRIAGE 6-IN. MARK V GUN. 

This mounting is constructed to raise the gun by means of 
compressed air so as to admit of it being fired from a 9-feet 
pit, or over a 9-feet parapet, with 15 degrees elevation alld 5 
degrees depression; and to absorb the force of recoil as the gun 
descends under cover for loading. 

It. consist}! of an elevator or carriage, a platform, a hydro
pneumatic cylinder, and a central pivot. 

Carriage. 

The . carriage consists of steel brackets connected by steel 
transoms. It is pivoted to the platform, and is raised to the 
firing position by the ram of the hydro-pneumatic cylinder, to 
which it is connected by a cross head. 

Platform. 
The platform is fitted with elevating and traversing gear, an~ 

works on a circular racer round the pivot; the cylinder IS 
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secured to it; it is prevented from jumping by steel clips, which 
engage a clip racer fixed to the work by bolts. 

.b'levatin,g Gear. 
Elevating gear is fixed to both sides of the platform, and is 

worked by a handwheel on the right side. It consists of spur
gearing acting on arcs attached to the breech of the gun by 
elevating rods. One of the wheels of the gear is recessed out to 
fit a friction cone, adjusted by means of a spring and two nuts, 
so as to admit of the gear slipping a little when firing and thus 
reduce its liability to damage. 

An automatic regulating brake is also fitted to the gear. This 
consists of a cone and wheel with a friction strap and pawl. 
The friction strap acts on the wheel, which is free to move in it 
when the gun is being elevated, but is gripped by the strap and 
pawl when the gun is being depressed. The cones should be 
tightened up until the power required on the handwheel for 
depressing is the same as that required for elevating. 

Traversing Gear. 

Traversing is effected by turning a handwheel at each corner 
of the platform, which actuates a pinion gearing with a spur 
wheel fixed to the truck. 

HP. Cylinder. 
The HP. cylinder is formed by a steel casting, it has two 

chambers, one of which is a recoil chamber, in which the ram 
moves, the other being an air chamber containing the fluid and 
compressed air. 

These chambers are connected by two recoil valves and a bye
pass value. 

On opening the bye-pass valve by a lever with which it is 
fitted, the fluid is forced by the compressed air against the ram, 
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wh~c~ is gradually pusheq out, tpus :r~s~ug the gun to the flring 
posItion. 

When the ~n is fircd the elev,ator pre~es back the ram, which 
forces the flUid throl1gl~ the reCOIl valves mto the air chamber and 
aoain compresses the all'. 

c The bye-pass, valve .i~ automatically closed, when the gun has 
reached thli :fj.rmg positIOn, by means of a cord attached to the 
carriage and to a crank lever on the "!!lve pin. The cylinder is 
charged, by an air pump. " , " . 

g-2-INCH AND lO-INCH BARBETTE l!lOUlTTINGB, :(l:.Q.C. 
'l'lIese mountings are special, and are generally similar in con

struction~ Each collsists of a carriage, ~lll<tfori:n, and pivot block, 
the latter foiming also i1> racer p~'l.te: . , .".' 

~ , . ! . 

Cal·ria,ge. 
The carriage is of the double piate construct-ion, and funs upon 

rollers, which are permanently'in action. It is fitted in front 
with a curved shield which has a port, through which the chase 
of the gun projects. It is fitted with a te!l::;ion hydraulic buffer, 
which rests on the bottom plate. The buffer is fitted with 
suitable valves, which check the motion of the carriage in 
running up. Spur wheel elevating gear is fitted on the right 
side, it is worked by handwheel and clampElq by a pow cf!t~P. 

Platform. 
The platform is supported over four coned trucks on the, ~cer 

plate; the latter has ,a central boss, to which ~he p~atfon:u IaCon
nected by a pivot plug. 

Steps and a loading derrick, with bollard and winch luffidle 
are fitted to the rear. 

'~he fl~nged feet of the front trucks are fitted with clip p1at~s, 
whIch ch~ und~r the flange of the pivot plate, and, prevent t ~ 
platform ]UmplILg. Gear is fitted to the right siqe althe plat 
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form, to ho\d t~e caqiage back au~omatically after recoil. The 
gea~ cO-\lsis~ o~ ~ pawl, pivoted to t\le· ouj;sid,e of the girder of 
t.\l~ platfoqn! w"lCh;. engages the ~ront o. f the carriage after recoil, 
beIng kep.~ ll~ ac~\on by a sprmg, also pivoted to t~e girder. 
Whet), it ~ desired to le~ th~ c.ar~iage run up, the pawl \S relea!led 
by a ~ever ha\l~~e to w~lCh It IS ~mked. . 

Pivot Plate. 
The pivot plate is of cast steel formed in two pieces connected 

hy .11,. ring, which is sh~nk 0\\ ~\le plate when finally laid in 
pOSltlOn. 

~'2-~NC~ ANl> lO-Il!{CB; ~ARBE~E· :¥,:QUNTIN\*l, R.O.D . 

. ~hese. mou\l~ings .are at presen~ (18~6) eXferime\ltal. 'they are 
SImIlar m constructwn. . 

The mount~ng consis~s 9f ~ ~aqiage and p~tfo:.;m constructed 
to fire over an. 8 feet pa~a.lietl with. ~ 7 d.egree~ e~evat~o~ and 5 
degrees depreSSIOn. ' . .. . . 

9C!:rria,qe. 
T~e ca~1i"iage consists o~ two cast steel brac\te~, c9~~wcted py a 

~ransom, ~f is suppo~ed on NUers which. a,re Perma,lleI!tly .in 
action. T:pe lower part of each pracke~ is boreq ollt to receive 
~he cy\incter of 3: tension ~lydr~ulic pu~er, the piston foq of which 
IS attached to th.e p\atfo~m at the ~ront. The buffers are 
arranged to ~ve an approxImately uniform preSl\,,~e, anq Clffi 1>e 
regu~ate4 to suit varying charges . 

.flatfO'l"J7l,· 
The platform consists of two giriIe~ built up of wrought-iron 

and steel, and cO~\lected by steel transoms. The front end of the 
girders is suPported on a steel' ~~il1g, wh.i~ forms a tr~som, 
w,ith brackets for the front trucks. 

the rea,r en.\l ~ests on a supporting frame which is hinged to 
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the rear transom and to a steel. casti~g, ,,:hich is formed with 
brackets for the rear trucks. ThIs castmg IS kept on the ra 
by two long horizontal bars, fixed to a band, which works i:e~ 
groove round the pivot. block. A stop ~racket is fixed to the 
front casting, and proJ~cts downwards l~ front of the racer to 
prevent the trucks leavmg the track. A clIp bracket is connected 
by a small vertical hydraulic. buffer to the front of the platform, 
to minimise the effect of the Jump, should any occur. 

Elevating Gear. 

The platform is fitted with elevatin~ gear, consisting of a long 
bar, pivoted to the fourth tr~som, wIth arc at the front end, 
which is moved through a tram of spur gear, by handwheels at 
the outside of the sides at the centre. A sliding block attached 
to the breech of the gun works along the bar. 

A certain amount of slip is allowed to the gear, by means of a 
cone on one of the spur wheels, which fits into a cOlTesponding 
l't'cess or socket, keyed on the elevating spindle. The cone is 
loreed into the socket by a steel spiral spring coiled round the 
spindle, and contained in a metal sleeve. This sleeve is fitted 
with a nut for adjusting the pressure of the spring, the reaction 
of which is taken by another nut on the end of the spindle. The 
bar is automatically released after each round, by means of a 
tripper on the carriage engaging a projecting lever on the plat
form, which acts on two levers pivoted so as to nip the spring 
together, and reduce the pressure on the cone. The grip of the 
c0l!-e being thus relieved, the bar falls by its own weight, and 
gUld~s the gun to an elevation of 17 degrees, for under cover 
loadIDg w~en run up. . 

The tr~v~rsing gear is arranged to act directly on the front 
trucks; It IS worked by winch handles, near the front of the 
platform. 

The pivot block is in one castinO" of iron· the top is fitted with o , 
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:1 metal block, which slides in a rectangular hole in the centre 
transom, where it is secured by a wrought-iron pivot plug. 

The racer is of steel, cast in eight segments, with a hook on its 
outer edge for the clip bracket. 

9'2-INCH AND lO-INCH DISAPPEARING MOUNTINGS. 
(EXPERIMENTAL.) 

Disappearing mountings for the above-mentioned natures of 
guns are in course of manufacture, but they are at present only in 
the experimental stages. 
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eire of Armailient aJid Store AccOllnts. 

Every Artillery Officer should know how to account for, to 
take care of, and to detect any deterioration in' the armament 
and in all stores in his charge. . 

As regards store accounts; short instrnctions on the manner 
of keeping those of a Sub-District will be found below based on 
the instructions laid down in Equip. Regs. App. IV. 

Instruction in the other subjects such as Examination of 
Ordnance, Care of Ammunition, &c., &c., are too voluminous to 
find a place here and reference must be made to the following 
citculars and handbooks, viz. ;-

Care and ventilation of Magazines, .Am:munition Stores, &c., 
see Regulations for Magazines, Ammunition Stores, &c. 

Examination of Ordnance, Ilee Army Equip. Regs. App. 5. 

Care and preservation of CarrialYes and Platforms, &c., see 
handbooks of the various guns. Equip. Regs. A.C. 1885, CI. 
208. 

Secur~ng lids, stacking and 'painting of cartridge cylinders, 
see Equlp. Regs. A.C. 50, 1884. . 

I , Testing winches and chains in shell lift see Equip. Regs. A.C. 
082, CL 179. ' 
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All ordnance will as far as possible he e:J.\tiniiied. after the 
following number .of rou!1ds. Practice shouid be diScontinued 
until such examination takes place. 

I6-inch .... 
12'5,j 
12 " ... . 
11 " .. .. 
io " ... . 
9 " .. .. 
8 ,j .. .. 

'1 ,j 
80-pr. 
64 " 

R.M.L. 

.;. 

40-pr. and u:r:tder} 
and all R.B.L. 

7" R.B.L. .; .• 

No. of 
rounds; 

32 
32 
32 
50 
50 

... I5d 
100 

••• lOt>. 
... 150 

150 

150 
100 

Nd; of 
rourids. 

12-inch ;;;; .. ,.... .... 3$ 
8 ;, and litider 1!~lti.bll so 
4 " 22 cwt. lllid under 

,. . 8-inch.. . .... , . .... NO 
lIeldw the 4-mch,!2 cwt. 150 
l!!-pfo; ... 150 

STORE1Ac'tiotrMTs OF A suii-fifsfftftf. 
The following iilstrjJ,ctionlifor Sub-accountants and othill'll ha"" 

been prepared by l!'irst C'l~ .Master Gunnllr D. G; Sniith. 
R.A;, 8enior Armament Clerk, Westerrl District :-

The bookS and records kept bj it Master Gtihnti~ tiiidiir the 
Officer in charge of the Sub-DiStrict are as folld*S :-

1. Store Ledger.. . 
2. Distribution lJook. . 
~. ~eceipt itnd is!1ue j O1.irnai. 
4. Copies of RequiSitions. 

(a.m.') 
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5. Expenditure Journal. 
6 Army Form G 908. 
7· Memorandum of Examination, Rifled Ordnance 
8. Cartridge and Shell Store Records. 
9. Joint Armament Retnrn. 
10. Joint Inspection Record. 
For his guidance, he is furnished with a copy of the Equipo 

ment Regulations, the Vocabulary of Stores, the monthly changes 
in war 'IItat~riel, army circulars, and a handbook for each nature 
of gun ('ll charge. 
!. Store Ledger (para. 2, Appx. IV, page 544, Equip. RegB. 1881). 

The Store Ledger (Army Book 118 or U8A, ~he latter intended 
for small sub-districts) as its name implies, is an accouI).t of the 
number or quantity of every article of equipment on charge in 
a sub-district, and a record of all changes that occur, such as 
receipt from or issue to ordnance store, &c. 

It is a large folio volume with printed headings corresponding 
to the names of stores in the vocabulary. The headings of two 
opposite pages are exactly alike except that one column of left 
hand page is headed" Receipts" and the corresponding column 
of right hand page " Issues." The first line contains the state or 
number of each article on charge at the time of commencing the 
book carried forwar<J.. from the previous ledger. Subsequent 
transactions are entered on their proper side as they occur, that 
is all receipts on the left and all issues on the right hand page. It 
is important that the book should always be kept posted to date. 
The ledger is balanced yearly to 31st March, by adding up both 
sides and subtracting the issues from the receipts, thus leaving So 

~ew "Remain and State" for 1st April Specimen pages show
mg the method of posting and closing the ledger will be found 
at pages 549 to 557 Equipment Regulations 188!. 

. The. ledger is sent to the District Office annually, under 
directions from the Officer commanding Royal Artillery, to be 
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audited; and when this has been done a minute to that effect 
signed by the Brigade Major is added at the end of the volume, 
which is then returned to the sub-district. 

2. ])istribution Boole (para. 2, .A'PP''I!. IV, page 544, Equip. 
Regs. 1881). 

The Distribution Book (Army Book 211, 211A., or 211B) is next 
in importance to the Ledger. Its use is to show in what part of 
the sub-district the articles charged in the ledger are to be found. 
Each double page of the book is divided into a number of 
columns, the first on the left, headed" Ledger Folio," the second 
"Section of Vocabulary" the third "Description of articles," 
and the remainder (except two) to the right are left blank for 
the names of the batteries, stores, and magazines, which should 
be inserted as far as possible in the order in which they are met 
with in walking round the sub-district. The last colnmn bnt 
one is intended for the "totals" and the last column "for 
remarks." 

This book may be kept entirely in pencil, but there is no 
reason against the first three columns being filled in in ink.· 
Printed instructions will be found on the first page as to method 
of using. The Ledger headings are copied into the third column 
under the heading" Description of Articles" and the number or 
quantity of each article kept in each of the separate stores, &c., is 
inserted in the proper column. The total of each line should 
agree with the numbeJ: of the particular item shown as on 
charge by Ledger. Supposing 2,000 64-pr. cartridges to be on 
charge in a sub-district, one glance along the line in which that' 
item is written shows the main or expense magazines in which 
they are to be found, and the number contained in each. 

3. Receipt and Issue Journal (para. 10, Ol. 136, A,O. 1885). 
The Receipt and Issue Journal (A. B. 127 or 129) is a plain 

Army Book ruled as required in the same manner as the Army 
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Form 0.- l033, Receipt and, :pel~verY y o~c~er, on~ "!J.alf of the 
book being rtseq'for receipts anq the bthe.r half fOJ; Issues,.work
ing from the covers inwards. Into thIS book are copIed, as 
received the vouchers supporting the transactions shown in the 
Ledger, ea~J1 ~oucher bearin~ a qisling1lishing number placed 011 
it in the DIStriCt Office. . 

Receipt and Issue J o~fDt¥.s (A. ~. +95 and ~~6) may 1:>e ~ound 
ijl :us~ ~~ s!lb-~~!!tricts, but ~'\les!l .A~~ ~oo~a are ~ow fese~ved 
for ~s.e I~ dIs~nd. oflice~ \>y.~y. 

r ;. • 

4. {7opi~ of .De1llal,l~ (~ar£,. 12~ (Jl. ~3(t 4.0. ~885). 
A. guar<\ book is used to hold copies of all requisitions put 

forw~d from a sub-district. Anny forms G 997,1027, and 1029, 
axil the usual forms of requisition, the first for equipment, and 
the other two for materials for repair, paint, and cleaning 
stores. Wl1en the· articles demanded' are received from store a 
note should be made against each item showing the voucher on 
which it will be found, thus enabling the sub-accountant to tell 
at auy time the item& that have been fulfilled a,nd the number 
stm outstandillg. .. '. . 

nemllJl,d :aoo~ (A. :a. 37) may be found in llse in sub-districts 
but it will in future be re~erve" f9,r use ill d~i!trict offices ODI~. 

~. Etependtiture Journa~ (para. 1~, Cl. 136, A.a. 1885). 

Tbe E~pe~dit1,lre :l0urnl\l (A. ~. ii!7 or 129,) is a pla~n A~y 
~oo~ Juled, ~~ requlr~d to s¥.ow tb,e expen~\ture !lf cleanll1g 
ma,~enals, pamt, practIce and, tIme, gu\l, amm.uni~ion, &c. As no 
artIcle o~ t¥.i!\ AescriPtion is n!l'" ~f¢~ 'up in t:\ie Ledger (CJ. 136 
A.C. 1811?)~t IS converiient to fule a, po~ion of ~lie Expenditure 
J our~al III such a manner as to make it suitable' for a record of 
Recelpts, Issues, and Remains of these consumable stores. 
S\lc\!. an at;:t;:ount will ~ fo.\lTI'1 ju.mD,llt in~;smmaa.hl~ !In ... cllange 
of S.\l,\>-a,cco~u.W.~tI\," .. ...,-'1, ,m ., 111.'.F"11.~ .n"" . 
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Expcnditure .ro~rnal (A. B.36) II\ay be f'l1~nd i~ u~e in'sub-
q~8~rict8; no more will pe issued. . " '. , 

6. Army Form G 908 (para. 133, EfJ,uip. Reg~. 1881). 
'fhe Equipment Regulations is tb.e authority for the ~uml)e~9 

and quantities ,o~ stores to?e helq as the equivmelit of ,":orks. 
'fables of detaIls fOJ, tlJ.e ql1ferent natures of orqnanc~ w~ll be 
founq emboqied i1l the Regulations comII\encing at pagllli7, or, 
wit,b, the alJridgeq ed~tions, in a separate fortIi 8V¢ciilli isSue~l 
to JY.1:aster qun~ers. '. .'. . ..,.... . 

A stateme'llt of equipment, Army Form G 908, founded on 
these dew-ils, is prepared for eacb.work i~' ~ district, allowing 
the total number'of e!l£ll article allowed, and tlie proportiono'f 
such to be held by the Royal Artillery and the Ordnance Store 
Departmentrespectively. . 4. coW of this statement is furnished 
to the snb-district, and it is the d\lty' of the officer iil charge to 
maintain the proportion allotted to the R.A.; consequently the 
remains of stores, as shown by ledger, sb.ould always agree 
with the numbers in the middle coliinin of the' statenient." If 
the. ledger totals are less thail these, requisitionS to 90niplete 
eqmpment should be put forward, and if more, the surplus 
articles should be returned to store. 

Articles required in a sup-district for drill ol1ly are nOt sl1.own 
in the statement, but stores for saluting and time guns are 
included though, in these instances, no more are allowed than 
are essential to tlte particular service of the guns. AU empty 
cases, paskets, paint tms, &c., or any surpluS stores tb.a~· are not 
to be brought o~ charge ~hould be retilrn~d t<;l store' without 
delay.' '",.. . .. , ..." .., 

7. Memorandunt of Ea;amination of Ordnance (para.li6, 4pp~. V, 
Equip. RegB. 1881). 

Each piece of rifled ordnance issued from Royal Arsenal is 
~po!llpallied by a memorandum of ~aw.in~tiOll, 'this dOC11-
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ment is really a history 0.£ the gun or howitzer, giving ~ 
artiClllars of its constructIOn and of all subsequent alterations 

~r repairs, together with a record of. tbe ~umber of rounds fired 
from it. It correspoIl~s to the medICal hlstory.sheet and .record 
of service of a soldle~. The memoran~um IS to be In the 
possession of the officer m charge of the pIece, and all entries of 
rounds fired should be made in his handwriting at the close of 
each day's p~actice. Note sh~uld also be made .of the examina
tion of the pIece by the exammer or the officer m charge, when
ever such is carried out. A certificate that this' memorandum 
is in possession and complete to date, is to be included in the 
Annual Returns of Rifled Ordnance, A.F. G 872 and 925. 

There is no memorandum of examination for S.B. ordnance, 
but a book containing somewhat similar particulars will gene
rally be found in sub-districts having S.B. gUllS, and an Annual 
Return is rendered on A.F. G 869. 

Instructions as to the number of rounds after which each 
piece is to be examined and the method of getting such exami
nation carried out, will be found at paragraphs 36 to 44 
Appendix V, Equipment Regulations, 1881. 

8. Cartridge and Shell Store Records (Appx. VIlla, Equip. Regs. 
1881, amended by Ct. 101, A.O. 1884). 

A Cartridge or Shell Store Record (A.B. 132 and 133) is kept 
for. each anJmunition store in Royal Artillery charge. The 
obJec~ of these books is to keep up a history of the gunpowder, 
c~r~dge~, ~rojectiles, fuzes, and tubes on charge, a record of 
thelr.penodlcal examination by the officer in charge and the 
Inspector of Warlike Stores their present condition, and d 
reference. by. Which that of oldest manufacture can be selecte 
or practlc~ If required. 
Ins~ru~tlOns .regarding these books and as to the ~tes of 

examInatIon WIll be found in Appendix VIII (a), Equlplllent 
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Regulations, 1881, and specimen pages are lllserted in each 
J?ook. 

Joint Armament Return and Joint Inspeetion Record. 

For each work in a district there is a Joint Armament 
Return, and for all works containing guns, 7-inch R.M.L. and 
upwards, a Joint Inspection Record. These documents are 
confidential and kept in the district office, but are sent out 
annually in the months of September and March respectively, 
for correction to date by an artillery and engineer officer. It is 
very convenient if the Master Gunner keeps a note book to 
record changes aiiecting these returns as they occur, otherwise 
such changes are apt to be overlooked at the joint inspections, 
and the returns consequently to become inaccurate. 

Talcing over charge of a Sub-District. 

An officer detailed to take over charge of a sub-district, 
should ascertain that the books and records enumerated are 
present, and satisfy himself that they are correctly kept, he can 
then proceed to take over the stores. 

To do this he would call for the Distribution Book, and 
proceed to the first store shown therein. 

Every store room should contain a board with an exact 
inventory of its contents. The articles should he entered in 
these inventories in the order, and by the names they bear in 
the vocabulary, for instance, what is commonly known as a 
"six by nine" would be entered as, Skids, 3' X 9" X 6". 

The Distribution Book contains a copy of every Inventory 
Board. Stores of the same nature appear in the same line, 
stores in the same store room in the same column. The total 
column is a total of all the inventories, and the numbers there 
shown should agree with the Remain in Ledger. 
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In order to. verify his stores, the officer should check each 

Inventory ~oard wit~ t~e a:ticJes in the store room, compare 
the board wIth the DIstl'lbutlOll Book, and when all the stores 
have been thus gone over, ascertain that the" totals" have been 
carried on correctly. 

The Distribution Book is then compared witlt the Ledger, and 
if the totals of tpe one agree with the :Remains Ilhown py the 
other, the o~cp.r is in a positiori to· render t'Pe certiticate 
required by Regimental Order No. 26 of April, 1883, as ~en<led 
by corrigenda publis~ed with Regimenta,l Orders for April, 
1884. . 

The following are specimens of the entries ill the several 
books of account regarding a few skids. The lteceipt and lssue 
Journals referred to are of the old patte~ put ~~o d~mculty will 
be experienced on that account. ... 
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Citadel Plymouth. 
0 
~ 

~ e rd to Description of " ... ~ 0 'i! ..:! .. Remarks. +' rd ri: Articles. III § !:; 
0"3 to ] ~ llt- Po< 

t g.., " . III 8 
bO .~ 01 -..... 

..,,, 
" -'E " 8li +' • 

'" "0 ..., 0 r.=. ~ ;; J.l~ +'0 "0 +' 

~ " .. 0 
~Z A 00 oP=! O..sl E-t 

- -----------~ ------------- --I 
II ,;, 

CD 

0 ... 
; 
!!l 
iii .... f:L ..,. 
rl :~ 

0:>0 

169 v. ~ r3'x9"x6" 7 5 4- 9 25 
~ 1. 3' x 6"square 4- 3 5 12 

_. __ . 
II .A. temporary receipt voucher should be produced for these stores. 
On reference to folio 169 of the ledger the above stores appear lIS follows: 
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Ledger. 

169. (SEC. V.) ORDNANCE. Ordnance Stores. 

-----

,; Skids. 
'" ~ ----
::! 
0 3' 3' 

Date. ~ Receipts. 
'+-< x x 
0 

U 9/1 6/1 
.:; x square Z 6/1 

------.. --------
1886 
April 1 State .. .. 49 4 
May 17 371 O.S.O. gun wharf 8 --I--Total receipts 49 12 

Issued •• 24 
1887 

--\2512
1 

Mar. 31 }= Remain and 
April 1 state 
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Ledger. 

ORDNANCE. Ordnance Stores. 169. 

t Skids •. 
..g 
::l 

3' 0 3' 
Date. 1>. Issues. x x 

'S 9" 6" 

~ x square 
6" 

--,-----------------
1886 
July 14 52 O.S.O. gun wharf 24 

Total issues •• 240 
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The transactions of May 17th and July 4th are supported by 
copies of vouchel in Receipt and Issue Journal. 

Date of 
Receipt. 

...: 
" ~~ 

00 
Z~ 

Receipt Journal. 

lteceipta. 
Quantity • 

S. R. U. 
-----1--- --- ------.-.-___ . _____ _ 
1886 

May 17 

Date of 
Issue. 

Station, Citadel, Plymouth ... 
Service, It.A. ... ... ... ... 
Order, S.O.S.O., W.D. 19.4.86 , .. 

371 169 From H.M. I\'IlU wharf, Devonport 
Skids, 3' X 6" sq. ... ... ... 8 

I88ue Journal. 

Quantity. 

Issues. 
S. R. U. 

1886 ----','.--I-S-ta-ti-o-n'-C-it-nd-el-' -Pl·-y-m-o·-u-th-·--... -- -----

Service, It.A. ..0 ...... I 
Ordcr... ... ... ... .. . 

July 14 62 169 To H.M. gnn whal'f, Devonport .. . 
Skids,3'x9"x6" ... ... ... 24-

i 

Index to Equip. Regs. 1881. 

The following is an index to the Equipment Regulations, 1881, 
on subjects of importance to Garrison Artillery. 

Accounts of Equipment para. 103 and Appendix IV amended 
by Cl. 136, A. C. 1885. 
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Ammunition-
Cartridges and projectiles for equipment, paras. 141 to 142J. 
Fuzes and tubes, paras. 143 to 155A. For Station and 
Annual Practice, paras. 256 to 282H. Making up, paras. 
286A to 286F. Silk-cloth cartridges for salutes, &c., para. 
286. 

Arrangement of stores in works, Appendix VIII. 
Barrack Inventory. Stores held on paras. 117 and 119. 
Boards of Survey and Courts of Enquiry, paras. 87 and 88,90 

to 97. 
Care and preservation of eqipument, paras. 499 to 518 and 

Appendix V. 
Candles, colza oil, and wick, para. 120 amended, by Cl. 160 

A.C.1885. 

Dep6ts, Drill and Laboratory Instruction, Stores for, page 188, 
amended by CI. 18 and 81, A.C. 1885, a.nd Cl. 42, A.C. 1886. 

Equipment-
General Instructions, paras. 124 to 140, and 156 to 181. 
Details, page 147 to 181. 

Estimates, paras. 24 to 34. 
Magazines, Laboratories, &c. AppendiX VII. 
Maps and Text Books, paras. 401 and 402. 
Receipt of equipment, paras. 53 to 56. 
Requisitions for equipment, paras. 35 to 39,49, 51, and 02. 
Return of equipment into store, paras. 61 to 68, 74 to 84. 
Siege Train (for instruction), Appendix IXA-. -
Signalling equipment, paras. 379 to 381, and page 187. 
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Special stores for mounting, &c., Lists of, Appendix X. 
Targets, paras. 383 to 394c. 
Tools-

Artificers, paras. 373 and Appendix XXII 
Military tradesmen, para. 376. 
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General Instructions for Drill. Section I. 

PART V.-DRILL. 

SECTION I.-GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR DRILL. 

The instructor should avoid long explanations or details of 
manufacture, he should either place each man ill the position he 
is to occupy at any given stage of the drill, or himself show how 
every operation in detail should be performed. 

A portion of the lesson should be devoted to theoretical 
instruction, and the instructor should be careful not to dwell too 
long on any point of the drill. 

A detachment should on no account be permitted to pretend 
to load or lay a gun; drill stores are provided, and are to lie 
used. 

It is to be understood that it is unnecessary to impart the drill 
(especially to recruits) in the exact order in which it is written, 
but that advantage should be taken of a system such as is shown 
on page ] 95, whereby the detail of drill may be more easily 

tauTgh~t. 'th t 'Il' d'fi' b l' d all 18 system may WI n mg mo 1 catIOn e app Ie to 
natures of ordnance. 

To ascertain that each No. is correctly placed, the instnlctor 
should occasionally prove the detachment as follows;-

At "No. 1 prove," "No.2 prove," &c., the No. called on 
should raise his right arm and extend it smartly to the front, 
hand open and as high as the shoulder, thumb upwards; when 
the next llumber is Called, he drops his arm; at "Down" the ~o. 
last called drops his arm. 

On all occasions before giving a word of command, No. 1 
should repeat the number of his gun if there be more than one, 
the detachmellts having been numbered off for that purpose 
before taking post. 

(a.m. l ) lI' 
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At the word "nnder cover" at any time duriuO' drill 0; 
practice the whole of the numbers at the gun will lay down their 
stores and double under cover. 

At the word" stand fast," or on the" halt" being sounded 
the Nos. will remain steady in the position they are then in until 
"go on " is given, or the "march" sounded. 

When one No. does wrong, the word "Stand fast" should 
be given and the error pointed out. When it can be avoided 
the word "As you were" should not be given to the whole 
squad but only to the No. or Nos. concerned. 

The term "Load" in the detail of general duties means the 
~ei:vice of cartridge, projectile, and wedge wad. 

"Side arms" means sponge, rammer, wad hook, shell extractor, 
shell and cartridge trays. "Attending to v~nt," means with 
M.L. guns, drifting and placing the vent server in the vent, and 
with B.L. gUllS, taking out the tube, and riming out the 
vent. 

To "Make ready" means, with R.M.L. guns, to insert 'the tube 
with lanyard attached; with R.M.L. guns having removeable 
vents, to hook the lanyard to the tube wire; with B.L. guns to 
cock and hook the lanyard. 

With guns of either nature having removeable vent heads the 
term also includes removing and replacing the vent head and 
closing the safety shutter. ~ 

Words of command should be quick and clear, but not louder 
than required. 

All drill should lead up to the service of the guns by signal 
or "Silent drill." This is the only drill allowed at practice or 
at General or Commanding Officer's inspection, unless other
wise ordered. 

When a battery is to be manned or guns used for drill, the 
detachments and the various ammunition parties should be tol~ 
off on parade, numbered for their respective gUllS, &c., an 
marched direct to their posts or to where the gun stores are kept. 
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Having obtained the stores tht' gun detachments will be 
marched to the battery. . 

Guns when being run up at either drill or practice must be 
brought up without a jerk, otherwise the clip plates may be 
injured and eventually broken off. If the guns are too lively 
fine sand must be used on the slide. 

When a gun on traversing platform is being run back No.1 
follows close up with one of the wedges of a wedge wad, holding 
the other in his hand. : .. 

Any target engaged by coast batteries would probably be a 
moving one, and the drill should be carried out on that suppo
sition. It is therefore important that the time that elapses from 
the mompnt that No.1 has finished laying until the gun is fired 
should be as near as possible the same. Five seconds will be 
found to be enough for No.1 to descend from the platform and 
for the gun to be fired. Men should be carefully drilled to take 
this time. 

At drill the gas check is attached to the drill shell; otherwise 
it could not be extracted. 

Wedge wads are brought up but not ra.mmed nome. 
The drill is based upon the appliances available, and upon the 

supposition that the carriages and platforms are of the latest 
pattern. At stations where such is not the case, it may be found 
necessary to modify to a certain extent the details laid down, but 
the genpral principle should, as far as possible, be adhered to. 

Thc drills for those guns, of which very few exist in the 
service, sRch as the 10·4-inch, M.L., the 80-ton or the 100-ton 
guns, the 32-pr. B.L. have not been included in this book as it is 
felt that while their insertion would add very materially to the 
bulk of the volume, they would be of use to very few. Hand
books for these guns will be issued to the districts in which they 
are mounted. 

For full detail of 'stores issued for the service of guns, vide 
" Equipment Regulations." 

(a.m.') N 2 
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64-PR. R.M.L. CONVERTED GUN. 

Calibre .... 
Nominal weight 
Preponderance .... 

{
of bore 

Length of rifling 
nominal 

Grooves 

DESCRIPTION. 
58-cwt. guns. 

6'3 in. 
58 cwt. 
6 cwt. 
9 ft. 0'45 in. 
8 ft. 5'45 in. .... 
9 ft. 6 in. 
3 

Twist of rifling, uniform 1 in 40 calibres 

PATTERNS. 

7l-cwt. guns. 
6'3 in. 
n cwt. 
6'375 cwt. 
8 ft. 7'27 in. 
8 ft. 0'27 in. 
9 ft. 
3 
1 in 40. 

Two patterns of this gun, converted on the Palliser principle, 
are met with for land service, mounted on garrison standing 
carriages or on sliding carriages and traversing platforms, viz. ;-

64-pr. of 71 cwt., converted from 8-in. S.B. of 65 cwt. 
64-pr. of 58 cwt. " ,,32-pr. S.B. of 58 cwt. 

MODE OF CONVERSION. 

The mode of conversion consists in boring out the old gun lIII:d 
making a wrought iron tube to fit the casing thus prepared; thiS 
~ube is slightly smaller than the bore of the casing. When fitted 
mto its :J?lace it is secured there by means of a cast iron collar, 
screwed mto the muzzle end of the casing, over a shoulder on the 
en~ of the tube; a wrought iron plug is also screwed 'thro~gh the 
casmg underneath the chase and into the barrel, preventmg any 
chance of the latter shifting round. 

RIFLING. 

The rifling is termed" the plain groove system." The bottom 
of the groove ill concentric with the bottom of the bore. 
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VENTING. 

In the 7l-cwt. gun the old vent patch is removed I!Jld the old 
vent closed with a wrought iron screw plug, a new vent bein~ 
drilled a little from the breech end; it is bushed with a " through ., 
vent. . The 58-cwt. gun is vented in the original position. 

SIGHTING. 

The 58-cwt. gun is provided with centre sights only, viz. :
One centre hind sight. This is a short scale for use up to 

2,000 yards or 5°. It works in a gun-metal socket fixed in the 
gun, and is provided with a set screw-; is six-sided, and marked 
as follows ~-

Marks III. or V. centre hind sights can' be issued with this 
gun. The 64-pr. 58-cwt. of future issue will be provided with 
new pattern sights, the centre hind sight (Mark VI. §3,205) has 
a deflection leaf, giving 1° 30' on either side, and a longer hexa
gonal bar than the foregoing, being graduated in degrees (up to 
12°) on the front face, and in yards (to 4,000) on the/rear face 
with a fuze seale on the right rear face. The muzzle sight ilil 
l'eceslltld into the dispart pateh on the muzzle. 

One centre foresight. Consists of a pillar, collar, and socket 
of gun-metal, a steel leaf, and screw for fixing the leaf. The 
socket is permanently fixed in a bracket attached to the gun ; 
the pillar and collar each lock into it with a bayonet joint-so 
that when once the sight is in its true position it cannot be 
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removed without :first raising the collar and turning the pillar 
round a quarter of a circle. 

The 7l-cwt. gun is provided with side sights only, viz.:- . 
The tangent scales (one on each side) graduated up to 15", have 

deflection leaves giving 50 minutes on eIther side, and marked as 
follows: 

BLANK. 

DEGREES, 
0:1 TO 15. 

SnELL, FULL. 
S LB., !t'UZli:. 

FULL, 8 LB. 
YARDS (3,600). 

Marks II. (IV.) III. (IV.) or IV. tangent sights with deepened 
notch can be issued with this gun. 

Two trunnion sights (one on each side), similar to the centre 
foresight of the 58-cwt. gun, fitting into gun-metal brackets 
attached to the gun over the trunnions by two screws. 

Nature. 

---------.~--

c 
s 
() 

ommon Shell ... 
'brapnel Sbell ... 
a.se Shot ... 

Full .... 

Saluting 

... . .. ... . .. ... .. , 

PROJECTILES. 

'Wdght 

I 
Burster. 

Mean Total 
Empty. Weight. 

-------

I 
I 

lb •. OZ8. lbs. ozs. Ibs. 

I 

OZ8. 

57 

I 
6 7 

., 6t 8 

66 0 9 66 9 ... 14t .. . ... ... .. . 49 

CHARGES;" 

6 Ibs. R.L.G.z, or R.L.G. or L.G., 
8 Ibs. L.G. or R.LG. 
51b8. L.G. 

• The tangent 8cale is graduatcd for the 8 lb. cbarge. Tbis charge JDust not, 
however, at preBent be used. A range table is issued for the 6 lb. charge. 
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FUZES. 

Percussion Direct Rction for common shell only. 

Time S 15 secs. M.L. 5 secs. and 9 secs: M.L., may be 
~ used if sufficient for time of flight of shell. 

64-PR. R.M.L. GUN. MARK III. 

Calibre 
N omillal weight 
Preponderance 

{
rOf bore .... 

Length or'rifling 
llominal 

Grooves 
Twist of rifling, uniform 

DESCRIPTION. 

PATTERNS. 

6'3 inches. 
64 cwt. 
3'75 cwt. 
8 ft., I! inch. 
7 ft., 6t inch. 
9 ft., 6! inch. 
3 
1 in 40 cals. 

There are three patterns of this gun. Mark III. differs from 
Mark I. in general construction, and in being built in fewer parts. 
There are IL few 64-pr. Mark II., stamped "B" on the left 
trunnion, which differ from Mark III., in having a forged W.I. 
breech-piece. Those of Mark III., made since April, 1871, have 
solid ended steel tubes. 

RIFLING. 

As for 64-pr., converted. 

VENTING. 

Similar to 7-inch R.M.L. gun. 
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SIGRTING. 

Similar to the 7-inch R.M.L. gun, also having a deflection leaf 
giving 50 minutes on either side. ' 

NOTE.-The sights are graduated for the 10 lb. charge R.L.G. 

PROJECTILES. 
Are the same as the 64-pr. of 58 cwt. 

CHARGES. 

Full .... .... 8 Ibs. R.L.G2., R.L.G., or L.G. 

DRILL FOR 64-PR. R.:M.L. GUNS, ON COMMON 
STANDING CARRIAGES. 

The detachment consists of 9 Nos. and falls in two deep. 

To TELL OFF. 

Officer. No.1. 

Tell Off. 

At" Tell off," No.1 (who is on the left of the detach~ent) 
takes a pace to his front, turns to his right, and numbers hImself 
1, the right hand man of the rear rank numbers 2, the right hand 
man of the front rank 3, the second man from the right of the 
rear r:;nk 4, the man in his front 5, and so on; after the detach
ment IS told off No. 1 falls in again on the left of the fron~ raJ?-k. 

The deta<lhment is marched into the battery and halted III Ime 
facing the p~apet, and to the left rear of the platform. The 
detachment IS now in position of " detachment rear." 
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To TAKE POST UNDER COVER. 

Officer. No.1. 

Take post under cover. Right turn. 
Double March. 

The detachment stepping off wheels to its left at the left comer 
of the platform j the front rank filing to the left of the gun, the 
rear rank to the right, 2 and 3 halting close to the parapet and 
near "the embrasure j 4 and 5 forming upon their right and left, 
and the whole turning to the right about together. No.1 follows 
in rear of the detachment, and at drill forms up on the right of 
No.5 j 6 and 8 go to the cartridge store (6 outside), and'7 and 
9 to the shell store (7 outside). 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. 1 commands, directs or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, directs the gun into the line of fire in running up, and 
lays. . 

No. 2 searches, sponges, rams home, runs up, elevates and 
traverses. 

No. 3 loads, uncaps or removes safety pin from fuze when in 
the bore, rams home, runs up, elevates, and traverses. 

No.4 attends to side arms and supI,llies them to 2, runs up and 
attends to the elevating screw and com in laying. . 

No. 5 attends to vent, runs up, makes ready, and fires. 
No. 6 supplies 3 with cartridges. 
No. 7 attends to fuzes and brings up projectiles. 
No.8 attends to cartridge store and serves out cartridges to 6. 
No. 9 attends to shell store, issues shells, tubes, and fuzes. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 
Officer. No. 1. 

Prepare for action. P"epare for action. 
Examine 91tn •. 
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" Prepare for action." . 
The stores are brought up as follows :-
No.1, handspike, sights,· and a piece of chalk. 
No.2, handspike and assists 4 with side arms. 
No.3, handspike and elevating screw, removes the tampeon 

from the muzzle. • 
No.4, handspike, side arms, and support for heads of side 

arms. 
No.5, handspike, tubes in box, lanyard, pricker, and vent 

server. 
No.6, two cartridge cases, which he leaves at the cartridge 

store, bucket filled and brush (two drill cartridges for drill pur
poses) . 
. No.7, fuzes, fuze and shell implements. He obtains the fuze 
boxes from 9, having ascertained from No.1 the nature of fuzes 
required; he sees that fuzes and fuze implements are correct. 

No. 8 prepares to issue cartridges. 
No.9 provides a brush for cleaning shcl~ prepares to issue 

shells, friction tubes and fuzes, after whiclt he examines the 
shells carefully, cleaning them if necessary, and removing burrs. 
from studs ; he loosens the fuze-hole plugs of shells that will be 
first issued. . 

The stores having been brought up, No. 1 will satisfy himself 
that the foresights fit properly on the gun, that the deflection 
leaves of the hind sights work easily, and that the platform is 
properly swept; he receives reports from the Nos. responsible of 
any irregularity or deficiency in connection with the gun,ammu
nition, or stores. 

The sponge and rammer are laid on the ground clear of the 
platform, to the right of the gun and parallel to it, heads to the 
rear, resting on the support supplied by 4, sponge nearest the 

-.";" 
• 6-!oot handspikea are used with this gun. 
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gun : the shell extractor and wad hook so as not to interfere 
with the working of any of the ~IlB in the battery, and con
venient for the guns for which mtended. The sponge bucket 
near the sponge head. 

The handspikes are laid down, two on each side of the plat
form, close to- the carriage, points to the front, bevelled side 
uppermost; those of 2 and 3 outside and about 2 feet in advance 
of those of 4 and 5. No. l's handspike in rear of the platform. 

No. 3 examines the bore to see the grooves are free from 
grit, &c. 

No.4 sees that the elevating screw is properly oiled. 
_ No.5 straps the tube box round his waist on the right side, 
coils up the lanyard, and passes the bight of it under the tube 
box strap, places the pricker in the loop on the side of the 
carriage, examines the vent-server and places it in the vent, the 
loop of the vent server lanyard over one of the sights; he fills 
his box with friction tubes, which he procures from 9. 

If the gun is to be prepared for drill only, 8 and 9 provide 
and hook a tackle to the rear axletree and to a holdfast in rear 
of the gun. , 

The gun is supposed to be at the rear of the platform. 
" Examine gun." , 
No. 5 drifts the vent, replaces the pricker in the loop and the 

vent server. 
No.2 supplies himself with the wadhook, searches the gUll 

after the pricker is withdrawn, and replaces the wadhook. -
Nos. 4 and 5 take a purchase with handspikes over the cheeks 

and under the breech, the coin is withdrawn 'and the elevating 
screw put in by 3, No. 1 holding up the stool bed with a hand~ 
spike applied over the bottom step of the carriage. No. 1 gives 
the order " Lower," 4 and 5 withdraw their handspikes, and lay 
them down. 
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To LOAD. 

OjJicer. No.1. 

With---load. Ranl6 l yards. 
Wit oad. 

"Loa~."-No. 1 ~ves 7 the ~ature of shell an!! fuze required, 
and dUrIng the loadmg fixes hm tangent scale at the required 
elevation, and places himself where he can best superintend the 
service of the gun. 

No.2 places himself in a convenient position for sponging. 
He places his left foot in line with and about 12 inches from the 
muzzle, steps to his right with his right foot and looks to his left 
rear, takes the sponge in a horizontal position from 4, left hand 
back down, right hand back up, brings it in line with the axis of 
the gun, enters the head into the bore, being careful to observe 
that the vent server is in the vent, slides his hands along the 
stave to his right as far as he can reach, sends the sponge up the 
bore, slides his hands out again and forces the sponge hard 
home, gives it two half turns, pressing it against the bottom of 
the bore, withdraws the sponge hand over hand, turning it from 
him, cleaning the bore well. When the sponge arrives near the 
muzzle he jerks it out, his hands then should be in the position 
they were in when he introduced the sponge into the bore. He 
then hands the sponge to 4 and receives the rammer, right hand 
about the centre back down, left as near the head as possible 
back up; as soon as the cartridge and shell are put in, he enters 
the head into the bore and forces them home hand over hand. 
He then springs the rammer, steps out, hands it to 4, and goes 
under cover. 

No.3, as soon as the sponge is withdrawn, takes the cartridge 
!r~m the cartridge case with his left hand, moves up and places 
It m the bore, he then !!lews his body to his right and recelyes a 
shell from 7 and puts it in the bore, withdraws the safety pm, or 
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uncaps the fuze, places himself in a corresponding position to 2 
and assists him to ram home; when the cartridge and projectile 
are home he quits the stave and goes under cover. Should it 
appear by the mark on the rammer that the charge is not home, 
2 and 3 ram home again. . 

No.4 doubles out, halts in line with the sponge head, turns to 
his left, picks up the stave with his right hand back under, six 
inches from the head, turns three-quarters left about, and in 
doing so lifts the sponge over his head, allowing the end of the 
stave to rest on the ground. His left hand meets the stave close 
to the sponge, his right hand is slipped up the stave about 
two feet. He then moves toward the muzzle and passes the 
stave into the embrasure in such a manner that 2 can con
veniently lay hold of it, waiting at the left rear of 2, facing tbe 
gun, to receive the sponge. When he receives the sponge from 2, 
he allows the end of the stave to fallon the platform, steps to 
his left, turns three-quarters right about, passing the sponge over 
his head, lays it down, takes up the rammer as before detailed 
for the sponge, and hands it to 2. He then remains in position 
to receive the rammer, which he does as soon as 2 has sprung it. 
He lays it down as he did the sponge and goes under cover. 

No.6 brings up a cartridge in a case and places it on the 
ground on 3's right front: after the sponge is withdrawn he 
uncovers it, and as soon as 3 has withdrawn the cartridge, he 
goes back to the cartridge store. 
~ o. 7 brings up a shell, point to his right, having fixed the 

fuze according to No. l's directiollS, and hands it to 3. 
No.8 issues a cartridge to 6. 
No.9 issues a shell to 7. 

To RUN UP. 
Officer. No. 1. 

Run up. 
Halt. 
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Directly the ~ is loaded, No. 1 gives " Run up," and applies 
his handspike under the rear axletree to guide the gun. 

Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5, take up their handspikes at the centre, with 
the hands next the parapet back up, the other hands at the small 
ends back down; stepping up to their respective axletree arms, 
they apply their handspikes under and in rear of. them, and 
stand ready to heave, taking the time' from 2, and using short 
quick purchases they heave together until the front trucks nearly 
touch the hurter, when No. 1 gives" Halt," slides his handspike 
to the rear, clear of the recoil, and looks over the sights, steady
ing himself by leaning on the cascable. 

Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 withdraw their handspikes, drop the points 
to the ground ; 4 and 5 lay theirs down ; 2 and 3 turn to the 
rear and step outwards, holding their handspikes diagonally 
across the body, outward hands at the small ends as high as the 
ear, inward hands resting on the handspike at the full extent of 
the arm, bevelled side of the handspikes uppermost; 4, kneeling 
on his left knee in rear of the right Cheek, takes hold of the 
large coin with both hands, or the small coin with his left hand, 
or works the screw as may be directed by No.1; the screw 
should be used only for final adjustment; 5 goes under cover 
and prepares a tube_ 

To LAy, MAKE READY, AND FIRE. 
OjJicer. No. 1. 

Oommence firing 
or 

Fire-Rou'ftd8. 

Elevate. .. 
Lo·wer. 
Ooin. 
With 8crew, Elevate. Halt. 
])epres8, Halt. 
Trail (right). Halt. 
Trail (leJ~). Halt. 
No. -- Ready. 
No. --Fire.._ 
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No.1, looking over his sights, gives" Elevate," then" Lower," 
and when the gun II! at the required elevation, "Coin." If a sli~ht 
amount of elevation or depression is required, he gives" lJ itl!, 
Screw," " .blevate," or " IJepres8." , 

" Elevate," 2 and 3 step forward in line with the breech, place 
their handspikes, bevels down, over the. steps and under the 
breech, Itnd bear down j at " Lower," they allow the small ends 
to rise gently j at" Coin" they withdraw their handspikes and 
step outwards j 4 withdraws the coin as soon as 2 and 3 elevate, 
and at "Coin" forces it sharply home. If the order is " Witl~ 
Screw," " Elevate," or " IJepress," 4 works the screw until" Halt" 
is given. The other numbers stand fast. , 

If the muzzle is to go to the left No. 1 gives "Trail rigllt," and 
when the muzzle is sufficiently to the left, "IIalt." At" Trail 
right" 2 moves round on his right foot to the rear of the axletree 
arm and applies his handspike under it to row j 3, stepping 
to his left, takes a purchase under the rear of the cheek and stands 
ready to heave over the trail. They heave together until the order 
" Halt," and remain there steady till the next order is given. 

" Trail left " is ilie converse of the above. If much traversing 
is required the order is "Extreme right" or " Extreme left." In 
this case 4 or 5, according.to the side, takes a purchase in front 
of the rear truck in addition to the other numbers. 

Should no order to fire be given when the gun is laid, No.1 
will give the word" Under cover." . 

No. 1 lowers his tangent scale, except when firin~ at a moving 
object, and gives "Ready,." 5 presses the tube mto the vent 
with his right thumb, 'llteps clear of ilie recoil, shifts the lanyard 
to his right hand and extends it, facing the gun. 

As soon as " Ready" is given, 2 and 3 lay down their hand
pikes and with 4 go under cover, except when firing at a 
moving target. 

At the word "No" (naming his gun) from No. I, 5 stretches 
~e lanyard looking towards No. l. 

:'. 
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At "Fire" 5 draws the lanyard strongly towards his body, 
without a jerk; he then drifts the vent, replaces the vent server 
and pricker, and goes under cover, replacing the lanyard under 
his belt. 

No. 1 does not again give" Load" until 5 has replaced the 
vent server. 

To RUN BACK AND UNLOAD. 

Officer. No. 1. 

R1tn baclc. 
Halt. 

, Unload. 

When the vent has been drifted and the vent server placed ill 
the vent, at "Run baclc" the detachment double out and man the 
fall of the tackle arranged by 8 and 9 for the purpose, and heave 
the gun back into the position for loading, No. 1 giving" Halt," 
" Unload," when the gun is sufficiently run back. On this order 
the gun is unloaded, 2 and 3 withdrawing the charge, 4 supply
ing the necessary side arms. 

To CEASE FIRING 'AND REPLACE STORES. 

Officer. 

CeaAJe firing. 
Replace stores. 

No. 1. 

Elevate. 
Lower. 
Coin. 
Replace stores. 

"CeaAJe firing," "Replace stores," No.1 gives "Elevate," and 
the gun is laid under metal by 4 and 5, he then gives" Replace 
Btores," and the stores are replaced by the numbers who brought 
them up. 
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To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. .," 

O.!ficer. No. 1. 

Detachment rear. Outwards turn. 
Double ~lf arch. 
Halt. 
Front. 

" Detachment rwr," No. 1 doubles to the left rear of the plat
form, faces to the left, and gives the order" Outwards turn;" 
2 and 4 turn to their left, 3 and 5 to their right. 

" Double march," 4 and 5 followed by 2 and 3 wheel to the 
right and left, and when cltttr of the platform to the right, and 
round No. l's left shoulder, 6, 7, 8, and 9 coming up into their 
places; when 2 and 3 have passed him, No.1 gives "Halt," 
" Front," and changes his flank by the rear. 

To CHANGE ROUNDa 
Officer. No. 1; 

Change Rounds: Change Rounds. . , 
In changmg rounds No. 2 becomes 4 ; 4, 1; 1, 9 ; 9, 8; 8, i ; 

7, 6; 6, 5; 5, 3; 3, 2. + 

SYSTEM OF DRILLING RECRUITS. 
(See page 186). 

DRILL FOR 64 PRo R.M.L. GUN. 

To LOAD. 

Detail. 
No.1, all at page 19C1 

(a.m.') 
; then give ".N O. 1 only "-" Load." 

o . 
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Next Detail. 
"No.2 places himself in a convenient position for sponging, 

i.e., his left foot in line with and about 12" from the muzzle, 
steps to his right with his right foot, and looks to his left rear," 
and says "No. 2"-" Load." 

Next. 
" No. 6 brings up a cartridge in a case, and places it on the 

ground on No. 3's right front." 

"No. 6"-" Load," 
and so on throughout :-

No.7 brings up a shell, point to his right, having fixed the 
fuze according to No. l's directions and places himself on the 
right rear of No.6. 

Nos. 8 and 9 as at page 191, Nos. 7, 8, and 9 "Load." 
No.4 doubles out, &c., &c., lines 6 et seq. to" sponge" line 

1:1, page 191, No.4 "Load." 
No. 2 takes the sponge, &c., &c., from line 12 as far as 

hands tht: sponge to 4," line 23, page 190. 
Go on 2. 

No. 4 when he receives, &c., &c., and complete 4's detail 
p. 191. 

Go on 4. 
No.6 complete 6's detail 011 page 191. 

Go on 6. 
No.3 give No. 3's details as on pages 190 and 191. 
No. 2 complete No. 2's detail. 

Go on Nos. 2, 3, and 7. 
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R.M.L. ORDNANCE ON REAR CHOCK CARRIAGES. 

Guns mounted on rear chock carriages require the same detach
ment and stores as those on common standing carriages, with the 
exception of one roller handspike provided by No. 1 and two 
7-foot handspikes by 2 and 3, instead of five commonhandspikes. 

The drill is also the same, with the following exceptions :-
In running up, No.1, holding his roller handspike vertically, 

takes a purchase under the socket in rear of the chock, bears 
down and raises it off the platform, keeping a firm hold of the 
handspike to prevent its flying up, which gives him a perfect 
control over the carriage and enables him to guide it. When the 
platform is in good order the gun runs up very fast. No. 1 in 
that case allows the small end of his handspike to "come up" 
'ust before the trucks reach the hurter. As soon as the gun is 

n up, No. 1 releases his roller handspike, takes it by the centre 
ith his right hand, and slides it well to the rear clear of the 

ecoil. 
In running up, 2 and 3 apply their handspikes at the axletree 
ms, assisted by 4 and 5. .As soon as the gun is up the hand-

pike men turn to the rear in line with the vent. 
"Elevate," 2 and 3 apply their handspikes, 5 double-manning 

's, 4 attending to the coins. 
" Trail Left," 2 applies his handspike under the right cheek 

ehind the chock. 
"Trail Right," 3 applies his handspike in a, similar manner 

nder the left cheek. 
"Extreme Right," or "Extreme Left," the numbers all go to 

ne side and heave over, applying their handspikes behind the 
heek. 

The running back is performed by means of tackle, No. 1 
pplying his roller handspike as in running up, and the rest of 
eNos. running away with the fall. 

(a.m:) 02 
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DRILL WITH 64-PR. R.M.L. (CONVERTED GUN) OF 
58 CWT. ON MONCRIEFF CARRIAGE. MARK II. 

The detachment, consisting of 9 Nos., is told off and takes 
post under cover, as with the same gun mounted on a traversing 
platform. 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. 1 commands, directs, or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, attends to the brAke ill running up, and lays. 

No.2 searches, sponges, places projectile in bore, rams home 
(attends to lever if required), and elevates. 

No. 3 loads, lmcaps, or removes safety pin from fuze when in 
the bore, rams home (attends to lever if required). 

No.4 attends to side arms, supplies them to 2 (attends to lever 
if required). 

No.5 attends to vent, supplies wedgewads, traverses (attends 
to lever if required), makes ready, and fires. 

No.6 supplies 3 with cartridges. 
No.7 attends to fuzes, and brings up the projectile. 
No. 8 attends to cartridge store, serves out cartridges to 6. 
No.9 attends to shell store, issues shell, tubes, and fuzes: 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

As with the gun on a traversing platform, except no preventor 
rope, handspikes, truck levers, or iron-shod levers, are required. 
No.5 provides a long lanyard 7 and 9 a selvagee each. 

A sponge, with wire rope stave, and a rammer with jointed 
stave are used. 

2 and 3 bring up an iron-pointed lever each, which they lay 
down on each side of the gun . 
. Tackle will be necessary to run the gun back. Two sets of 

hght gUll tackle are brought up by 7 and 9. 
The sponge and rammer are laid down on the right of the gun, 
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close to the parapet, heads towards the muzzle, the shell extractor 
and wadhook outside the pit. 

At "Examine Gun," same as at 64-pr. R.M.L. on a traversing 
platform, except 4 supplies 2 with the wadhook, and replaces it, 
and 2 attends to the elevating wheel and depresses, after the gun 
has been searched, until the muzzle is in a convenient position 
for loading. 

To LOAD. 

As with the gun on a traversing platform, except as follows :
No. 1 at "Load" gets the gun into a convenient position, i.e., 

he upper edge of counterweight nearly horizontal; 2 depresses 
he gun, if necessary. 
Mter the loading is completed, 2 gives 10 or more of elevation, 
shown on the arc. 

To RUN UP. 
Before running up, No. 1 will give the caution "Stand Clear ;" 

hen, holding the brake, he allows the gun to run up. 
He must be very careful not to let it escape from his control, 

nd on the other hand he must not check it too soon. Should the 
tter be the case, No.1 gives" Work Levu!"8;" 2 and 3 work 

heir levers, small ends to the rear; 2 and 4 man the right, 3 and 
the left lever; No. 1 will give "lJown," "Fresh Purcha8e," 
Halt," as required. 
When the gun is up, No. 1 will mount up the ladder to lay it, 
and 3 unshipping the levers; 5 mans the traversing handle. 

To LAY THE GUN. 
5 traverses. 
2 elevates or depresses. 
The gun may be laid without exposing any number, No. l 

sing a reflecting sight or elevating in accordance with the 
aduatiolls on the elevating arc or trunnion pointer, and travers

ng to marks previously made on the racers. 
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To MAKE READY AND FIRE. 

When No. 1 has laid the gun, at " Ready," he drops the tube 
into the vent, throws. the lanyard clear of the carriage, and comes 
down. 

As soon as No. 5 has fired he drifts the vent, replacing the vent 
S\ll'Ver and pricker, and coils up the lanyard. 

To UNLOAD AND RUN BACK. 

(For drill purposes extra men will be required.) 

To run back, 2 and 3 work their levers, smail ends to the 
front, and bear down, double-maimed by 4 and 5, No.1 giving 
~., ])own," " Fj'(J$h Purchase," " Halt," as required. 

Tackles to be hooked by 4 and 5, assisted by 6 and 7, and 
manned by ail available Nos. 

Unloading should be effected from the firing position before 
the gun is run back, 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

To CHANGE RoUNDS. 

As with 64-pr. R.M.L. on traversing platform. 
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80-PR RM.L. CONVERTED GUN. 
DESCRIPTION. 

Calibre 
Nominal weight 
Preponderance 

{
of bore 

Length of rifling 
nominal 

Grooves 

6'3 in. 
5 tons. 
9 cwt. :3 qrs. 4lb8. 
9 ft. 5'25 in. 
8 ft. 10'25 in. 
10ft. 
3 

Section I. 

Twist of rifling Uniform, 1 in 40 cals. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. 
The 80-pr. RM.L. converted gun for land service is met with 

for defence of land fronts, and for coast defence against wooden 
shipping. 

MODE OF CONVERSION. 
Its mode of conversion from the 68-pr. S.B. of 95 cwt. is 

identical with that of the G·t-pr. of 58 cwt. 

RIFLING. 
The rifling, however, is on "the Woolwich system," the width 

of the groove being 1'3 inches, and depth 0'145 inch. Case 
shot is, therefore, the only projectile interchangeable with the 
64-pr. gun. 

VENTING. 
The 80-pr. is vented in the same manner as the 64-pr. 58-cwt 

gun. 
SIGHTING. 

The 80-pr. is side-sighted, and has drop trunnion sights; the 
tangent scales are fitted with deflection leaves, giving 50 minutes 
righ and left, and are graduated and marked in a similar 
manner to the sights for the 64-pr. of 71 cwt. 
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Nature. 

Commou shell ... 

" " 
studIcs .... 

p alliser .hol 
" '" Shrapnel shell 

" " 
st{;dded' 

c ase shot ... 

Full 
Full 
Saluting 

.. , 

PROJECTILES. 

Weight Mean 
Burster. GaB-check. total empty. weight. 

.---
lb. oz. lb. oz. lb. oz. lb. oz. ---------- -"-'179 --

... 7I I 8 10 11 

.. 77 z! 9 {; 3 8i 90 0 
••. 86 7-t 3 8t I 90 0 
... 85 Iat 10 3 8t, 90 0 ... 78 10 ... 9 ... ... I 79 3 ... 00' ... .. . ... ... ... 49 l4t 

CHARGES. 

201bs. P. muzzle velocity, 1,553 
121bs. P." " 1,251 
51bs. Blank 

FUZES. 

PercuS8ion. 
Time 

Direct action for common shell only. 
{ 15 sees. M L. 5 sees. and 9 secs. M.L. may be 

used if sufficient for time of flight of shell. 

DRILL FOR 64-PR. AND SO-PRo R.M.L. GUNS ON 
TRAVERSING PLATFORMS. 

The drill is the same as for 64-prs. on common standing 
carriages, except in the details hereafter specified. 

The detachment consists of nine numbers. The additional 
stores required are two sets of tackle, one preventor rope, two 
truc~ levers, . two iron shod levers; two handspikes only. are 
reqwred. WIth the 64-pr., luff tackles; with the SO-pr., lIght 
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gun tackles, 7-foot handspikes, and one shell-bearer should be 
provided. 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. 1 commands, directs, or superintends boring and :fixing 
fuzes, holds on to the preventor rope and lays. 

No. 2 searches, sponges, rams home, runs up, elevates, and 
traverses. 

No. 3 loads, uncaps or removes safety pin from fuze when in 
the bore, rams home, runs up, elevates, and traverses. 

No. 4 attends to side arms, and supplies them to 2, runs up, 
attends to the elevating screw and coin in laying. 

No. 5 attends to v!Jnt, supplies wedge wads, runs up, holds 
on to preventor rope, makes ready, and fires. • 

No. 6 supplies 3 with cartridges (and with 80-pr. brings up 
proj eetiles). . 

No. 7 attends to fuzes and brings up projectile. 
No. 8 attends to cartridge store and serves out cartridges to 6_ 
No. 9 attends to shell store and issues shells, tubes, and fuzes. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

"To pl'epare for action."-No. 1 provides and fixes sights, a 
piece of chalk, and preventor rope, which he attaches to the car
riage, assisted by 3 (if necessary), takes two turns with it round 
the bollard, the running end coming off to the left at the top. 

No.2, handspike, truck lever, iron shod lever, and assists 4 
with side arms. . 

No.3, handspike, truck lever, iron shod lever, and elevating 
screw. Removes muzzle tampeon. 

No.4, side arms and support_ 
No.5, wedge wads, tubes in box, lanyard, pricker, and vent 

server. 
No.6, two cartridge cases (which he takes to the cartrid~e 

store), bucket filled and brush, two drill cartridges for drill 
purposes. 
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No.7, fuzes, fuze and shell implements, one set of tackle (~ 
with SO-pro a shell bearer). . 

No. S prepares to issue cartridges. . -
No.9, one set of tackle and a brush for cleanmg projectiles. 

Prepares to iBl!ue shell, ~ubes, and fuzes. . . 
~he handBpikes and Iron s~od levers are laId down beVelled 

sides uppermost; the handspikes next the gun, the truck level'll 
between them, the whole with their points to the front. 

The standing blocks are hooked by 7 and 9 to the rear eye
bolts of the platform, the tackles over-hauled, and the ends of the 
falls coiled down. 

"li-xamine fJun."-No. 5 drifts the vent, replacing the pricker 
and ·vent server, 4 and 5 take a purchase with their handspikes 
over the cheeks and under the hreech, and bear down. 

With the SO-pro 2 double man's 4's handspike; the coin is 
withdrawn and the elevating screw put in by 3, No.1 holding up 
the stool bed with an iron shod lever applied over the bottoin 
step of the carriage. No. 1 gives" Lower," when 4 and 5 with
draw their handspikes and lay them down; 2 supplies himself 
with the wad hook, searches the gun, after the pricker is with
drawn, and replaces the wad hook. 

To I"oAD. 

No. 2 ~ounts on the side piece, and places himself in position 
for spongmg . 
. No.3 mounts on the step to put in the cartridge, and oIl the 
hlatform to put in the projectile, and a wedge wad after they 
. ave ~ee~ rammed home, 2 and 3 pressing it steadily home, 
Jam~mg It under the head of the projectile by two smart ta~ 
hWIth ~O-prs. 6 and 7 bring up projectiles in bearer, 6 carryIDg 

t e cartrIdge case in his right hand. The bearer is placed on the 
frlaceont o~ the platfol'IIlt'and7.remeves itwheIi. the shell has been 
p d m the bore by .2 and 3. . 
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To RUN UP. 

"Run ttp."-No. 1 takes 'in the slack, and holds on the pre
ventor rope ; 2, 3, 4, and 5 take up the truck levers; 2 and 3 
raising the small ends to enable 4 and 5 to hook the points to the 
eye-bolts. When this is done 2 and 3 haul down the small ends 
by means of the ropes; 4 and 5 place the pawls; 4 goes under 
cover ; 5 holds on to the preventor rope behind 1 ; 2 and 3 guide 
the levers whilst the carriage is in motion. 

Nos. 1 and 5 ease off, hand-over-hand, and hold on when th~ 
mark on the preventor rope comes over the bollard. . ... 

When the gun is in its proper position No. 1 gives" Halt," 
when 2 and 3 heave down the small ends of the levers ; 4 and 5 
throw back the pawls; 2 and 3 allow the small ends of·the levers 
to rise gently, manning the ropes when the levers are above their...l 
reach, ~ 

When the rear of the carriage rests upon the platform the 
levers are unhooked, withdrawn, and laid down outside the hand
spikes by 2,3,4 and 5,4 tightening'the compressor if the carriage 
is fitted with one ; 2 and 3 pick up their handspikes, and stand 
ready to elevate (at the SO-pro 5 double manning 3'shandspike); 
4 attending to the coins and. elevating screw. 

5 unhooks' and takes ill the slack of preventor rope. 

To LAY, MAKE READY, AND FIRE. 

l),e gun is elevated in the same manner. as when mounted on 
a standing carriage; on No.1 giving the 'word "Coin," 2 and 3 
lay down their handspi~es, and take up the iron shod levers to 
traverse; 5 prepares a tube . 

.As these platforms are pivoted in front, in rear, or in the 
centre, the position taken up by 2 and 3 differs according to the 
manner in which the platform iSI?ivoted. 
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Nature of pivot. Position of Nos. 2 and 3. 
" Trail right." 

2 stands facing to the rear 
with the point of his lever resting 
on the rear racer ; at " Halt" he 
scotches the rear truck his' own 
side with the lever. 

3 stands facing to the rear and 
Pivot" A" (under the muzzle applies the point of his lever under 

of the gun when run up). the left rear truck of the plat
form, both hands back up, and 
heaves the platform over to the 
right, taking short quick pur
chases. l " Trail left·" 

The numbers work in the oppo
site directions. 

Pivot" B" (under the front} As with" A" Pivot. 
part of the platform). 

Nature of pivot. 

Pivot" C" (in the centre of 
the platform). 

Position of Nos. 2 and 3 
" Trail right." 

3 works as with pivot" A ;" 
2 takes up his position at the 
front truck on his own side, and 
works over the front of the plat
form to the left. At" Halt," 2 
withdraws his lever and with it 
scotches the rear truck. 

" Trail left·" 
3 works the front truck, and 

2 the rear, 3 scotches the rear 
l truck at " Halt." 
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Nature of Pivot. ( Trail right or left. 
Pivot" D" (at an interme-~ 2 and 3 work the front truck 

diate point between the centre 2 heaving the front of the plat~ 
of the platform and the rear form over to the left in the first 
truck). lease, 3 the front to the right in 

the second. 

Pivot" E" (in front of the t As 'th" D" P' t 
rear block). f Wl lVO • 

Pivot"F"(intherearofthe} A 'th "D" P' t 
rear block). s Wl lVO • 

With platforms pivoted at " A " or " B ; " at " Extreme right " 
(or Left) 2, 3, 4 and 5 push over the rear of the platform in the 
direction ordered. 

When traversing tackle is used ;at "Hook traversing tackle" 
4 and 5 hook the double blocks to the rings or holdfasts prepared 
for them; 2, 4, and 3, 5, haul on the tackle, or ease off at " Trail 
right" (or Left), so as to move the platform in the direction 
required. 

If the tackle when hooked hinders the service of the gun the 
double blocks are removed by 4 and 5, or the single ones by 2 
and 3, as may be directed by No. l. 

At " Ready," 2 and 3 withdraw their levers and place them, 
bevels up, as scotches under the trucks, 2, 3, and 4 then go tmder 
cover. No. 5 hands the tube with lanyard attached to 1, the 
other end of the lanyard hanging down the side of the carriage, 
or if long, being coiled up and hung on the rear eyebolt. No.1 
puts in the tube when he has laid the gun, giving the word 
"Ready," he jumps off the platform and gives the word No. 
(naming his gun). No.5 seizes the lanyard and stretches it out, 
looking towards No. I. At "Fire"from the No.1 he draws 
the lanyard strongly towards him without a jerk, replaces it 
tmder his belt, hooks the preventer rope (except at drill) and 
goes under cover .. 
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Should no order to "Fire" have been given by the officer No 
1 will not receive a tube from 5, but will give the word" Undel: 
cover" as soon as the· gun is laid. if. 

Ru~ BACK. 

" Run back," 4 slackens the compressor if the carriage is fitted 
with onf'. 

Nos. 4 and 5 assisted by 2 and 3, first hook the front blocks to 
the front eye-bolts of the carriage, and take in the slack. The 
truck levers are then applied as in running up; No. I, standing 
between the cheeks, holds the small ends of the truck levers and 
guides them. All the numbers except No. I, man the falls on 

·their respective sides, and at "Heave," haul the gun back. 
When the gun is ru.n far enough back, No. I hauls down the 

levers by the ropes till the pawls fall; the levers are then 
allowed to come up, No. I rising with them; 2, 3, 4 and 5 
unhook the truck levers, and lay them down; 5 _ hooks the 
preventor rope. The front blocks are unhooked by 4. and 5, 
who carry them to the rear, overhaul them, assisted by 2 and 3, 
lay them down clear of the racers, and coil down the ends of 
the falls. 

64 - PRo R. M. L. GUN, WITH CIRCULAR BUFFER. 
MOUNTED ON TRAVERSING PLATFORM, "e" 
PIVOT. TO FIRE OVER A 6-FOOT PARAPET. 

The drill is the same as for 64-pr. R.M.L. gun, on the ordinary 
traversing platform, with the following exceptions :-

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. I commands, directs or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, adjusts the buffer to the charge used, ascertains that the 
buffer contains the proper amount of oil, and lays. _ 

• "In the service of guns when tbe firing number cannot put tbe tube in.to ~. 
vent without mounting on the pl .. tform this dutv should be performed for blDl 1 
No. 1." , J 
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No.2 &earches, sponges, rams home, runs back when necessary, 
elevates and traverses. 

No.3 loads, uncaps or removes safety pin from fllZe when in 
the bore, rams home, attends to the brake in running up, runs 
back when necessary, places the clutch in or out of gear, and 
traverses. 

No. 4 attends to side-arms, supplies them to No.2, and rlllS 
back when necessary. 

No.5 attends to the vent, supplies wedge-wads, makes ready, 
fires, and runs back when necessary. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

No.1 provides a piece of chalk and fixes sights. 
No.2 iron-shod lever, elevating wheel, and assists No.4 with 

side arms. 
No.3 iron-shod lever, 4 fathoms of ]~-inch lashing for jointed 

rammer when necessary, removes the muzzle tampeon. 
No.4 a jointed rammer, sponge with wire rope stave, and 

running back handle. 
No.5 wedge-wads, tubes in box, lanyard, pricker, vent server, 

and running back handle. 
To LOAD. 

The gun is run up or back to the most convenient position for 
loading (the white paint mark on the carriage and platform 
should then coincide). 

No. 2 will depress the gun, to bring the muzzle in line with 
the carrier, which is swung round with the shell on it, after 
the cartridge has been placed in the bore. 

No.7 brings up projectile and places it on the carrier_ 
Nos. 2 and 3 then place the head of the rammer against the 

nose of the shell, and ram home. Should any difficulty be 
experienced in ramming home, these Nos. may be assisted by a 
bight of a rope being passed behind each joint of . the rammer 
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in succession, and hauled on by the remainder of the detach
ment. 

To RUN UP. 

No.3 sees that the running-back clutch is out of gear, and, 
carefully releasing the brake lever, allows the gun to run up 
gently to the front stops. 

To LAY THE GUN. 

No. 1 looks over his sights, gives elevate, &c., as required, then 
places a tube in the vent for No. 5_ 

No.2 works the elevating wheel. 
No.4 works the clamping lever. 

To RUN BACK. 

No.3 places the clutch in gear, and Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 man 
the running back handles, and run back, 3 then puts the clutch 
out of gear. 

To UNLOAD. 

The gun should be unloaded when horizontal. 
NOTE.-In mounting the carriage on the platform, care should 

be taken that the rear tooth of the carriage rack is just in front 
of the starting tooth of the buffer. 

7-INCH R.M.L. GUN OF 7 TONS (L.S. ONLY). 

Calibre.. " 
Nominal weight .. 
Preponderance .• 

Length of rifting {
of bore .. .. 

total .. .. 
Rifting { /P'?0ves ._ 
Chamber . ~Pllal:. unif~~ 
"An tube 
"B"tube .• .. 

Marl. I. Mark III. 

• • 7 inches • . 7 inches 
.. 7 tons .. 7 tons 

• • 2 cwt. 3 qrs. Z lb •• 
.. 10 feet 6 inches 

.. 'iz feet'6 inches .. Uf::;:i~:e~s 
N~mbe~' 3 .. .. .. 3 

.. I in 36 calibres .. Unifonn, 1 in 35 calibres 

.. Cylindrical.. .. Conical 
Toughened steel 
Coiled iron 
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DIFFERENT PATTERNS. 

There are actually 4 patterns of this grin. . Of Mark II., how
(which are marked ~'I. on the left trunnion), only two were 
made. 

RIFLING. 

The rifling is on the" Woolwich system," adopted for all 
R.M.L. guns from 25-pr. upwards, excepting the 64-pr. 

The 7-inch, however, differs from other guns in having a 
uniform twist. 

VENTING. 

The 7-inch gun is vented with a cone or through vent bush of 
hardened copper, the position of which is so regulated that the 
bush strikes the surface of the bore 10ths of the length of the 
cartridge frQm the bottom. 

SIGHTING. 

'i'he gun is provided with six sights, viz., two tangent sights, 
one on each side, graduated up to 15°, The scale is four-sided, 
and is marked as follows :-

7-INCII MARK III., § 2198. 
DEG:REES. 

COWolON snELL FULL FUZE III ~:~~ } cO'IMoll SDELL, III!DIlCED. 

)tA~t,tSEB. SBOT~ AND COXMON' SHELL. FULL YARDS. 

''The tangent sights are provided with deflection leaves, tit" 
8Ca.le of which allows of 50' deflection being given right or left. 

One centre hind sight. This is a scale for use at close quarters, 
and for double shell. It works in a gun metal socket fixed in 
'the gun, and is provided with. a set screw, is hexagonal and 
marked as follows :-

(a.m.1) p 
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7-INCH MARK III., § 198. 
13· 
u 
::> 

~ 
!!len 
<n'" 
~~ 
m 
::> 
<> 
'" 

Two trunnion sights. Similar to centre foresight, 64-pr. of 58 cwt. 
One centre foresight. Similar to the trunnion sight. 

PROJECTILES , . 
Weight Mem 

Burster. 1 Gas-cbeck. Tota.i 
Nature. Empty. Weight. 

IlbS. ozs. ~ -'~~l" =- ~ ..;: ~ Shell, v,.t~d: loS-14 9 4 ••• ..• 116 2 
Double .. III, " •.. 145 6 12 12 ••• ••• !li8 2 
Shrapnel .. lU, "'''1110 10 ... 12 ... ... 116 6 
Pa.iUser Shot ........... ... ... ... ... 112 0 

" ,,(Shell), IV... 112 1 2 ·10 ... ... 114 11i ' 
Case Shot, Mark VI... ... ... . .. . .. . .. ... ... 68 2 

* Ii 5Q33-Sho~ Palliser, formerly termed shell. To be welgbted with sand. 
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Full .... 
Reduced 

CHARGES. 

Fu~ES. 

301bs. P. 
17lbs. P. 

Percussion, direct action, for common shell only. 
Time, 15-seconds M.L.O. for use with shrapnel shell 

Section I. 

DRILL WITH 7-INCH R.M.L. GUN ON TRAVERSING, 
PLATFORM. 

The detachment consists of 10 Nos., and falls in two deep. 
To TELL OFF. 

As detailed at page 186. 
To TAKE POST UNDER COVER. 

. As detailed at page 187, except that 7, 9, and lO go to the 
shell store (7 and 9 outside). 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. 1 commands, directs,' or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, and lays. 

No. 2 searches, sponges, rams home, runs up and elevates. 
No.3 sponges, loads, uncaps the fuze when in the bore, rams 

home, runs up and elevates. 
No.4 attends to side arms, supplies them to 2, and traverses .. 
No.5 attends to vent, supplies wedge wads, traverses, makes 

ready, and fires. 
No. 6 supplielf 3 with cartridges. 
No. 7 attends to fuzes, brings up projectile. 
No. 8 attends to cartridge store, serves out cartridges to 6. 
No.9 assists 7. 
No. 10 attends to shell store, issues shells, tubes and fuzes. 
With Elswick compressor 4 attends to compressor lever. 
If there are mantlets, 2 and 3 attend to them. 

~m~ ~2 
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To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

OjfW&r. No. 1. 

Prepare for action. Prepare for action. 
Bxa'fJ1iine ,gun. 

No.1 provides a piece of chalk ar,td fixes .sigh~s. 
No.2 iron pointed lever, and assIsts 4 wIth sIde arms. 
No.3; iron pointed lever, elevating wheels, and removes the 

tampeon from the muzzle. 
No.4, side arms. 
No.5, wedge wads, two iron shod levers, tubes in box, lanyard, 

pricker, and vent server. 
No.6, bucket, filled, and brush (one zinc cartridge cylinder and 

one dummy cartridge for drill purposes only). . 
No.7, running back tackle, fuzes, fuze and shell implements, 

he obtains the fuze boxes from 10, he sees that fuzes and fuze 
implements are correct. 

No. 8 goes to cartridge store and prepares to issue cartridges. 
No.9, running back tackle, a shell bearer and a brush. 
No. 10 goes to shell store and prepares to issue shells, tubes, 

and fuzes; he examines the shells carefully, cleaning them if 
necessary, and removing burrs from studs; he loosens the fuze 
hole plugs of shells that will be first issued. 

The stores having been brought up or found correct, No. 1 will 
satisfy himself that the foresights fit properly on the gun, the 
deflection leaves of the hind sights work easily, and that the clip 
plates are secured to t.he carriage; he ascerta.ins that the hydraulic 
buffer is filled with the proper amount of oil, or the compressors 
properly adjusted and in working order. He sees that the racers 
are swept; he receives reports from the Nos. responsible 
of any irregularity or deficiency in connection with the different 
parts of the gun, carriage, platform, stores, ammunition, &c. 

2 and 4 place the sponge and rammer in the. supports on the 
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right side of the platform, the shell extractor and wadhook in 
rear, so as not to interfere with the working of any of the guns 
in the battery, and convenient for those .for which intended; 
2 sees that the elevating gear, 4 that the traversing gear is oiled, 
and in good working order. 

2 and 3 place the iron pointed levers in their supports. 
3 examines the bore to see the grooves are free from grit, &c. 
5 straps the tube box round his waist on the right side, coils 

up the lanyard, and passes the bight of it under the tube box 
strap, fills his box with friction tubes, which he procures from lO, 
places the iron shod levers on the ground parallel to and either 
side of the gun, places the pricker in the loop on the side of the 
carriage; examines the vent server and places it in the vent, the 
loop of the vent server lanyard. over one of the sights. 

6 supplies the tank (for reception of the sponge head) with 
water from the bucket, and places the latter clear of the working 
of the gun. 

7 and 9 hook the double . blocks to the rear eyebolt of the 
platform, overhaul the tackle, and coil down the fall. 

" Examine gun," No.5 drifts the vent, replaces the pricker in 
the loop and the vent server; 2 searches the gun after the pricker 
is withdrawn, supplying himself with the wadhook and re
placing it. 

4 and 5 elevate until No. 1 gives "Halt," which he does when 
the gun is in a cOIlvenient position for sponging and loading; tho 
whole of the numbers take post under cover. 

Whl'n levers are used for elevating, 4 and 5 will clamp u.t 
" llalt." 

O.fficer. 

RanglJ---1Jarda. 
Witk--load. 

To LOAD. 

No.1. 

With-load. 
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" Load" 
No. 1 ~ves 7 the nature of shell an~ length of fuze required, 

adjusts the tangent s~ght, and places hImself where he can best 
superintend the serVIce of the gun. 

No. 2 moves into position for sponging, receives the sponge. 
from 4 and, assisted by 3, sponges as soon as the vent server is in 
the v~nt; he then returns the sponge to 4 and receives the 
rammer; as soon as the cartridge and projectile are in the bore 
he rams home assisted by 3 ; he springs the rammer, assisted by 3, 
and retains it in his haud while the wedge wad is being put in ; 
2 and 3 press it steadily home, jamming it under the head of the 
projectile with two smart taps, the rammer is sprung as before, 
and 2 returns it to 4; should it appear by the mark on the 
rammer that the charge is not home, 2 and 3 ram home again, 
before the wedge wad is introduced. 

No. 3 moves into position and, having assisted 2 to sponge, 
slews to his right, draws the cartridge from the cylinder with his 
left hand, choke to his left, and places it in the bore. When the 
projectile is in the bore he pushes it well in (uncaps the fuze, if 
required), and assists 2 to ram home and spring the ranIIDer ; 
he receives a wedge wad from 5, places it in the bore, and assists 
2 to press it home and spring the rammer. 

No.4 hands the sponge to 2 a.!ld replaces it. He supplies the 
rammer as soon as the projectile is in the bore and replaces. it. 
He cleans and damps the sponge. 

No. 5 proviues 3 with a wedge wad . 
. No.6 supplies a cartridge to 3, bringing it up on his shoulder, 
standing at his right rear and keeping the cylinder closed till the 
sponge is out of the bore; 7 and 9 bring up the projectile, place 
it in the bore ; 9 removes the empty bearer; 8 issues a cartridge 
to 6; 10 issue::! a shell to 9. 

The projectiles are to be placed in the bearer so that the rear 
stuus are ·in line with the end of it· the handles of the bearer 
being turned down whilst the projectile is placed in it. 
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To RUN UFo 
Officer. No.1. 

Run up . 
.fIalt. 

" Run up," 2 and 3 put the iron pointed levers into the sockets 
and bear down; should it be observed that the gun is running up 
too rapidly 2 and 3 raise their levers and check it. 

When the gun is in position No.1 gives the word" llalt j" 

2 and 3 raise their levers till the sockets are touching the stop 
plates. They then replace them. No. I) hooks a tube to the 
lanyard; 2 and 3 close the mantlets. 

To LAY, MAKE READY, AND FIRE. 

OjJicer. No.1 .• 

COinrnencejiring 
or 

Fire - rounds. 

Elevate. llalt. 
J)epre88. llalt. 
Ti·ail rigltt. IIalt. 
Trail left. II alt. 
No. - read!!. 
No. -fore .. 

2 and 3 work the elevating, 4 aud 5 the traversing gear.* As 
Boon as the gun is roughly in the line of fire 5 quits the traversing 
handle, and hands the tube, with lanyard attached, to 1, the other 
end of the lanyard hanging down the side of the carriage, or, if 
too long, coiled up and hung on the rear eyebolt. No.1 puts 
in the tube whnn he has laid the gun, giving the word" Read!! ;" 
he jumps off the platform and gives the word" No. " (naming his 

• If the rear trucks arc fitted to rcceive the iron pointed levers 4 and 5 apply 
them; if not so fitted iron shod lev~r. or tarkle. must be used, 6 and 7 assisting, if 
necessary. 
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gun). No. 5 seizes the lanyard and stretches it out, looking 
towards No. 1. At" Fi"e" from the No.1, he draws the lanyard 
strongly towards him without a jerk, he drifts the vent, replaces 
the vent server and pricker, and coils up the lanyard, placing it 
under his belt. 

Should no order to fire have been given by the officer,.No. 1 
will not receive a tube from 5, but will give the word" Under 
Cover" as soon as the gun is laid. 

The elevating numbers stand clear when No.1 jumps down. 
No.4 remains 011 the traversing handle. 

Whell platforms are fitted with traversing gear, 4 and 5 will, 
after the gUll has been fired, traverse it back to a position con 
venient for loading, with(,)ut any word of commalld. 

To RUN BACK AND UNLOAD. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Run baclc. Halt. 
Unload. 

At "Run back" No. 1 follows up the right front roller with a 
wedge; 2 and 3 apply their levers and bear dowll ; 4 and 5 
attend to pawls and hook the treble blocks to the front eye-bolts 
of the carriage. The tackles are manned by all the available 
numbers on their own sides. At" llalt" 2 and 3 raise their 
le~ers and replace them. 

When the gun is back, 4 and 5 unhook the front blocks and lay 
them down after overhauling the tackle. The gun is lUlloMed by 
the numbers who loaded it. 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STOREs. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Cease firing. 
Replace stOTe&. 

lJepre88. Halt. 
Replace store&. 
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The gun is depressed, and the stores are replaced by the 
numbeI'l! who brought them up. . 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR (AS AT PAGE 195). 

To CHANGE RoUND&* 

Officer. No.1. 

Change rounds. Change rounds. 
No.2 becomes 4; 4,1; 1,10; 10,9; 9, 8; 8, 7; 7,6; 6, 5; 5,3; 3, 2. 

See § 3,986. 
DRILL WITH 7·IN. R.M.L. GUN ON SLIDING CARRIAGE 

ON TRAVERSING PLATFORM, MOUNTED TO FIRE 
OVER A 6·FT. PARAPET. 
The detachment consists of 10 numbers and falls in two deep. 

To TELL OFF. 

As detailed at page 186. 

To TAKE POST UNDER COVER. 

As detailed at page 187, except that 7,9, and 10 go to the shell 
store (7 and 9 outside). 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. 1 commands, directs, or .superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, attends to indicator and brake in running up, lays and 
makes ready. 

No. 2 searches, sponges, rams home, and elevates. 
No.3 sponges, loads, uncaps the fuze when. in the bore, rams 

home, and elevates. 

• See foot note on pago 237. 
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No.4 attends to side arm~, supplies them to 2, rams home, 
attends to clamping of elevatmg g.ear, and traverses. 

No.5 attends to vent, s~pphes wedge wads, rams home, 
attends to clamping of elevatmg gear, traverses, and fires. 

No 6 supplies 3 with cartridges. 
No: 7 attends to fuzes, brings up projectile, and places it on 

loading derrick. 
No.8 attends to cartridge store, serves out cartridges to 6. 
No.9 assists 7. 
No. 10 attends to shell store, issues shells, tubes, and fuzes. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

Officer. No. l. 

Prepare for Act/·on. Prepare for Action. 
Examine gun. 

No.1 provides a piece of chalk and fixes sights. . 

No.2, elevating wheel, running back handle, and assists 4 with 
side arms. 

No.3, elevating wheel, running back handle, and removes the 
tampeon from the muzzle. 

No.4, side arms. 

~o. 5, wedge wads, two iron shod levers, tubes in box,lanyard j 

pl'lcker and vent server. 

No.6, bucket, filled, and brush (one zinc cartridge cylinder 
and one dummy cartridge for drill purposes only). 

No.7, fuzes, fuze and shell implements, he obtains the fuze 

boxes from 10, and sees that fuzes and fuze implements are 
correct. 

No. 8 goes to cartridge store and prepares to issue cartridges. 
No.9, a shell bearer and a' brush. 

No. 10 goes to shell store and prepares to issue shells, tubes, 

a.nd fuzes, he examines the shells carefully, cleaning them if 
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necessary, and removing bUlTS from studs, he loosens the fuze. 
hole plugs of shells that will be first issued. 

The stores having been brought up or found correct, No. ~ 
will satisfy himself that the foresights fit properly on the gun, 
the deflection leaves of the hind sights work easily. He ascertains 
that the hydraulic buffer is filled with tl}e proper amount of oil. 
He sees that the racers are swept. He receives reports from the 
Nos. responsible of any irregularity or deficiency in connection 
with the different parts of the gun, carriage, platform, stores, 
ammunition. &c. 

2 and 4 place the sponge and rammer in the supports prepared 
for them, the shell extractor and wadhook in rear, so as not to 
interfere with the working of any of the guns in the battery, anll 
convenient for those for which intended; 2 and a see that the 
elevating gear is in good working order. 

a examines the bore to see the grooves are free from grit, &c. 
5 straps the tube box round his waist, on the right side, coils 

up the lanyard, and passes the bight of it under the tube box 
strap, fills his box with friction tubes, which he procures from 10, 
places the iron shod levers 011 the ground parallel to and on 
either side of the gun, places the pricker in the loop on the side 
of the carriage; examines the vent server and places it in t.he 
vent, the loop of the vent server lanyard over one of the sights. 

6 supplies the tank (for reception of sponge head) with water 
from the bucket, and places the latter clear of· the working of 
the gun. 

" Examine gun," No. 5 drifts the vent, replaces the pricker in 
the loop and the vent server; 2 searches the gun after the 
pricker is withdrawn, supplying himself with the wadhook and 
replacing it. , 

The gun having been run back to a convenit'nt position for 
loading, No. 1 gives the word "Unclamp," Nos. 4 and 5 
unclamp elevating gear, No.1 then gives the word. "J)epress," 
2 and 3 depress until No.1 gives "Halt," which he does when 
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the gun is in a convenient position for sponging and loading; 
4 and 5 will clamp at ,. Halt" ; the whole of the numbers take 
post under cover. 

To LOAD. 

Officer. No.1. 

Range-ya;rds. 
With--load. 

With-load. 

"Load." 
No.1 gives 7 the nature of shell and length of fuze required, 

adjusts the tangent sight, and places himself where he can best 
superintend the service of the gun. 

No.2 moves into position for sponging, receives the sponge 
from 4, and, assisted by 3, sponges as soon as the vent server 
is in the vent; he then returns the sponge to 4 and receives the 
jointed ra:mmer; as soon as the cartridge and projectile are in 
the bore, he rams home, assisted by 3; he withdraws the 
rammer, assisted by 3, and retains it in his hand while the 
wedge wad is being put in; 2 and 3 press it steadily home; 
jamming it under the head of the projectile with two smart 
taps, the rammer is withdrawn as before, and 2 returns it 
to 4; shoul~ it appear by the mark on the rammer that the 
charge is not home, 2 and 3 ram home again before the wedge 
wad is introduced. 

No.3 moves into position, and, having assisted 2 to sponge, 
sI.ews to his right, draws the cartridge from the cylinder with 
hlB left hand, choke to his left, and places it in the bore. When 
the projectile on the loading derriCK is swung round opposite 
the ~ore by 7 and 9, he pushes it well in (uncaps the fuze, if 
reqUIred), and assists 2 to ram home and withdraw the rammer; 
he receive~ a wedge wad from 5, places it in the bore, and assists 
2 to press ~ home and withdraw the rammer. 

No.4 hands the sponge to 2 and replaces it. He supplies the 
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rammer as BOon as the projectile is in the bore, rams home, and 
replaces it. He cleans and damps the sponge. 

No.5 rams home, provides 3 with a wedge wad. 
No. 6 supplies a cartridge to 3, bringing it up on his shoulder. 

standing at his right rear and keeping the cylinder closed till the 
sponge is out of the bore; 7 and 9 bring up the projectile, place 
it on the loading derrick; 9 removes the empty bearer; 8 issues 
a cartridge to 6: 10 issues a shell to 9. 

The projectiles are to b!l placed in the bearer so that the rear 
studs are in line with the end of it; the handles of the bearer 
being turned down whilst the projectile is placed in it. 

To RUN UP. 

Officer. 

I 
No.1. 

Run up. 
Halt. 

"Run up." No. l·st.'\nds to the running up lever, placing the 
"indicator" out of gear, and takes care that the gun runs up 
without vi,?lence as far as the front stops. . 

To LAY, MAKE READY, AND FIRE. 
Officer. No. 1. 

Commence firing 
or 

Fire - rounds 

EllWate. Halt. 
Depress. Halt. 
Tratl right. Halt. 
Trail left. Halt. 
No. -ready. 
No. _. fore. 

2 and 3 work the elevating wheels, 6 and 7 the clamping levers 
and traverse with iron shod levers, 5 hands the tube with lan
yard attached to 1, the other end of the lanyard hanging down 
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the side of the carriage, or if long, being coiled up and hung on 
the rear eyebolt. No.1 puts in the tube when he has laid the 
gun, giving the word "Read,y;". he j';1mps oft' the platform 
and gives the word" No. " (nammg hIS gun). No.5 seizes 
the lanyard and stretches it out, looking towards No. 1. At 
"Fire'; from the No.1, he draws the lanyard strongly towards 
him without a jerk, he drifts the vent, replaces the vent server 
and pricker, and coils up the lanyard, placing it under his belt. 

Should no order to fire have been given by the officer, No.1 
will not receive a tube from 5, but will give the word" Under 
cover" as soon as the gun is laid. 

The elevating numbers stand clear when No.1 jumps down. 

To RUN BACK AND UNLOAD. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Run bacle. Halt. 
Unload. 

At "Run back" No. 1 puts the indicator in gear, Nos. 2, 3, 4, 
and 5 man the running back handles until the gun is run back to 
a convenient position for loading.on which No. 1 gi~s " Halt" 
and puts the indicator out of gear. 

The gun is unloaded by the numbers who loaded it. 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 
As at page 218. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 
As at page 195. 

To CHANGE ROUNDa* 

Officer. I No. 1. 

Change rounds. Change-;ounds. 
No. 2 becomes 4 ; 4, 1; 1,10; 10,9; 9,8; 8,7; 7,6;6,5;5,3 ;3, 2. 

* See foot note on page 237. 
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FIRING 7-INCH 6i TON R.M.L. GUNS. 
The following precautions will be observed before firing 7-inch 

6i ton R}<LL. guns,:mounted on single plate carriages and slide 
fitted with compressors :-

(a) The pivot bars will be properly secured by the pivot plug 
and key. ' 

(b) The clip plates on the carriage will be securely bolted. 
(0) The compressors will be adjusted by setting up the adjust. 

ing lever until the compressor lever can only just be forced by 
hand below the stop Oil the arc when using great force. 

(cl) After each round for the first three or four rounds lIJld 
until any rust, scale, or dirt on the bars becomes worn off, the 
adjustment of the compressors will be tested in the manner 
specified by (0). 

(6) Carriages mounted on slides that are not altered to a 4· 
slope, will require to have a breeching rope passed through the 
breeching bushes of the carriage, and to be fastened securely to 
strong loops in the works. " 

DRILL WITH 7-INCn R.M.L. GUN ON MONCRIEFF 
CARRIAGE. MARKS I AND II. 

The detachment, consisting of ten numbers, is told off and 
takes post under cover as with the same gun mounted on a tra
'Versing platform. 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. 1 commands, directs, or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, attends to the brake in running up, and lays. , 

No. 2 searches, sponges, places projectile in bore, rams homo 
(attends to lever if required), and elevates. 
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No.3 sponges, loads, uncaps fuze when in the bore, rams home 
(attends to lever if required). 

No. 4 attends to side-arms, supplies them to 2, traverses 
(attends to lever if required). 

No.5 attends to vent, depresses the gun for loading, supplies 
wedge wads elevates previous to running up (about 1°), traverses 
(attends to l~ver if required), makes ready, and fires. 

No.6 supplies 3 with cartridges. 
No.7 attends to fuzes, brings up the projectile, and places it 

on the front loading stage. 
No.8 attends to cartridge store, serves out cartridge to 6. 
No.9 assists 7. 
No. 10 attends to shell store, issues shells, tubes, and fuzes. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

As with the gun on a traversing platform, except no preventoI' 
rope or iron shod levers are required j No. 5 provides a 101lg 
lanyard. 

2 and 3 bring up an iron-pointed lever each, which they lay 
down on each side of the gun. 

Tackle will be necessary to run the gun back. Two sets of 
heavy gun tackle are brought up by 7 and 9. 

The sponge and rammer are laid down on the right of the gnn, 
close to the parapet, heads towards the muzzle, the shell extractor 
and wad hook outside the pit. 

At" Examine gun," same as at 7 -inch R.M.L. on a traversing 
platform, except 4 supplies 2 with the wad hook, and replaces it, 
and 5 attends to the elevating wheel and depresses, after the gun 
has been searched, until the muzzle rests on the elevator. 

To LOAD. 
As with the gun on a traversing platform, except as follows:
No.1 at "Load" gets the gun into a convenient position, i.e., 

the upper edge of counterweight nearly horizontal, 5 depresses 
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the ~n if necessary ; 2 and 3, in mounting up, give the small 
loadmg stages a quarter turn inwards, and stand on them with 
their inward feet, the outward feet of both numbers being on 
the front loading stage; after the cartridge has been placed in the 
bore, they raise the projectile in its bearer to the guide block in 
front of the muzzle. 

After the loading is completed, they turn the loading stages 
outwards. 5 gives 10 or more of elevation, as shown on the 
arc. 

To RUN UP. 

Before running up, No.1 will give the caution" stand dewr;" 
then holding the brake he allows the gun to run up. 

He must be very careful not to let it escape from his control, 
and on the other hand he must not check it too soon. Should 
the latter be the case, No.1 gives "Work levers," 2 and 3 fix the 
latches and work their levers, small ends to the rear; 2 and 4 
man the right, 3 and 5 the left lever; No. 1 will give "Down," 
" Freslt purcha8e," "Halt," as required. 

When the gun is up, No. 1 will mount up the ladder to lay it, 
2 and 3 slackening the latches and unshipping the levers; 4 and 
5 man the traversing handle. 

To LAY THE GUN. 

4 and 5 traverse. 
2 elevates or depresse8. 
The gun may be laid without exposing any number; No.1 

using a reflecting sight, or elevating in accordance with the 
graduations on the elevating arc or trunnion pointer, and travers· 
ing to marks previously made on the racers. 

To MAKE READY .AND FIRE. 

When No. 1 has laid the gun, at "Ready" he drops the tube 
into the vent, throws the lanyard clear of the carriage, and 
comes down. 

~n~ Q 
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As soon as No.5 has fired he drifts the vent, replacing the vent 
server and pricker, and coils up the lanyard. 

To UNLOAD AND RUN BACK. 

(For drill purposes extra men will be required.) 
To run back, 2 and 3 fix the latches, and work their levers, 

small ends to the front, and bear down, double manned, by 4 
and 5. No. 1 giving" ])own," "Fresh purchase," "Halt," as 
required. Tackle to be hooked by 7 and 9; assisted by 6 and 8, 
and manned by all available numbers. 

Unloading should be effected from the firing position before 
the gun is run back. 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

To CHANGE ROUNDS. 

As with the same gun mounted on a traversing platform. 

9-INCH RM.L. GUN OF 12 TONS. 
DESCRIPTION. 

-- Mark I. Mark II.' Mark III. Mark IV. MarkV. 

Calibre ... ins. 9'0 , g·o g·O 0'0 9'0 
Nominal weight ... tons. 12 12 12 12 12 
Preponderance ... cwt •. Nil. Il Ii 1\ 3 

{~fbOre ... ... 10 ft. 5 in. IOft.5in. 10 ft. 0 in. 10 ft. Ii In . 10ft. Ii in 
Length of rifling ... 8ft.U·oin. 8 ft. 8 in.· 8 ft. 8 in. 8 ft. 8 in. 8 ft. 8 in. 

total ... 13 ft. 13 ft. 13 ft. 13 ft. 13 fl. 
Rifling {gr?OV~s. num~~~' 666 6 6 

splTalmCreaBmg From 0 at breech to 1 in 45 cal ibres at m luzzle. 
Chamber... ... ... Cylindrical Conical Conical Conical Conicsl 
"A"tube .0. '" ... Tough ened steel 
UB"tube .0. 

'" ... coiiled iron 

• Those mado before January, 1868, have the same length of rltling 88 Mark I. 
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DIFFERENT. P ATTERN8. 
The different patterns of these guns are distinguished one 

from another in external appearance as follows ;-
Mark I. by being built up in '7 parts,including trunnion coil or ring. 
Mark II. " 4 parts " 
Mark III. " 3 parts " 
Mark IV. ,,_ 4 parts " 
Mark V. " 4 parts " 

RU'LING. 
Tho rifling is on "the Woolwich systElm," similar to that 

described for the '7-inch R.M.L. gun, with this difference, that 
the twist is "increasing." 

VENTING. 
Tho venting is similar 10 that of the '7-inch gun. 

PROJECTILES. 

Welght_ 
En.pty. Burater. 

Nature_ 

Common Shell, 
Mark VI ... 

Common Shell, 
Mark I ... 

Shrapnel Shell, 
Mark III ... 

lb. 

:::::;. 238 
232 

St~dded;' 
••• • .. 254 

Shrapnel Shell, StudIes •• 
Mark [ ... ... ... 245 

Palliser Shot, Studded. 
MarkIV... ... ... '" 

Palliser Shot (Shell) Studded, 
Mark VI... ... ... 240 

Palliser Shot (Shell) Studless. 
MarkII ... ... ... 244 

Case Shot. Mark V... ... ... 

oz. lb. 

o 13 

2 14 

o 1 

5 1 

15 ·6 

3 .·2 

oz. 

12 

8 

II 

II 

o 
7 

i 
Gas-check 
PIng and 

Nut. 

lb. 

ro 
9 

9 

9 

oz. 

10 

6 

6 

Mean 
Total 

Weight. 

lb. 

262 

256 

2M 

256 

250 

257 

256 
107 

oz. 

6 

o 

o 
o 
7 

o 
o 

• § 0033. Shot Palliser. ~'ormerly shell. To be weighted up with ."'-'d. 
(a.mo') Q 2 
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SIGHTING. 

Same as with 7-in. R.M.L. gun, except that the deflection leaf 
reads 10 30' on each side. 

Full 
Reduced 

CHARGES. 

FUZES. 

50 lb. P. 
33 lb. P. 

Time. 15 seconds with detonator Mark III, for use with 
shrapnel shell. 

Percussion. Direct action for common shell only. 

DRILL WITH 9-INCH R.M.L. GUN, IN CASEMATE 
OR OPEN SHIELD BATTERY. 

The detachment consists of 10 Nos. and falls in two deep. 

To TELL OFF. 

As detailed at page 186. 

To TAKE POST UNDER COVER. 

As detailed at page 187, except that 7, 9, and 10 go to the 
shell store (7 and 9 outside). 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. 1 commands, directs, or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, and lays . 
. No.2 searches, sponges, steadies and guides projectile in rais
mg, rams home, runs ~p, elevates, and attends to mantletB. 

No.3 sponges, hooks and ullp.ooks hoisting tackle, steadies! aJ).d 
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guides projectile in raising, loads, uncaps the fuze when in the bore, 
rams home, runs up, elevates, and attends to mantlets. 

No.4 attends to side arms, supplies them to 2, and traverses. 
No.5 attends to vent, supplies 3 with automatic gas checks, raises 

projectile, supplies wedge wads, traverses, makes ready, and fires. 
No. 6 supplies 3 with cartridges. 
No.7 attends to fuzes, brings up projectile, raises and rams it 

home. 
No. 8 attends to cartridge store, serves out cartridges .to 6. 
No.9 assists 7, raises and rams home projectile, removes empty 

barrow. 
No. 10 attends to shell store, issues shells, tubes and fuzes. 
With Elswick compressor, 4 attends to compressor lever. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 
Officer. No.1. 

Prepare for action. Prepare for action. 
Examine gun. 

" Prepare for a,ction." No.1 provides a piece of chalk and fixes 
sights. . 

No.2, iron pointed lever and assists 4 with side arms. 
No.3, iron pointed lever, elevating wheels, hoisting tackle (double 

and single blocks), and removes the tampeon from themuzzle. 
No.4, side-arms and two rammer ropes when fitted with spring 

clips. 
No.5, pricker and vent server, wedge wads, two iron shod 

levers, tubes in box and lanyard. When the 9-inch gun is 
fitted with traversing gear he provides the handle and running 
back tackle instead of two levers. 

No.6, bucket, iilled, and brush (one zinc cartridge cylinder 
and one dummy cartridge, for drill purposes only). 

No.7, fuzes, fuze and shell implements, and two selvagees for 
slinging projectile; he obtains the fuze boxes from 10, sees that 
fuzes and fuze implements are correct. 

No. 8 goes to cartridge store and prepll.res to issue cartridges. 
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No.9, transporting barrow and a brush, automatic gas-checks 
in box with lid unscrewed. . 

No. 10 goes to shell store and prepares to Issue ~hells, tube~, 
and fuzes he examines the shells carefully, cleanmg them if 
necessary' and removing burrs from studs; he loosens the fuze 
hole plu~ of shells that will be first issued. . .. 

8 and 10 satisfy themselvPfl that the lamps m the ammumtlOn 
stores are burninO' brightly, and that the hoisting gear at the 
cartridge and shell lifts works easily. 

Any irregularity in these respects should be at once reported 
to No. 1. 

The stores having been brought up, or found correct, No.1 
will satisfy himself that the foresights fit properly on the gun, and 
the deflection leaves of the hind sights work easily, that the clip 
plates are secured to the Qarriage ; he ascertains that the hydrau
lic buffer is filled with the proper amount of oil or that the com
pressor is in adjustment and that the racers are swept; he 
receives reports from the Nos. responsible of any irregularity or 
deficiency in connection with the different parts of the gun, 
carriage, platform, and stores, or as regards the ammunition 
stores, lifts, &c • 
. 2 an~ 4 place the sponge and rammer in the supports on t~e 

nght SIde of the platform, the shell extractor and wadhook ill 

~ear so as not to interfere with the working of any of the guns 
III the battery, and convenient for those for which intended . 
. 2 ~ees that the elevating gear, 4 that the traversing gear is 

oIled and in good working order. 
2 and 3 place the iron pointed levers in their supports on the plat

fonn, they should satisfy themselves that the mantlets work easily. 
3 examines the. b~re to see the grooves are free from grit! &c:, 

~e secures the hOIstlllg tackle to the 10adinO' bar, overhaullllg It 
tIll the lower block is at a convenient heiO"ht'" for hooking to the 
selvagee on the projectile; the lower block should then be hooked 
back to a loop on the left mantlet to keep the tackle out of the 
way until required. 
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4 coils down the rammer ropes on either side of the gun. 
5 straps the tube box round his waist on the right side, coils 

up the lanyard, and passes the bight of it under the tube box 
strap; fills his box with friction tubes which he procures from 
10; places the iron shod levers (if required) on the ground 
parallel to and either side of the gun or reeves the running back 
tackle; he places the pricker in the loop, examines the vent 
server and places it in the vent, the loop of the vent server 
lanyard over one of the sights, he also sees that the automatic 
gas-checks are placed in a convenient position. 

6 supplies the tank (for the reception of the sponge head) 
with water from the bucket, and places the latter clear of the 
working of the gun. 
. When the carriages are not fitted with running back gear, 7 
and 9 bring up two sets of tackle, double and treble blocks, hook 
the double blocks to the rear eyebolt of the platform, overhaul 
the tackle and coil down the fall. 

"Examine gun," No.5 drifts the vent, replaces the pricker in 
the loop, and the vent server. 2 searches the gun after the 
pricker is withdrawn, supplying himself with the wadhook and 
replacing it. 

4 or 5 elevate until No.1 !rives" Halt," which he does when 
the gun is in a convenient position for sponging and loading; the 
whole of the numbers take post under cover. 

When levers are used for elevating, 4 and 5will clamp at "Halt." 

OiJicer. 

Range -- '!lards. 
With -- load. 

"Load." 

To LOAD. 
Bo.1. 

With-load. 

No. 1 gives 7 the nature of shell (and length of fuze required), 
adjusts the tangent scale, and places himself where he can best 
superintend the service of the gun. No.2 moves into position for 
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sponging receives the sponge from 4, and assisted by 3, sponges 
as BOon ~ the vent server is in t~e v:en~. ~e. returns the. spon~e 
to 4 and with 3 steadies the proJectIle m ralSmg and gUldmg It 
into the bore' he then receives the rammer (with right rammer 
rope attached) from 4, and as soon ru;' the cartridge and projectile 
are in the bore he rams home assIsted by 3, 7, and 9; should 
" Not home" be given by 2 the charge will be forced home. At 
" Home" 2 and 3 detach the rammer ropes (if fitted with spring 
clips) and hand them to 4 and 5 ; 2 springs the. ramme~ assisted 
by 3; 3 inserts a wedge wad; 2 and 3 press It steadily home, 
jamming it under the head of the projectile with two smart 
taps; the rammer is sprung as before, 2 returns it to 4 and both 
go under cover. 

No.3 moves into position, and having assisted 2 to sponge, 
slews to his right, draws the cartridge from the cylinder with his 
left hand, choke to his left, and places it in the bore, receives an 
automatic gas-check from 5, and places it in the bore immediately 
in front of the cartridge, painted side to the rear. 

The projectile is now brought up 011 the barrow with selvagee 
ready fixed; 3 standing clear close to the front of the platform, 
~ casts loose the lower block of the hoisting tackle, 3 hooks it 
mto the selvagee and gives" Hoist away," and with 2 steadies and 
guides the projectile which is raised by 5; 7 and 9 mannin§ the 
ru~ing end of the fall; 3 gives "High enough," "Ease off,' and 
haVlng with 2 forced the projectile into the bore casts loose the 
selva,gee, replacing it in the barrow; he uncaps the fuze; if the 
rammer ~opes ~e .fitt~d with· spring clips he now hooks that on 
the left SIde recelvmg It from 5 ; after ramming home the charge 
he .detaches the left rammer rope, hands it to 5, and assists ~ 
~rmg the rammer; he receives a wedge wad from 5, places It 
In the bore, and with 2 presses it home and springs the rammer. 

No. 4 hands the ,sponge to 2 and replaces it. He supplies the 
rammer as soon as the projectile is in the bore and replaces it, 
attending to the right rammer rope. He cleans and damps the 
sponge. 
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No.5, as soon as the cartridge' is in the bore, hands IjJl 

automatic gas-check to 3, casts loose the lower block of the 
hoisting tackle, and mans the fall in raising the projectile; he 
attends to the left rammer rope, and when the charge is home 
supplies 3 with a wedge wad; he hooks the lower block of the 
hoisting tackle to the loop on the left mantlet. 

No. 6 supplies a cartridge to 3 (bringing it up on his shoulder, 
lid to the rear), standing at his right rear and keeping the cylin
der closed till the sponge is out of the bore. 

No.7 brings up the projectile with selvagee on in barrow, assists 
to raise and ram it home. 

No. 8 issues a cartridge to 6. 
No.9 assists 7 to prepare, bring up, and raise projectile, rams 

home (on the right of the gun), and removes empty barrow. 
No. 10 issues shell. 
N.B.-When rammer ropes fitted with spring clips are not in 

use they are coiled down between the racers close to the piers by 
4 and 5. 

To RUN UP. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Run up. 
Halt. 

" Run up," 2 and 3 put the iron pointed levers into the sockets 
and bear down; should it be observed that the gun is running 
up too rapidly 2 and 3 raise their levers and check it. 

When the gun is in position No.1 gives the word" Halt." 
and 3 raise the levers till the sockets touch the stop plates 
They then replace them. No.5 hooks a tube to the lanyard 
2 and 3 close the mantlets. 
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To RUN BACK AND UNLOAD. 
Officer. No. 1. 

Run back. Halt. 
Unload. 

At "Run back," with gear, No.1 disconnects the traversing 
pinions by shifting and keying up the handle. He follows up tho 
right front roller with a wedge wad ; 2 and 3 apply their level'll 
and bear down, 4 and 5 attend to pawls and heave round the tra
versing handles, 6 and 7 fix the running back tackle, holding .on 
to the fall and removing the tackle when the gun is back. 

With tackle, No. 1 follows up the right front roller with a wedge 
wad; 2 and 3 apply their levers and bear down ; 4 and 5 fix 
pawls; 2 and 3 withdraw their levers and replace them; 4 and Q 
hook the treble blocks to the front eye-bolt of the carriage. The 
tackles are manned by all the available numbers on their own 
sides; additional men will usually be necessary. No.1 gives 
" Halt" when 2 and 3 apply their levers and bear down; 4 and II 
release the small pawls. . 

In either case when the gun is back 4 and 5 unhook the front 
blocks and lay them down after overhauling the tackle. The gun 
is unloaded by the numbers who loaded it. 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 
As at page 218. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 
Similar to page 195. 

To CHANGE ROUNDS. il-

Officer. 

I 
No. 1. 

C/lange Rounds. Change Rounds. 

• When chBllging rounds the ammunition [Nos. mar remain unchanged if more 
convenient, DB with the heavier guns. ' 
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No.2 becomes 4; 4,1; 1,10; 10,9; 9,8; 8,7; 7,6; 6,5; 
5,3; 3,2. 

SERVICE OF 9-INCH GUNS IN BARBETTE 
BATTERIES. 

The guns are fitted with muzzle de:r:ricks. The service is the 
same as for gnns mounted in casemates and behind shields, with 
the following exceptions :-

"General .Duties."-5 attends to muzzle derrick. 
"To prepare/or action."-Rammer ropes are not supplied. 
The barrow given in list of changes in stores 2166--141 inches 

track can be used. 
" To loOO."-5, as soon as the cartridge is in the bore, raises 

the derrick and overhauls the tackle; after supplying 3 with a 
wad he rounds in the tackle and throws back the derrick. In 
ramming home, 7 and 9 man the rammer stave with 2 and 3, 9 
on the right. 

If the guns are not fitted with muzzle derricks, the pro
jectile must be carried to the gun in a shell bearer by 7 and 9, 
2 and 3 assisting in raisinl! it to the muzzle. 

If with sunken ways runner ropes will be necessary. 
If fitted with "chain nipping" gear No.5 attends to the lever. 

DRILL WITH 9-INCH RM.L. GUN ON MONCRIEFF 
CARRIAGE. MARK II. 

The detachment consists of 10 Nos., is told off, and takes 
post under cover, as with the same gun mounted on a traversing 
platform. 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No.1 commands, directs, or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, ~ttends to ~he l;>l'ake in running up, and lays. He makes 
ready If the gun 18 laid by the tangent sights. . 
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No.2 searches, sponges, steadies, and guides the projectile in 
raising, rams home, attends to lever, and elevates. . 

No. 3 sponges, steadies, and guides projectile in raising, rams 
home, attends to lever, and traverses. 

No. 4 attends to side-arms, assists at lever, &ttends to ratchet 
pawls, and traverses. 

No. 5 attends to vent, supplies wedge-wads, traverses, makes 
ready and fires. 

No. 6 supplies 3 with cartridge, and traverses. 
No.7 attends to fuzes, brings up projectile, raises it, assists to 

ram home if required. 
No. 8 attends to the cartridge store, serves out cartridges to 6. 
No.9 assists 7, raises projectile, assists to ram home if required, 

removes empty barrow. 
No. 10 attends to shell store, issues shells, tubes, and fuzes. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

As with the gun on a traversing platform, with these exceptions, 
viz. :-

3 brings up handle for hoisting winch instead of tackle. 
4, handle for traversing, no rammer ropes are required. 
5, iron-shod levers not req·uired. 
No.1 should ascertain that the brake is in working order. 
2 and 4 place the sponge and rammer in the tray between the 

sides of the platform. 
7 and 9 bring up two sets of heavy gun tackle and four 

selvagees. 
At "Examine Gun," 2 and 5 perform the same duties as at 

9·inch R.M.L. on traversing platform; 4 supplies 2 with wad
hook; 4 and :> are not required to elevate. 

To LOAD. 

As with the gun on traversing platform, with the following 
exceptions :-
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2 supplies himself with sponge' and rammer, screwing on the 
extra lengths to staves when necessary, and replaces them. 

No rammer ropes are use~. . . 
3 slews to his left to receIve the cartnd~, and havm~ ~rawn 

it from the cylinder by the choke, reverses It, and places It III the 
bore. . . 

The projectile on the ban'ow, WIth selvagee ready fixed, IS run 
under the platform below muzzle of gun, the flaps of loading 
staae are opened by 2 and 3, and the hoisting tackle hooked by 3 ; 
7 ~d 9 then hoist the projectile by means of the winch-handle, 
they assist to ram home if necessary. 

6 stands at the left of 3 with cartridge. 
RUN UP. 

No.1 gives the command.'! "Run up." "Stand clear." 
At run up 2 and 3 place their levers in the sockets, small ends 

to front, and bear down; 4 and 5 throw up the ratchet pawls as 
BOon as they are clear; 2 and 3 withdraw the levers and lay them 
down. , 

At " Stand clear" all the Nos. stand clear of the gun. No. 1 
bears down on the brake handle and allows the gun to rise; if 
rising too fast, he checks it by raising the handle, but must not 
do so too suddenly. 

At " Halt" 4 and 5 replace the pawls in, the ratchets. 

To LAY THE GUN • 

. 2 works the elevating wheel; 3 and 4 traverse in front, I) and 
6 III rear. • 

To MAKE READY AND FIRE. 

No. 1 makes ready, receiving tube and lanyard from 5. 

To RUN BACK AND UNLOAD. 

Extra Nos. should be employed, to save time. 
It may be done with the levers a.l.one placed in the sockets; at 
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" Run baclc," small ends to front by 2 and a, and keyed up by 
4 and 5. 2, 4, and 6 then bear down on the right lever, 3, 5, a)ld 
7 on the left lever; at the word" Down" taking fresh purchases 
together. 

If tackles are used, they are hooked by 7 and.9, assisted by 6 
and 8. 

At" Unload," which is done by the Nos. who loaded (when 
the gun is in the loading {,osition), 4 supplies 2 with the shell 
extractor and wadhook, passmg them under the gun. 

To CEASE FIRING, AND REPLACE STORES. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

To CHANGE ROUNDS. 

As detailed for 9-inch RM.L. gun on traversing platform. 

1O-INCH RM.L. GUN. 
DESCRIPTION. 

Calibre .... 10 inches. 
Nominal weight .... 18 tons. 
Preponderance .... N ot exceed~g 3 cwt. i of bore .... .... 12 feet 1'5 mches. 
Length of rifling .... .... .... 9 feet 10 inches. 

total .... .... .... 15 feet. 
R'1l' grooves, number .... 7 

1 mg spiral increasing from 1 in 100 to 1 in 40 calibres. 
Chamber, conical. 

DIFFERENT P ATTERNB. 

There are only two patterns of this gun, differing from eacH 
other in Mark II. having a thinner steel tube, an~ two coils over 
~he breech instead pf one. 
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RIFLING. 

The rifling of ~s of 10 inches and upwards is on the Woolwich 
system as descnbed for the 7-inch R.M.L. gun, but with an 
increasing twist. 

VENTING. 

The gun !s vente~ on the right side at an angle of 45° ~ith 
vertical aXIs, at a distance of 1rs of the length of the cartndge 
from the bottom of the bore. 

SIGHTING. 

The gun is provided with 6 sights, viz. :-- . 
Two tangent scales, one on each side, graduated up to 12°, and 

furnished with deflection leaves, allowing 40 minutes deflection 
right or left. The bar of the sight is four-sided, and marked as 
follows :-

DEGEEES. 

70 LB. P. 
{

YD.. I FUZE } 

FUZE:s'I YDS. 

oolllN. SHI!LL. COllIN. SDELL FULL. 

SEDUCED, 44 LB. P. 

PALLISER SHOT 
FULL. 

YDS. 70 LB. P. 

One centre hind-sight. This iE. .. short scale (with deflection 
leaf on the head), graduated to 8°, for short ranges. 

It has engraved upon it infonnation similar to that given upon 
he tangent scales. 
. Two trunnion sights. Similar to 9". 

• One centre foresight. Similar to the trunnion sight. 
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PROJECTILES. 

Weight 
empty. Burster. 

Gas-check, 
plug, and 

nut. 

PART V. 

Section I. 

Mean 
total 

weight. 

lb.. oz.. -lb.. oz.. lb.. oz.. lbo. oz •• 
----------1·--1-- --...,.---------
Common shell, studded, 

MarkIII 
Common sh~ii, studleos, 

376 5 21 0 12 15 4.10 ~ 

Sh~:ef sh~~ s~deci," 
Mark III 

Shrapnel sh~, .i~dle.s:· 
Mark I ... ... ... 

Palliser shot, .tudded, Mark 

37~ 

403 

397 

400 

391 
395 

P~iBer si.'ot (sh~ll), si~dded;"l 
Mark II '. ... .., 

Palli •• r .hot, stu(Ue .. , Mark I 
Case shot, Mark III... ... ... 

7 

o 
6 

8 

15 
9 

19 

1 

1 

*6 
*3 

9 

9 

10 

12 
7 

11 

11 

13 

13 
!l 

o 

o 
2i 

2~ 
o 

410 

404 

4.10 

413 

4!l 
410 
143 

* § 5033. Shot Palliser )·orm.rly shell. To be weighted up with sand. 

o 
9 

o 
lOt 

131 
o 
o 

N OTE.-Vide § 4,081, page 89, for use of " full" and "reduced" 
charges with certain projectiles. 

Full 
Reduced 

CHABGES. 

FUZES. 

701bs. P. 
441bs. P. 

Time, 15 seconds, M.L., for use with shrapnel. 
Percussion, direct action for common shell only. 

n 
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H-INCR RM.L. GUN_ 

Calibre .... 
Nominal weight 
Preponderance .... 

DESCRIPTION. 

{
of bore 

Length of rifling' 
total 

Rill' {grooves, number .... 
mg spiral increasing from 

DIFFERENT PATTERNS. 

II inches 
25 tons 
2 cwt. 

12 feet 1 inch 
9 feet II inches 

15 feet 2t inches 
9 
o to 1 in 35 

There are two patterns of this gun, only 7 of Mark T. having 
been made. 

RIFLING. 

The rifling is on the Woolwich system with increasing twist. 

VENTING. 

Similar to lO-inch. R.M.L. gun. 

SIGHTING. 

The same as with lO-inch RM.L guns. 
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Nature. 

245 

:i.M.L. Ordnance (ll·inch). 

PROJECTILES. 

Weight I B111Bter. Empty.) 
Gas-check 

Plug 
and Nut. 

PART V. 

Section I. 

Mean Total 
Weight. 

lb.. o~.. I lb •• OZS. lbd. ozs. lbs. ozs. 

Common shell. studded, 

Cor.:;,~; shell, s;;;dles;," 

S~:er sheii; st;idded;' 
Mark I 

Shrapnel sh~ii, . st;idles;;' 
Mark I... ... • .. 

Palliser shot (shell), studded, 
MarkIV ... ... ... 

Palliser shot (shell), studless, 
Mark II ... ... .. . 

Case shot, Mark II '" .. . 

506 

513 

529 

533 

527 

530 

4 30 

II 22 

10 1 

lot 2 

8 I *6 
9 *5 

... I ••• 

2 

o 
12 

°i 
7 

2 

14 

12 

12 

14 

12 

8t 
5 

5 

II 

5 

550 

643 

531 

548 

548 

545 
200 

. • § 5033. Shot Palliser. Formerly shell. To be weighted up with sand. 

14t 
o 
6 

o 
10 

o 

NOTE.-Vide § 4,081, page 89, for use of "full" and "reduced" 
charges, with certain projectiles. 

Full .... 
Reduced 

CHARGES. 

FuZES. 

Time 15-second, M.L., for use with shrapnel shell. 
Percussion, direct action for common shell only.* 

851bs. P. 
60 lbs. P. 

• Not to be used ill gunilloaded by hydraulic rammer. 

(a.m.1) It 2 
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Section I. B.M.L. Ordnance (Ii-inch, i5-tons). 

12-INCH R.M.L. GUN OF 25 TONS. 

DESCRIPTION. 

Calibre .... 
N oroinal weight 
Preponderance 

{
of bore •... 

Length of rifling .... • ... 
total .... . .. . 

Riflin {grooves, number .. .. 
g spiral, increasing from 

12 inches. 
25 tons. 
6em. 
12 feet 1 inch. 
10 feet 7 inches. 
15 feet 21 inches. 
9. 
1 in 100 to 1 in 50. 

DIFFERENT PATTERNS. 

o °There are two patterns of this gun. 
Of Mark I. there are only four in the service, known exter

nally by having steps in front of the trunnion, and also at the 
breech. Their weight is 23i tons, but by an order of 3rd July, 
1868, to avoid confusion, it was approved that they should all 
bear the same designation, viz., "Ordnance Rifled M.L. I2-inch 
of 25 tons," this being the weight of the later patterns 

RIFLING. 

~ The rifling is on the "Woolwich system," with increasing 
twist. 

VENTING. 

Similar to lO-inch R.M.L. gun. 

SIGHTING. 

The same as with ll-inch R.M.L. guns. 
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B.lII.L. Ordnance (Ii-Inch, 85 tons). 

Natnre. 

PROJ'ECTILE1!. 

Weight 
empty. 

Gas Check, 
B\1l'8ter. Plug, and 

Nut. 

Sect\onL 

Mean 
Total 

Weight. 

Ibs. ozs. Ibs. oos. lb.. oos. lb.. OIl ----------1---[---------1-
Common shell, studded, Mark II ... 467 6 38 10 16 1 612 1 
Common .hell, stuelles., Mark I ... 676 4 23 6 14 6 614 0 
Shrapnel shell, studded, Mark III... 494 1103 . 21 60 1"4' 6 4961~ 130 Shrapnel shell, studle,s, Mark I ... 697 2 

PsIliser shot, studded, Mark V ... 596 4 15 16 611 9 
PsIliBer shoG (shell), studded, Mark IV 684 6 .iii ·s 15 6 616 2 
Palliser shot (sbell), studless, Mark II 594 6 .5 4 14 6 614 0 
Caze shot, Mark II ... ... ... ••• ... ... ... ... ... 246 0 

• § 5033. Shot PsIliser. Formerly shell. To be weighted up wIth sand. 

NOTE.- Vide § 4,081, p. 89, for use of "full" and "reduced'" 
charges with certain projectiles. 

CIlARGES. 
Full 
Reduced 

851bs. P.I 
551bs. P. 

FuzES. 
Time 15-seconds, M.L., for use with shrapnel shell. 
Percussion, direct action for common shell only. 

12-INCH R.M.L. GUN OF 35 TONS. 

Calibre .... 
Nominal weight 
Preponderance .. .. 

Length of rifling ... . 
total .. .. 

DESCRIPTION. 

{
of bore .. .. 

Rifling {grooves, number .... 
spiral, increasing from 

12 inches. 
35 tons. 
1 cwt. 2 qrs. 
13 feet 6'5 inches. 
11 feet 3 inches. 
16 feet 3 inches. 
9 .. ° to 1 in 35 calibres. 
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~ection I. IUd.L. ,Ordna.D.c8 {l~Hncli, S6~tOnil), ~ . 
.' ",_!' • 

PATTERN •. 

. There is only 0Ile pattern of this gUn .. 
. RIFLING. 

'The rifling is- on! the WoolWich system, With increaging tWist. 

, , VENTING. 
'~'fo~ lO-inchRM.L. GUn. .' 
, L • SIGH~IN~~. . 

. The gun iSi provided with six sights, viz., 2 tangent scales, one 
on each side, ;grad~ated up to 10°, and furnished .with· deflection 
leaves givirig 30 minutes on either side. The bar' of the sight 
is four-sided; and : ~k.ed as follows :- . 

DEGREESa 

COIDION SHELL, :REDUCED 
85 LBS. P.-. 

YARDS, 4,500. 

PALLISER BROT PULL. 
llO LBS'. P., YABDII, 4,800. 

One centre hind-sight, viz., a third tangent sight, With steel 
bar. 

- PROJECTILES. ., 

Weight GasC)leck, Mean 
Burster. Plug and Total 

Nature. Empty. 
Nut. Weight. 

lbs. ozs. lbs. OZ8. lbs. ozil: lbs. ozs. 

~ommon shell, studded, Mark III ... 573 -0 41-0 16 1 -:-;0-1 
ommon shell, studless, Mark 1 ... 672 6 27 4 14 6 n4 0 

~hrBpnel shell, stUdded, Mark I ... 610 6 1 15 612 6 
hrapnelsbell, stUdies&, Mark I 697 9l 2 Ot 14 6' 714 O. 

PpBlliser shot {shell), studded, Mark lV' 686 3 *10 4 16 81 712 :rot 
aIliser shot (shell), studless 692 I • 0 

Case shot, Mark II '" ::: ::: 6 *7 4 14 6· 71,. 
... '" .;. ... .., .. , 246 0 

* § 5038. Shot Palliser. F01"lllerly sheIl. To be weighted up ;;ithf sand. 
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R.lIoi.L. Ordnance aD, 11, and lll-inch). Section I. 

CHARGES. 
Full 
Reduced 

1l01bS- P, 
851bs.1". 

FUZES. 
Timt', 15-secondll, M.L., for use with shrapnel shell. 
Percussion, Pettman General Service, for sea fronts, for use 

with common shell intended to burst on impact. 

DRILL WITH lO-INCH, ll-INCH, AND 12-I;NCH R.M.L: 
GUNS MOUNTED IN CASEMATE::; OR OPEN 
SHIELD BATTERIES. 

The detachment consists of 15 Nos., and falls in two deep. 
To TELL OFF. 

As detailed at page 186. 
To TAKE POST UNDER COVER. 

As detailed at page 187, except that 12 and 11 form upon the 
right and left of 4 and 5; 6 goes to the head of the cartridge 
lift; 7 and 9 to the head of the shell lift ; 8 and 14 to the car
tridge store; 10, 13, and 15 to the shell store. 

GENERAL DUTIES. 
No.1 commands,directs, or superintends boring and fixing 

fuzes, and lays. 
No. 2 searches, sponges, steadies and guides projectile in 

J"aising, rams home, runs up, and elevates. 
No.3 searches, sponges, loads, hooks and unhooks hoisting tackle, 

steadies and guides projectile in raising, uncaps fuze when in the 
~re, attends to "port bar," rams home, runs up, and elevates. 

No. 4 attends to side-arms and supplies them to 2, rams homej 
and traverses. . 
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No. 5 supplies 3 with automatic gas-checks, wedge wads, 
raises projectile, rams home, attends to snatch block, and 
traverses. 

No. 6 supplies cartridges ~o 3, and l'alfls ~ome. . . 
No. 7 attends to fuzes, bnngs up proJectIle, raIses It, and rama 

it home. 
No. 8 attends to cartridge store, and serves out cartridges. 
No.9 assists 7, raises projectile, and removes empty barrow. 
No. 10 attends to shell store, issues shell, tubes, and fuzes. 
No. 11 raises projectile, assists 6 with cartridge (if required), 

rams home, attends to mantlet, and traverses (if required). 
No. 12 ram's home, attends to vent and mantlet, traverses (if 

required), makes ready and fires. 
Nos. 13 and 15 at the shell store. 
No. 14 at the cartridge store. 
N.B.-Nos. 1, 6, and 12 assist to raise projectile when 

necessary. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Prepare for action. 

"Prepare for action. "-No. 1 
fixes sights . 

Prepare for action. 
Examine gun. 

provides a piece of chalk and 

. No.2, iron pointed lever, elevating wheel, and assists 4 with 
SIde-arms. 
~ o. 3, iron pointed lever, elevating wheel, and hoisting tackle 

(lO-mch double and single, ll-inch and 12-inch double and treble 
blocks). He removes the muzzle tampeon 

No.4, side-arms. . 
No.5, wedge wads, traversing handle (or handles) and tackle 

for running back. ' 
No.6 (zinc cartridge cylinder, and dummy cartridge for drill 
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B.M.L. Ordnance (10, 11, and 111·lnch). Sectlon I. 

purposes), bucket filled and brush, and two wood cartridge 
cylinder bearers for use if required. . 

No.7, fuzes, fuze and shell implements, and two selvagees for 
projectile; he obtains the fuze boxes from 10, and sees that 
fUIlt's and fuze implements are correct. . 

No. 8 goes to the cartridge store and prepares to issue car
tridges. 

No.9, transporting barrow and a brush, automatic gas-checks 
in box with lid unscrewed. 

No. 10 goes to the shell store, and prepares to issue shells, 
tubes, and fuzes; he examines the shells carefully, cleaning them 
if necessary, and removing burrs from studs; he loosens the 
fuze hole plugs of shells that will be first issued. 

No. 11 assists 2 and 4, and brings up rammer ropes when 
fitted with spring clips. 

No. 12, tubes in box, lanyard, pricker and vent server. 
Nos. 13 and 15 go to the shell store. 
No. 14 to the cartridge store. 
Nos. 8 and 10 satisfy themselves that the lamps in the ammu

nition stores are burning brightly. 
Nos. 13 and 14 that the hoisting gear at the shell and cartridge 

lifts work easily. 
Any irregularity in these respects should be at once reported 

to No. 1. 
The stores having been brought up, or found correct, No.1 

will satisfy himself that the foresights fit properly on the gun. 
the deflection leaves of the hind sights work easily, and that the 
clip plates are secured to the carriage; he ascertains that the 
hydraulic buffer is filled with the proper amount of oil, and that 
the racers are swept; he receives reports from the Nos. respon
sible of any irregularity or deficiency in connection with the dif
ferent parts of the gun, carriage, platform, stores, or as regards 
the ammunition, stores, lifts, &c. 

Nos. 2 and 4 place the sponge and rammer in the supports on 
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the right side of the platform, th~ shell extrac~o~ and wadhook 
in rear so as not to interfere wIth the workmg of any of the 
guns i~ the battery, and convenient for those for which intended. 

No.2 sees that the elevating gear, 4 that the traversing gear is 
oiled and in good working order; 2 and 3 place the iron pointed 
levers in their supports on the pla1.form. 

No. 3 examines the bore to see the grooves are free from grit, 
4tc., secures the hoisting tackle to the loading bar, overhauling it 
until the lower block is at a convenient height for hooking to the 
selvagee on the projectile. The lower block should then be hooked 
back to a loop on the left mantlet to keep the tackle out of the 
way until required. 

No. 5 reeves the running back tackle, and sees that the auto
matic gas-checks are placed in a convenient position. 

No. 6 supplies the sponge tank with water from the bucket, 
and places the latter clear of the working of the gun. 

No. 11 coils down the rammer ropes either side of the gun and 
sees that the mantlets work easily. 

No. 12 places the pricker in the loop on the side of the carriage, 
examines the vent server and places it in the vent, the loop of 
the vent server lanyard over one of the sights; straps the tube 
box round his waist on the right side, coils up the lanyard and 
~s~. the bight of it under the tube box strap; fills his boxwi,th 
frictIOn tubes which he procures from 10. . .' 

" Examine gun;" 12 drifts the vent, and replaces the vent 
!lerver, 2. and ~ search. the gun after the pricker is withdrawn, 
2 supplymg hI~self With the wadhook and replacing it; 11 and 
12 elevate until the gun is in a convenient position for loading. 

Officer. 

Ra'fl'.ge-yard8. 
Wlth--lOad. 

To LOAD. 

No.1. 

Wit~oad. 
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R.m.L. Ordna.nce <W, 11, a.nd l$l-inch). . . SeCtion I • 

.. ,i Load," No. liives7 the nature of shell (and length of fuze. 
required), adjusts the tangent sight, and places himself where he 
ClIon best superintend the service of the gun. . 
:. 2 moves into position for sponging, receives the sponge from 
4, and, assisted by 3, sponges the gun, being careful to observe 
that the vent server is in the vent. He returns the sponge to 4, 
and, with 3, steadies the projectile in raising and guiding it into 
the bore. He then receives the rll.mmer (wit.h right rammer rope 
attached) from 4, and, ~isted by 3, steadies the stave, whilst 
the cartridge and projectile are being rammed home. . The ram
mer ropes being manned, by 4, 6, anJi 12 on the right, 5, 7, and 
11, on the left of the gun.' Should" Not home" be given by 2, 
they again stand to the ropes and force the charge home. At 
" Home" they go under cover. 2 and 3 detach the rammer ropes 
(if fitted with spring clips), hand them to 11 and 12, spring the 
rammer, 3 inserts a wedge wad, which is pressed, steadily home 
by 2. and· 3, and jammed under the head of the projectile· by two 
smart taps; they spring the rammer (2 handing it to 4), and go 
under cover. 

3 moves into position, and having fixed the port bar and 
ass~ted 2 to sponge, slews to his right, withdraws the cartridge 
from the cylinder, placing it on his right shoulder, choke to his 
front; he then turns left about until his back is towards. the 
Pluzzle and slides the' cartridge fmm oft' his shoulder into the 
bore, receives an automatic gas-check from 5, and places it in the 
bore immediately in front of the cartridge, painted side to the 
rear. . The projectile is now brought up on the barrow with 
selvagee ready fixed ; 3 standing clear, close to the front of the 
piatf0l'!ll~ 5 casts loose the lower ~lock of t~e hoist~g tackl~ ; 3 
hooks It mto the selvagee, and gives "HoUlt away, and Wlth 2 
steadies and guides the projectile, which is raised by 5, 7, 9, and 
11, manning the running end of the fall; 3 gives " High enough," 
~' Ease off," and, having with 2 forced the projectile into the bore, 
pasta lOO!le~heselv:agee, replacing it in the barrow, and uncaps the 
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fuze. The barrow may be pushed clear by 3 b~fore ho~; 
3 now hooks on the left hand rammer rope which he receIves 
from II, and the charge and wedge wad are ~ammed home in 
succession, the rammer sprung as before detailed, and the port 
bar unshipped by 3. 

4 hands the sponge to 2 and receives it back from him; he 
hands him the rammer as soon as the projectile is in the bore 
and mans the rammer rope. When the projectile and wedge wad 
have been sent home he receives the rammer back from 51, and 
replaces it. 

5, as soon as the cartridge is in the bore, hands an automatic 
gas-check to 3, casts loose the lower block of the hoisting tackle, 
attends to snatch block, mans the fall in raising the projectile, 
and the rammer rope in ramming home. When the charge is 
home he supplies 3 with a wedge wad, and hooks the lower 
block of the hoisting tackle to the loop on the left mantlet. 

6, after supplying 3 with cartridge, which he brings up on his 
shoulder, lid to the rear, mans the rammer rope on the right of' 
the gun. 

7 brings up projectile in barrow with selvagee on, having pre
viously, when necessary, adjusted the fuze according to No. I'll 
directions, aSBist to raise and ram it home. 

8,iBBues a cartridge to 6. 
9 assists i to prepare, bring up and raise projectile, removes 

barrow and selvagee. 
10 issues shell. 
11 assists 3 with cartridge if required, raises and rams home 

projectile, and attends to the left mantlet and left rammer rope. 
12 rams home and attends to right mantlet and right rammer 

rope. . 
13 and 15 work the shell lift. 
14, the cartlidge lift. 

. N.B.-When rammer ropes fitted with" spring clips" are not 
Ibn use, they are coiled down b~tween the racers, close to'the piers 

'111 and 12. 
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To RUlir UP. 

OjJicer. iVo.1. 

Run up. 
Halt. 

" Run up," 2 and 3 put the iron pointed levers into the sockets 
and bear down; should it be observed that the gun is running 
up too rapidly 2 and 3 raise their levers and check it. 

When the gun is in position No.1 gives the word" Halt." 
2 and 3 raise the levers till the sockets touch the stop plates ; 
they then replace them. No. 12 hooks a tube to the lanyard; 
11 and 12 close the mantIets. 

To LAY, MAKE RUDY, AND FIRE. 
OjJicer. No.1. 

Commence firing 
or 

Fire -- rounds. 

Elevate. Halt. 
Depress. Halt. 
Trail right. Halt. 
Trail left. Halt. 
No. -Ready. 
No. -Fire. 

2 and 3 work the elevating gear, 4 and 5 the traversing 
handles. Should extreme right or left be given 11 and 12 assist 
4 and 5. 

At " Ready" 4 and 5 remain on the traversing handles, the 
other gun numbers stand clear. No. 12 places the tube in the 
vent,* and keeping well in rear so as not to pull it out stands 
ready to fire, looking towards No. 1. At" Fire" he draws the 
lanyard strongly towards .him without a jerk; he drifts the vent, 

• In the service of guns when the firing No. cannot put the tube into the vent 
without mounting on the platform, this should Lo done by No.1. (See" Drill detail 
·for flI' R.M.L" page 236.) 
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replaces the vent server and pricker and coils up the lanyard, 
placing it under his belt. Shou~d n? order to ~e by the Officer 
have been given when the gun IS laid, No. 1 will· gIve the word 
" Under cover." 

11 and 12 assisted by 4 and 5 if necessary, will, as soon as the 
gun has bee~ fired, at once traverse it back to a position con
venient for loading, without any word of command. 

To RUN ]lACK AND UNLOAD. 

Officer. No.!. 

Run baclc. Halt. 
Unload. 

At" Run back" No.1 disconnects the traversing pinions by 
shifting and keying up the handle. He follows up the right 
front roller with a wedge-wad. 

2 and 3 apply their levers and bear down; 4 and 5 fix the 
small pawls; 2 and 3 then withdraw their levers and replace 
them; 11 and 12 connect running back tackle; 6 and 7 assisting 
to overhaul; 4, 5, 11, and 12 man the winch handle; 6 and 7 
holding on to the fall ; No. 1 gives "Heave round," and, as soon 
as the gun is back, "Halt," when 2 and 3 apply their levers and 
bear down; 4 and 5 release the smaIl pawls; 11 and 12 remove 
the tackle. 

No. 1 then places the traversing apparatus in gear, and keys 
up. 

The gun is unloaded by the same numbers who loaded it. 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

As at page 218. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

The gun N os. t~~ outwards and form up as ~d down at 
page 195, the remammg numbers coming up into theIr places. 
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To CHANGE ROUNDS. 
OjJicer. 

I Change rounds. 

No. 2 becomes 

" 
" 

4 
1 

" 12 
" 11 

" 
" 
" 
" 

9 
7 
6 
5 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

" 3 " 

No. 1. 

Change rounds. 

4 
1 

12 
11 
9 
7 
6 
5 
3 
2 

Thus the gun.floor Nos. only will change rounds. 

Section I. 

When required for drill the other numbers will be marched 
on to the gun-floor, the detachment being told off afresh. 

SERVICE OF GUNS MOUNTED ON TURNTABLES_ 

The method of serving a lO-inch, ll-inch, or 12-inch R.M.L. 
'gun mounted on a turntable is the same as detailed for guns on 
traversing platforms. 

To shift from one port to another at "Turntable right" (or 
"left") 2, 3 and 6 attend to the catches, 4, 5, 11, and 12 to the 
winch of the table. 

After practice the carriage is to be run back to the stops, and 
the platform to be left in the centre of the turntable. 

The turntable is for removing a gun from one port to another, 
and not for traversing. 
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SERVICE OF IO-INCR, ll-INCR, AND 12-INCR GUNS 
IN BARBETTE BATTERIES (WITH SUNKEN 
WAYS). 

The guns are fitted with muzzle derricks and supplied with 
loading st~es. 

The runnmg end o~ the fall of hoisting ~kle. is led thro,ugh 
an ordinary single 8-mch Bothway block, whIch IS hooked mto 
a permanent eye let into the wall of the parapet. Two snatch 
blocks are hooked to the loops or eyes on the derrick, and the 
bell ropes of the rammer are passed through them. The snatch 
blocks are hooked for "loading" by 2 and 3, unhooked by them 
when the wedge wad has been rammed home, and laid down with 
the rammer ropes when not in use by 11 and 12 who attend to 
them. The upper block of the hoisting tackle should be moused 
with spunyarn. The service of the guns is the same as for those 
mounted in casemates and behind shields, with the following 
exceptions ;-

"General, duties."-5 attends to muzzle derrick, 7 and 9 attend 
to loading stage. 

" Prepare for action."-5, an 8-inch single Bothway block, 11, 
two 4-inch snatch blocks, which he hooks on to the derrick, 9 
tackle for hoisting projectiles on to loading stage. 

"To load."-5, as soon as the cartridge is in the bore, raises 
the derrick and. overhauls·the tackle; after supplying 3 with a 
wad, he rounds in the tackle and throws back the derrick; 7 and 
9 (assisted by 13 and 15) having placed a projectile on the loading 
stage, run· it under the muzzle of the gun and after the rammer 
.has been withdrawn from the bore, rur:. the staO'e back to its 
former position. <> 

If no crane or derrick is available for liftinO' projectiles on to 
the loading stage, they can be rolled on on a pfunk. 

The paragraphs relating to porthar, mantlets, and transporting 
barrow. do not. ap~ly to this drill, the barrow being required for 
conveymg prOJectile to loading stage only. 
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N.B.-For guns mounted" en barbette" without sunken ways, 
a transporting barrow is used for conveyance of projectile to the 
muzzle of· the gun instead· of a loading stage. 

DRILL WITH lO-INCH R.M.L. GUN MOUNTED ON 
SMALL PORT CARRIAGE. 

RAISING THE GUN BY RAM. 

Prepare to raise the Gun. 
Raise the Gun. 
Halt. 

Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5 man the pump lever handles of the ram; 2. 
and 4 on the right, 3 and 5 on the left; 11 and 12 (assisted, if 
necessary, by 6 and 7) man the winch handles of the quick 
motion screw for following up-6 and 12 on right, 7 and 11 on 
left. 

RAISING THE GUN BY SCREW LIFT. 

In the event of the failw-e of the hydraulic ram, the slow 
motion screw lift must be worked. This will require 4 men on 
each handle, to be relieved when necessary by other men of the 
detachment and supernumeraries. 

N.B.-No. 1 attends to the release valve, and must be careful 
after each change of position of the gun, and Before /iring, that 
the release valve is open until the gun rests on the trunnion 
blocks, when it should be again closed. 

The detachment consists of 15 Nos. The drill is the same as 
for similar guns mounted on casemate traversing platforms with 
the following exceptions :-

The sponge and rammer being slung from the roof 12 (in addi
tion to his other duties) assists 4 to supply and replace them: 

No. 1 attends to the release valve. 
(a.m. I ) 8 
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~ection I. R.M.L. Ordnance (12·5-inch). ----
12·5.INCH R.M.L. GUN. 

Calibre 

Nominal weight 

Preponderance 

Lengtb {
of bore 
of rifling 
total ... 

Rifling 1 grooves, No ... , 
Woolwich f increasing 
system twist from 

{
length 

Chamber diameter 
capacity 

DESCRIPTION. 

Mark I. 
12'0 inches. 

38 tons. 

Nil. 

198 inches. 
170' 0 inches. 
230 inches. 

9 

o to 1 in 30. 

No enlarged chamber, but 
the end of the bore is 
coned. 

VEN'l'ING. 

Mark II. 
12'0 inches. 

38 tons. 

Nit. 

198 Inches. 
106'875 inches. 
222'8 inChes. 

9 
1 in 438 at breech to I in 

35 at muzzle. 

41'125 inches. 
Hinches, 

6,000 cubic inches. 

Mark I. Mark II.* 
Similar to 35-ton gun. Axial, with safety shutter. 

* A removable cascable is issued to each fort in which guns of 
this pattern are mounted, for use in slinging the piece after the 
removal of the shutter. 

SIGHTING. 

The tangent scale sights are, as well as the trunnion and 
centre foresight of Mark I. guns, available for issue with Mark 
II. guns. 

T,hey are similar to the 35-tOll gun. 

CHARGES. -
Mark I. gun 160 Ibs P.2 made up in two bags of 80 Ibs. each. 
Mark II. gun "Full" 210 Ibs. Prism2 made up in quarter 

charges. 

thrMark II. gun "Reduced" 157llbs. Prism: made up in 
ee quarter charges. 
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261 

R.M.L. Ordnance (11l·5-inch)i. '_', 

\. PROJECTILES. I 

Weight. 
Empty. 

.' 
1 Gas-check 

Burster. Plug 
and Nut. 

Se~ t 

Mean 
Total 

Weight. 

lb. I ozs. lb.. oz.; lbs. ~ ~oz~. 
-Co-m-m-o-n-s-h-en-,-st-u-dd-e-d,-M-a-r-k-I--.-.. 1-7-S-0'-:--8 29' 4 17' 31S26 i6l 
Common shell, studle •• , Mark I ... 769 5! 33 0: 15 lOt 818 0 
.Sbrapnel shell, studded, Mark I ... 803 6 2 l' l7 3t S23 <Ii 
Shmpnel sbell, studless, Mark I ... 799 14l 2 7· '115 lOt 818 O. 
Palliser shot (sbell), studded, Mark III 789 0 *U 14' 17 3t 818 It 
'Palliser ahot (sbell), studless, Mark II 7.94 2 *S 3 15 lOt 818 0 
C .... shot, Mark III... ... .......... ... ... ... ... S05 O~ 

" § 6033. Shot Palliser. I·'ormerly shell. To be weigJ;l~d up with sand. 

N OTIll.-Vide § 4081, p. 89, for use of "full ~ and "reduced" 
charges with certain projectiles. 

FUZES. . 
Time-15 seconds, M.I"., for use with shmpnel shell. 
Percussion-Pettman general service, for ,sea fronts, for 

:co=on shell, fired with full charges. Direct action for common 
shell fired with reduced charges. 

DRILL WITH R.M.L. ORDNANCE 12·5·INCH GUN ON 
A CASEMATE TRAVERSING PLATFORM. 

The Detachment consists of 17 Nos., and falls ill two deep. 
To TELL OFF. 

As detailed at p. 186. 
To TAKE POST UNDER COVER. 

As detailed at p. 187, except that 12 .forms on'jthe right of 4 ; 
6 and 11 go to the head of the cartndge lift; 7 and 9 to the-

(a.m.' II 2 . 
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head of the shell lift ; 8 and 14 to the cartridge store j 17 to ii; 
foot of the cartridge lift; 10 and 13 to the shell store· 15 to 
the foot of the shell lift ; 16 goes under cover outside 12. • 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. 1 com~ds, di~ects, or superinte~ds .the boring and fixing 
fuzes, assists (if reqUIred) to ralSe projectile, lays, and attendS 
to indicator. 

No. 2 searches, sponges, assists 3 with cartridge, steadies, and 
guides projectile in raising, rams home, assists 12 to attend to 
mantlet, and elevates. 

No. 3 searches, sponges, loads, hooks, and unhooks hoisting 
tackle, steadies and guides projectile in raising, uncaps fuze when 
·in bore, attends to port bar, rams home, pumps the running-up 
jack, and assists 11 to attend to mantlet. 

No. 4 attends to side arms and supplies them to 2, raIDS home, 
and traverses. 

No. 5 supplies 3 with automatic gas-checks and wedge wads, 
raises projectile, rams home, attends to snatch block, traverses, 
and attends to lever of chain nipping gear. 

No.6 supplies cartridge to 3, raises projectile, and rams home. 
No.7 attends to fuzes, brings up projectile, raises it, and rams 

home. 
No. 8 attends to cartridge store and serves out cartridges. 
No. 9 assists 7, raises projectile, rams home, and removes 

empty barrow. 
No. 10 attends to shell store. 
No. 11 supplies 3 with cartridge, raises projectile, rams home, 

attends to mantlet, and traverses. 
No. 12 rams home, attends to mantlet and traverses. Attendl 

to compressor stop. ' 
Nos. 13 and 15 supply shells to the lift from the shell st{)~. 
Nos. 14 and 17 supply cartridges to the lift from the carf,ridge 

store. 
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X.M.L. Ordnance (12·6·!nch). Section I. 

No 16 assists 4 with side arms, ramB home, attends to vent 
and Preventor gear, makes ready, and :tires. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 
OtJicer. .No. L 

Prepare for action. Prepare for action. 
Examine gun. 

"Prepare for action."-No. 1 provides a piece of chalk and 
fixes sights. 

No.2, elevating wheel, and assists 4 with side arms. 
No.3, hoisting tackle, consisting of double and treble blocks, 

and handle of running-up jack. He removes the muzzle tampeon. 
No.4, side arms. 
No.6, wedge wads and two traversing handles. 
No.6, cartridge cylinder and dummy cartridge for drill pur

poses, bucket filled, and brush, and two wood cartridge bearers. 
No.7, fuzes, fuze and shell implements, and selvagee for 

slinging projectile. He obtains the fuze boxes from 10, and sees 
that fuzes and fuze implements are correct. 

No.8 goes to the cartridge store and prepares to issue car
tridges. 

No.9, transporting barrow and brush; automatic gas-checks 
in box with lid unscrewed. 

No. 10 goes to the shell store and prepares to issue shells, 
tubes, and fuzes. He examines the shells carefully, cleaning 
them if necessary, and removing burrs from studs; he loosens 
the fuze hole plugs of shells that will be first issued. 

No. 11. cartridge cylinder and d\,1mmy cartridge for drill pur-
poses, bnngs up rammer ropes when fitted with spring clips. 

No. 12 assists 4 with side arms. 
Nos. 13 and 16 go to the shell store. 
Nos. 14 and 17 to the cartridge store. 
No. 16 provides tubes in box, lanyard, pricker, and vent server. 
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Nos. 8 and 10 satiso/ the~selves that the lamps in the a.nun~ 
nition stores are burmng bnghtly. , 

Nos. 13 an~ 14 that the hoisting gear at the shell and cartridge 
lifts work easIly. . 

.AJJ.y irregularity in these respects should be' at once reported 
to No. l. 

The stores having been brought up, or found correct, No.1 
will satisfy himself that the foresights fit properly on the gun 
fID.d the deflection leaves of the hind 'Bights work easily.H~ 
ascertains that the hydraulic buffer is filled with the proper 
amount of oil, and that the racers are swept; that the ~. 
up jack, indicator, and clutch lever are in working order; he 
receives reports from the Nos. responsible of any irregularity or 
'deficiency in connection with the different parts of the gun, 
carriage, platfonn and stores, or as regards the 8JD.!Ilunition 
stores, lifts, &c., also sees that the compressor and preventor 
gear are in adjustment. " 

2 and 4 place the sponge and rammer in the supports suspended 
,from the roof, the shell extractor and wad hook in rear, so as not 
to interfere with the working of any of the guns in the battery, 
and convenient for those for which intended. 

2 sees that the elevating gear, 4 that the traversing gear is 
oiled and in good working order. , 

3 examines the bore to see the grooves are free from grit, &C;, 
sec~s the hoisting tackle to the loading bar, overha~g It 
until the lower block is at a convenient height for hooking to 
the selvagee on the projectile. The lower block should then be 
hooked back to a loop on the left mantlet. . 

5 ascertains that the lever of chain nipping gear is in wor~ 
order, and sees that the automatic gas-checks are placed m ,II 
convenient position. 

6 p~es the sponge bucket clear of the working of the gun. d 
.ll COIls d(}Wll the rammer ropes either side of the gun, an , 

WIth 12, sees that the malltlets work easily. 
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16 places the pricker in ~e ;~res o~ ;~et:~d~e~t t~~e~;~f 
examines !!;ela~s~~~:r one of the s~ghts), straps the tube 
e,~ :~~d his waIt on the right side, cOils up. th~ ~Yhf; If! 

. the bight of it under the tube box strap. S 

~riction tubes, whicdh ~eEpro~res fro~"l~6 drifts the vent, 
No 1 gives the wor xamtne gun, h· k 

re ~s the vent server, 2 and.? search ~he gun ~ter t e pnc ed 
. p ·thdrawn 2 supplyin!7 himself WIth the .wad-hook, !ID 
IS ~I_:_ .t.' 12 elevates" until the gun is in a convement repUWJ..Ug 1 , 1 . 
position for loading and clamps the e evatmg gear. 

OjJicer. 

Range----yards. 
With--loaa. 

To LOAD. 
No. l. 

Trail right or left (if necessary), 
Halt. . 

With--load. 
" Trail, right or left."-.No.. 1 adj~sts the indicator for travers-

ing; 4, 5, 11, and 12 trail nght or le~t. . . .. 
The gun is traversed to a convement positIOn. for loadmg if 

necessary. 
"Loaa."-No. 1 gives 7 the nature of shell (and length of fuze 

required) adjusts the tangent sight, and places himself where 
he can best superintend the service of the gun. . 

2 moves into position for sponging, receives the sponge from 
4, and, assisted by 3, sponges the gun, being careful to observe 
that the vent server is in the vent. He returns the sponge to 4, 
assists 3 with cartridge and to steady the projectile in raising and 
guiding it into the bore. He then receives the raDlmer from 4 

. NOTE.-With the 12·6-ineh cltambered gun the charge is 210 Ibs. prism'. It is divided 
mto four cartridges, and iB brought up to the gun in two cylinders by NOB. 6 and 11. 
A. w~den bearer is. pasBed through each ~id, and the numbers carry them up litter 
fashion, No.6 leading. No.3, before taking out the first cartridge, tears oll the red 
shalloon patch. No.2 assists No.3 to take out each cartridge and place it in the boli. 
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(with right rammer rope. attached), al!d ~sisted by 3, steadies 
the stave, until the cartridge and proJectile are nearly rammed 
home. They then fall back on the rammer rope~ The rammer 
ropes being manned by 4, 6, 12, and 16 on the right, 5, 7,9 and 
11 on the left of the gun. Should" Not lwme" be given by 2 
they again stand to the ropes, and force the charge home. A.t 
" H01ne" they go under cover; 2 and 3 detach the rammer ropes 
(if fitted with spring clips), hand them to 11 and 12, spring the 
rammer; 3 inserts a wedge wad, which is pressed steadily home 
by 2 and 3, and jammed under the head of the projectile by' 
two smart taps. They then spring the rammer (2 handing It 
to 4), and go under cover. 

3 moves into position, and having fixed the port bar and 
assisted 2 to sponge, slews to his right, withdraws the first car
tridge from the cylinder, placing it on his right shoulder, choke 
to his front; he then turns left about until his back is towards the 
muzzle and slides the cartridge from off his shoulder into the bore. 

He does the same with the second cartridge, receives an 
automatic gas-check from 5, places it in the bore immediately 
in front of the cartridge, painted side to the rear. The projectile 
is now brought up on the barrow with selvagee ready fixed; 3 
standing clear close to the front of the platform, 5 casts loose the 
lower block of the hoisting tackle, and 3 hooks it into the selvagee 
and gives "lIoist away," and with 2 steadies and guides the 
projectile, which is raised by 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, and 1 if necessary, 
manning the running end of the fall; 3 gives "Highenoug!t," 
" Ease of!," and, having, with 2, forced the projectile into the bore, 
casts loose the selvagee, replacinO' it in the barrow, and uncaps 
the fuze. The barrow may be p~shed clear by 3 before hoisting. 
3 now hooks the left rammer rope, which he receives from .11, 
and the charge and wedge wad are rammed home in succeSSIon. 
the ram?Uer sprung by 2 and 3, and the port bar un~ippe~ by 3-
f 4, ~lsted by 16, hands the sponge to 2 and receIves l~ ~ 
rom him; he hands him the rammer as soon as the proJect 
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is in the bore, and mans the rammer rope. When the projectile 
and wedge wad have been sent home, he receives the rammer 
back from 2, and assists 16 to replace it. 

5, as soon as the cartridge is in the bore, hands an automatic 
gas-check to 3,* casts loose the lower block of the hoisting tackle 
attends to snatch block, mans the fall in raising the projectile, 
and the rammer rope in ramming home. When the charge is 
home he supplies 3 with a wedge wad, and hooks the lower block 
of the hoisting tackle to the loop on the left mantlet. 

6, after supplying 3 with cartridge, which he brings up, mans 
the fall of hoisting tackle and afterwards the rammer rope on 
the right of the gun. 

7 brings up projectile in barrow with selvagee on, having, when 
necessary, adjusted the fuze according to No.l's directions, assists 
to raise and ram it home. t 

8 issues cartridges. 
9 assists 7 to prepare, bring up, raise and ram home projectile, 

removes barrow and selvagee. 
10 issues shell. 
11 after supplying 3 with cartridge, raises and rams home 

projectile, and attends to the left mantlet and left rammer rope. 
12 rams home, attends to the right mantlet and right rammer 

rope. 
13 and 15 work the shell lift. 
14 and 17 the cartridge lift. 
16 lowers the sponge and rammer in succession from the rope 

support in the roof of the casemate, and assists 4 to hand them 
to 2, replacing them with 4's assistance, and mans the right 
rammer rope. 

. • At drill the gas-check is attached. 

~ 
The charge is divided into two cartridges, and i. brought up to the gun In two 

Iinders by Nos. 6 and 11. A wooden bearer i. passed through each lid, and the 
os. carr)' them up litter fashion, No. 6 leading. No 2 assiatB 3 to take out each 

ridge and place it in the bore. 
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N.B.-When rammer ropes fitted with "spring clips" -:. 
riot in use, they are coiled down between the racers close'to: 
piers by 11 and 12. e 

To RU;N UP. 

I 
OiJicer. No. 1. 

Run up. Halt. 
"Run up."-12 releases the compressor byraising~theweighted 

.lever, holding it up until the carriage has moved clear; when' 
clear, he presses down the lever towards the front of the plat
form. No. 3 pumps up the jack until the gun begins to move 
to the front. No.3 checks it if necessary by forcing the level 
.to the rear.if. 
. When up to the front stops No.1 gives" Halt," and 3 lowers the 
rear of the carriage as described for checking it. The clutch 
gear of the running back chains should never be used in running 
up or back when the jack is out of order; 16 presses down 
lever of preventor gear, hooks a tube to the lanyard; 2,3,11, 
and 12 close the mantlets. 

To LAY, MAKE READY, AND FIRE. 
OjJicer. No. 1. 

Commence Firing 
01' 

Fire - Rounds. 

Elevate. Balt. 
])epress. Halt. 
Trail right. Halt. 
TrailleJt. Halt. 

No. -Fire. I No. - Read,/!. 

indicator for traversiIig, and then, loo~ No.1 adjusts the 
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over his sights, gives" Elevate," &c., as required. 2 at "ElevatIJ" 
releases the clamping arrangement of elevating gear by lifting the 
handle of the clamp towards the front; he then tUl'IlS the hand 
wheel to the right (or towards the front). At" JJepres8" he 
reverses the movement of the hand wh.eel; at " Under cover " or 
" Ready" he clamps the elevating arc by pressing the handle down 
towards the rear. 4,5, 11, and 12 work the traversing handles. 
turning them towards the rear for "Trail right," the reverse for 
" Traillejt." . 

At "Ready" the traversing number remains on the handle; 
the other ~os. stand clear. 16 places the tube in the vent,* and 
keeping well in rear so as not to pull it out stands ready to fire, 
looking towards No. 1. At" Fire" he draws the lanyard 
strongly towards him without a jerk; he drifts the vent, re
places the vent server and pricker, and coils up the lanyard, 
placing it under his belt. Should no order to " Fire" by the 
Officer have been given when the gun is laid, No.1 will give the 
word "Under Gover." As soon as the gun has been fired it will 
be traversed back to a position convenient for loading without. 
any word of cOmmand. . 

To RUN BACK AND UNLOAD.· 

Otficer. No. 1. 

Run bacle. Halt. 
Unload. 

At "Run bacle" No.1 adjusts the indicator for running back; 
5 raises the lever of chain nipping gear until the teeth of the 
sprocket plates catch in the running-in-and-out chains on the 
platform, and holds it up (or secures it) until the gun having been 

• In the service of guns when the firing No. cannot put the tube into the vent 
without mounting on the platform, this should be done by No.1. See Drill detail 
for II-lnOO R.M.L., p. 236. 
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run back the carriage is lowered on to the platform, after whkh 
he forces the lever down until it is held by the catch; 3 works 
the lever of running up jack until the rear of the carriage is raised 

4 12, 16, on the right, 7, 9, 11, on the left, work the traversmg 
han'dles, 12 raises the compressor lever. As soon as the gun is 
back No. 1 giyes " Halt," and 3 forces the lever of jack as far to 
.the rear as possible until the rear of the carriage rests on the 
platform. 

No. 1 then adjusts the indicator for traversing. 
"Unload." The gun iii unloaded by the same Nos. who 

loaded it. 

To CEASE }'IRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

As at page 218. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

As at page 195. 

To CHANGE RoUNDS. 
O.f!icer. 

Oha1l1Je rounds. 
To 

No.1. 

I Ohange rouJUis. 
CHANGE ROUNDS. 

No. 2 becomes 4. 
"4,, 1. 
" 1 " 16. 
,,16 " 12. 
,,12 " 11. 
,,11 " 9. 
" 9 " 7. 
"7,, 6. 
" 6 " 5. 
"5,, 3. 
"3,, 2. 
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Thus the gun-floor Nos. only will change rounds. ' 
When required for drill the other numbers will be marched on 

to the gun-floor, and" the detachment told off afresh. 
The drill for Mark II. gun is the same as for Mark I. 

except that in preparing for action No. 16 provides "a rimer 
and extractor" instead of "pricker and vent server," also the 
following :-

PREPARE FOR ACTION'. 
At" Examine .qun," No. 16 removes " plug shutter, by unscrew

ing it, opens the shutter, by taking the handle in his left hand 
and pressing it to the left, draws it towards him and swings it 
round to the ieft. He then removes the vent head, by taking 
the handle in his left hand, and giving it a quarter turn to the 
left, draws it out clear of the vent. 

The vent-sealing tube is next fixed in the vent head. This is 
done b.r holding the vent head vertically in the left hand, at the 
same time pressing the catch with the left thumb; the tube is 
then placed in the vent head, wire first, and the catch released. 
The vent head is now inserted by placing the feather in line with 
slot and pushing it home, giving it a quarter turn to the right. 
The shutter is then closed by swinging it round to the right and 
pushing it home, when it will lock itself. 

To LAy THE GUN'. 
During the laying, No. 16 will adjust the vent head in the 

manner described above ; also the lanyard to the pulleys, and 
attend to it. 

To MAKE READY AND FIRE. 

No.1, before he comes down from the platform, will hook the 
lanyard to the tube wire. 

NOTE 1. Should any difficulty be found in removing the vent 
head with the fired tube attached, the vent head should be 
removed first, being released from the tube by pressing down the 
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catch, and the tube is then extracted by application of the special 
extractor, supplied, under its head. . 

2. Two vent heads are issued with each gun, and to save time 
it is well to use both, No. 16 bringing up the spare one with its 
ttl be inserted in it. 
, 3. There being no vent-server with this gun, the vent head 
containing the old tube is not to be removed until the gun has 
been re-Ioaded. 

SERVICE OF 12'5-INCH R.M.L. GUN IN BARBETTE 
BATTERY WITH SUNKEN WAYS. . . 

The guns are fitted with muzzle derricks and supplied with 
loading stages. 

The running end of the fall of the hoisting tackle is led through 
an ordinary single 8-inch Bothway block, which is hooked into a 
permanent eye let into the wall of the parapet. 

Two 4-inch snatch blocks are hooked to the loops or eyes on the 
derrick and the bell ropes of the rammer are passed through 
them. The snatch blocks are hooked for "Loading" by 2 and 3, 
unhooked by them when the wedge wad has been rammed home, 
.and laid down with the rammer ropes when not in use by 11 and 
12, who attend to them. The upper block of the hoisting tackle 
should be moused with spun yarn. 

The service of the guns is the same as for those mounted in 
casemates and behind shields, with the following exceptions ,:

" General duties," 5 attends to muzzle derrick; 7 and 9 attend 
to loading stage. 

" Prepare for action," 5 an 8-inch single Bothway block; 11 two 
4-inch snatch blocks, which he hooks on to. the derrick; 9 tackle 
for hoisting proj ectiles on to loading stage . 
. 2 and 4 place the sponge and rammer on the ground on the 

rIght of the gun. . 
. ",!,o load," 5, as soon as the cartridge is in the bore, raises .the 
dernck and overhauls the tackle; after supplying 3 with a wad 
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he rounds in the tackle and throws back the derrick, 7 and 9, 
assisted by 13 and 15, having placed a projectile on the loading 
atage, run it under the muzzle of the gun, and after the rammer 
has been withdrawn from the bore, run the stage back to ita 
former position. . -. _ 

If n9 crane or derrick is available for lifting projectiles on. to 
the loading stage, they can be rolled on on a plank. . 

The paragraphs relating to portbar, mantlets, and transporting 
barrow do not apply to this drill, the barrow being required for 
conveying projectile to loading stage only. 

N.B.-For guns mounted en barbette without sunken ways,a. 
transporting barrow is used for conveyance of projectile to the 
muzzle of the gun, instead of a loading stage. 

SERVICE OF GUNS MOUNTED ON TURNTABLES. 

When 38-ton guns are mounted on turntables to shift from ona 
port to another it may be done by the same numbers as with the 
l~-inch, ll-inch, and 12-inch R.M.I". Guns. Vide p. 257. 

SILENT DRILL. 
This is always to be done at practice or inspections unless 

smoke, darkness, or other cause necessitates words of command. 
It possesses the advantage of enforcing silence, and compels 

the numbers working at the gun to fix their attention on the 
No.1 or other number giving the signal. 

The preliminary commands and "Fire" are given by word of 
~outh. 

Officer. 

P'Tepare /07· action. 
Examine gun. 
With--load. 

No. 1. 

Prepare for action. 
Examine gun. 
With-,-load. 
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1 mounts up on the platform and adjusts his tangent scale ; the 
other numbers act as usual. 

(3. "Hoist away") 3 raises either hand, fingers pointing up
wards. 

(3. "High (f1/,O'Ugh") 3 again raises his hand and waveait 
across twice. 

(3. "Ea8e off") 3 raises his hand above his head and lowers 
it quickly. 

When the rammer head is adjusted the signal to ram home 
will be made, if required, by 2 holding up his hand; if the odd 
numbers cannot see him 2, 3 must do the same. 

For" home" the hand is again raised. 
For" not horne" the hand is raised and waved across. 
(1. "Run up") 1 holds up his right hand, palm to the front. 

To LAY, MAKE READY, AND FIRE. 

Officer (word of command). No.1 (signal). 
Fire-rounds, Elevate. Ralt. 

or ])epress. Halt. 
Commence firing. Trail, right. Halt. 

I Trail, left. Halt. 
Read'll. 
No.-fire (word c1 command). 

(1. "Elevate") 1 looking over his sights holds up either hand, 
fingers pointing upwards. 

(1. "])epress") 1 turns his hand, so that the fingers point 
downwards. 

(1. "Halt") he drops the hand to the side. 
(1. "Trail right or left") he motions with the hand in the 

required direction, the arm well back. 
(1. "Halt") he brings his arm smartly down to his side. 
(1. ". Ready") If the firing No. makes ready, 1 points to the 

vent; If 1 makes ready he holds out his hand to receive the tube 
from the firing No. 
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" Fi1'e" to be given by word of command. 
Should no order to fire have been given by the Officer. 
(1. "Under cover") 1 jumps off the platform, and doubles 

under cover. 
In all respects not above mentioned the drill is the same as 

laid down for the different natures of ordnance. 
The above signals will supply any that may be required for 

B.L. or R.B.L. guns. 

SECTION II. 

B.L. Ordnance. lIt 

6-INCII AND 8·INCII GUNS ON II.P. MOUNTINGS. 

DRILL. 

The detatchmellt consists of 9 numbers and falls in two deep. 
To tell off. As at page 186. 
To take post under cover. 
As detailed at page 187, except that (j goes to the shell store 

with 7 and 9, and 1 remains at the breech. 

GE~ERAL DUTIES. 

1 commands, directs or superintends the setting and fixing of 
fuzes, puts in tube, lays, and makes ready (fires only if he uses 
the electric firing gear when laying by means of the reflecting 
sights). 

• Owing to the variety of B.L. mountings, the ,ame numbers cannot be detailed for 
the ,arne duties as in most of the MoL. driUs. 

(a.m. l ) T 
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2 assists 3 to lock and unlock the breech, inserts and with. 
draws breech block, places and removes loading tray, rams home 
and traverses. 

3 locks and unlocks the breech, inserts and withdraws breech 
block, cleans chamber, loads, uncaps or removes the safety pin, 
rams home, runs up and traverses. 

4 Supplies side arms, elevates, fires (except when 1 does so), 
attends to handle of lowering pump, unhooks the lanyard after 
firing, and extracts the old tube. I 

5 brings up projectile and places it on the loading tray, ships 
and mans the handle of the lowering pump. 

6 supplies 3 with cartridges and mans the lowering pump. 
7- attends to fuzes, brings up projectile and places it on the 

loading tray. 
S .attends to cartridge store and issues cartridges to 6. 
9 attends to shell store and issues shells, tubes and fuzes. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

Officer. No.1. 

Prepare for action. Prepa1'e for action. 
Examine gun. 

"Preparefor action." 
and fuze key. 

1 provides sights, tubes in box, lanyard 

2 assists ~, removes covering plates, assisted by 3 and 4. 
3 tray'ersmg wheels, percussion lock, removes muzzle tampeoD 

and asSlsts to remove covering plates. 
4 tUb.e extractor, rimer, rammer, sponge, ejector, loading tray, 

and aSSIsts to remove covering plates.. . 
~ shell .bearer 0; barrow and handle of lowering pump. '. 
6 at dnll, cartrIdge cyli.nders, which he leaves at the cartndge 

store, and 2 dummy cartrIdges. 
7 fuzes, of the required nature, fuze and shell implement& 
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8 goes to cartridge store and prepares to issue cartridges. 
9 provides a brush for cleaning shell. He goes to the shell 

store and prepares to issue shells, tubes and fuzes; examines 
the shells carefully, cleaning them if necessary, and loosens the 
fuze hole plugs of such shells as will be first required. 

EXAMINE GUN. 

Examine gun. 2 and 3 open the breech; 1 sees that the bore 
is clear and satisfies himself that the gun and carriage are in 
every respect ready for action ; 2 a.nd 3 close the breech. 

Officer

Range -- yards. 
Witlt.-- load. 

To LOAD. 

No.1. 

Witlt -- load .. 

"Load." 1 gives 5 the nature of shell and fuze required, and 
adjusts the tangent scale to the required elevation and deflection. 

2 and 3 traverse the gun if necessary until the breech is 
opposite a loading port. They then unlock and withdraw the 
breech block. 

2 receives the loading tray from 4 and inserts it in the 
chamber. The projectile brought up by 5 and 7 is placed 011 the 
loading tray, 3 having previously uncapped or removed the 
safety pin from the fuze. 

2 having received the rammer from 4, rams the projectile 
home, assisted by 3. He then withdraws the rammer and hands 
it to 4 who replaces it, then withdraws the loading tray, and 
hands it to 4, who replaces it. . 

3 inserts the two half charges, pressing them home as far as 
they will go. 2 and 3 then close the breech. 

4 supplies 2 with loading tray and rammer and replaces them. 
(am. l ) T2 
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5 and 7 bring up p~ojec~ile a~d place it on the loading tray. 
6 brings up a cartridge III cylm~er. . 
The gun having been loaded IS roughly ~~aversed I.nto the 

line of fire. 1 gives the word "Stand clea,r, and 3 raIses the 
gun into the firing position by bearing down on the lever, being 
careful to see that when the gun is up, the by pass valve is closed. 

To LAY, MAKE READY, AND }'IRE. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Commence firing 
or 

Fire - rounds. 

Elevate, etc. as before at 
p_ 236. 

.No. -- Ready. 
No.--Fire. 

2 and 3 tra~erse the gun as required. 
4 elevates or depresses as required. 
1 inserts a percussion tube, hooks the lanyard, letting the end 

hang free, cocks the lock, giving the word" Ready." He then 
comes down, and at the word" No. --" (naming his gun) 4 
seizes the lanyard, stretching it out and looking towards 1. 

At "Fire" 4 will draw the lanyard strongly towards him. 
He unhooks it, hands it to 1 and extracts the old tube. 

When laying by means of the reflecting sights and firing by 
means of the electric tiring gear, 1 will himself fire instead of 4. 

(The pattern of the electric firing gear has not yet been. 
settled). 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

The stores are replaced by the numbers who brought them up" 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

Similar to detail at page 195. 
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To CHANGE ROUNDS. 

2 becomes 4; 4, 1 ; 1, 7; 7, 6; 6, 5; 5, 3; 3, 2. Cartridge 
and shell store numbers will not change rounds. When required 
for drill, they can be brought to the gun and told oft' afresh. 

PROVISIONAL DRILL FOR 8-INCR B.L. GUN ON A 
GARRISON CARRIAGE AND TRAVERSING PLAT
FORM. CENTRAL PIVOT. 

CHARGE. 

1001bs. prism1 black, made up in two half charges of 50 lbs. 

PRO. ECTILE. 

Nature. 

____ . _____ . ___ ._ .!~ _o_o_so __ lb_8_" . ~~ _0_0"_ •• _lb_S. __ o_os_. 

Common Shell, Mark II ... 196 7 13 10 15 210 
Shrapnell Shell. Mark III ••• 

:::/ ~?! 3t 0 15, 16 210 
l'alliser Shot (Shell). Mark I .•• 14 ·2 2 ... 210 
Palliser Shot (Shell), Mark II ... ... .. - .. . 210 
Cas. Shot, Mark II ••• • •• ...... . .. ... ... .. . 210 

Palliser Shot, formerly sbell. To be weighted up with sand. 

FUZES. 

Percussio.l, direct action. 
Time, Arlllstrong, medium, time and concussion. 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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The detachment consists of 11 Nos., and falls in two deep in 
left rear I)f the gun. 

To TELL OFF. 

As detailed at page 186. 

To TAKE POST UNDER COVER. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Tale post under cOI'er. RigM turn. 
Double march. 

The detachment stepping off, wheels to its left at the left 
corner of the platform, the front rank filing to the left of the 
gun, the rear rank to the right, 2 and 3 halting close to the gun 
shield; 4 and 5 forming up upon their right and left, the whole 
turning to the right-about together. No. 1 follows in 
rear of the detachment keeping under cover as much as 
possible; 6, 8 and 11 go to the cartridge store (6 and 8 outside), 
7, 9 and 10 to the shell store (7 and 9 outside). 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

1 commands, directs, or superintends the setting and fixing 
of fuzes, puts in tube, lays and makes ready. 

2 locks and unlocks the breech, inserts and withdraws breech 
block, inserts and removes loading trays, loads, and rams home. 

3 assists to insert and withdraw breech block, cleans chamber, 
steadies and guides projectile on to loading tray, uncaps or with·, 
draws safety pin from fuze, loads, rams home, removes shalloon 
cover from base of last cartridge, elevates and unhooks lanyard 
after firing. 

4 runs up, supplies rammer and loading trays, attends to 
vcnt, traverses and fires. 

5 raises projectile (if denick is used) and traverses. 
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6 brings up a cartridge to 2. 
7 attends to fuzes, brings up projectile, raises and rams 

it home. 
8 brings up a cartridge to 3. . 
9 assists 7, raises projectile, rams home, and removes empty 

barrow. 
No. 10 attends to shell store and issues shells. 
No. 11 attends to cartridge store and issues cartridges. 

PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Prepare for Action. Prepare for Action. 
Examine Gun. 

" Prepare for Action." 1 provides a piece of chalk, sights, and 
fuze key, tubes in box and lanyard. 

2 provides rammer and removes breech cover. 
3 provides grease pot, appliances for cleaning chamber, reo 

moves muzzle tampeon. 
-4 provides loading trays, tube extractor and rimer. 
5 provides traversing handle, ejector, and hoisting tackle. 
6 provides a cartridge cylinder and dummy cartridge for drill 

purposes. 
7 provides fuzes, fuze and shell implements, and a selvagee 

or ring, for slinging projectiles. 
8 provides a cartridge cylinder and dummy cartridge for 

drill purposes. 
9 provides transporting barrow and brush. 
10 goes to shell store and prepares to issue shells, tubes and 

fuzes, he examines the shells carefully, cleaning them and re
moving burrs if necessary, he loosens the fuze hole plugs of such 
as will be first issued. 
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11 goes to the cartridge store and prepares to issue cart-

ridges. . 5 th t tl t . . 3 sees that the elevatmg gear, a Ie raversmg gear,lB 
o;led and in good working order. 
·4 puts in the percussion lock, straps the tube pocket round 

his waist on the right side, coils up the lanyard, and passes the 
bight of it under the tube box strap, fills his box with percussion 
tubes which he procures from 10. 

5 ;igs the hoiRting tackle. 
4 places the rammer, ejector, and loading trays on the right 

side of the gun. 
10 and 11 see that the lamps in the ammunition stores are 

burning brightly, and that the hoisting gear at the shell and 
cartridge lifts work easily (if any) . 

.Any irregularity in these respects should be at once reported 
to 1. 

The stores having been brought up or found correct, 1 will 
see that the foresights fit properly on the gun, that the deflec· 
tion leaves of the hind sights work easily, that the hydraulic 
buffers are filled with the proper amount of oil (and adjusted for 
the charge), and that the racers are swept. 

He receives reports from the Nos. responsible, of any irregu
larity or deficiency in connection with the different parts of the 
gun, carriage, platform and stores, or as regards the ammunition 
stores, lifts, &c. 

EXAMINE GUN. 

"Exa;mine G'1!~"" 3 elevates or depresses until the gun is in a 
conve~lent pOSItIOn for loading . 

. 2 raIses the breech lever and unlocks the breech (assisted by 
3 If necessary) .then presses the spring stud with the palm of the 
left hand, b~armg down the lever with his rio-ht which releases 
the block, he thEm again raises the lever; '2 '~ith his left and 
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3 with right hand withdraw the bree-ch-block, and swing it 
round on its carrier until it is clear. 

1 looks throu~h the bore and sees that it is clear. 
2 and 3 examme the breech block. 
4 sees that the firing mechanism is in working order. 

Olficer. 

lVith-load. 
Ra71ge-yarda. 

To LOAD. 

No.1. 

With-load. 

II Load." 1 gives 7 the nature of shell and fuze required 
and adjusts the tangent scale. 

If the breech is closed 2 and 3 proceed as at "Examine Gun." 
2 receives the shell tray from 4 and inserts it in the chamber, 

after the shell is on the tray, assisted by 3, he pushes it into the 
bore, receives the rammer from 4, and, assisted by 3, 7 and 9, 
rams it home, returns shell tray and receives cartridge tray 
from 4, places it in the chamber, receives first, cartridge from 
6 and places it in the bore, and after 3 has placed in his cart
ridge removes tray and returns it to 4. 

3 cleans chamber, steadies and guides projectile on to tray 
(if derrick is used) uncaps or withdraws safety pin from fuze, 
assist to push shell into the bore after removing selvagee or ring, 
rams home shell, places in last cartridge, first .removing shal
loon patch. 

4 supplies 2 with and replaces the rammer nnd loading trays, 
removes the old tube. 

5 (if derrick is used) raises the projectile. 
When the last cartridge is home, 2 takes hold of the breech 

handle with his righth and and releases the spring catch of the 
breech carrier with his left hand and swings the breech block 
round smartly, 2 with the left, and 3 with the right hand push 
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in the breech block;. 2 then turns to his left and seizes hold 

of the lever with both hands gives it a sharp jerk until the 

eccentric comes in the line with the slot in the face of the 

breech, he then presses the spring stud with the left hand, 

folding down the lever with the right hand which locks the 
breech. 

6 brings up a cartridge to 2. 
7 brings up the projectile on a barrow (having adjusted the 

fuze according to the directions of 1) with the selvagee or ring 

fitted for lifting to the left side of the gun; he hooks the hook 

of the hoisting gear to the selvagec or ring, raises and rams home 
projectile. 

8 brings up cartridge to 3. 
9 assists 7 to prepare, bring up, raise and ram home the pro-

jectile; he also removes the barrow and selvagee. 
10 issues shell. 
11 issues cartridge. 
The. gun is then run up by 4. 

To LAY, MAKE READY, AND }'IRE. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Commence firing 
or 

Fire -- rounds. 

1 inserts a tube. 
3 elevates. 
4 and 5 traverse. 

Elevate, &c., as before at p. 236. 
No. -- Reari9. 

I No. -- Ft're. 

At "Read;/f," 5 remains on the traversing handle, the other 

Nos. stand clear; 1 hooks the lanyard aUowina' the end to hang 

free, cocks the lock; giving the word" Ready." he jumps oft' 

the .platform, and at the word, " No. __ " (naming his gun), 

4 seIZes the lanyard, and stretches it out looking towards 1. 
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At ., Fire," 4 draws the lanyard strongly towards him, and 
returns it to 1. 

To UNLOAD. 

To be filled in when method of unloading is settled. 

To CEASE l!'IRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

The gun is first examined and then depressed by 3. 
The stores are replaced by the numbers who .brought 

them up. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

1 doubles to the left rear of the platform, faces to hit! left, and 
gives the words" Outward8 turn." 2 and 4 turn to their left, 
3 and 5 to their right; at the command " .Double march," 2 and 4 
wheel to their right, 3 and 5 to their left, and all when clear of 
the platform, wheel to the right round I's left shoulder. 

6 and 7 and the remainder come up into their places, when 
2 and 3 have passed him 1 gives" Halt," "Front," and changes 
his 1Iank by the rear. 

To CHANGE ROUNDS. 

1 becomes 9 
9 " 8 
8 " 7 
7 ." 6 
6 " 5 
5 " 4 
4 " 3 
3 " 2 
2 " 1 
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Thus the gun floor Nos. only will change rounds when at drill 
The higher Nos. will ~ot change. rounds .. 
When required for drIll they wIll fall III and be marched to 

the gnn floor, the detachment being told off afresh. 

PROVISIONAL DRILL FOR THE 9'2-INCH B.L. GUN 
ON GARRISON CARRIAGE AND TRAVERSING 
PLATFORM. CENTRAL PIVOT, 

CHARGE. 

175lbs. prism! brown, made up in t charges of 87! lbs. 

PROJECTILE. 

Nature. 

Jbs. ozs. Jbe. ozs. ozs. lb.. ozs. 

Common Shell ... 
Shrapnell Shell •.• 
Palliser Shot ... 
Case Shot 

Percussion, direct action. 

361 12 18 
378 10 1 
380 0 
380 0 

FUZES. 

4 
6 

380 
300 
380 
380 

o 
o 
o 
o 

Time, Armstrong, medium, time and concussion. 
The detachment consists of 10 numbers on the gun floor aud 

5 numbers (or n~~lber depending on local arrangements), for 
supply of ammumtlOn from the magazilJes. 
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To TELL OFF • 

.As detailed at page 186_ 

To TAKE POST UNDER COVER. 

PARTV. 

Bection U. 

.As detailed at page 187, except that 10 forms up on the left of 
4 ; 6 and 8 go to the head of the cartridge lift; 7 and 9 to the 
head of the shell lift ; 12 and 14 to the cartridge store (12 at the 
foot of the cartridge lift); 11, 13 and 15 to the shell store_ 

GENERAL DUTIES_' 

1 commands, directs or superintend~ the setting and fixing of 
fuzes, puts in tube, lays, makes ready, and folds down the locking 
lever_ 

2 withdraws and inserts the breech block, cleans chamber, 
inserts and removes loading trays, loads, rams home, traverses, 
unhooks lanyard after tiring and hands it to 1, and attends to 
vent when necessary. If required assists 3 with the ratchet lever. 

3 raises the locking lever and workR the ratchet lever, assists 
to withdraw and insl'rt breech block, insert and withdraw load
ing trays, clean chamber, loads, and rams home; uncaps or 
withdraws safety pin from the fuze when the head of the 
projectile is on the loading tray, removes shalloon disc from the 
base of the last cartridge, and traverses. 

4 supplies and removes side arms, traverses, assists if necessary 
on the right ralllmer rope. 

5 hooks and unhooks the leading block for the left rammer 
rope, assists 7 to hoist the projectile, swings derrick as required, 
mans the left rammer rope, overhauls the chain ready to hoist 
the next round and traverses. 

6 brings up a cartridge to 2 and 3_ 
7 attends to fuzes, brings up projectile, raises it, and if 

llecessary assists 5 on the left rammer rope. 
8 brings up a cartridge to 2 and 3. 
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9 assists 7 and removes empty bar~ow. ., 
10 elevates tbe gun into tbe loadmg posItIOn, books and un

books tbe leading block of the rigbt rammer rope, depresses the 
gun sufficiently for 2 and 3 to insert the breech bloek, mans the 
riaht rammer rope, runs up, elevates, and fires. 

"i2 and 14 issue and send up cartridges. 
11, 13 and 15 issue and send up projectiles. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Prepare f01' action. Prepare for action. 
Examine gun. 

"P1'epare for action." 1 provides a piece of chalk, sights, 
fuze key, percussion lock and lanyard, tube box and tubes. 

2 removes breech cover, brings up appliances for cleaning 
the chamber, tube extractor and rimer. 

3 supplies grease pot and waste, and removes muzzle tampeon. 
4 supplies side arms, rest for side arms and traversing handle, 

assisted by 10. 
5 supplies rammer rope and block, traversing handle, winch 

handle, and a piece of spun yarn. 
6, cartridge cylinder and dummy cartridge for drill. 
7 supplies fuzes, fuze and shell implements and selvagee for 

slinging projectile. ' 
8, cartridge cylinder and dummy cartridge for drill. 
9, transporting barrow and brush. 
10, elevating wheel, rammer rope and block, and assists 4. 
12. and 14 go to the cartridge store and prepare to issue 

cartrrdges. 
11, 13, and 15 go to the shell store and prepare to issue shells, 

tubes, and fuzes. 
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1 puts in the percussion lock, straps the tube box round his 
waist on the right side, coils up the lanyard and passes the bight 
of it under the tube box strap, fills his box with percussion tubes. 

4 and 5 see tbat the traversing gear is oiled and in good 
working order. 

5 examines the hoisting gear, makes fast one end of his piece 
of spun yarn to the link immediately above the hook of the 
hoisting chain, and makes fast the other end to the derrick 
within easy reach. 

4 will lay down the side arms on the right rear of the gun, 
heads to the front, also the loading trays. . 

10 sees that the elevating and running up gear are in good 
order. 

11 and 12 see that the hoisting gear of the shell and cartridge 
lifts are in good order. 

13 and 14, that the lamps in the ammunition stores are burning 
brightly. 

15 examines shell carefully, cleaning them if riecessary and 
removing burrs; he loosens the fuze hole plugs of such shell as 
will be first issued. 

The stores having been brought up and found correct. No.1 
will see that the foresights fit properly on the gUll, that the 
deflection leaves of the hind sights work easily, that the 
hydraulic buffer is filled with the proper amount of oil, and that 
the racers are swept. He receives the reports from the numbers 
responsible of any irregularity or deficiency in connection with 
the different parts of the gun, carriage, platform, and stores, or 
as regards the ammunition stores, lifts, &c. 

EXAMINE GUN. 

" Examine gun." 10 elevates the gun into the loading position 
(if l'un back), 2 and 3 mount up on to the loading platform, 3 
raises the locking lever and works the ratchet lever, assisted by 
.2 if necessary, 2 and 3 then withdraw the breech block. Ilooks 
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throucrh the bore and sees that it is clear, 2 and 3 examine the 
breech block and reinsert it, 10 depressil!g the gun on command 
or signal from 2 to enable them to push It home. 

Officer. 

Range -- yards. 
With -- Load. 

LOAD. 

No.1. 

Trail 1'ight or left if 
neCeS8a1-y. 

Halt. 
With -- Load. 

"Load." 1 gives 7 the nature of shell and fuze required and 
adjusts the tangent scale; if the breech is closed 2, 3, and 10 
proceed as at "Examine gun," 2 first extracting the old tube 
and riming the vent if necessary. 

2 receives the front portion of the loading tray from 4 and 
inserts it in the chamber, 3 receives the rear portion, attaches it 
to the front portion and pushes it into the chamber; 2 and 3 
then guide the projectile on to the loading tray, 3 giving the 
word" !wist," "lower," as may be required to 7. As soon as the 
projectile is resting on the tray 3 uncaps or removes safety pin 
from the fuze, gives the word "lower," removes the selYagee, and 
as soon as it is free gives the word" clear)) io 5, who then swings 
back the derrick. 2 and 3 then push the projectile as far as they 
can iuto the bore, 3 prevents it slipping back, while 2 picks up 
the rammer supplied by 4 ; it is then rammed hard home by 2, 3, 
5, and 10, assisted if necessary by 4 and 7. 

As soon as the projectile is home 2 withdraws the rammel', 
laying .it down be.hind him; 3 w!thdra ws the loading tray and 
hands It to 4. 2 mserts the cartl'ldge tray received from 4. Z 
and 3 having received cartridges from 6 and 8, insert them 
separately and push them home as far as possible, using the 
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ratumer if necessary_ 3 tears off the shalloon patch from the base 
of the rear cartridgt', and removes the cartridge tray which he 
handR to 4, who replaces it and the rammer. 2 releases the catch 
and gives the word to 10 to depress, and with 3 swings round 
and pushes home thc breech-block; 3 working the ratchet lever. 

1 jumps up, gives the word" run up," and inserts a tube. 
2 and 3 jump down and go to the traversing handles. 
4 will hand up and receive back the sponge if required to be 

used; hand up the shell tray, attach the rammer ropes, and lay 
the rammer with its head on the loading platform between 2 
and 3, bring up the cartridge tray, laying it down in rear of the 
platform if called upon to man the right rammer rope, hands the 
cartridge tray to 2, receives the shell tray from 3, and lays it 
down in its proper place, steps in again, receives the cartridge 
tray from 2, and replaces it and the rammer. He then mans the 
right traversing handle. 7 and 9 bring up a projectile with a 
selvagee round it into which 7 hooks the hoisting chain, and 
works the winch handle assisted by 5; when high enough he 
steps clear for a moment, so as not to be under the weight, while 
5 swings round the derrick, mans the winch again immediately 
ready to " hoist" or " lower" according to 3's directions. If not 
required to ram home, doubles back at once for another round. 1 
will inspect or set the fuze before the hoisting chain is hooked in. 

5 attaches the block of the rammer rope to the eyebolt on the 
carriage for that purpose, and leads the end of the rope to the 
rear, ready for 4 to attach to the stave; assists 7 at the winch 
handle, and swings the derrick round as required; at the word 
" clear" from 3 he will swing the derrick back and overhaul the 

~
hain by means of the piece of spun yarn attached, ready to hook 
n to the next round; man the left rammer rope, unhook the block 

soon as the rammer is done with, and then goes to the left 
raversing handle. 6 and 8 each bring up a cartridge in cylinder, 

d as S0011 as the cartridges ar!l withdrawn by 2 and 3 returu 
or a fresh round. -

(a.m .. ) tr 
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10 Elevates the gun about 12°, hooks the block of the right 
ram~er rope, and leads the end of the rope to the rear ready fQr 
4 to atta.ch it to the rammer stave, man.s the ram.mer rope, un
hooks the block as soon as the ramII!-er IS ~one wIth, depresses, 
rUIlS up by lifting a. lever on the right sIde of the platform, 
and mans the elevatmg wheel. 

To LAY, MAKE READY, AND FIRE. 

Oificer. No. 1. 

Commence Firi'fI{J, 
or 

Fire---rounds. 

Elevate (as before at 236). 
No.--ReadiJ· 
No.--Fire. 

10 elevates or depresses, 2, 3, 4, and 5 traverse. 
At " Ready" the traversing numbers remain on the handles, 

the other numbers stand clear. 1 hooks the lanyard, allowing 
the end to hang free, folds down the locking lever, cocks the 
lock, giving the word" Ready," he jumps off the platform, and 
at the word No. (naming his gun) 10 seizes the lanyard, and 
stretching it out looking towards 1. 

At " Fire" 10 draws the lanyard strongly towards him and 
returns it to 1. 

In case of a miss fire should it be necessary to open the breech 
the tube must be first extracted. 

To UNLOAD. 

';l'his operation will be the reverse of that of loading, the shell 
belllg pushed back by the ejector. 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

The gun is first examined and then depressed by 10. The 
stores replaced by the numbers who brought them up, 
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DETACHMENT REAR. 

Similar to detail at page 195. 

To OHANGE ROUND~ 

1 becomes 10. 
10 " 9. 

P.AB.T V.' 

Section II. 

and so on, only the gun floor numbers changing rounds. If the 
higher numbers are required to be changed for drill, theywill be 
marched on to the gUll floor and the detachment told off again. 

PROVISIONAL DRILL FOR 12·IN. B.L. GUN ON A 
CASEMATE TRAVERSING PLATFORM. 

CHARGE. 

215 Ibs. prism 1 brown, made up in four qUMier cJlarges of 
73£ Ib8. 

PROJECTILES. 

to '" 01 S'~~~ ",. '" G)_iS ~A ~~ ,; ~fc~~ 
Nature. ::l~P::al flll ~ a'ij) 0.., 

·~.S :iJ~ ~o :aj;'; ~ 
i:::: ~ .------

lb •. ozs. lb •• oz •• ozs. lb •• ozs. ------------------ --------
Common Shell, Mark II ... ... 681 14 31 3 I!; 714 0 
Shrapnel Shell, Mark II ... ... 711 5 I 14 13 714 0 
Palliser Shot (Shell), Mark I ... ... 701 12 *6 4 ... 714 0 
Palliser Shot (Shell) Mark II ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... 714 0 
Case Shot, Mark I ... . .. ... ... ... ... .. . ... 714 0 

• § 5033 PallIser shot. Formerly shell. To be weighted up with sand. 
~~~ u2 
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FUZES. 

Percussion, not yet decided. . _ 
Time, .Armstrong, med.ium, time and conCUSSIOn. . 
The Detachment conBlsts of 18 Nos., and falls In two deep. 

Should, however, arrangements b.e made tlO that two men can 
bring up the cartridges, 17 Nos. wIll suffice. 

To TELL OFF • 

.As detailed at page 186. 

To TAKE POST UNDER COVER. 
As detailed at page 187, except that 8 forms on the left of 4; 

6 10 11, and 12 go to the head of the cartridge lift; 7 and 9 to 
the head of the shell lift; 14 to the foot of the cartridge lift; 
16 and 17 to the cartridge store ; 13 to the foot of the shell lift ; 
15 and 18 to the shell store. . 

GENERAL DUTIES. 
1 commands, runs up, directs or superintends the setting and 

fixing of fuzes, lays, and makes r.eady. 
2 assists 4 to swing in and out the withdrawing apparatus, 

attends to it, raises and lowers locking lever, inserts and with
draws breech block, cleans chamber, inserts and removes loading 
trays, loads, rams home and elevates. 

3 brings the gun to the position for loading, attends to the 
withdrawing apparatus, inserts and withdraws breech block, 
cleans chamber, attaches, inserts and removes loading trays, 
loads, uncaps or withdraws safety pin from fuze, rams home, 
removes shalloon cover from base of last cartridge, elevates, and 
unhooks lanyard after firing. 

4 runs up, swings in and out the withdrawing apparatus, 
attends to vent, traverses, and fires. 
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5 attends to ratchet lever, steadies projectile in raising, and 
traverses. 

6 supplies cartridges to 2 and 3. 
7 attends to fuzes, brings up projectile, raises it, and rams 

home. 
8 supplies r:3.mmer and loading trays. 
9 assists 7, raises projectile, rams home, and removes empty 

barrow. . 
10 supplies cartridges to 2 and 3. 
11 supplies cartridges to 2 and 3 and traverses. 
12 supplies cartridges to 2 and 3 and traverses. 
13 and 15 supply shells to the lift from the shell store. 
14 and 16 supply ca.rtridges to the lift from the cartridge store. 
17 a,ttends to cartridge store and issues cartridges. 
18 attends to shell store. 
2, 3, 11 and 12 attend to mantlets. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

Officer. No.1. 

Prepare for action. Pr~rare for action. 
Examine gun. 

" pj'epare for action." 1 provides a piece of chalk, sights, fuze 
key, tubes in box, and lanyard. 

2 removes breech cover, brings up appliances for cleaning 
chamber. 

3 supplies grease pot, removes muzzle tampeon. 
4 provides tube extractor and rimer. 
5 supplies two traversing handles, and hoisting tackle. 
ti provides a cartridge cylinder and dummy cartridge for 

drill purposes. 
7 supplies fuzes, fuze and shell implements, and a selvagee 

or ring for slinging projectile. 
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8 brings up rammer.and loading trays. 
9 provides transportmg barrow and brush.. . 
10 supplies cartridge cylinder and dummy cartndge for dnll 

pllrposes. . 
11 supplies cartridge cylinder and dummy cartndge for 

drill purposes. 
12 supplies cartridge cylinder and dummy cartridge for 

drill purp<Jses. 
13 and 15 go to the shell store. 
14 and 16 go to the cartridge store. 
17 goes to the cartridge store and prepares to issue 

cartridges. 
18 goes to the shell store and prepares to issue shells, 

tubes and fuzes, he examines the shell, carefully cleaning them 
if necessary, and removing burrs; he loosens the fUlie-hole plugs 
of such shell as will be first issued. 

2 sees that the elevating gear, 4 that the traversing gear is 
oiled and in good working order. 

4 puts in the percussion lock, straps tube locket round his 
waist on the right side, coils up the lanyar , and passes the 
bight of it under the tube-box strap, fills his box with percussion 
tubes, which he procures from 18. 

7 rigs the hoisting tackle. 
8 places the rammer and loading trays on the right side 

of the gull. 
13 and 14 see that the hoisting gear at the shell and 

cartridge lifts work easily. 
17 and 18 see that the lamps in the ammunition stores 

are burning brightly. . 
Any irregularity m these respects should be at once reported 

to 1. 
.The stores having been brought up, or found correct, No.1 

wIll .see that the foresi~hts fit properly on thegun, that the de
flectIon leaves of the hmdsights work easily, that the hydraulic 
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buffers are filled with the proper 'amount of oil, and that the 
racers are swept. 

He receives reports from the Nos. responsible, of any irregu
larity or deficiency in connection with the different parts of the 
gun, carriage, platform and stores, or ad regards the ammunition 
stores, lifts, &0. 

EXAMINE GUN. 

E:carnine gun.-2 and 3 elevate or depress until the gun is 
in a convenient position for loading, and after doing so mount 
up on the platform. 

2 raises the locking lever; 5 works t.h ratchet lever. 
2 and 3 withdraw the breech block. 
1 looks through the bore and sees that it is clear. 
2 and 3 examine the breech block. 

Of!icer. 

Range--yards. 
Witlt---loarl. 

To LOAD. 

No.1. 

With--load. 

"Load." The gun, if necessary, would be run up by 1 and 4. 
1 gives 7 the nature of shell and fuze required, and adjusts 

the tangent sight. 
If the breech is closed 2, 3 and 5 proceed as at "Examine gun." 
2 receives the front portion of the shell loading tray from 

8, and inserts it in the chamber; 3, receives the rear portion, 
attaches it to the front portion, and pushes it into the chamber. 

2 and 3 receive the l'rojectile from 5, and when high enough 
guide it on to the loading tray; 3, having uncappetl the fuze, 
or removed the safety pin, gives "lower," removes the ring or 
selvagee, and pushes the projectile as far as possible into the 
bore. 
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2 having received the rammer from 8, rams the projectile 
hard home with the assistance of 3, 7 and 9, after whIch he 
lays down the rammer behind him. 

2 and 3 withdraw the loading tray and return it to 8; 3 
receives the cartridge tray from 8 and inserts it in the breech. 

2 and 3 having received the cartridges from 6, 10, 11 and 12, 
insert them separately, and push them home as far as possible; 
using the rammer if necessary; 3 removes the shalloon patch 
from the base of the last cartridge. 

3 removes the cartridge loading tray and returns it to 8, who 
replaces it and the rammer. 

4, while the breech is open, removes the old tube. 
When the cartridge is home 4 releases the holding catch, and 

2 and 3 swinging the breech block round insert it in the breech ; 
to close the latter 5 works the ratchet lever and 2 lowers the 
locking lever. 

5 steadies the projectile while it is being raised. 
6 brings up a cartridge to 2 and 3 . 

. 7 brings up the projectile on a barrow (having adjusted the 
fuze according to the directions of 1) with the selvagee or ring 
fitted for lifting, to the left side of the platform; he hooks 
the hook of the hoisting gear to the selvagee or ring, and heaves 
round t~e winch handle until the projectile is high enough, he 
also asSISts to ram home. 

8 su~plies and returns r~mer and loading trays. 
. 9. aSSIsts 7 to prepare, bnng up, raise and ram home the pro
Jectile ; he also removes the barrow and selvagee. 

10,11 and 12 bring up each a cartridge to 2 and 3. 
13 and 15 work t,he shell lift. 
14 ~d 16 work the cartridge lift. 
17 ISsues cartridges. 
18 issues shell. 
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To LAY, MAKE READY, AND FIRE. 

Officer.. No. 1. 

Commenr.e Firin.q. 
or 

Elevate, ~c., as before at p. 236. 

Fire--rounaa. 
1 inserts a tube. 
2 and 3 elevate or depress ; 3 clamps. 
4, 5, 11 and 12 traverse. 
(See note at page 269.) 

No.--ready. 
No.--fire. 

At "Ready" the traversing N 08., except 4, remain on the 
handles, the other Nos. stand clear. 1 hooks the lanyard, 
allowinlf, the end to hang free, cocks the lock, giving the word 
"ready, 'he jump off the platform, and at the word No. -
(naming his gun) 4 seizes the lanyard, stretching it out and 
looking towards 1. 

At "Fire" 4 draws it strongly towards him, and then returns 
it to 1. 

In case of a miss fire, should it be necessary to open the 
breech, the tube must be first extracted. 

To UNLOAD. 

This operation will be the reverse of that of loading. 
The detail cannot at present be settled, as there is as yet no 

implement with which to eject the shell. 

To CEASE FIRING AND. REPLACE STOREs. 

The gun is first examined and then depressed by 2 and 3. 
The stores are replaced by the Nos. who brought them up. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

Similar to detail at page 195. 
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To CHANGE ROUNDS. 

No. 1 becomes 12. 
,,12 " 11 
,,11 " 10 
,,10 " 9 
" 9 " 8 
" 8 " 7 
" 7 " 6 
" 6 " 5 

5 " 4 
4 " 3 

" 3 " 2 
" 2 " 1 

gun-floor Nos. only will change rounds when at 

The higher Nos. will not change rounds, many of them .being 
in magazine clothing. When required for drill they will fall in 
and be marched on to the gun-floor, the detachment being told 
off afresh. 

DRILL FOR THE 3-PR. HOTCHKISS GUN . 

. The detachment consists of I) numbers, and falls in two deep 
10 rear of and facing the gun. 

Ojficm·. 

Tell oJ!. 

To 'FELL OFF. 

At" Tell off" 1, &c., as for B.L. drill. 

No. 1. 
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To TAKE POST. 

(As for B.L. drill.) 

PAR'r 'V'. 

Section II. 

2 halting on the right side of the breech, 3 on the left, facing 
inwards, 1 in rear of the gun. 

4 and 5 in real' with the ammunition. 

ACTION. 

1 satisfies himself that the extractor and firing-pin are un
injured and in good working order, and that the bore is clear. 

2 that the breech-block and lever work easily. 
4 and 5 bring up and open ammunition ciules in a convenient 

position for 3 to serve, and remove pads on base of cartridges. 

DUTIES IN ACTION. 

1 commands, lays, and fires. 
2 opens and closes the breech. 
3 loads. 
4 and 5 supply ammunition. 

To LOAD. 

Officer. No.1. 

"Range---Yards." "Load." 
(Uamin,IJ the object.) 

"Load." 
1 adjusts the tangent sight to the required elevation and 

deflection (if any), &c. 
2 takes hold of the arms of the lever with both. hands, and 

forces it smartly downwards to the rear, oJlening the breech. 
As soon as 3 has placed the cartridge in the bore, he closes the 
breech by the reverse action. 
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3 takes a cartridge from the case, places it in the bore, pressing 
it hard home. . . 

4 and 5 keep up a supply of ammumtIOn. 

To COMMENCE FIRING. 

Officer. 

" C()mmence." 
1 looks over his sight and, placing his left shoulder against the 

pad lays, guiding the shoulder-piece with the left hand, places 
the 'forefinger of his right hand on the trigger and fires at his 
owri discretion, keeping the gun bearing on the object. 

The other Nos. reload as before. 

CEASE FIRING. 

1 discontinues the fire; 2 opens the breech; 3 returns the 
cartridge, if unfired, to the ammunition box; 2 then closes the 
breech. 

ON A MISS-FIRE. 

No.1. 

" Miss-fore." 
Af~er a pause 2 opens the breech; 3 carefully removes the 

cartrIdge, which is to be placed on one side if the cap has been 
struck. If time admits, as at practice, the cartridge may be tried 
again. 

If the cap has not been struck it will be necessary to replace 
the striker by a new one. 

DETACHMENT REAR. 

(As for B.L. drill.) 
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DRILL FOR NORDENFELT 0·45-INCH 5-BARRELLED 
GUN, MOUNTED ON CONE MOUNTINGS. 

The detachment consists of one non-commissioned officer and 
four gunners, and falls in two deep ill rear of the gun. 

To TELL OFF. 

As for gun drill. 

To TAKE POST AT THE GUN. 

1 gives the order" Right turn," turns with the detachment, 
"Double marcA." The whole double to their places as below 
detailed, aud halt facing to the front. 

POSITION AND GENERAL DUTIES. 

1 stands close in rear of the breecll, commands, attends to drill 
stop, elevates, traverses, and lays. 

2 stands in line with, and close to the breech on the right 
side, adjusts right bolt of shield, raises shield, attends to hand 
lever, and fires. 

3 stands in line with, and close to the breech ou the left side, 
adjusts left bolt of shield, attends to sand plate and to distributor 
and hopper at the gun. 

4 stands in the most convenient place for supplying 3 with 
hoppers 'from 5, and returns empty ones. 

5 has charge of the ammunition, and supplies 4 with filled 
hoppers. 
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ACTION. 

1'satisfies himself that the gun and its fittin(!S are in good 
working order, and pushes back t.he drill stop.*" 

2 turns to his left, adjusts the right bolt of the shield, raises 
the shield releases the hand lever, and feels each extractor and 
firing pin'to see they are uninjured, after 3 has raised the cover. 

3 turns to his right, adjusts the left bolt of the shield, raises 
sand plate, raises and lowers the cover, puts distributor oil the 
cover with" cut off" lever horizontal, and places the hopper on 
top, putting the hopper lever horizontal. 

4 supplies 3 with two hoppers which he receives from 5, and 
then returns for others. 

5 supplies hoppers to 4. 

To LAY THE GUN. 

Offioer. No. 1. 

Range -- Yards. Lay. 

"La:y." 1 haviut:f adjusted the tangent scale lays the gun; 
elevatmg or depressmg with his left hand and traversing witlf 
the right. 

If " Commence firing" is not ordered, 1 gives "Take post," 
when the numbers will take post as detailed for" action." 

COMMENCE FIRING. 

Officer. No.1. 

Commence Firing. Commence /iring . 

• When at drill this stop will romain forward. 
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" Oommencefiring." 
3 having placed the "cut off" lever of the hopper horizontal, 

he holds the hopper in position with his left hand until the 
last cartridge is seen through the side hole, when he replaces it 
with a full one. 

2 draws back the hand lever and forces it forward half way, 
and fires by order of 1 by forcing it right forward, then drawing 
it back to its full extent, repeats the operation. 

4 and 5 keep 3 supplied with ammunition. 

RAPID FIRING. 

2 works the hand lever continuously on the order" rapid 
firing" being given. 

Should it be necessary to cease firing for a short time to allow 
.the smoke to clear away, or to allow 1 to relay his gun, I will 
give the order" stand fast," on which 2 will draw the lever back 
to its full extent, and rapid firing will be continued at the order 
" commence." 

In rapid firing a distinct pause is to be made at each position 
of the lever, both forward and back. 

CEASE FIRING. 

o:::~ng. '/ oe::~:~n.g. 
" Oease firing." 1 places the drill stop forward, lowers his 

sights, and clamps the elevating gear j he will see that all the 
cartridges are taken out of the barrels or reservoirs by 3. 

2 forces the lever to the rear, thus extracting empty cartridge 
cases j these having been removed by 3, he forces the lever 
forward and fixes it by its chain j turns down the shield assisted 
by 3 i he then turns to the front. 
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3 places the "cut off" levers of ~ist~butor. and hopper 
vertical removes them, and replaces dlstrIbutor in trail box 
raises c~ver to remove cartridges and empty cases (if any) fro~ 
the gun, leaving it open till the next word of command assists 
2 to turn down the shield, and then turns to his front. ' 

4 returns hoppers to 5 at the limber. 
5 replaces hoppers and closes the limber boxes. 

To CHANGE ROUNDS. 

Office1·. No.1. 

Change rounds. Change rounds. 

In changing rounds in action, 1 becomes 5' 5 4' 4 3' 3 n. 2, 1. ' , , , , , .. , 

In changing rounds when the gun is limbered up 1 becomes 5 . 
5, 3; 3, 2; 2, 4; 4, 1. " 
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SECTION III. 

Rifled Breech·Loa.ding Ordnance. 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS. 

1'he system of rifled RL. ordnance, introduced in 1859, was 
known as the .Armstrong RL. system. 

Such guns are now described as RB.L. ill distinction to B.L. 
which is the later type of breech-loader. 

There are two natures of R. RL. guns in the garrison service; 
viz., 7-inch and 40-pr. 

40-PR. R.B.L. GUNS. 
DESCRIPTION. 

32-cwt. gun. 85-cwt. gnn. 
Calibre (i.e., diameter of grip) 4'75 in. 4'75 in. 
Nominal weight 32 cwt. 35 cwt. 
Preponderance 5 cwt. 1 qr. 19 lb. 4 cwt. 3 qrs. 

{
of barrel.... .... 8 ft. 10'375 in. 8 ft. 10'375 in. 

L gth of powder chamber 13'5 in. 13'5 in. 
en of shot chamber.... 7 in. 7 in. 

total, nominal .... 10 ft. ] 0 ft. 1 in. 
R'fI' CJ' {grooves, number 56 56 

1 lllo uniform.... .... 1 turn in 36'5 calibres. 
(a.m. l ) x 
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PATTERNS. 

The 32-cwt. gun was introduced in 1859. for the navy as a 
broadside or pivot gun; it is also now used 111 the land service 
for batteries of position, siege and garrison purposes. 

The 35-cwt. gun was introduced in 1860. It has a longer anfl 
stronger breech piece arid a raised coil in front of the vent 
slot. 

The fittings of the two guns are interchangeable, except the 
breech screws, which have a different shape and pitch of thread. 

PARTS, 

The ?Je1lt piece is a block of wrought iron or steel for the 
purpose of closing the breech. The vent passes verticaUy through 
it as far as the centre, and is then bored horizontally in a position 
coinciding with the axis of the bore. 

The bl'eech screw fits the thread cut in the breech piece, its 
object being to send home and retain the vent--piece in its proper 
position. 

The tappet ring is fitted on the octagonal part of the breech 
screw, on which it acts as a wrench, the power being communi
(;a,tecl through its projections from the tappets on the lever. 

The level' fits 011 the breech screw behind the tappet ring; it 
is free to revolve round the breech screw, but is prevented from 
falling off by two keep pins working in grooves, The ohject of 
~he !ever and tappet arrangement is to gain a powerful momentum 
m tIghtening up and relaxing the vent piece from its seat in the 
gun. 

The indicator ring is a thin narrow ring of wrought iron fitted 
on,the breech screw ill front of the tappet ring; it must be so 
ad)uste~ on the screw that when the vent piece is l!.ome the 
rrused lme of brass or arrow on the ring will coincide with or be 
slightly to the left of the mark on the breech. 
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The breech bush is a ring of copper screwed into the end of the 
powder chamber by means of the facing implements. 

The vent piece copper ring is a corresponding ring on the face 
of the vent piece. The object of these rings is to prevent the 
escape of gas; they are coned in opposite directions so as to fit 
closely into one another. . 

During continuous practice with 40-pr. R.B.L. guns, the vent 
pieces should be changed at the end of every fifteen rounds; the 
vent piece not in use is thus allowed time to becomEl thoroughly 
cool, and opportunity should then be taken to examine it carefllUy 
with reference to the state of the copper ring, &c. .. 

RIFLING. 

The rifling is the Armstrong polygroove. 

VENTING. 

'rhe veut passes vertically down the centre of the Vellt piece, 
and is ooutinued at right angles in prolongation of the axis of the 
bore; the vertical portion is partially bushed with oopper. 

SIGHTING. 

The gun is provided with four sights, viz., !i tangent scales, and 
2 trunnion sights, one of each on each side; the former being 
graduated (in the latest pattern) to 15°, and furnished with sliding 
leaf heads. The tangent sights are set in the gun at an angle of 
2° 16' to compensate for the drift; they are provided under the 
cross-head with an "elevating nut," by turning Which any number 
of minutes of elevatio.n less than 10' may be given. 

Many tangent sights of the older pattern still exist havi.ng 
" barrel heads" for giving deflection. . .... 

The bars of the tangent sights are four-sided, and (in the latest 
pattern) are marked as follows :-

~m~ x2 
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DBGIIEB8. 

BLANI<. I FUZB 25. 

&BBLL, FULL, Ii LBS. 
YABDS, 3,800. 

The trunnion sights are of the " drop" pattern, and secured by 
a bayonet joint. 

Tangent sights are interchangeable for all guns of the same 
nature. 

PROJECTILES. 

Weight Mean 
Burster. total 

Nature. 
empty. weight •. 

I 
lbs. ozs • lbs. (lZS. lbs. ! ozs. .... ------------

Common shell ... ... ... Mark II. 38 Ii 2 ~ 40 9 
Segment sbell ... ... ... Marl< I. 38 9 .. . 13 39 6 
Shrapnel shell... ... • .. Mark 1. 39 0 ... 3 39 3 
Case shot... ... ... ... Mark II. ... ... ... .. . 31 8 
Solid shot (for practice only) ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... 40 131 

CHARGES. 

"Full" 5lbs. R.L.G~. 
" Saluting " .... albs. Blank. 

The full charge has a lubricator screwed into a socket which is 
choked in the cartridge. 

VELOCITY, 

M.uzzle velocity, 1,180 feet. 
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FuZES. 

Wood, time, 15-secollds, with detonator Mark III. 
Percussion,R.L. Mark II., for all shell, acting on graze or impact. 
Primers for vent pieces are used with these guns. 

TIN CUPS 

Are used at practice only, to assist in closing the breech, and as 
a protection to the copper rings. They are issued in the propor
tion of 1 to 10 rounds. 

DRILL WITH 4O-PR. R.B.L. GUN ON TRAVELLING 
SIEGE CARRIAGE. 

The detachment consists of nine numbers, and falls in two deep. 

To TELL OFF. 

As detailed at page 186. 

To TAKE POST UNDER COVER. 
As detailed at page 187. 

To TAKE POST AT THE GUN. 

Where there is no parapet, the detachment files on the gun; 
2 and 3 halting in line with the breech, 4 and 5 the centre of the 
trail, the whule une yard from it; 1 in rear of the gun, 8 in rear 
of the near limber box, 9 in rear of the off limber box, 6 and '; 
on the outsides of 8 and 9. 

GENERAL DU·fIES. 

No. 1 commands, directs, or superintends boring and fixing 
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fuzes, directs the gun into the line of fire when runniug up, and 

la~o_ 2 rUhii up, sponges (if necessary), rams home, anel 
traverses. . 

No. 3 runs up, removes safety pin, loads, raIllS home, and 
traverses. 

No. 4 runs up, attends to l)reech screw, vent piece, and tin cups 
when used, atterids to sidearms and supplies them to 2, and to 
elevating and traversing screws in laying. 

No.5 runs up, attends to breech screw and vent piece, primes, 
makes ready, and fires. 

No.6 supplies 3 with cartridges. 
No. 7 attends to fuzes and brings up projectile. 
No. 8 attends to cartridge store or limber, and Serves out 

cartridges to 6. . . 
No.9 attends to shell store or limber, and issues shells, tubes, 

nnd fuzes. 
To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

o'/licer. . No. 1. 

Prepare for action. Prepare fm' action. 
Examine [Jun. 

" Prepare for action." 
The stores are brought up as follows :--li 

. No.1, 6 ft. handspike, sights, a piece of chalk; file for vent' 
piece, hammer and punch. ... 

No.2) 6 ft. handspike, and assistS 4 with sidearms. 
No.3, 6 ft. hal)dspike and elevating screw; he also removes 

apron and tampeons, . 
No.4, 6 ~t. handspike, sidearms, and support, tin cups in 

pocket and tm cup extractor. 
No. ?, 6 ft. handspike, primers in pocket, tubes in box, lan-

yard, 011 can, and hemp. . 
No.6, two cartl'ldge caSes, which he leaves at the cartridge 
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store or limlier, bucket filied, and bfiisH., two dHil cartridges for 
drill pin'l)OSes., " ' , 

No. i, fuzeS, tuze arid sliell iiliplementa, ite o1;itairis the 
fuze boxes, froni 9, havirigascertained from ~o. 1 the nature of 
fuzes reqriii'ed; sittisfyirig hitnself tis to the correctiiess of fuzes 
ti-lld fuze implements. , 

No. B prepares to issue earti-idges. , , 
No.9, 'provides a brush for Cl~in~ sheU, j:irllpares to jssue 

shells, iubes, :1-l1d fuzeB~ HeeXa~~e\' ,t~e, 8~lllls carefUlly, 
cletUllIl~ them If necessary, and removlIl~urrs. He io~ns tfie 
fuze hOle plug of shells that, will be fu-St IsSued., , "., 

The stores liaving been bro\lght up, No. 1 will satisfy liimseir 
tlilit the foresights fit property on the gu!}, that the deflection 
leaves of the tangent sights work eaSily, ahd that the platform is 
pr~perty swept. He receives reports from the iiumbers respon
sible of any irregulafity or deficiency hi connection with the gun, 
ammunition, or stores. He ascertains that the breech fittings are 
properly put on and well oiled., " 

Should the indicator iilig requii'e adjusting, he adjusts it in 
the following manner :-Tl1e veili piece is screwed home as for 
firing; 2 plages II- handspike, in the breech;, 1 knocks out, the 
keep pillS with a,hammer arid punch; the level: and, tappe~ ring 
are theil removed by 4 and 5 oh to \;lie luindspike; the indicator 
ring is passed over the ?c~om~ pai:\;,df the. breech screw, sO.that 
the arrow marked on It; or, rl1-Ised hne, wIll correspond WIth a 
similar mark on the grin. Ii the arro",scRiJ.~qt be made to coin
cide the indicator ring is to be. 110 plaCed ihat the arrow oii it will 
bt; to the left of the mai'kon the gdn, as, ClQile,as t4e cogs on it 
WIll permit. The tappet rihg arid lever are the~ replit«8d. , 

Thes~ should be put on. so that the. lever. \Jall will be res~ing 
on a cam of the tappet rmg on the nght SIde of the gun, III a 
convenient position "for 4 to give two taps after the breech is 
screwed 'up. , ' 

The side arins are l~id down to the right of the gun and 
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parallel to it heads to the front, resting on the support provided, 
sponge next the gun, and in line with the breech when the gun 
is run up. The sponge bucket is placed near the sponge head. 

The handspikes are laid down bevels up, two on each side of 
the platform, close to the carriag~, points to the front; those of 
2 and 3 outside and about 2 feet In advance of those of 4 and 5. 
No.1 places his handspike parallel to the others, but in rear of 
the platform. ~e ~in cup extrac~r is .placed in !l' loop on the 
carriage. If the Indicator, tappet nng, WIth keep-pIns and lever, 
have been detached, 4 and 5 bring them up and. put them on, 
under the superintendence of No. L No.4 sees that the elevating 
screw is properly oiled; 5 straps the tube box round his waist 
on the right side, and the primer pocket on his left side, doubling 
the lanyard in four and placing it under his belt. He fills the 
tube box with friction tubes, which he procures from No.9. 

If the gun is to be prepared for drill only, 8 and 9 provide 
two selvagees and a tackle. They hook the movable block to 
a selvagee passed through the trail eye, and the standing end 
to one passed round a holdfast in rear of the platform. No.6 
p:ovides two dummy cartridges, 7 a drill shell, and 4 a drill vent 
pIece. 

At "Examine gun," 4 moves the elevating screw handle until 
the axis of the bore is horizontal; he then opens the breech by 
~aking the lever handle in his right hand, back up, and swinging 
It :r;ound a half circle towards him from cam to cam ; this Will 
strike a blow hard enough to move the screw,· which is then 
~crewe~ two turns, and the vent-piece is released. 5 then steps 
ill, and, With 4, lifts the vent piece out of the slot and lays it on 
the flat surface on the top of the breech coil. 

At "Clear," from No.1, 4 and 5 drop in the vent piece, 5 then 
takes the lever handle ill his left hand back up and turning the 
handle towards him, screws up the bre~ch screV: until it is home. 
4 and 5 then go under cover. . 

If No.1 gives" Sponge out," No.2 provides himself with the 
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;;nge (lUI in detail for 4 next page) and sponges out the gun. 
At "Clear," 4 and 5 acts a before detailed, 2 pIUlSes the sponae 
over his head lUI he turns left about, replaces it, and goes und~r 
cover. 

No.1 then directs 5 to fire a tube. 

To LOAD. 

O.tJicer. 

RanfJ,e~ard8. 
With-load. 

No.1. 

Run up. Halt. 
With-load. 

The gun is generally run up before loading. At" Run up," 
2, 3, 4, and. 5, take up their handspikes at the centre, with the 
hands next the parapet, backs up, the other hands at the SIIiall 
ends, backs down; 2 and 3 apply their handspikes horizontally 
over the spokes of the wheels in front, under the brackets close to 
the brelUlt, and bear down; 4 and 5 use their handspikes lUI 

levers of the second order, under the rear part of the wheels; all 
the numbers facing to the rear; No. 1 applies his handspike 
under the trail eye, and guides the gun into the line of fire. As 
soon as the wheels nearly touch the hurter, No.1 gives" Halt," 
slides his right hand, back up, to the ceJltre of the handspike, and 
throws it to the rear. 2, 3, 4, and 5 withdraw their handspikes, 
turn inwards, lay them down, and go under cover. 

At" Load," No.1 gives No.7 the nature of shell and fuze 
required, and during the loading fixes his tangent scale at the 
required elevation and deflection, and places himself where he 
can best superintend the service of the gun. 

4 unscrews the breech screw and with 5 lifts out the vent 
piece; 4 removes the old tin cup with the extractor, and 5 cleans 
the vent piece, if required, and drops in a primer, worsted end 
down; 4 and 5 then go under cover, 
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2 .and :3 the~ step~ll .and pla,:e themselves in position for 
10adlJig; 3 receI.ves a shell from t, re.moves the safety pin of 
the fuze, and mtroduces the shell Its .own length mto the 
bore, point to the front; 2 then receives the rammer from 4 and 
assisted by 3, rams home the projectile, * their outward handdback 
under, inner .lands back up ; 3 then turns to his right withdraws 
the cartridge from the cartridge case, places it in the 'bore choke 
to the front, and goes under cover ; ~ presses the cartridge' gently 
home, withdraws the rammer, allowmg the head to fall, seizing it 
llear the head with the left hand back up, turns left about, lays 
it down, and goes under cover. 

Should "Sponge out" be given, 2 receives the sponge from 4, 
introduces it into the bore, ~d spong~s out in two motion~; he 
then withdraws the sponge, cleaning the chamber well and hands 
it back to 4. . . . 

No.4 lifts the sponge (if required) with his ieft hl\ri.d back 
uUder, turning to the right a1;>out as he does so, and hands it to 2, 
waits for it, replaces it, and then takes up the ram~er wi.th his 
left hand back under close to the rammer head, hands It to 2, 
and goes under cover or takes post. , . 

As soon as the gun is loaded, 4 and 5 step in, 4 passes a tin 
ClIp down the slot, edge to the front, and presSes it into the. bore; 
4 and 5 then drop in the vent piece, 5 screwing up the bree~ 
screw as before aetailed, 4 (for additional security) placing h~ 
hands on the top of the lever handle and giving two sinart taps ; 
4 and 5 then go under cover. . . 
. No.6 brings up a cartridge ill its case, and places It on the 

rIght of 3. While the projectile is being rammed hom~, he 
uncovers the case, and as soon as 3 has withdrawn the cartndge, 
he removes the empty case. 

• "At drill in ramming home, the l>tolectil~ and tile c~rtridsc of ~ho vrecediDg 
TOnnd, sbo111d h~ forc~d o .. t oHhe bore," 
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-7 brings up a shell, having fixed the fuze 
directions, ftnd hands it to a. according to No. 1'8 

Il issues a cartridge to 6. 
9 issues a shell to 7. 

To LAY, MAKE READY AND FIRE. 

Officer. 

Commence Firing. 
01' 

Fire--1"QU11da. 

No.!. 

Elevare. Halt. 
Depress. Halt. 
Trail, riglzt. Hall. 
Trail, left. Halt. 
No.--ready. 
No.--fil·e. 

No. 1 looks over the sights, steadying himself by leaning on 
the lever.' 

2 aud a pick up their handspikes and go to the end of the 
trail facing to the rear ready to traverse, 4 works the screw until 
"Halt" is given and attends to traversing wheel with carriages 
so fitted. 5 makes ready a tube. 

At " Tmil ri,qllt," a heaves over the trail, and at " Trail left," 
2 heaves it over. 

N.B.-When the gun is mounted 011 Clerk's platfonn, at 
"!'Jxtreme right (or left)," 2 an~ a a~ply their ~aIldspikes, ~Ild, 
wIth 4 and 0, heave over the sIde pIeces, drawmg out the Iron 
bol~s in rear for that purpose; when it is nece~sary to shift the 
tr~Il plank, 2 and 3, using the side pieces as fulcrums, pl3;ce the 
POl!Its of their halldspikes under the trail handles, and raIse the 
traIl; 4 double-man's 2's handspike; 1 and 5 shift the plank. 
. Ii it is necessary to run back, 2 and 3 apply their ha~dspihs 
l!l front of the wheels, using them as levers of the second order; 
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4 and 5 take a purchase with theirs over the most horizontal 
spokes in rear and under the brackets, the whole facing to the 
rear. . 

At drill, the gun is run back WIth tackle as with standing 
carriages. 

Should no order to fire be given when the gun is laid, No.1 
gives the order" Under cover." 

No. 1 lowers his tangent scale except when firing at a. moving 
object, and gives" Read,y;" 5 presses a tube into the vent with 
his right thumb, steps clear of the recoil, shifts the lanyard to his 
right hand and extends it, keeping his hand level with the vent, 
facing the gun; 2 and 3 lay down their handspikes, and with 4 
go under cover. At the word No. -- (naming his gun) 5 
stretches his lanyard, looking towards 1. 

At "Fire" 5 draws the lanyard strongly towards his body 
without a jerk, replaces it under his belt, and goes under covel'. 
In the event of a miss-fire No.5 will drop in a tube, keeping as 
clear of the wheel as possible, and resume the position of 
"Ready," At practice, in the event of a second tube failing 
and it being necessary to take out the vent-piece, five minutes 
should be allowed to elapse before the breech screw is unscrewed, 
and then the vent-piece is removed as quickly as possible. 

To RUN BACK. 

Ofoer. No. 1. 

Run back. Halt. 

At" Run back," which No.1 gives (at drill) immediately after 
the gun has been fired, the detachment double out man the fall 
of the tackle arranged by 8 and 9 for the purpose,' and haul the 
gun back, No.1 scotching the right wheel and giving" Halt" 
when the gun is sufficiently run back. 
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To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

O.flicer. 

Cease firing. 
Replace storea. 

As before detailed. 

No.1. 

Examine gun. 
Sponge out. Clear. 
lJepreas. Halt. 
Replace storea. 

N.B.-Tbe above drill has reference to a detachment under 
cover, but is applicable, with trifling modifications, to the case 
where there is none, and the detachment takes post at the gun. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

As at page 195. 

To CHANGE ROUNDS IN ACTION. 

Officer. No.1. 

Change round8. Change rounds. 

In changing rounds No.2 becomes 4; 4, 1 ; 1,9; 9,8; 8, 7 ; 
7, 6 ; 6, 5; 5, 3; and 3, 2. 

To CHANGE ROUNDS WilEN LIMBERED UP. 

Officer. No.1. 

Change rounds. Change rounds. 

In changing rounds No. 2 becomes 4; 4, 6; 6, 8; 8, 1; 1, 9 ; 
9, 7; 7, 5 ; 5, 3; and 3, 2. 
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To UNLIMBER. 

This must be done when the gun is in the firing trunnion 
holes. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Unlimber. P1'epare to unli1l1~r: 
Lift. 
Limber, drive on. 
Lower. 

"P"epar6 to unlimber," No.1 unkeys the keep chain, and with 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, stands to the trail, ~ ~llQ. 3 nell-rest the gu~. 

If t4ere are n!> horses, 9 goes to the shafte!, 1lJlQ. ~ t!> the spli~ter 
bar on the near sid~. . 

At " Lift," the trail is lifted clear of the pintail; at " Limber 
drive on,' the limber moves on, and a.t "Lower," the trail is 
lowered to the ground. 

To LIMBER UP. 

Ojficer. No. 1. 

Limber up. P~epare to limber up. 
Lift· 

The several Nos. IJlace themselves as for l~limbering, and at 
" Lift," lift the trail until the muzzle rests on the ground; they 
then close in towards the breech and haul down the trilll when 
the limber is in position for limbering up; No.1 keys up, and 
the detachment forms the order of march as hereinafter detailed. 

POSITION OF DETACHMENT WHEN LIMBERED Ul'. 

In Order of March. 
No. 1 in line with the point of the near shMt and two yards on 

the left of it. 
2 and 3 in line with the axle-tree of the gun carrillge. 
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4 and 5 in line with the c!3ntre of the trail. 
. 6 and 7 in line with the axle-tree of the limber. 
Sand 9 in line with the splinter bar. 
The Nos. stand covering one yard from the wheels. 

Fig. I. 

:~(1.9 6S7 • 

:qp: 
In F1·ont. 

Two deep, two yards in front of the shafts or the leaders' heads. 

In Rear. 
Two deep, two yards in rear of the muzzle of the gun. 

Right 01' Left. 
Two deep, in line with the gun axle-u-ee, one yard to the right 

or left of the wheel. 

CHANGE OF POSITION OF DETACHMENTS. 

'Po form tlw Order of Marc/~ from ])etachment Front. 

Officer. I . No. 1. 

Form tIle order 0/ march. Right turn. ])ouble mal'cli. 

"Rigltt turn. lJouble marclt." No. 1 turns with the detach
ment; 2 and 3 wheel to their rigbt and open out; each number 
halts when at bis post: they turn to the front together, looking 
to 2, who turns about immediately he arrives at his post. 
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To form tIle Order of Marc/~frorn Detachment Rear, Right, or Left. 
OjJicer. I No. 1. 

Form the order of march. Left turn. Double ma1·ch. 
When the detachments are in rear or on the right they proceed 

direct, but when on the left they countermarch to the left; No.1 
heads the rear rank. Each No. halts when at his post. 

" To CHANGE FROM FRONT TO REAR. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Detachment rear. Right turn. Double march. 
Rear turn. 
Rigltt tU1'n, Halt, Front. 

When the detachmlllt is clear of the gun it tums to the rear; 
when in line with the position of "Detacltment rear," it turns to 
the right, and when in rear of the muzzle it halts and fronts. 

To CHANGE FROM REAR TO FRONT. 

Officer. I No. 1. 

Detachment front. Rigltt turn. Double march. 

I Front tura. 
Left turn. Halt. Front. 

When the detachment is clear of the gun it turns to its front; 
when ill line with the position" Detacltment front," it tums to its 
left, and when in front of the leading horses it halts and fronts. 

To CHANGE FROM REAR TO RIGHT OR LEFT. 

O.//icer. I No. i. 

Detachment right (or left). Rigltt (or left) turn. 

I Double march. 
Front turn. Halt. 
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The detachment turns to its front when one yard clear of th~ 
gun wheel, and halts when in line with tlie axle-tree. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR FROM THE ORDER OF MARCH. 

Officer. No.1. 

Detachment rear. Right about tum. 
Double march. 

. Halt. Front. 
2 and 3 close to the centre and wheel to their left, marking 

time when opposite the off wheel and two yards from it; 118 

soon as the detachment hll8 Closed up it is halted and turned to 
the front. 

To FORM DETACHMENT FRONT FROM THE ORDER OF MARCH. 

Officer. I No. 1 

Detachment front. I })ouble march. 
Halt. Front. 

No.1 doubles out two yards in front of the near shaft, turns 
to his right, and gives" Double March." 8 and 9, followed by 
the other numbers, double out . .As soon 118 8 is clear of the shafts 
he inclines towards 9. When 8 and 9 arrive in line· with No.1, 
.they wheel to their left and mark time; when the detachment is 
closed up, No.1 gives" Halt, Front," turning to the front him 
self at tbe sanle time. . 

4O-PR. SIDE-CLOSING R.B.L. GUN, MOUNTED ON 
LATTICE GIRDER CARRIAGE . 

. The drill for the 40-pr. side closing gun mounted on lattice 
girder carriacre, is the same 1\8 that for the 40.pr. RB.L. on 
travelling siege carriage with the following exceptions* :-

In all cases for" vent piece" read" breech block." 
• This gun can bo shifted from ftring to travelling trunnion hole. In a Bimilar 

mannor to tho 40·pr. M.L., but tho gun must b. unlImbered. 

(a.ml .) y 
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GENERAL DUTIEs. 

No.1 commands, directs, or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, directs the gun into the line of fire when running 
up, lays, and makes ready. 

No.5 runs up, attends to breech screw and vent, and fires. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

No ... ~ 6-ft. handspike, side arms; and support, tin cups in 
pocket, tin C?p extrac~or, oil can, and he~p. 

No.5, 6-ft. handspIke, tubes m box, lanyard, pncker, and vent 
server. He examines the vent server and places it in 
the vent, the loop of the vent server lanyard over one 
of the hind sights. 

At" Examine Gun," No .. j, elevates sufficiently to enable No.1 
to look through the bore; and, after unscrewing the breech 
screw, presses the catch of breech block with his left hand, 
withdraws the breech block with his right hand as far as the 
stop. 

At" Clear," from No.1, 4 pURhes home the breech block, 5 
then takes the lever handle in his left hand, back up, and turn
ing the handle from him, screWs up the breech screw unt!il it is 
home. 4 and 5 then go under cover. . 

If No. 1 gives " Sponge out," No. 2 provides himself with the 
sponge and sponges out the gun. At" Clear," 4 and 5 act as 
before detailed, 2 passes the sponge over his head as he turns 
left about, replaces it, and goes under cover. 

To LOAD. 

At" Load" No.4 withdraws the breech block, releases the 
tin cup with the special extractor passed through the breech 
lIcre'Y,l remQves it from the side, and cleans the breech block if 
i'equll"ed; 4 then goes under cover; 
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lAS soon as the gun is loaded, No. 4 puts in the tin cup' from 
the side, pushes home the breech block, and with No.5 screwlI 
up the breech screw as before detailed, 4 (for additional security) 
placing his hands on the top of the level' handles and giving two' 
sml1J:t taps; 4 and 5 then go tmder cover. 

To MAKE READY AND FIRE. 

O/Jicer. No. 1. 

FM--ROltnds. No.--Read!/. 
No.--Fire. 

No. 1 lowers his tangent-scale and gives "Ready," takes' a tu"e 
attached to the lanyard from 52 who hliS. shifted the lailyard to 
his right hand, pi.Its it into tM vep.t,. 5 extend~ his right arm, 
faces the gun, 2 and 3 lay down thell' handsplkes, and with 4 
go under cover. 

At " Fire" 5 draws the lrulyai:d strongly towards his body 
without a jerk, replaces it under his belt, and mounts on the 
step, and drifts the vent, replaces the vent server and goes under 
cover. 
~.B.-The thumb-piece of the. catch should fly-up, and the 

stop on the handle of the breech block should close in the angle 
of t~e upper bracket on the gun, when the breech block is 
home. 
. ~fter scl:ewing up the br~ech screw, No. 1 will inspect the 
mdlCator rmg previously adJusted, to see whether the breech 
block is ill its proper position. or not. 

7-INCH R.B.L. GUNS, 
• DESCRIPTION, 

These are of two patterns, 1;h. lighter being that fii.$i i~' 
duced. 
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82-cwt. Gun. 72-cwt. Gnn. 
Calibre (or diameter of grip) .... 7 inchel! 7 inchel! 
Nominal weight .... .... 82 cwt. 72 cwt. 
Preponderance .... .... .... 6 cwt. 3 qrs..... 8 c'!"t. 

{
of barrel.... .... 97'5 inches 99'5 mchel! 

Length ~~ ~h:;dcilia~~:~~.~ 1~:: 1:'25 :: 
total, nominal 120" 118" 

.. {grooves, number .... 76 .... 76 
Rifhng.... polygroove, uniform, l turn in 37 calibres. 

CONSTRUCTION. 

The 72-cwt. gun consists of - " A II tube or inner barrel; breech 
piece and "B " tube; trunnion ring; four coils. 

The 82-cwt. gun differs from the above in having two addi
tional coils, one in front of the vent slot, termed a "strengthening 
coi~" and an additional coil in front of the trunnions. 

PARTS. 

The p:trts of these guns are similar to those of the 40-pr. R.B.L. 
gun (v~de p. 290), the only important difference being that the 
breech and vent piece in 7-inch guns are bushed with wrought 
iron instead of copper, the latter being not sufficiently harel. 

RIFLING AND VENTING. 

Same as 4O-pr. R.B.L. (vide p. 291). 

SADDLE. 

This is of gun-metal, and is screwed on to the gun in rear of 
the vent slot, for the vent piece to rest on. 

SIGHTING • 

. The gnns are provided with two tangent and two trunnion 
sights. 
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The 72-cwt. ~it h~ hexagonal ~n-meta1 tangent . Bights, 
~uated from 0 to 10, and screwed-m fore or trunnion sights. 

The earlier patterns of tangent sights in both guns are "barrel-
headed," the latter patterns being the sliding leaf sights. . 

The 82-cwt. gun has a steel four-sided bar, and is now gradu
ated as follows ;-

0° to 15°. 

BLANK. I 8HaLL, PULL 1l LB8 •• 
~ FUZB2'. 

FULL 11 LB •• 
rAlmB, 3,600. 

The 82-cwt. gun has drop trunnion sights. 

PROJECTILES. 

Weight -Mean 
Burster. total 

Naturc. 
empty. Weight. 

lb •• OZ8. lb •• ozs. Ibs. OZ8. 

-------------
Common sholl •••• ... ... Mark II. sa 0 6 8 89 8 
Common .hell 

'" .. , ... No !\lark. 98 0 1 10 106 10 
segment shell 

'" ... ... !\lark I. 98 9t 3 2 101 lU esse shot ... ... '" " 
V. ... ... .. , '" 68 

• I'or Sz.cwt. gun only. 

The case shot have three soft metal studs near the base to 
prevent them from entering too far into the bore. 

"Full" f " Full or 82-cwt. gun .... 
"fo 72 cwt "Sal' r - . gun .... uting" 

CHARGES. 
111b8. R.L.G.' 
10 Ibs. R.L.G." 

7 Ib8. Blank. 
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The f\.111 p)large has!L l~bripatQr screwed into a, SOC~<lt, 
whiCh ill ph,*ed iuto thll ~dge. 

Primers for ve~~t piece!.! are used with thelle guI\~, 

Fuzl!JS. 
Wood, time, I5-seconds with detonator, Mark Ill. 
Percussion, direct action for common shell. 

,+,~N Cups. 
Are always used to assist in closing the breech, and as a pro

tection to the breech and vent piece bushes. 

DRILL WITH 7-INOH R.B.L. GUN ON TRAVERSING 
Plu\.'rfQ~M. 

The detachment consists of 9 Nos., and falls in two deep. 
'l'Q TE~L OFF. 

As 4eta,iled, at P!Lge 186, 

T'O TAKE POST UNDER OOVER. 

As detailed at page 187. 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

J; No. 1 commands, directs, or s1.1perintends boring and ~~i 
luze~ ho~ds on to the preventor rope, and lays. 

No.2 runs up, sponges (if lleCei:lSary), rams home, elevates, and 
traverses. 

No. 3 l1Uls l.lp, remQVeS ~fety pin, loads, ramS ho.me, elevates 
and traverses. 

No.4 runs up, attends to breech screw, vent piece, and tin 
cups, !1ttends to side arms, and supplies them to 2; and to 
elevatln,g SCrew and coin in laying. 

N o. ~ l'lll~S up, attends to breedl screw amI ve~t pieceJ atf!l¥ds 
to tile preventor rope, primes, makes ready, and, fires. . 
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No:6~uppiies 3 with carlrid~e, and bri1l~ l!P projectile. -
Np. 7 attends to fuzes. and bring!! up proJectI~e. -
No.8 attends to cartrIdge store and- serves out cartridges to D 

with lubricators attached. 
No. D attends to shell I!tore, Itnd issues shells, tUQes and 

N~~ - -
To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

Officer, - - - -A,'o, 1., 

P"epal'e fol' action. Prepare for ac#O'Il. 
Examine [Jun. --

1\ P,;epare for action.'>' - - --
The store!! are brought up as follow~ :--
No.1, sights, a pillce of chalk, file for vent-piee!!, prev~ntpr 

rope, hammer and Ptlnc~l. - , -
No.2, 7-foot handspike, truck lev~r, iron sl1o~ lever, an~ 

lI.'lSists -1 with side arms. 
No. a, 'i-foot handspike, truc~ lever, iro~ sh04 l!lver, a~4 

elevating screw, removes apron and tampeons. 
No.4, side arms and support; tin cups in pocket awl eJ!:tractor. 
No.5, primers in pocket, tubes in box, lanyard, oil cal! aI~4 

hemp, Ilnd iron lever. -
No.6, two cartridge cases, which he takes to the cartridge 

store, bucket filled, and brllsh (two dummy cartrid~es for drilD. 
No.7, fuzes, fuze, and shell implements, on\! ~et pf luff tac~le, 

and one shell bearer. He obtains the fuze boxes from 9, havmg 
~certainecl from No. 1 the nature of fuzes l'equired\ sa:tisfyi~g 
hImself as to the correctness of fuzes and fuze impleIllents~ 

No. 8 prepares to issue cartridges. 
No.9, one S!)t of l\lff tackle and a brush; pr.epares to ~ssue 

shells,. tubes and fuzes; he examines the sh(ilils carefully, cle~illg 
them If necessary, and removing burrs; he loosens the fuze 11016 
plugs of shells that will be first issued. 

The stores having been brought up, No.1 will satisfy himself 
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that the foresights ~t properly on. the gun, that the deflectio~ 
leaves of the hind sIghts work easily, and that the platfo~ 18 

properly swept . he attaches the preventor rope to the carrIage, 
and assisted by 3, takes two turns with it round the bollard, the 
r~ing end coming off to the left at the top. He receives reports 
from the Nos. responsible of any irregularity or deficiency in 
connection with the gun, ammunition, and stores. He ascertains 
that the breech fittings are properly put on and well oiled. 

Should' the indicator ring require adjusting, he adjusts it in 
the following manner :-The vent piece is screwed home as it 
would be for firing. 2 places a handspike in the breech; 1 
knocks out the keep pins with a hammer and punch, the lever and 
tappet ring are then removed by 4 and 5 on to the handspike. 
The indicator ring is passed over the octagonal part of the breech 
screw, so that the arrow marked on it, or raised line, will corres
pond with a similar mark on the gun. If the arrows cannot be 
mad,e to coincide, the indicator ring is to be so placed that, the 
arrow on it will be to the left of the mark on the gun, aB close as 
the cogs of the indicator ring will permit. The tappet ring and 
lever are then replaced. They ought to be put on so that the 
lever ball will be resting on a cam of the tappet ring on the right 
side of the gun in a convenient position for No.4 to give two taps 
after the breech is screwed up; 4 depresses the gun about 3°. 

The side arms are laid down to the right of the gun, and 
parallel to it, heads to the front, resting on the support provided, 
~ponge next the gun, and in line with the breech when the gun 
IS run up. 

The sponge bucket near the sponge head . 
. The handspikes and iron shod levers are laid down bevelled 

BIde uppermost, the handspikes next the gun, the truck levers 
between.them, the whole with their points to the front. 

The tIll cup extractor and lever are placed in loops on the 
carriage. 
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lithe indicator and ta~pet rings, with their keep pins, have 
been detached, 4 and 5 ~l'mg the~ up. 

4 sees that the elevatmg screw !s pr~perly oiled. 
5 straps the tube box round his Walst on the right side, coils. 

up the lanyard, and places the .bight. o~ it under the tube box 
strap. He fills the tube box With fnctlOn tubes, which he pro
cures from 9. 

The stallding blocks are hooked by 7 and 9 to the rear eye
bolts of the platform, the tackles overhauled, alld the falls coiled 
down. 

" Examine gun." 
Nos. 4 alld 5 take a purchase with their llalldspikes over the 

cheeks alld under the breech, and bear down; 2 double man's 4's 
handspike. The coin is withdrawn, and the elevating screw put 
in by 3, No.1 holding up the stool bed with an iron shod lever 
applied over the bottom step of the carriage. No. 1 gives 
" Lower," when 4 and 5 withdraw their handspikes alld lay ·them 
down. 4 and 5 then mount up on the platfonn, and open the 
breech; 4 by taking the lever handle in his. right halld, back: up, 
and swinging it round a half circle towards him from cam to cam, 
5 in his left hand, back up. This will strike" a blow hard enough 
to move the screw, which is then unscrewed two turns, and the 
vent piece is released; 4 and 5 lift the vent piece out of the slot, 
and lay it on the saddle on the top of the breech coil. At 
"Clear," from No.1, they drop in the vent piece; 5 takes the 
lever han~le in his left hand, back up, and turning. t~e. halldle 
towards him, with 4 screws up the breech screw until It IS home. 
4 and 5 then go under cover. 

If No.1 gives" Sponge out" 2 mounts up, taking the sponge 
with him, alld sponges the g:m out; at " Clear," 4 and 5 act as 
before detailed, 2 passes the sponge over his head as he turns left 
abo NUt, replaces it and goes under cover. 

o. 1 then directs 5 to fire a tube. 
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To LOAD. 
No. L 

R(Lnge---Y(Lrd& Ru~ up. Halt. 
JYith-.. lO(Ld. lV~th--looo. 

!! llUl~ up!' No. 1 takea ill the slack and holds 011 the pre
ventor rope' 2, 3, 4 and 5 take up the truck levers; 2 and 3 
raising the s~all ends to enable 4 and 5 to hook the poirits to the 
eyebolts. When this is done 2 and 3 haul down the small ends 
by means of the ropes; 4 and 5 place the pawls; 4 goes under 
cover; 5 holds on to the preventor rope behind 1 ; 2 and 3 guide 
the levers whilst the carriage is ill motion; 1 and 5 ease off hand 
over hand, and hold on when the mark on the preventor rope 
comes over the ballard. 

"Halt." When the gun is iu its proper position No.1 gives 
" Halt;" 2 and 3 bear down the small ends of the levers; 4 and 
5 throw back the pawls; 2 aud 3 allow the small ends of the 
levers to rise gently, manning the ropes when the levers are out 
of reach. When the rear of the carriage l'ests all the platform, 
the levers are unhooked, withdrawn, and l!!-id down outside the 
handspikes by 2, 3, 4, and 5, who go under cover. 

"Load." 2 and 3 as SPQll as 4 and 5 hlJ,ve lifted out the vent
piece, m.o~nt on the si~e pieces by the steps and place theruselvell 
l1l a positlOn for spongmg or loading. 

They lift the shell in the bearer to the bore, into which 3 
f~rces it with his right 43.ud, having first withdrawn the safety 
pm; 2 then receives the rll-mmer frow. 4, and, assisted by 
~, rams home the projectile,* their outward hands back uuder, 
lllne~ hands back up; 3 then turns to his right, takes the 
cartnd&"e out of the case, places it in tile bore, and goes under 
cover ;. 2 presses the cartridge gently hOUlIl, withdraws thll ralJlw.er. 
~g the head to fall, seizes it near the head with the left 
b * 4t drill ~he cartridge of the preceding round should be forced out of the 
ore m rlLmmmg home the projectile. 
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;;~k~lP turns -~--h;;i~ft abaut,'gets down, repla~es ~he 
raJIlDler,.a.nd goes u!lder cover. 
Shou~d "Spo:nge. o!"t" be g~vell by No.1, 2 re~eiv!ll1 the sponge 

froDl4, mtroduces It mto the. bore ~ld sponges out in two motions' 
he t4el~ wit1l!4'awa t4e !llllmge, Illeauing the ~beJ;" wen, and 
hands It ~c~ to 4. . 

4 and Ii mOlmt nJl. uJ\s~rew th~ bree,* !lCJ;"~W IUld M the v~~ 
piece on to 14e aa~(ne, usII\g the q"on levtJf if p.ecIlllS<WY; '* ~o.ves 
the pl!l tin, c~p Wltf tlw Ilftracy.or, and goes to t~1I !Ild~1l, \if~ 
the ~p!lnge (If reqUIred) with hlille.n lumd ~ u\1ller, tw1liug to 
the righ~ lj.bout as hll dollS ilP, and h.allds ~t to 2, ",!\its for ~t, 
replaces It, and then ta~es up the ra,IPme.r ~n ~he' ~e way he 
did the s.ponge, handil it to 2 al~d gpes Wiper IlOV~, 1) u~oo\!:1cI 
am~ ta.1!:es in the slack of tlIe p'eVelltor rope. . 

As soon as the gun is loadlld 4 and 5 Ulount up, 4 passes a till 
cup down thll slot, edge to the front, and prll$Ses it ~W thll '\)oJ;"e ; 
5 prime!! tllll ¥Ilnt mece. 'l'hey then drop ill the vent Plllce, IPld 
screw up the breech screw as before explaine.d, 4 (fp.r l1-dd~~io.nlll 
security) pla:c4lg both ha,nds OIl the top of the lev~ ball, and 
giving tw<\ sm~·t ~ps ; 4 and P then go under cOYer. 

6 and 7 bring up the projectile in bearer, 6 carrying the car
tridge Cjl.Se ~n ~is right ~and ; 1;4e bearer is P;~eP oll thll platfo~ 
on the right of ~; 7 removes it w4en tl!~ !!hell ~ bel!ll :p.\ac!ld m 
the bore IlY 2 alld 3; 6 uncovers all(~ r¥Bes t1\1\ ~dge ~ to 
cl1!1ble a to withdraw the cartJ;"iqge. 

To LAY, :MAKE BEApy, AND VIR~ 
Ojicer. No.1. 

Commence firing 
01' 

Fi,·C--1'ounds. 

Elevate. 
Lowe' 1'. Coin. 
WitA screw &fJ'IIatIJ. lJaJ#. 
IJepre811. llall. 
Traill·ight. Halt. 
Trail left. Halt. 
No.-Ready. 
No.--Fire. 
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No. 1 looking over his sights giyes "Eleva!e," ~~en." -!'ower," 

and when the gun is a~ the reqUIred. ele,:atIOn, . Cotn. ~f a 
slight amount of elevation or depressIOn IS requlI'ed, he gives 
" W itk 81Jfe'W " " Elevate," or " IJepres8." 

" Elevate ,,' 2 and 3 take up thelI' handspikes and step forward 
in line with the breech, place their handspikes, bevels down, over 
the steps of the carriage and under the breech, and bear down; 
5 double man's 3's handspike; at " Lower," they allow the small 
ends to rise gentlv; at " Coin," they withdraw their handspikes 
and step outwards; 4 withdraws the coin as soon as 2 and 3 
elevate; and at "Coin" forces it sharply home. If the order is 
" With 81Jfe'W," "Elevate," or " IJepre88," 4 works the screw until 
" Halt" is given, and 2 and 3, laying down their handspikes, 
take up the iron shod levers, placing themselves ready to traverse. 
As the platforms on which the gun is mounted are pivoted in 
front, centre, or in rear, the position taken up by 2 and 3 differs 
according to the manner in which the platform is pivoted (for 
details see page 206). . 

At " Ready," 2 and 3 withdraw their levers, and place them, 
bevels up, as scotches under the trucks, 2, 3, and 4 thell go under 
cover. 

No.5 hands the tube with lanyard attached to 1, the other end 
of .the l~yard hanging down the side of the carriage, or i~ long 
bemg coIled up and hung on the rear eyebolt, No.1 puts In the 
~ube when he has laid the gun giving the word" Ready," he 
Jumps o~ the platform and gives the word No. (naming his gun) 
No.5 seIzes the lanyard and stretches it out looking towards 
No.1. At." Fi~e" from .the No.1 he draws the lanyard strongly 
towards hIm WIthout a Jerk, replaces it under his belt, hooks the 
preventor rope (except at drill) and goes under cover." 

S~ould no or.der to" Fire" have been given by the Officer No. 
1 WIll not receIve a tube from 5, but will give the word ., Under 
Cover" as soon as the gun is laid. 
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'To RUN BACK. 

OffWer. No. 1. 

Run back. 
Halt. 

" Run back," 4 slackens the compressor if the carriage is fitted 
with one. 

The truck levers are applied as in running up; No.1, standing 
between the cheeks, holds the small ends of the truck levers and 
guides them; 4 and 5 hook the front blocks to the front eye
bolts on the carriage. All the numbers, except No.1, man the 
falls on their respective sides, and at" Heave," haul the gun 
back. 

"Halt." When the gun is run far enough back, No.1 hauls 
down the levers by the ropes till the pawls fall; the levers are 
then allowed to come up, No.1 rising with them. The front 
blocks are unhooked by 4 and 5, who carry them to the rear, lay 
them down clear of the racers, and coil down the end of the fall; 
2, 3, 4, and 5 unhook the truck levers and lay them down; 5 hooks 
the preventor rope. 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Cease firing. 
Replace stores. 

As before detailed. 

Examine gun. 
Elevate. 
Lower. Coin. 
Replace stores. 

The gun is laid" Under metal." 
"Replace Stores," the stores are replaced by the numbers who 

brought 1 hem up. 
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To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

As at page 19/:). 
To CHANGE ROUNDS. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Change rounds. Change rounds. 

In changing rounds No.2 becomes 4; .1; 1 ; 1,9; 9, B ; Si 7 ; 
7, 6; 6, 5 ; 5, 3; 3, 2. 

DRlLL WITI-! 7-INCH R.B.L; GUNS ON 
NAVAL SLIDES. 

The same stores are brought up as for travel'lling llatforms 
except that no truck or iron shod levers are require. 2, 3j 4 
and 5 each provide a 7-foot handspike. 

'!'he gun is .served as if on a traversing platform, the slide iiJ 
traversed and the gun run up as with R.M.L. guns similarly 
mounted. 

DRILIJ WITH 7-INCH R.B.L. GUN ON MONCRIEFF 
CARRIAGE. 

The detachment, consisting of nine Nos., is told off, and takes 
lJost under cover, as with the same gun mounted on a tmversing 
platform. 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No.1 commands, directs, or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, attends to the brake in running up, and lays. 

No. 2 sponges, places projectilll in borej rams home, attends to 
lever if required, and elevates: 
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~ remove~ safet:y pin, or uncaps fUze, loads, rains hOlile 
attends to lever If reqUlred. , ' 

No. 4 a~tellds to bre~ch screw, vent piece, and tin cup!!, 
attends to sIdearms, supphes them to 2, traverses attends to lever 
if required. ' 

No.5 attends ~o breech screw ~d vent piece, primes; depresses 
the gun for loadmg, elevat~s pre':lOUB to running up (about 1°), 
traverses, atte~ds to ~ever If ~eqUlred, m~es ready, and fires. 

No.6 supphes 3 wIth cartndg~s, and bnnge up projeetile, 
No.7 attends to fuzes, ~d bnngs up the projectile" . 
No.8 attends to cartridge store serves out ca.rtrid!reS to 6, 

with lubricatorS attached. , .., 
No. 9 attends to shell store, issues shells, tubes, and fuzes. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

As with the gun on a traversing platform, except no prevelltor 
rope, handspikes, truck levers, or iron shod leVerS are required. 
No.5 provides a long lanyard. , . 

2 and 3 bring up an iron-pointed lever each, which they lay 
down on each side of the gun.' , 

Tackle will be necessary to rUn the gUll baCk.· Two sets of 
heavy gun t."..Ckles are brought up by 6 and 7. 

The sponge and rammer are laid down on the right of the gun, 
close to the parapet, heads towardS the muzzle, the shell extractor 
and wad~ook .outside the pit.. . , 

At "Exam~ne gun" same as at 7-m RB.L. on a traversmg 
platform, and' 5 att~nds to the elevating wheel and depresses 
until the gun is in a convenient position for loading. 

To LOAD. 

No.1 at "Load" gets the gUll into a convenient position, 
~epresses if. necessary . 

.. Two, hea,y j1:un !add •• alldlr.d fo~ eacll gun mounted Iingly. or for eve,.,. cwo 
...... Whe .. SOgelher. 
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After the loading is completed, 5 gives 10 or more of elevation, 
as shown on the arc. 

To RUN UP. 

Before running up, No. 1 will give the caution" Starul clear," 
then holding the brake he allows the gun to run up. 

He must be very careful not to let it escape from his control, 
and on the other hand, he must not check it too soon. Should 
the'latter be the case, No. 1 gives " W O1'k levers," 2 and 3 fix 
the latches, and work their levers, small ends to the rear; 2 and 4 
wOIk the right, 3 and 5 the left lever; No.1 will give" JJown," 
"F're:mpurclUlse,"." Halt," as required. . 

When the gun IS up, No. 1 wIll mount up the ladder to lay It, 
2 and 3 slackening the latches and unshipping the levers; 4 and 
I) man the traversing handle. 

To LAY THE GUN. 
4 and I) traverse. 
2 elevates or depresses. 
The gun may be laid without exposing any number, No. 1 

using a reflecting sight, or elevating in accordance with the 
graduations on the elevating arc. or trunnion pointer, and travers
ing to marks previously made on the racers. 

To MAKE READY AND FIRE. 

When No. 1 has laid the gun at " Read,!!," he drops the tube 
into the vent, throws the lanyard clear of the carriage, and 
comes down. 

As soon as No. 5 has fired, he coils up the lanyard and 
replaces it under his belt. 

To UNLOAD AND RUN BACK. 

<For drill purposes extra men will be required.} 
To nm back, 2 and 3 fix the latches and work their levers, 

small ends to the front, and hear down, double-manned by 4 IUld 
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;:-No.1 gives" j)own," "Fres/~ purc1uxse," "flalt," as required. 
Tackles to be hooked by 4 and 5, assisted by 6 and 7 and manned 
by all available numbers. ' 

UI!-loading should be effected when the gun is run back. 

'fo CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. 

To CHANGE RoUNDS • 

.Ail with.7-inch R.B.L. on traversing platform. 

DRILL WITH 7-INCH R.B.L GUNS ON RE.AB 
CHOCK' CARRIAGES. 

In preparing for action, No.1 brings up a roller hand~pike, 
which he lays down in rear. 

The stores detailed for a gun mounted on a traversing plat
form are brought up by the several numbers, but the truck and 
iron shod levers and preventor rope are not required . 

.A. tackle is brought and arranged by Nos. 8 and 9 for running 
back. 

The gun is served as when mounted on a traversing platform. 

(a.m. l ) z 
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SEOTION IV. 

S.B. ORDNANCE. 

DRILL WITH S.B. GUNS. 

The detachment consists of nine numbers, and the drill is the 
same as with the 54-pl'. RM.L. gun, with the following excep
tions :-

In preparing for action no shell extractor is required. Wedge 
wads are not used with S.B. guns. When junk or grummet wads 
are used they are supplied by 5. 

At the 8-inch, lO-inch, and 68-pr. guns 3 assists 2 to sponge, 
then slews his body to the riO'ht and receives a cartridge from (j 
(the rest of his duties as with' 64-pr. RM.L.). 

,If shells a;e used they are brought up in a shrapnel ~hell box, 
":lthout a lId, fuze downwards, by 6 and 7; 5, who IS on the 
rIght, also carrying a filled cartridge case in his right hand. 

The box is passed under the muzzle by 7 to 2. 
'Yith their inward hands 2 and 3 lay hold of the rope handles, 

theIr outward hands supporting the box; they raise it as high as 
the muzzle and capsize it smartly throwing the shell into the 
bore. 7 takes the box to the rear.' 6 the empty cartridge case. 
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fufil'ing 68-pr. solid shot, the shot is placed on a bearer and 
~ed under the muzzle bJ:" 7, and is lifted in by 2 and 3. 

In unloading, where solid shot have been used 4 and 5 at 
' .. Unload" take up their handspikes and apply them at once 
under the breech, to let the shot roll out o~ the bore, lowering it 
again as soon as the shot has been receIved on a bearer and 
Jllaced on th~ head of the platform by 2 and 3, and replacing 
their handspikes. 

DRILL WITH S.B. HOWITZERS. 
lO-INCH AND 8-INCH HOWITZERS. 

The drill is the same as with S.B. guns, except that No.2 
after sponging, reverses the sponge, and ranIS home. Should 
reduced charges be used as in ricochet firing, the cartridges must 
be either lengthened with wads or rammed home separately, the 
same rule applies with all shell guns.· 

At " Read,!/ " the men step one pace from the merIon in order 
to be clear of the explosion, or if there be no merIon, Nos. 2 and 
3 tske an oblique pace to the rear.' 

Howitzers on perch-trail carriages are provided with friction 
levers, which bear on the naves of the wheels; chocks also are 
fitted over the trucks, in order to check the recoil. 

After the howitzer is run up· and traversed,." Fix leve;s a~ 
clwclcs" is given, when Nos. 4 and 5 apply theIr handspikes III 

~he straps and under the cheeks of the carriage, and No. 1 puts 
ill the pins or hooks the chains. 
Afte~ the handspikes are taken up fo.r runnin~ back, " Unfix 

lever8" IS given. Nos. 4 and 5 apply theIr handspikes as before. 
No.1 withdraws the pins. 

• At drill with howitzers and shell gun. it i. necessary to use either. a very iogr 
dllmmy cartridge, or to ram home several junk wads before commencmg to. drtb r 
otherwise the rammel'-head and bottom of the shells arc apt to get fixed III C 
ehllDlber. . 

~~ z2 
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To UNLIMBER AN~ LIMBER Up HOWITZERS ON 
PERCH TRAIL CARRIAGE!!. 

" Prepare to unlimber." No. 1 unhooks the keep-chain, and 8 
and 9 the draught-chain; 2 passes a handspike under the perch 
to ~ to be double-manned by 4 and 5 ; 4 and 5 place handspikes 
und~r the wheels as scotches, 4 in front, 5 in rear. Nos. 1, 6, 7, 
then stand to the trail, 2, 3, 4, and 5 man the handspikes, 8 
stands to the splinter bar, 9 to the shafts. 

" Unlimber," the Nos. at the trail raise it, until it is clear of 
the pintail; No. 1 gives" Limber." "])rive on," and the limber 
is removed a short distance to the rear. Nos. 1, 6, and 7 stand 
to the trail eye, whilst the other Nos. shift the handflpike towards 
the trail plate. The trail is then lowered carefully and steadily 
to the ground. 

Limbering up is the converse of this, but caution is required 
that the 8-inch howitzer be not turned completely over. 

MORTARS. 
Cal. Wt_ Max. charge Shell empty 

cwts_ lb. oz_ lb. oz. 
13" 36 9 0 1ge 3 
10" 18 4 0 87 2 
8" 9 20 461 

Practical rules for charges and time of flight: 

Bursting cit. 
lb. oz. 
IQ Iii 
Ii 4 
2 9 

13:: 3 Ib. charge = 850 yds. range, each additional t' lb. = 180 yds. 
10 Ii lb. ,,= ,. Ib. = 
8" 1 Ib - ," " . ,,- " " i lb. = " 

Time of flight = ~/Range in feet 
4 

Or 
" = No. of hundreds of yards in range+17. 
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lO-INCH OR Ia.INCR L.S. MORTARS ON 
STANDING BEDS. . 

The detachment consists of 9 Nos., and is told off as with 
}{.L. guns. 

To TAKE POST AT THE MORTAR. 

Officer. I No.1. 

Talce post at the mortn"', I 
Right turn. 
f}ouble march. 

"Right turn."-The detac.a~cnt files on to the mortar 2 and 
3 halting in line with the muzzle and one yard clear of i~ 4 and 
5 the trunnions, No. 1 follows in rear, of the detachment and 
halts in rear of the mortar, 6 and 8 go to the cartridge store 
(6 olltside) 7 and 9 to the shell store (7 outside). 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No.1 commands, directs, or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes and lays. 

No.2 sponges, assists to put in shell at the 13-inch, runs UII, 
and traverses. ' 

No.3 plants pointing rods, puts in cartridge, assists to put in 
shell at the 13-inch, uncaps the fuze when ill the bore, runs up 
and traverses. 

No.4 attends to sponge and supplies it to 2, wipes shell, and 
at the 13-inch assists to put it in, runs up, and traverses. 

No, 5 attends to vent, runs up, traverses, makes ready, and 
fires. . 

No.6 supplies 3 with cartridges, brings up .and puts in shell 
No. 7 attends to fuzes, brings up and .puts m shell. 
No.8 attends to cartridge store, weIghs and serves out car

tridges to 6. 
No.9 attends to shell store, issues shells, tubes, and fuzes. 
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To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

Officer. No. 1. 

, Prepare for action. Prepare for action. , 

No. 1 provides a plummet with line attached and a piece of 
chalk .. 

No.2, sponge and handspike. 
No.3, pointing rods and handspike, also removes muzzle cap. 
No.4, handspike, sponge bucket filled, and sheepskin. 
No.5, handspike, tubes in box, lanyard, pricker, and vent 

server. 
No.6, cartridge case. 
No.7, fuzes and fuze implements. 
No. 8 prepares to weigh out cartridges. 
No.9, shell implements, and beam or hand hooks. 
The sponge is laid on the ground to the right of the mortar, 

head to the rear, resting on the mu?.zle cap; the handspikes as 
with guns on standing carriages; the pricker on the left trunnion; 
sheepskin to right of the muzzle, clear of No.2. The cartlidge 
case is with No. 8 at the cartridge store. 5 drifts the vent and 
places the vent server in the vent. 

No. 1 satisfies himself that the vent and bore are clear, and 
strikes a chalk line on the mortar. 
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To PLANT THE POINTING RODS AND LAY THE MORTAR. 

(Vide p. 34). 

O.fficer. 

Ran,qe-'!lards. 
With--load. 

To LOAD. 

No.!. 

Run up. 
Halt. 
Muzzle (rigltt). 

" (left). 
Heave. 
Halt. 
Orosslift (rit/ht). 

" (left)· 
Heave. 
Halt. 
With--load.· 

Mortars are laid before loading. 
"WitlL--load."-No. 1 moves the mortar wltil the chalk line 

on the mortar is in line with the two pickets. He places himself 
in rear of the platform so as to cover the pickets, holding the 
plummet line with his right hand, in front of; and at a little 
distance from his right eye (his left hand steadying the plummet), 
and gives "run up," when the handspikes are applied under the 
running up bolts as with standing carriages. "Halt." All turn 
to the rear, handspikes across the body, points on the platform 
towards the mortar. 

In all traversing the men stand between the parapet and hand
spikes. 
. "Muzzle right."-N o. 2 crosseS to the left side of the bed, shift
mg the small end of his handspike into his right hand, aud takes 
a Purchase under the right front horn; 3, a purchase under the 
left front horn; 4, a purchase under the right rear horn; 5 
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crosses over to the right side of the bed and takes a purchase 
. N I" "u " d"rrlt" under the left rear horn. o. gI~g .12e~ve, "an na. 

"Muzzle left" is the converse of Muzzle ngnt. . 
"C'l'OSS lift 'l'igM."-Nos. 3 and 5 take a purchase under theIr 

respective horns; 2 and 4 shift o.ver to the .left side of the mortar, 
and take a purchase under theIr respectIve honis also ; No. I 

ivin" " !leave," " Halt." 
g "Co".OS8 lift left."-Nos. 2 and 4 under the horns on their own 
sides' Nos. 3 and 5 shift over; No. I giving" Heave," "Halt." 

" ioad."-The handspikes are laid down, as with M.L. guns, 
No. I sends by 6 to 8 the proper weight of charge, and also gives 
7 the length of fuze. 

No. 2 places himself in position for sponging, receives the 
sponge with his left hand at the centre, back down, brings the 
sponge in line with the axis of the bore, presses the head to the 
bottom, bending over on the left knee, and supporting the stave 
with his left hand, gives it two half turns with his right. He 
then grasps the stave firmly with both hands, wipes the whole 
surface of the bore from breech to muzzle, gradually bending 
over the right knee and straightening the left, and having with
drawn the sponge, returns it to No.4. At the 13-inch, he assists 
to lift the shell into the bore, mounting on the bed for that pur
pose . 
. No. 3 turns to his left, receives a cartridge from 6, turns to his 

nght-about, and places it in the bore, pressing it well home, and 
taking care that the seam does not come under the vent. At the 
13-inch, he assists to lift the shell into the bore, mounting on the 
bed for that purpose. When the shell is in the bore he uncaps 
the fuze. When carcasses or light balls are fired, he uncovers the 
holes and loosens the priming. 

N o. ~ supplies and replaces the sponge as with a M.L. gUn, 
then plCk~ up the sheepskin, and, standing in front of the 
muzzle, WIpes the bottom of the shell or carcass and assists to 
put it in, taking care that the fuze is in the centre. He then 
replaces the sheepskin. 
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~ 6 and 7 bring up a shell (with the beamhooks at the 
13-inch? handhooks !tt the lO:inc~), ~ on the right, 7 on the left, 6 carrymg the cartrIdge case III Ins TIght hand and leaving it in front of 3. They come up on the left side, wheel to the riffhtabout, and .fr':mt the muzzle: After the shell has been wiped, they place It III the bore, assIsted by 4, and at the 13-inch by 2 IIJId 3 as well, 6 carries the empty cartridge case and 7 the beam or hand hooks, to the rear; 8 having weighed 'out a charge in accordance with No. l's directions, issues it to 6. 

To MAKE READY AND FIRE. 

O.!Jicer. No. 1. 

Fire one round. NO.-4'eady. 
"Ready-" No.---fire-

Nos. 2 and 3 take two oblique paces outwards to the rear to 
be clear of the explosion. 

No.5 presses a tube into the vent, keeping his right hand on a level with the vent, and at" Fire" draws the lanyard strongly towards his body without a jerk, replaces it under his belt, and takes post. As soon as the mortar is fired he steps in at once, clears the vent, and replaces vent server. 2 and 3 after the 
mortar is fired resume their positions. 

To RUN BACK AND UNLOAD. 
Officer. No. 1. 

Run back. 
Heave. 
Halt. 
umoad. 

After the vent has been drifted, 2, 3, 4, and 5 take up their 
hllndspikes and run the mortar back. 
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No. 1 gives" Heave." At" Halt," the handspi~es· are laid 
down and the Nos. take post. 

" Unload."-The same Nos. who loaded reverse the operation. 
With the l3-inch a drag rope, provided for the purpose by No.8, 
may be hooked to a hand hook applied to one of the lugs of the 
shell and manned by all the Nos. The shell is· hauled out by a 
sudden jerk, and falls clear of the platform. 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORES. 

Officer. No. 1. 

Ceasejiring. Ceasejiring. 
Replace stores. Replace st01·es. 

The stores are replaced by the Nos. who brought them out. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR AND CHANGE RoUNDS. 

As with the 64-pr. R.M.L. gun, only in "IJetacltment rear" 
No. 1 gives" Right about turn" instead of "Outwards turn." 

8-INCH MORTAR ON STANDING BED. 
The detachment consists of 6 Nos., and is told off as with 

R.M.L. guns. 
In taking post 2 and 3 halt in line with the muzzle, 5 the vent, 

4 goes to the shell store, 6 to the cartridge store. 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. 1 commands, directs, or superintends boring and fixing 
fuzes, lays, hands the sponge to 2 and replaces it. 

No.2 sponges, wipes shell, run~ up, and traverses. 
N~. 3 plants pointing rods, supplies himself with and puts in 

cartndge, uncaps the fuze, runs up, and traverses. 
No. 4 bores and fixes fuzes, prepares, brings and puts in shell. 
No.5 attends to the vent, makes ready, and fires. 
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No. 6 attends to the cartridge store, weighs and serves out 
cartridges to 3. 

To PREPARE FOR ACTION. 

Officer. I No.1. 

Prepare for action. Prepare for action. 

No.1 provides a plummet with line attached, and a piece of 
chalk and sponge bucket filled. 

No.2, sponge and handspike, and sheepskin. 
No.3, pointing rods, handspike, also removes muzzle cap. 
No.4, fuzes, fuze and shell implements. 
No.5, tubes in a box, lanyard, pricker, and vent server. 
No.6, cartridge case, and prepares to weigh out cartridges. 

To LOAD. 

The mortar is served in a similar way to the lO·inch. 
In running up or back 2 and 3 only apply their handspikes. 
At" Cross·lift (right) (left) they apply their handspikes under 

the horns on that side towards which the mortar has to be 
traversed; 2 working in front, 3 in rear. 

At "Jfuzzle r~ght" 2 applies his handspike under the right 
rear horn, and 3 his under the .left front horn. 

" Muzzle left" is the converse of " Muzzle right." 
In loading, No. 1 supplies and replaces the sponge, 2 ~ter 

sponging wipes the shell, 3 doubles to the rear for the cartridge, 
brings it up and places it in the bore, 4 brings up the shell, puts 
it in, 3 takes back the empty cartridge case. 

To RUN BACK AND UNLOAD. 

To CEASE FIRING AND REPLACE STORIlo'l •. 

To FORM DETACHMENT REAR. ,. 

As at the lO-inch. 
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To CHANGE RoUNDS. 

C1~n;:::nd8. r Cha::·r:~nd8. 
2 becomes 4; 4, I; I, 6; 6, 5 ; 5, 3; 3, 2. 

ROYAL AND COEHORN MORTARS. 
The detachment consists of 4 Nos. 

GENERAL DUTIES. 

No. I commands, lays, attends to vent, makes ready, and fires. 
No. 2 sponges, and wipes shell. 
No. 3 plants pointing rods, prepares shell, brings up and puts 

in cartridges and shell, and uncaps fuze. 
No. 4 attends to the cartridge store, weighs, and serves out 

cartridges to 3. 

B-INCR, lO-INCR, AND la-INCH MORTARS ON 
TRA YELLING BEDS. 

Thp. detachments are the same as for mortars on standing beds. 
The service is almost the srupe, but the mortars are laid by 
traversing at the end of the perch. 

The side arms are carried strapped on the beds. 
For the purposes of unlimbering and limbering up, three drag

ropes ~e required with the 13-inch and lO-inch, and two with 
~he ~-mch, four 6-foot handspikes with the 8-inch. A lifting 
J!Wk IS. strapped to the perch of the 13-inch for the operation of 
hmbenng up, for which it is desirable to provide two oak skids, 
3' X 6" X 9", and two 4-foot oak planks. 
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8·INCH MORTAR. (SIX NUMBERS.) 

To UNLIMBER. 
OjJicer. 

Unlimber. 

No. L 

P~epare to unlimber. 
Lift·. 
Llmber, dlive on. 
Lower. 
Off wheels. 
Right the bed. 

I Heave. 
Ta1ce post. 

No.1 gives" Prepare to unlimber," and unkeys;2, 3, 4, and 5 
stand to the perch. No. 1 gets a drag-rope ready to hook to the 
perch eye. 6 places himself between the shafts. The wheels 
being scotched with handspikes, that of 2 in front, 3 in rear. 
"Lift." The perch is lifte(i carefully off the pintail, and No.1 
makes fast the drag-rope. " Limber, drive on." 6 moves forward 
a few yards with the limber, and lowers the shafts. The whole 
of the Nos. man the drag-rope, and at "Lower" ease off carefully 
till the mortar rests OIl its muzzle. " Off wheels." 2 and 4 remove 
the right wheel and lay it down, dish down, two yards to the 
right, 3 and 5 the left one in the same way, 1 and 6 attending to 
the linchpins and washers, 1 on the left and 6 on the right. 

"Right the bed." All the Nos. heave well on the drag-rope 
and let the bed fall on to the ground. No. 1 casts off the drag
rope, and the detachment takes post. 

Officer. 

Limber up. 

To LIMBER UP. 
No. L 

Prepare to limber up. 
Lift and heave. 
On wheels. 
Limherup. 
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"Prepare to limber up." 6 places two handspikes on the 
ground about 6 inches in rear of the perch eye, -as a fulcrum for 
the h~dspike of 2, who~ assisted ?y 3, thus ~aises the bed high 
enough for 4 to place hIS handspIke under It. This raises the 
perch sufficiently high for the bed to be lifted as follows :-2 
passes a handspike under the perch to 3, double-manned by 4 
and 5. Nos. 1 and 6 each make fast a drag-rope to the perch 
eye, 1 passing his to the front, 6 to the rear. "Lift and heave," 
2, 3, 4, and 5 lift at the handspike. Nos. 1 and 6 haul on the 
front drag-rope till the bed is vertical; the handspike Nos. when 
they can no longer lift, fall back on to the rear drag-rope, and 
ease off till the muzzle rests on the ground. 

"On wheels." The Nos. that took them off replace them. 
"Limber up." The perch is hauled down by the whole of the 
Nos., 2 and 3 first placing handspikes to receive the wheels when 
they touch the ground. 2, 3, 4, and 5 steady the perch while the 
limber is backed by 6. No.1 casts off the drag-ropes, and keys 
up; the detachment then forms the order of march. No.1 in 
~ne with the point of the off-shaft, 2 and 3 with the axletree of 
tile mortar, 4 and 5 with the centre of the perch, and 6 with the 
splinter bar. 

lO-INeR MORTAR. (NINE NUMBERS.) 

To UNLIMBER. 

Officer. 

Unlirnber. 

No.!. 

Prepare to unlimber. 
Lift. 
Limber, drive on. 
Lower. 
Of! wheels. 
llight ihe bed. 
Heave. 
TakepoBt. 
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" Prepare to unlimber." No. 1 unkeys the pintail, 2 and 3 re
move tlie drag-shoe, 4 and 5 scotch the wheels, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 
then stand to the perch. 

Nos. 1 and 8 each have a drag-rope ready to hook to the pereh 
eye. 9 ~laces himself in the shafts_ 

" Lift.' Nos- 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 raise the pereh carefully" 9 moves 
the limber a few yards to the front. 

Nos. 1 and 8 come up and make fast their drag-ropes, stretch
ing them out to the rear on each side of the perch. 9 assists on 
the ropes_ 

The perch is slightly raised,t the Nos. fall back on the ends of 
the ropes; the bed rises to a vertical position, and the mortar 
falls on its muzzle. ·When the muzzle IS coming to the ground 
the detachment must hold on well, to prevent the mortar over
turning. 

"Off wheels." Nos. 2, 4, 6, remove the right wheel, 3, 5, 7, the 
left; 8 and 9 remove linchpins and washers. The wheels are 
placed dish down, on their respective sides, two yards clear of 
the bed. 

"Right the bed." The whole of the Nos. man the ropes, except 
2 and 3, who apply their handspikes under the muzzle of the 
mortar, and at the word "Heave" from No.1, the perch is hauled 
down and the bed rests on the ground. 

Nos. 1 and 8 remove the drag-ropes, and the whole take post 
at the mortar. 

• This must be done with care or the perch may fly up. 
t If tbe detachment is weak wben tbe perch bas been detached from the pintail, a 

drag-rope may be made fast to the perch ele, and the other end to the pintail of the 
limber, which should be Tun fOl'ward about four yards from the perch eye, then with 
drag-ropes on the drag-washers of the limber, manned by the detachment, the mortar 
can be lowered with ease on to the front of the bed; it may be limbered up in the 
iame way, and indeed it will be found the best and easiest to follow this method hoth 
for unlimbering and for limbering up, unless spare 'lumbers are available. 

With the 13-inch especially on account; oi its great weight, it is safest to do BO. 
l.n this caso, the drag-rope is' made fust to the perch eye and axletre. bed of the 
hmber_ 
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Officer. 

Limber up. 

To LIMBER UP. 

I 
I 

No. l. 

Prepare to limher up 
Lij~ and heave. . 
On wheels. 
Limber up. 

"Prepare to limber up." 6 places two handspikes on the 
ground, about 6 inches in re~ of the perch eye,. as a fulcrum !or 
the handspike of 2, who, assIsted by 3, thus raIses the bed high 
enough for 4 to pla~e his handspike under . it. This raises the 
perch sufficiently hIgh for the bed to be lIfted as follows :-2 
passes a handspike under the perch to 3, double-manned by 6 
and 7, outside. 4 passes one behind them to 5, double-IIl!lJlned 
by 8 and 9, outside. 

Nos. 1 and 8 each make fast a drag-rope to the perch eye, 
No.1 passing his t(l the front, 8 to the rear. No.1 hauls on the 
front drag-rope. 

" Lift and heave." The perch is raised; when the Nos. can no 
longer lift with effect, they drop off and man the ropes, at first in 
front, and as the muzzle comes to the ground, in rear. 

"On wheels." The wheels are put on by the Nos. that took 
them off. 

" Limber up." 4 and 5 each place a handspike so as to scotch 
the wheels when they touch the ground. 

The perch is then hauled down by the whole of the Nos. ex
cept 2, 3,.4, and. 5, who assist with handspikes in front of the 
bed, placmg theIr handspikes over the lower spokes of the wheels 
and under the bed and bearing down . 2 3 4 5 6 7 steady the h h '. , , , , , , , 8 
~erc w en h?nzontal, Nos. 1 and 8 cast off the drag-ropes. 
~d 9. then brmg up the limber; the perch is lowered on to the 
Pl~tail, and No. 1 keys up. 

fhe stores are replaced on the carri<l.O'e by the Nos. that took 
them off. -." 
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-:-!he detachment then forms the order of march as with M L 
gune on travelling carriages. . • 

l3-INCH MORTAR. (NINE NUMBERS.) 
To UNLIMBER. 

Officer. No.!. 

Unlimb!r. Pr,eyare to unlimber. 
Lift· 
Limber, drive on. 
Lower. 
Off wl!eel8. 
Right the bed. . I Heave. 
Talcepost. 

'l'he operation is conducted in the same way as with the In-inch, 
but requires two detachments. The best mode of procedure is 
that described in the footnote t, page 335, under the head of "To 
Unlimber" the lO-inch. 

Officer. 

Limber up. 

(a.m.l \ 

To LIMBER UP. 
No.!. 

Prepare to limber tIp. 
Lift· 
Lower. 
Fre8h purchase.} repeated 
Lift· if 
Lower. nece88ary. 
l'reyare to place the jaclc. 
Lift .. 
Lower. 
Fix drag-ropes. 
Cr088 hand8pike. 
Lift and heave. 
On wheels. 

AA 
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Section IV. S.B. Ordnance (lS-inch Mortar). 

" Prepare to limber 'Up." 2, 3, 4, 5, apply their handspikes 
crosswise, under the perch, double manned by the samenumbera, 
of the second detachment, and by 8 and 9 of both detachments ; 
6 and 7 of both detachments bring up and attend to the jack and 
skidding respectively. 

"Lift-" The bed. is raised, and a 6" X 9" skid ~>n its flat placed 
under it on each sIde as far to the front as practICable. 

Low~r." The bed is lowered on to the skidding. 
" Fresh purchase." The same numbers apply their handspikes 

uuder the bed. "Lift." The bed is raised and the "6 X9's " 
tllmed on their edge and worked to the front; this is to be 
repeated until the bed is skidded close up to the axletree arms. 

"Lower." The bed is allowed to rest on the skidding. 
" Prepare to place the jaclc." One handspike is appFed horizon

tally under the rear horns, manned by 2 and 3 of Doth detach
ments; the other under the bolt of the dragshoe chain on the 
perch, manned by 4 and 5 of both detachments. The two 
numbers 7 apply a handspike on each side under the bed, the 
points resting on an oak plank, double manned by 8 and 9 of both 
detachments. 

" Lift." The bed is raised, one No. 6 places a plank, the other 
the jack on it under the centre of the bed, and as far to the front 
as possible. . 

"Lower." The bed is lowered on to the jack, which is then 
worked up to its full extent. 

" Fix drag ropes." 8 and 9 each hook a drag rope to the perch 
eye, and pass the ends to the front, 8 of the second detachment 
hooks a drag rope to the perch eye and passes the end to the 
rear. ti and 7 place a handspike vertically on each side of the 
mortar, between it and the sides of the bed and make a clove 
hitch on the drag rope round the small ends : the ends leading to 
the f~ont are twisted together, and mann~d by all the Nos., 
ex~p~, 2, 3, 4, 5, of both detachments; who at" Cr088 hand-
8ptlce~ apply handspikes under the rear horns and perch as before 
described. . 
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S.B. Ordnance (Sa·Pr. S.B.B.L. Gnn) Section IV. 

-;; Lift and heave." The bed is brought vertical, the handspike 
Nos. when they can no longer lift, falling back to the end of the 
rear drag rope, two at a time, and holding on to prevent the 
mortar falling over to the front. " On wheels." The wheels are 

. put on by the same Nos. that took them off. 
" Limber up." 4 and 5 each place a handspike so as to scotch 

the wheels when they touch the ground. 
The perch is then hauled down by the whole of the Nos. 

except 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, who assist with: handspikes at the sides and 
in front of the bed, the remaining Nos. and the second detach
ment hauling on the ropes. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, steady the perch, 
when horizontal, Nos. 1 and 8 cast off drag ropes. 8 and !:I then 
bring up the limber, and the perch eye is lowered on to the pin
tail, when No.1 keys upthe keep chain, and 2 and 3 the draught 
chain. 

The stores are replaced on the carriage by the Nos. that took 
them off, and the detachment forms the order of march. 

32-PR. S.B.B.L. GUN. 

(For Flank Defence.) 

A 32-pr. S.B.B.L. gun has been issued in very limited num· 
bers for flank defence. 

The gun is the old 42 cwt. 32-pr. S.B., altered from muzzle· 
loading to breech-loading. The breech is closed by a breech 
screw with interrupted thread. 

It is intended for rapid firing with case shot only in caponiers, 
flanks, &c . 
. A Handbook for the gun has been drawn up,.and will be 
lssu~d to districts which have the gun as part of their armamenth 

A A2 
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No. 
attbe 
Gun. 

1. 

2. 

S.B. Guns* and 
6J-pr. R.M.L. on 

Garrison Standing 
Carriage, 9 Numhers. 

to-pro and fi4.-pr. 
R.M.L. and 40·pr. 

R.B. L. Gun on 
'l'ravelliug Siege 

Cnrriage, 11 Numhers. 

R.~tr~~:d~,,8~~)l:L. 
Gun on Traversing 

Platform, 9 NlI.mbers. 
_________________________ i ________ _ 

Commands,directs,o::' 
superintends borillg 
and fixing fuzes, 
directs the gun into 
the line office in run· 
niDg up, and Jays. 

S£;arches, sponges, 
rams home, runs up, 
elevates, alld tra
'Verses. 

Comm1t.nds,direct~,or 

:~serW!i~~s ~~~~!. 
directs the gun int.o 
the line of fire In 
runlling up, and lays. 

Searcf,cs.t sponges, 
r1lm8 home,lulls up, 
traverses. 

Commands,direct!t,or 
superintends boring 
and . fixing fuzes, 
holds on to preventor 
rope, aud lays. 

~carches, sponges, 
rams home, luns up, 
elevates, and tra
verses. 

_____ --------------1-------

3. 

4. 

Loads, uncaps or r~
moves safety pin 
from fuze when in 
the bore, rams home, 
runs up, elevates, 
and traverses. 

A ttends to side arms, 
and supplies them to 
2, runs up, attends to 
elevating screw and 
coin in laying. 

L~i~~'R~ll:l.Sg~~;)~~ 
removes safety Illn 
fromfuze,rams home, 
runs up, and tra· 
verses. 

Attends to side arms, 
and sl1ppUes them 
to 2, runs up, and 
elevates. 

Loads, uncaps (except 
with R.B.L. ~uns) or 
removes ufety pin 
fromfuze,rams home, 
runs up, elevates, 
and traverses. 

Attends to side arms, 
and supplies them to 

=(:::t~ni~::!~~da~t3 
coin in laying, and 
compressor. 

----,I--------~------I-------

5. 

Attends to vent, runs 
up, makes ready, 
and flres. 

A ttends to vent, runs 
up, makes ready, 
and fires. 

Attends to vent, sup· 
plies wedge wads, 
runs up, holds on 
to preventor rope, 
makes ready, and 
fires • 

... ~lN; the modi8calions ~entioned in the Drill for s.n. ftuns. a.nt tt . R.~.L. guns, No.2 does not search the gun; "attends to breech screw aud "'ent piece 
D (;Ul)8, :; tu breech screw and vent piece ond primer, in addition to their otlier dude,_ 
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GARRISON DUTIES. 

DUTIES. 

~. on Moncriefi' 7· and p. OR 
Carrlagennd Platrorm, Traversing Plalform, 

10 Numbers. 10 Numbers. 

Commandll,directs.or 
luperl!1tenda boring 
ani:l :fixing fuzes, 
runa lip, and Jays. 

Searcbes, sponge., 
f,lacea pl'ojectile in 
lore, rams home 
(attendll to leyer tr 
required), and ele
vates. 

Commands,direct.,or 
superintend. bClring 
and fixing fuzes, 
and lays. 

Searches, aponges, 

~!l~~::~ (~i~J~Ed 
steadies projectlle, 
and attends to mant· 
let). 

Spon&,es, load ... un- I-Sponges. losda, un· 
cap. fuze wilPon ill caps fuze when in 
the bore, rams home the hore, rams home, 
(attends to lever if runa up. andelevatell 
required). (witll gil hooks .nd 

Attends to side srms, 
a011 supplh,s them to 
2, traverseli (If reo 
qulred). 

Attends to vent, de
presses the gun for 
loading, supplies 
wedge wads, ele
utes about )0 be
fore running Up, tra
verses. alld {attends 

~slb:r, ~~~~~~lr::J 
Ares. 

unhooks hoistIng 
tackle, steadies I'ro
jectile, and attelldill
to mantlet). 

Attends to side arms, 
and aupplies them to 
2, and traverses. 

Attl'nd. to vent, sup
plies wedll'e wadll, 
traverses, with gil 
raises projectile, 

:~~y~ies :a:itl~l~::k. 
makes ready, and 
Ares. 

11)1'. liD', and 12" on 
Casemate Platform, 

15 Number •• 

Commandll,directs,or 
superintends horing 
and lI.xin", (lizes, 
assists to raise pro
jectiles (!freqllired), 
aod1818. 

Searches, sponges, 
steadI!!s and guides 
projectile In r&Jsing, 
rams home, runs up, 
and elevate •• 

~::~~l:eshOo~~on~~sJ 
~:~ki:~:LeJi~~8~~ 
guides I,rojectlle 
in raising, uncal's 
fuze when in bore, 
attends to port bar, 
ram ill nome, runa up, 
and elevates. 

Attends to side arms 
and supplie2 tbem to 
2. rams home, aud 
travenel. 

Supplies 3 with auto· 
matlc gall check. 
wedge wads, raises 
projectile. attends 
tosllatch block,rallllt 
hOlDe, and traverses. 

PAD.'l'V. 

It'5'' on 
Traversing Plat.fonn. 

17 Number •• 

Commands, directs or 
.!!Ibpedntends horinq' 
and ilxlng tnzell. 
assiats (if required) 
to raise prOJectile, 
Jays, and attenda to 
indicator. 

Searches, spongea, 
pslsts 3 wltll car
tridgeand projectile, 
rama home, asaists 
12 to attend to mant
let, and elevates. 

Searche., sponges, 
loads, hooks, and 
unhooks hoilltinK 
tackle, steadies and 
guide. projectile in 
nhiing, uncaps fUze 
when ill bore, 
attends to ,'ort 
bar. rams home. 
pumps tile rUl1nlng_ 
up jack, and assists 
11 to attend to mant
let. 

Attl'nds to side arms 
and supplies them to 
2, rams hOUle, and 
traverses. 

Supplies 3 with auto
matic gas clleck, 
",·edge wads, raises 
projectile, rlLms 
home. attend.. to 

\ IIlIatcil block, trs· 
verse., and Illtelldll 

I ,: to lever of chaill nipi .pinggear. 
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ORDNANCE FOR 

GENERAL 

S.n. Guns* and 6i-pr. .to-pr. and 64-pr. 6 .... pr. and SO·.pr • 
No. ll. hf. L. on Garrison R.M.L. and 'O-pr. R.M.L. and 7' R.B.L, 

at tb. Standing Carriage, R.B.L. Gnn on Gun on ']'raverstng 
GUD. 9 Numbers. Trave1lin~ Stelle Platform, 9 Number •• 

Carriage, g Numbers. 

St~rJ;;~~~ 3 with car- SupplielJ 3 with car·· St~rd~~~~ ;nd~rthc:~: 6. tridges. 
pro brings up pro-
Jectile. 

Attends to fuzes, and Attends to fuzes and Attends to fuzeR, and 

7. lllings up projectile. hrings up projectile. brinK~ up projectile. 

Attend!'. to cartrid!{e Attends to cartrIdge Attt"nds to cartridge 

8. store, and serves out store, and serves out store. cerves (.Iut 
cartridges to 6. cartridges to 6. cartridges to 6. 

Attends to shell Attends to shell Attends to sheJl stores, 

9. lItores, issues shells, stores, issues shells, issues shells, tubes, 
tuhes, and fuzes. tubes, and fuzes. and fuzes. 

10. - - -

11. - - --

12. - - -
--------1-. 

13 & 15. - - -

14& 17. - " - -

16. - - -
I 

cver~ o~~il ';;g~l above tnl?le of general duties has been compiled for the requirements of a 
'nit.' N~l's. ('har e d te.nd to IIIconve!lienc.·e .and overcrowding, the Commandi~g 01fi~er may USit 

"Iu the II g 4 Witch the mugazlne duties .. hould always be selected forthClr speCial tltnnli. 
ervtcc 0 guns when the firIng number Cllllnot put tbe tube Into tbe Tamt without 
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GARRISON DUTIES. 

DUTIES. 

10", 111 , and 12" on 
Casemate Platform. 

15 Number •• 

12',511' on 
Traversing ljlatform, 

11 Numhers, 

r StlP:r,l1es 3 with car- SUl?pllea 3 with car-~ I Ir! ge.. 'ridge •• 
Suppliea 3 with car
trldgel, and ramI 
home. 

I AUends to fu1.es, and Attends -,.--ru-z-.-,,-I-A-'-'.-n-d.--,.--n,-.. -,-, I-A- lI-.n-d-. -,-.--ru-z-.,-, 

I brings up projectile. hrillgs up projectile rbar.,in •• g., u.p"J"ro.;emC.lile1t, blings up I)rojectile, 

Attends to cartridge 
store. and aerves out 
cartridges to 6. 

Attends to ahell 
litores, Issues shells, 
~ubu, and fuzes. 

(with 91 raise. alld railes, IIl1a ram. It 
ram8 it home), IlOme. home. 

,---1------------1-----------
A ttenda to cartridge Attends to cartridge 
store, Dnd servea out atore, nod serves out 
cartrWgeli to 6. cartrW!j:l!s to G. 

Assists 7 (with g" I Auists 7, raises pro
raisea projectile, jectile. and removes 
rams home, ulld l'e- empty barrow. 
moves empt)' barrow). 

Atten~1 to cartridge 
atore. :md flerves out 
cartridges. 

Assists 1. raises pro
jectile, rliJus home, 
and removes empty 
barrow. 

A ttends to shell 
stores, Issues shells, 
tubell, and fllzes. 

Attends to ahell Attends to shell 
8 tore, iSlues 5'lell., stores, !saues shells, 
tubes, and luzes.· tubel, and fuzes. 

Raises projectile, 
aHslsts G with car~ 
tridges. il required, 
rams home, attends 
to mantlet, and tra. .. 

Supplies cartrldgeto 
3, raisel pl'<'jectile, 
rams bORIC, attends 
to mantlet, and tr8-
..eraea. 

r-___________ ·~·-------------I--·-·-r.-.-.-i'-r.-q~U-ir-.d-·--I~--~----:~~ 
Rams borne, attends Rams home, attends 
to vent and Inautlet, to malltlet, and tra~ 
traverses, if re- verses. Attends to 
quired, makes ready, cOlllpre8!iOr stop. 
alld fires. 

I At ahel1ator:!!. Supply abeJls to tbe 
lit\. from the IIbe 11 
store. 

------1-----------,- -----.-------------
At cartridge store. St~'~~\h ~~~itFt:~:r~ 

tridge stores. 

I-------I-------+-------I--:A-.. -:-:lsts' with side 
arms, rains home, 
attends to 'Y~nt. 
mates read)' I anf\ 
ilres. 
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INDEX. 

PUBI'OBr. 

A. 

A~ts, store, sub·district ••• 
n "books relating to .•• 

Accuracy of projcctile, how obtained ..• 
II what it depends on ••• • •• 

Action, preparing forts lor (see Drill) 
Air, resistance of •.• • .• 
Air-spacing, example of ... 
Ammunition, effect of change of 

instruction in ••• 
" recruits ... . .. 
" supply of, in action 

Angle of descent, definition of •.• 
departure, definition of 

" elevation, definition of 
inCidence, definition of 

" quadrant, how obtained 
" sight, definition of 

Ares, graduated ••• • .• 
Arcs of fire ... 
Armamen t, care of '" 

" returns, joint 
Armour, attack of ... 

classification of 
comparIson of ... 

" rules for attacking ... 
Axle, eccentric... ... .. . 
Axis of the piece, deftnitlon of .. . 

trullllion, definition of 

Page 

166 
165 

4 
8 

49 
13 
12 
39 
69 
38 
60 
2 
2 
2 
2 

53 
... 1 
• .. 34--52 

51-2 
164 
171 
24 
24 
24 
26 

130 
1 
1 
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INDEX. 

PllBPOIIT. 

B. 
Battery, manning of ... 
Bearing of gun .. how shown .• ... 
Bed" howitzer and mortar, table of ••• 
,," " description of 
u mortar .. , 

Books, distribution ••• • •• 
n "specimen of 
" kept by Master Gunner .. . 

Bore, length of... ... .. . 
,. w •• blng of ... 

Brake, Allen's... ... • .. 
Bu1I'ers, hydraulic, yoke mounting ... 

12'5-incb carriage 
" " 7-inch to 12-inch ••• 

Bulkheads, removal of, before practice 

c. 
Calibre, deftnition of 
Carcasses, usc .0. .0. .0. ... . .. 
Carriages, converted from naval carriages .••• 
ClU'riage, depression '0' ••• I.. '0, 
Cllrriage., depression .•• .•• ... .., 

double plate and piatform_, table of 
H.P. 6-lDcb, Mark V gun ... 
iron, table of •• 0 '0, ••• 

"iron, for wood platforms, table of 
MoncriefJ', Mark I •.• eo. '0' ••• 
natures of l2-incb 35 tons and U'S-inch 38 tons 
single plate, and platforms, table of 
Bingle plate, converted 
small port... . .. 

II· ID-inch ••• 
wood, sliding, table .0. 

n standing, table of ••• 
'I wrought-iroD, table of 
it yoke mounting ... '0' ,0' 

n 9'2-inch and lO-inch E.O.C, Barbette .. , 
e ll " "R.C.D." 

artridges, s'M'angcments for supply in action 
cylinders, sccuring lid of 

stacking 

Page 

... 1 ISO 

... 51-2 
118 
119 
119 
167 
173 
165 
10 
42 

117 
155 
142 
127 
38 

1 
78 

139 
141 
117 
129 
158 
124 
122 
151 
141 
124 
139 
147 
138 
120 
116 
118 
155 
160 

'.'! 1~~ 

J ~g 
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PURPORT. 

Cartridges drlll ... •.. ••• ••• . .. 
" 'explosion of, when struck by bullets 

" 

" ,. 
Centring 

fillmg of •.• 
filled, table of 
gauging of 
hooping of 
issue of 
maldl.'1i of. 
markmgot ..• 
packing table of 

Chalk, for No.1... • •• 
Chambeling, definition of ••• 

disadvantage of ••• 
n usc of 

Charge, alteration of .•• • •• 
Charges, bursting, natures of ••• 
Charge, effect of varying ••• •.• . .• 
Charges, inconvenience of using full and reduced ••• 
Chart, with arcs of fire •.. ••• •.• •.. ... ... ... • •• 
Clinometers, Watkins, instructions relating to care and preservation of 
Compressor, Elswick ..• ••• •.• ••• ••• ••• ••• • .• 
Corrector for range and direction 
Countermining .. . 
Cups, tin ••• ... •.• •.• .•• • .• 
Cylinder, cartridge, to be kept closed •.• 

" fuze and tube, where to be opened 
H.P. carnage 6-inch gun ••• 
secming lids •.. ... . .• 
stacking of ... •.. • •• 
tin, instructions for reclosing 

D. 
Deflection, constant •.. •.• •.. • •• 

,. explanation of rule for correcting 
~emands, copies of ... ... ••• . .• 

escent, angle of ..• ••. ..• •.• • •• 
D. ". " influence on the effect of shrapnel 

lrectlOD, corrector for 
Di~trict, sub, method o£"taking·charg~ of ••• .-. 
Dnft, definition of 

how determined ::. 
permanent angle of ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: 
rule for finding allowance made by set of tangent scale ... 

Page 

70 
50 
63 
72 
69 
65 
69 
62 
68 
74 

••• 7 
••• 214,250 

···1 ... 
11, 
11 
11 

9 
60 
15 
50 
51 
36 

132 
53 
54 
98 
89 
40 

159 
69 
70 

100 

7 
27 

168 
23 
23 
53 

111 
2 
7 
7 

54 
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PURPORT. I Page 

DrlD, silent 
" general instl'uctions for ... 

f 39,273, 
180 
179 

moving target ... • •• 
recl"lllts, system of ... ..• . .. 

" B.M.L. ordnance 011 rear chock carriage. 
u S.B. guns ... 

S.B. howitzers ... 
II terms, explanation of . '0 ••• .0. • •• 

n 64-pr. B.M.L. guns on common standing carriages 
n converted, on Moncrieff carriages .0. 
" with circular buffer ... ... .0. 

n 64-pr. and SO-pr. R.M.L. guns on travcrsi,!g platforms 
7-inch B.M.L. guns on Moncrieff carriage... ... 

"n on traversing platforms ..• 
n " to fire over 6·ft. parapets 

9-inch R.M.L. guns in Barbette battery .. . 
It in casemate battery .. . 

" on Moncriefi' cal'liages ... ..• .0. ... . .. 
.. 10-inch, U-ineh, and 12-inch B.M.L. guns in barbette batteries (with 

sunken ways) . .. ... 
"tI "" in casemate or open batterIes 

" "" "It mounted on turntables 
IO-inch B.M.L. guns on small port carriages ... ... ... 

n lZ'5-ineh in barbette battery with sunken ways .. . 
Mark I. on traversing platforms ... 

n Mark II, on traversing platform... .. . 
" " Marks I and II, mounted on turntables .. . 

6 & 8-inch B.L. guns on H.P. mountings... .. . 
n (provisional) 8-inch B.L. on casemate platforms .. , 
.. 3-pr. Hotchkiss gun ... ... ... ... ... 
" O'45-inch Nordenfelt gun ... ... ... .., 

(provisional) 12-inch B.L. on casement platforms ... ... ... ... 
.. 9·~·inch B.L. gun on garrison carriage and traversing platform central 

PIvot ... ..• ... ... ... .... •.. .... ... . .. 
n 4o-pr. B.B.L. on travelling siege carriage 
" ,. sille closing '0' •• , 

n 7-inch R.B.L. on traversing platiorm. 
Moncrieff carriages.,. 
rear chock carriages 

" naval slides ... 
I, royal and coehom mortars .00 ,,0 . 

" S-inch mortar on standing bed .. , 0·0 ... 

lo-inl:h or 13-inch morlal·. on standing bed ... 

181 
196 
197 
340 
341 
179 
186 
198 
208 
202 
22. 
213 
219 
238 
230 
238 

258 
249 
267 
269 
272 
261 
271 
273 
275 
279 
300 
303 
293 

286 
311 
323 
328 
336 
n9 
336 
350 
348 
343 
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PURPORT. 

E. 
Electric light, control and use of 
Elevator, Moncrieff, Mark I... .. . 
Energv muzzle, variation of... ... ... 
Exami~ation of guns after how many rounds 
Expenditure journal 

Fire, artillery, natures of 
" chan, showing arcs of ... 

curved, against earthworks 

" 

" masonry 
direct, " earthworks 

masonry 
" " ships 

curved, definition of 
direct, definition of 
enfllade 
frontal " 

high angle"" •• 
" howitzers and mortars 

indirect definition of ... 
kinds of, with common shell 

" moving target ... .., ... 
F'.'. nat!,res of, and use of projectiles 

mng, nIght ... ... ... ... 
Fire, oblique, definition of 

observation of 

F. 

" rate of ... .., ... ..• ... ... . .. 
" reverse, definition of ... '" ... ... . .. 

Firing 1·inch 6t tons R.M.L. guns, precaution to be observed 
Forms, army, G 908 .•• ... • .. 
}'ormula, range fur elevated batteries 
}I'ort, manning .. , •.• •• 

organisation of, for defence 
plan of basement ... '" 

" "" upper floor 
}'uzes, deSCription of ... 

fixing " 
gauge " 
how extracted 

I Page 

54 
152 

9 
165 

... 166,168 

3 
51 
18 
18 
17 
17 
11 
a 
3 
3 
3 
3 

18 
3 

11 
46 
16 
35 
3 

38 
51 
3 

225 
169 
35 
49 
49 
50 
00 
90 

108 
90 

Jl5 
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INDEX. 

PURPORT. 

Fuze, percussion. when to be used 
preparation of." ." 

,1 time, burning influenced by 
time of burning ,0, 

I t effect of damp 
when to be changed 
ritled ordnance ..• 
percussion... '0, ... 

" R.L., Mark II 
" small ". 

direct action '0' ... ... 

" " note regarding UBe of 
percussion, bolt .0. .0. • .. 
time and concussion, medium ... 
Pettman, G.B. ". ... 
time and percussion, 9 sec. 
16 scc. M.L. ... ". 
16 Bee. II.L. special priming ". 
16 Bee. with detonator, Mark III 
R.B.L. ordnance ... 
S.B. ., ". 
common, use of ... 
diaphragm, use of 
Pettman's, L.S. ... 
mortar, large 

" small ... • •• 
parachute, light, 10·inch 

a-inch 
" " 5t-inch 

hand grenade 

Gas-checks, automatic ". 
" drill .. . 

G. 

flxingof ... ... ... ... 
" for studded projectiles, pattern of 

near, brake, yoke mountings ... 
elevating, 
loading, 
traversing, n 

tt Withdrawing, n 
" clutch, 12·5·inch 
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368 INDEX; 

PtmPORT. 

Gear, elevating II 

following up do. 
.. ~. 

;: nipping, " 
preventor,.. ... , .• 
running-back and traverfting 

II elevating, capstan head .. . 
" carriages,. iron ... . 

II II H.P. carrIage, 6-mch guns ••• 
traversin"" " tt ••• • •• 

elevating, 9'2 aDlIIO-inch U C.D. ... ... 
traversing and running-back, 7-inch to 12-inch 

" elevating, howitzers and mortar beds ... 
II MoncFieff,. Mark II ... . .. 
" wood carrIages 

:: ,t worm wheel 
Graduated arcs .•. ... ... ... 
Gravimetric dellsity, definition of .. : 

II "cffect of decreasmg 
" "bow expressed 

Gravity, force of ... ..• ... 
Grenades, hand, use of ... 
Gnn, comparison of M.L. and B L. 
" effect of modifying ... 
II Nos. to stand to their guns 

Gunnery, terms, definition of ... 
Gunpowder, classification of 

issue of 
natures of ... 

I, 
" 

Randlcs, traversing, to be manned ... 

H. 

I. 

Index plate... ••• "r ... ... ... • .. 
Indicator, 1Z'5-inch ... .•• ... ... ... 
Instntctlons for the preparation of shells and fuzes ... • .. 

general, for organising and preparing forts for IU!t\O!;l 
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INDEX. 

PUBl"OB.T. 

Jack, hydraulic 12'II-inch carriage 
Journal. expenditure ... '" 

issue 
receipt ... . .. 

" "specimen of 
., issue, ,. 

Jump, definition of 
diagram of ... 

Lateral deviation, definition of ... 
" I' how to con-ect '" 

J. 

L. 

Laying, by index plate and graduated arc 
diagram and description of 
mortars .. , 
moving target 

" rulc8 to be observed 
" without sights 

Ledger I specimen of 
"store ... 

Lift •• hydraulic 12·5·inch 
Light, electric, control of ... .0' .0' ••• _ .• 

" " USA of _0. ••• ,0' '0. .., •• , 
Umbering and unlimbering 8~incb mortar on travelling bed 

howitzcl'8 
" 'f " 40-pr. R.B.L. 

Line of departure, definition of 
" diagram of ... 

fire, definition of 
sight, II ,. 

" " diagram of .0. 
Loading and laying, time of ", 
Look-out party I use and duties of 

Magazines, regulations regarding 
Manning forts ... ... • .. 
)!ap, detail of ... ... ... .. . 
Marks, distinguishing, on projectiles .. . 
Match, quick ... ..0 ... . .. 

slow " 

M. 
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370 INDEX. 

PUBPOBT. 

Mine field, attack of ••• 
protection of ••• 

rJIB8~ft~, precaution ... 
Mortars, cbarges, rules for 

table of ... .•. • •• 
" time of f1igbt, rule for ••• • •• 

Mo~tlngs, B.I,. gUDS; table of ••• • •• 
9'2 and IO-Incb R.C.D., table of 

:: disappearing 9'2 and lO-inch 
garrison service ._. • •• 
Moncrieff, table of... • •• 

" Mark II, table of 
small port ••• 
yoke... .••• ••• .., ••• 
9'2 aud IO-inoo E.O.C. Barbette 

" 
" 
" 
" " 

N. 
Nordenfelt Ii-barrelled gun 

o. 
Oil on slides ••• • •• 
Orders, transmission of ••• '" ... ... ••• •.• .;. • .. 
Ordnance, description of material and ammunition, 64-pr. R.M.L. converted 
tt" n U " gun Mark III ... 

" " .. 
" ,. 

" " 
" 
" " 
" " 

" SO-pro R.M.L. converted 
" 7-inch R.M.L. gun 

9-inch 

" lO-lIlch 
ll-inch 

".. 12-inch 25 tons 
" 12-inch " 35 tons 
" " " 12"5-inch " 
" .. ,,8-inch B.L. gun 
" 12-inch 

R.B.L. general ob~ervations ••• ... •.. '.' .. 
descnption of material and ammunition, 40-pr. R.B.L. 
"It 7-inch " 
" 32-pr. S.B., B.L. gun •.• 
" examination of ... • .. 

laying, explanation of terms 
" means of tiring ... 
" memo. of examination •.• • •• 
n natures of ... ... ... ... 
" No. of rounds before examination 
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INDEX. 

pUIlPOllT. 

Parachut..... ... ... ... ... 
Parade, dingraDl of, for manning forts 
Pivots, nature of ... ... ... ... 

P. 

" position of Nos. when traversing 
Plates, clip, care of 

" index . ... ... . .. 
Plane of dep8J."ture, definition of ... 

n sight" ,., 
I I table, use of and description... . .. 

Plate, pivot, 9'2 and IO-inch E.O.C, barbetle 
l'latfonn., wood, snding table of .. , .. , 

iron, table of ... .., 
converted, boom naval slideR 
fittings for... .. . 
for 7 -ft. parapet .. . 
Monerielf, Mark I .. , 

12'~inch .~.' 1.1::: ... ... 
lZ,iLCh 36 tons, 12'6-ton 38 tODS 
small port, 12'6-inch 
yoke mountings .. , 
H.p, 6-ineh, Mark V '" .. , 

.. 9'Z,inch and IO-inch E.O,C, balbette 
" ., 0, B.C.D. 

l'iates, compreaoor atop, 12'6-inch .. , 
Plugs, fixing of .. , .. , 
Point blank, deOnition of 
POintsrs, Use of ... 
Portllre., common .. 
Powder, effect of damp on OU '" 

" of varying ... . .. 
n care in weighing the charge .. , 

l' " to correct variation in 8trength of '" 
metlc. to cease till guns are e:mmined .. , 

elementary, object of .. , 
.. PDeral, instructions regarding 
.. moving target ... 

pre .... tor ~,. condition. of 
PrImOl'I, :a.B.~ 6-lnch .. , .. , ... 

l'r<>JectIles, arra:::"_~ for ~;;'ppliii. acti;m 
t; 

,':, 
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372 INDEX. 

PURPORT. 

Projectiles, battering, use o,f •. , ,... .... ... 
eJfect of increasmg weight and length .. , 

" "not ramming home uniformly 
" elongated, advantages of ... 

forces acting on during flight 
" " in the bore 

for practice, paint marks OD 
markings on 
rifled ordnance 
RB,L, guns 
R.M.L. guns ... 
R.M.L. howitzers ••• 
S.B. ordnance, cIassWcation of ••• 
shape of head 

" use of ••• 
use of " full" charges with 

Proi~ction, force of ••• ••• • •• 

Q. 
Qua.drant angle, definition of ••• ••• ••• . •• 

" for various ranges to be posted up 
Quick Firing Gun, Hotchkiss drill for 

R. 
Ramming home, method of Doting 
Range, definition of .•. • •• 
Range-finder for elevated batteries ••• 

n Nolan's ... • .. 
" Watkin'. depression 

Range Corrector ... .., ••• 
Range, method of picking up ••• 

" formula to find ••• • •• 
modIfication of ... ... • .. 
obtaining, best projectile to use 

" verification of •.. ... ... 
Reader and index plate ... 
Recoil, control of.. ... 
Record, inspection, joint ... 
Records, shell aud cartridge store 
Regulations, equipment ... ... ... ... .. . 

" index to ... •• ... .. . 
Rifil'n "ad f°tar making up cartridges and filling Bhell .. . 

g, van ges of ... 
" classification of srstcn;;' 
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RItl.ing conditi.oDS desirable 
disa.clvantages of 
effect of ... 
object of •.• 
systems of 

" twist of .. , 
Rotation, how effected 

Sand to check recoil 
Shells, burst of .. . 

common ... . .. 

IND,~ 

PUBPOB.~. 

s. 

S.B. use of ••• ..• . .• 
steel, reason for construction 

" 
use of 00. 

doubl. •.. . .. 
filling, howitze1'8 ... ... . .. 

P. and F.G., proportions of ... 
R.B.L .... 
shrapnel. .. 

" star ... 
1I11ed, storage of ••• 
1I1ling, studies. • •• 

" studded ... .0. 
" fuze-hole, gapges of ... 

live, bursting charges of 
mortar ... 
securing of 

" lIegment .. , ..• ... 
where effe.ctive 

n fuze for 
shrapnel... ... .•• ..• • •• 

destructive effect depends on 
velocity at burst 

" timmg of burst ... .. . 
" shrapnel, striking velocity of bullets .. . 

J' 

It cone of dispersion ... 
effective distance of burst 
front covered by 
how marked .. , .. , 
object to be attained .•• 

n " practice wi th ... 
., steel, how dietin.truished 

Sbe14 shl'apnel, use,of ... ... 
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374 INDEX. 

Pt1BPORT. 

Shell. Bhrar-nel. S.B. 
star ... •.• .., ... 

tt how pluflged when filled with water .. , ..• 
Sights. tangent. howitzer. why long de~ection bars 

why perpendlCular .. . 
why inclined to the left .. . 

Silent drill ••• 
Shot, case ... 

tt tt full charge to be used with 
" u S.B. 
" use of 
.' grape, S.B. • .• 
to palliser 
" Band, use of 
" solid, S.B., use of 
to wedged. release of 

Stop, compressor lZ'f>-inch 
Stores, arrangement of •.• 

nomenclature of •.. 
accounts .o. 

T. 
Table, comparison of, gun and howitzer ••• 

" "howitJ.er a.nd Dlortar ... 
tt Bhewing distribution of detail ••• . .. 
tt detail of manning a fort •.• 

Target. moving. attack of •.• 
direction of '" ... 
errors when firmg at 

" practice at ... . .. 
• tt • rule for firing at ... 

tt mstructlOnal, description of ••• 
." u method of using 

TraJectory, d~finition of... ... '" 
" dmgram of ... 

Trunnions, difference of level, '~irect '~f 
n n rule for correcting 

Tubes, friction, natures of ... '" ... 
" "ent sealing, natures of ... . .. 

TU!""tables, service of guns, mounted on 
TWIst., how measured ... 

of rifling increasing 
uniform ••• ... 
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Velocity, muzzle, deftnltion of ••• 

" ~~~::ng ':, ...... .0. 
J! of translation, what due to 

ven~ position of ... ... ,0' ••• 

Wads, grommet ••. 
" wedge 
" use of .0. ... '" 

Weight. proportion of, to calibre 
Wind, effect of ... 
Wir;dage, absence of 

Yoke 

definition of 
effect of 

v. 

w. 

Y. 
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MILITARY BOOKS, published b!lAlltkorlty-continn8d. 

GUNS. Handbooks for, via.:- / 
40-PR. R. B. L. (side-closing) on °6 ft Parall~t 

Carriage (L.S). 8vo. 25pp. 5 plat ... Wrapper. 'Price I. 8d. 
40-PR. R. M. L. of 35 cwt. (1880.) Price lB. • 
32-PR. S.B. B.L. (For Flank Defence). Mounted 

on G"'?'ison Sliding Carriage and 
Travemng platform. Land Service. 
1886. Price 6d. 

25-PR. R.M.L. of 18 cwt. (1880.) Price 18. 
2o-PR. R .. B.L. of 16 cwt., on Garrison Sliding 

Carriage and Travelling Carriage. SVo. 26 pp. 8 plates. 
Wrapper. 1886. Price lB.6d. 

le-pa; R.M.L. of 12 cwt. L. S. (1883.) PrI".., I •• 
13-PR. of 8 cwt. .. (1884.) Price I •• &d. 
9-PH. of 6 cwt. , (1883.) Price 9d. 
7 -PH. " Steel, of 200 lbs. (1878.) Price lB. 8"-
7-PH. ".. on Colonia.! Car

12'5-inch 

12'5-inch 

;.1"1 ~~"J:ll 
~"-lnch 

10.inch 
10-inch 
9.inch 
8-inch 

" 

nage. 1882. Price lB. 6d. 
of 38 tons, on Sliding Carriage. 

L.S. ° 1883. Price Is. 6d. 
of.31;1 tonp, Marks 1.° & II., Case

mate, Dwo.rf, and Small Port Mountinp, 
Land Service. 1886. 8vo. pp. Wrap
per. Price 6,. 

of 35 tons" Ma.rk I, Mounted on 
Sliding l'arriage ana Platform. L.S. 
1884. Price 3 •• 

of 18 tons. (1876.) (Out .(print.) 
Sliding Carriage. L.S. 1883. Price lB. 
of 12 tons. (1876.) Price 6d. 
Howitzer of 70 cwt. Ma.rks I. 

acd II., on Siege Travelling Carriage. 
(LandSenice.) Pennanent Works. 1886. 

7-inch 
8vo. 33 pp. 9 plates. Wrap)l8': Frice 33. 

of 61 and 7 tons, on Shding and 
.. MoncrierrCarriage. (L.S.) 1888. 28. &d. 

12 and ll-inch R. M. L. of 25 tons. 1879. Price Is. &d. 
0'45-inch GATLING for LAND SERVICE. 3rd 

0.1:'~~ (~~'&'[ri:rN&.d·for NAVAL SERVICE. 
(1880.) Prlce Bd. 

GUNS. Range Tables for, m.:-wt 1882 
13-PR. R. M. L. Gun of J c • 1882: 
16 .. .. 6" 1882. 
~ -PRo dhn of 400 'ibs.. 1882." Price 8d. 

Price fd. 
Price st!. 
Price ed. 
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VV"ORXS 
Prepat'ed in the I1~tellig"ence· Branch of tke Quarter-· 
. mastel" General s Department, HorBe Guards. 

ARMED STRENGTH OF AUSTRIA.. By Captain 
. W. S. Coon, 22nd Foot. Part I.t 10,. 6d. I' 

__ Part II. Price lIB. 6d. 
ARMED STRENGTH OF BELGIUM. 1882. Price !a. 
ARMED STRENGTH OF DENMARK. By Ca.ptain 

w. S. COOKE, 22nd Regt. Price 3 •• 
ARMED STRENGTH OF FRANOE. By Major O. J. 

E".T,,1i7th Regt., D.A.Q.M.G. 1877. Price 78. 6d. . 
ARMEl.I STRENGTH OF THE GERMAN EMPIRE. 

Part I.-Organization and Administration. With Map. By Captain 
F. C. H. CLARKE, R.A;J. D.A.Q.M.G. 1876. Price 8 •. Gd. 

ARMED STRENG'J:H OF ITALY. Translated from 
the German, by Lieut. W. A. H. H .. u, R.E. 1876. Price 6 •. 6d. 

ARMED STRENGTH OF THE NETHERLANDS. 
By JlIajor J. K. TROTTER, B.A. With two Ma.ps Price 7 •. Gd. 

ARMED (:JTRENGTH OF RUSSIA. By Captain J. M. 
GRIERSON, R A. With two Map~. Price 18.. . .. 

ARMED STRENGTH OF SPAIN. -- Map. 
. 1883. Price 38. 

ARMED STRE?TGTH of SWEDEN ~a' 
~Y: ,Captain W. S. COOKE, 22nd Regt., D.A.Q.M.G~ 
.... n.1e 3s. 6d. " ";', 

ARMED STRENGTH OF SWITZERLAND. By 
lIIajor FRANK S. RUSSELL, 14th Hussars. 1880. Price Is. 6d. 

ATTACK FORMATION FOR INFANTRY IN THE 
AUSTRIAN, FRENCH, GERMAN, AND rrALIAN .ARMIES: 
Outline of. 1981. Price I.. . 

CAVALRY. Instructions for the Training, Employ
ment, and T.eading of. By M!ljor-General CA&L VON SoIDlIDT. Com
piled by Captain VON VOLLAhD-BoCKELBEBG, 2nd Silesian Dragoons. 
Translated by Captain C. W. BOWDLD BELL, 8th BUlBar.. 1881. 
Price 3B. 6d. 

CYPRUS. Compiled by Captain A. R. SAVILLE, 18th Foot. 1878. 
Price 2 •• 6d. , I ~ 

DENGHIL-TEPE. Siege & Assault of. General Skobele1f'1f 
EGRepol't. TrlUlslated by Lieut. J, J. LEVERDON, R.E. 1881. Price 88. 

YPT. MAP OF. "Sheeta. 1882. Price 43. 
ENGLISH-ARABIC VOCABULAUY AND· DIA· 

LOGUES ~'OR THE USE OF THE AmlY AND NAVY. By Capt. 
C. M. WATSON, R.E. 82 pp. Cloth. hlSo. Price lB. 

FRANC~ .:. Milit9~ Reports, addressed to the Fr8n,ch 
War MIOlster by Colonel Baron Stoffel, French IIlilitary Attach8 In 
!"'1lII1a. 1866-1870. Translated by Lieut.-Col. llOlllB, C.B., R.E • 
.. oyal 8vo. Price 88. 
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'WOllKS prepared in IntelligencB Branci--JOntinued. . ~ 
FRANCO - GERMAN WAR, 1870·71. Authorised I 

Translation, from tho German OlliOlAl Account b1 ~or F. O. H. 
C .... u. C.M.G .• B.A. 

l'int Part :-Hlstory of th. War to tho Downf&ll of the Empire. 
. Vol. I. Sec' .... 1 to fi :-Fwm tho Outbreak. of Hootilltl .. to .the 

Battle of Gravelotte. With case of Ma~s and Plana. Price 280. 
Vol. II. Socta. 6 10 9 :-From the Battle of Gravelotte to the 

Downf&ll of lb. Empire. With cas. of Maps and Plans. Pri •• 
22&.' . (Out of print. 

Second Part:-Hlstory of lb. War against the.Republic. 
Vol. I. Secs. 10 to 13 :-From tho lnveBlment of Paris to the reo 

occupation of Orleans b1 the Germans, with case of Maps and> 
Plans. PriCe 26. 

Vol. II. Sees. 14 to 18 :-Eventa in Northern France from the end 01 
November. In the north~west from the beginning of December. 
And the Siege of Paris from the commencement of December to 
the Armlstice; the operalionsln theSouth·east frum Ihe 1IIiddle of 

v~Nff'~~,~~ ~~ea~~d:~~~iv~,:rr~ s~~~::k.:eri~raZ:~ from the 
Middle of January to the Termil\ation of 1I0stilities. l!earward 
Communications. The AnnistiCli."··· .. : Homeward March and Occu~ 
pat ion. Itetl'ospeet. 1884. 8vo; "1Ii'4 pp. Cloth. With C 
Mll})S and !llans. Pnce 3la. 6£l. ' . 

FRENCll ARMY; Reforms·in. Part I.-The Law 0 
.. Rec~ng. Translated by Culonel Ho ..... C.Il., B.E. Royal 8vo., I 

" 10' Pp., Btiff pap'")r cover. Price Is. 6d. . . .. 
_. -- Part n.-General Organi .. ation. ~ted by:1II .. jor 

C. B. URACKBNmTRY, R.A. Pri'.:e 28. 
FRENCH ARMY: Re·orsani .. ation of. Speech of the 

Duko J)·Audilfret.-PlUlquiet. Pnee lao 
GERMANY. Campaign of 1866 in. Compiled by the 

DePArtment of lIIilitary mstory of the Pru.asian Staft'. Translated 
Into En,dish hy Colonel VON WRIGHT, Chief of the Staff VIII. 
Pruasian Corps, and Captain HE,NRY M. HOZIER, Assistu.nt Controller. 
Price H. Is., !Il (·ne vol. Royal avo., cloth boards, with a Purtfolio 
of Plans. 

·HOSTILITIES WITHOUT DECLARATION OF 
W AU. An IIi.torical Ab.traot of the cases in which Hostilities have 
occurred between Civilized Powers prior to declaration or warning. 
From 1700 to 1870. By Bt. Lieut.-Col. J. ~'. nonRlcB, R.M. 
Price 28. 

PRUSSIAN ARTILLERY. Extract.s from the Drill 
Regulations for the, and from the Handbnok tor ·l~russian Artillery 
Ollleers. Translated by 1II~jor t'A1BFA1 ELLIS. B.A. t678. Prieo 
10.. , 

PRUSS IAN INF ANTRY. Elementary Tactic.s of the. 

I '1ranslated from the Gfrmao, by Captain :K Blo.ltlNG, B.A. AIl-
. thorised Edition. Itoyo} 8\"0., 60 pp., :wi to PInns. 28. ". 
. --_._-_._------------_.-




